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What this dissertation is about

This dissertation is about extending modal logic. It tells you what a system of
extended modal logic is, it gives you three case studies of systems of modal logic,
and it gives you very general approaches to two important themes in modal logic.

This Chapter offers a brief overview of the dissertation.

1.1 MODAL LOGIC

According to the general framework presented in Chapter 2 below, a modal
language is first and foremost a description language for relational structures.
Its distinguishing features are

1. the use of simple restricted relational patterns to describe the truth con
ditions of its operators,

2. the use of multiple sorts,
3. a concern for the fine structure of model theory.

To illustrate these points, recall that the standard modal language .M£(<>)
has its formulas built up from proposition letters p, the usual Boolean connec
tives n and A, and a unary modal operator 0. Models for the language .M£(<>)
assign subsets P of the universe to proposition letters, and use a binary relation
R to interpret the modal operator: :1:l: Op iff for some y both Ray and Py
hold. Observe that this truth definition for the diamond 0 involves two sorts
of objects (a relation and a set), and that it involves only two individual vari
ables. Indeed, as was first observed by Dov Gabbay, when interpreted on models
the standard modal language is essentially a restricted fragment of a first-order
language employing only two variables.

Moreover, due to the restricted quantification in the truth definition of O,
the satisfiability problem for .M£(<>) is decidable, and the model theory of the
language can be analyzed quite elegantly with bisimulations. This restricted
quantification also makes sure that we have a decent proof theory for /\/l£(<>).

1.2 EXTENDING MODAL LOGIC

Quite often the need arises to go beyond a given description language. In the
case of modal logic viewed as a tool for talking about relational structures this
is usually because of one of the following two reasons:
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—it may be necessary to capture more aspects of the structures we work with
than we are able to with our current modal language: we need to increase
the expressive power of our description language,

—as interests and research directions change new kinds of structures come
into focus, calling for novel languages that employ appropriate vocabular
ies.

An extensive list of examples illustrating both of the above phenomena is given
in Chapter 2. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 below contain case studies of formalisms
whose raison d’étre may be traced back to one (or both) of the above points.

The standard modal language cannot express several natural properties of
its underlying semantic structures. Chapter 3 analyzes a simple proposal to
overcome some of the most striking of these defects: the addition of a difierence
operator D whose semantic definition reads: Dd) is true at a state iff (b is true
at a dzfierent state.

In recent years modal logic has found novel applications in artificial intel
ligence, natural language analysis, knowledge representation, and theoretical
computer science at large. Several general themes that form rich sources of fresh
and extended modal formalisms go by such names as ‘change,’ ‘dynamics,’ and
‘information.’ Chapters 4 and 5 below both deal with modal languages originat
ing in, or relevant to, areas subsumed by those themes.

VViththe emergence of every new modal language the usual set of research topics
and questions concerning, for example, expressive power and axiomatic aspects,
carries over from our old formalisms. However, new questions arise as well.
Chapter 2 describes a number of those new issues in extended modal logic, one
of which has to do with generalizations of results and techniques known from
traditional modal languages. In Chapters 6 and 7 two themes (‘Modal Logic
and Bisimulations’ and ‘Correspondence Theory’) from standard modal logic
are generalized, and studied in an abstract setting which allows for application
of the results to large classes of modal languages.

1.3 A LOOK AHEAD

I now give a brief chronological survey of things to come.
As new and extended modal formalisms, some differing vastly from others,

emerge in a variety of research areas, it becomes imperative to ask what it
is that constitutes a modal logic. Chapter 2 offers a unifying framework for
modal logic and identifies research lines, thus setting the stage for the rest of
the dissertation.

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 contain case studies of three extended modal languages.
Chapter 3 introduces one of the main characters of the dissertation: the D
operator. Its basic theory is developed, answering most of the usual questions
one is interested in for any system of modal logic: axiomatics, decidability, and
expressive power. In addition, Chapter 3 serves as an introduction to the basic
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terminology and techniques used in the dissertation.
A certain system of dynamic modal logic is analyzed in Chapter 4. According

to the view advocated there, one of the most interesting aspects of dynamics is
the interaction between static and dynamic information. Hence, the dynamic
modal language of Chapter 4 has explicit operators for reasoning about such
interactions. We briefly mention some of the uses of the language, and then
develop its basic theory by investigating its expressive power, the complexity
of its satisfiability problem, and its axiomatic aspects; to arrive at a complete
axiomatization we call in the help of the D-operator from Chapter 3.

The modal algebras underlying the dynamic modal logic of Chapter 4 are the
topic of Chapter 5. Those algebras, called Peirce algebras, have two sorts, sets
and relations, and various operators to take you from one sort to the other. The
bulk of the Chapter is devoted to finding a complete axiomatization for those
algebras — this is done almost entirely inside modal logic, in a fully two-sorted
extension of the earlier dynamic modal logic. In this Chapter too we use the
D-operator from Chapter 3 in an essential way to arrive at our completeness
results.

Chapters 6 and 7 are both concerned with generalizations of themes from stan
dard modal logic. Chapter 6 develops the model theory of a class of basic modal
languages using bisimulations as the fundamental tool. This results in modal
analogues of many results from basic first-order model theory: a Keisler-Shelah
style theorem, definability results, a Lindstrom type result, and various preser
vation results.

Chapter 7 then views modal formulas as special kinds of higher-order con
ditions on the underlying semantic structures, or frames; it formulates several
abstract and very general algorithms that in many important cases reduce such
modal higher-order conditions to simpler ones. The classes of formulas suitable
as input for those reduction algorithms are described semantically and syntacti
cally, and the algorithms are shown to be applicable to a wide variety of modal
logics.

Finally, the appendix contains a few facts and notions from classical, modal and
algebraic logic that are used, but not explained elsewhere in the dissertation.

Before starting off, a brief word about the origin of the remaining Chapters.
A version of Chapter 2 is to appear as ‘What is Modal Logic?’ in M. Masuch

& L. Polos, eds, ‘Arrow Logic and Multi-modal Logic.’
Chapter 3 is an updated and expanded version of ‘The Modal Logic of In

equality,’ Journal of Symbolic Logic 57, 566-584, 1992.
A version of Chapter 4 is to appear as ‘A System of Dynamic Modal Logic,’

in the Journal of Philosophical Logic.
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 were written especially for this occasion.
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What is Modal Logic?

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This Chapter contains no results. Instead, it is concerned with methodologi
cal issues in what may be called extended (propositional) modal logic, a rapidly
expanding and active field that comprises of modal formalisms that differ in
important aspects from the traditional format by extending or restricting it in
a variety of ways. The Chapter surveys the parameters along which exten
sions of the standard modal format have been carried out, it proposes a general
framework for modal logic, and formulates research topics that arise naturally
in this setting. Thus this Chapter provides the setting for the analysis of three
modal languages in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, and for the general themes addressed
in Chapters 6 and 7.

It has been a long time since modal logic (ML) dealt with just two operators
0 and D. Nowadays every possible way of deviating from the syntactic, seman
tic and algebraic notions pertaining to this familiar duo seems to be explored.
The creation of such new, or extended modal logics is largely application driven.
In many applications ML is used as a description language for relational struc
tures. This connection with relational structures makes ML into a powerful tool
— besides .\/ILthey occur naturally in many parts of linguistics, mathematics,
computer science and artificial intelligence. As new (aspects of) structures be
come important the need arises to go beyond existing modal formalisms to more
powerful ones. Or, on the other hand, it may be necessary to consider weaker
or restricted versions of earlier languages because of computational concerns.

This Chapter offers a framework for modal logic that is meant to deal with
the current diversity of the field.1 The benefits of this general approach are
manifold:

—The framework offers a systematic view of modal logic, identifying sys
tems of ML as description languages for relational structures, concerned
with fine-structural aspects of model theory. This will help avoid future
‘explosions’ of techniques serving essentially similar techniques.

—The framework identifies new possibilities and indicates new questions;
section 2.4 below contains examples. They have to do with

1Although this is an important issue in itself, the framework is not meant to address
more philosophical issues such as which notions are amenable for analysis by means of modal
operators.
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1. exploring the universe of modal logics and languages,
2. generalizing known results,
3. classification of modal logics and languages,
4. combining modal logics.

—Just as Abstract Model Theory is a large industry of interesting results at
a high level of abstraction, so may an abstract approach to modal logic
reveal general properties of and connections between modal logics.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the
framework. §2.3 contains a series of examples of systems of ML that fit inside this
framework. Section 2.4 discusses the framework and research topics it naturally
gives rise to. The fifth section has some concluding remarks.

2.2 A FRAMEWORK FOR MODAL LOGIC

To have an example at hand, recall that the standard modal language A/l£(<>)
has its formulas built up from proposition letters p taken from a set <I>,according
to the rule <1):1: p | _L | -nab| (bl /\ go; | <>¢ | Dab. A model for A/l£(O) is a tuple
9)? = (W,R, V) with W 75 (D,R Q W2, and V a valuation, that is a function
<P —+2W. Truth is defined by 9l7I,:z:l: p iff :1:E V(p), and the usual clauses
for the Booleans, while 9.7l,:z: |= Oct iff for some y, Ray and 53171.3;|= a5, and
93,1: l: Gas iff 931,3: |= -=<>-wcb.

M£(<>) expresses (first-order) properties of relational structures via its truth
conditions. These properties don’t exhaust the first-order spectrum -~~only
simple graphical patterns of the form “there is an R-successor with a property
P” (and combinations thereof) are considered. This will be the hall-mark of all
systems of .\/IL: to focus only on restricted aspects of relational structures via
truth conditions that encode simple geometric patterns involving multiple sorts.

To present a system of ML we need to give its syntax, its semantic structures,
and an interpretation linking the two.

SYNTAX

A general syntax for .\lL should be able to handle multiple sorts, as well as vari
ables, constants and connectives of each sort, plus, of course, modal operators.

2.2.1. DEFINITION. The syntax of a system of modal logic is given by a vocab
ulary (S, V, C, (9, .77)where

—S is a non-empty set of sort symbols;
— V5 (3 E S) is a set of (propositional) variables;

C, (s E S) is a set of constants;
C’),(s E S) is a set of connectives;

—J: is a set of function symbols.

The elements of .7: are modal operators; via the semantics these will encode
simple patterns in the structures in which the modal language is interpreted.
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Each (propositional) variable and each constant is assumed to be equipped with
a sort symbol as are the argument places of the modal operators and connectives.
Further, connectives of sort s return formulas of sort 3, and modal operators are
assumed to be marked with the sort they return.

The formulas Forms of sort 3 (s E S) are built up as follows.

Connectives: o Atomic formulas: ps 6 Vs U C3,
Modal operators: #, Formulas: <15E Forms,

((7:3: ps l .(¢1,sa- - - a¢n,s) l #(¢s1a- - -745511):

where it is assumed that 0 and # return values of sort .9. (A side remark: accord
ing to the above set-up there is little difference between connectives and modal
operators. But this is what we encounter in many systems of .\/IL; Definition
2.2.5 and §2.4 contain further remarks on this issue.)

2.2.2. EXAMPLE.In the standard modal language we have two sorts: p (propo
sitions) and r (relations), the usual set of propositional variables (p0,p1,...)
and constants (_L,T), and only one constant but no variables of the relational
sort (R); the connectives are the usual Booleans, while there is only one modal
operator, taking a first argument of the relational sort, a second argument
of the propositional sort, and returning a formula of the propositional sort.

SEMANTICS

A system of modal logic not only specifies the syntax of legal formulas, it also
provides a semantics to interpret these formulas. We need multiple domains, a
uniform approach to dealing with the semantics of the modal operators, and a
flexible way of incorporating side-conditions on the interpretations of the symbols
in our language.

Generalizing our intuitions from the standard modal format, we interpret
modal operators as describing simple patterns in the relational structures un
derlying our modal languages. Such patterns are given as formulas of a classical
language £. A classical logic is any logic in the sense of (Barwise & Feferman
1985, Chapter 2); often one can simply think of first-order logic when we write
classical logic (cf. also the Appendix).

2.2.3. DEFINITION. Let .7: be as in 2.2.1, and let # E T. A pattern or £
pattern 6# for # is a formula in a classical logic £ that specifies the semantics of
#. A pattern typically has the form Azrs, ...)\:1:_,,,. c>(:1:5,, . . . ,:z:5,,; 11:5,,“, . . . ,:1:3m),
where 1:3,, ...,:z:S,,,,:z:5,,+,,...,:z:5m are variables of sort 31, . . . , Sn, s.,,+1, . . . , sm,
respectively, the variables 1:5,,+,,...,:E5m are free variables, and all non-logical
symbols occurring in <1)are either among these variables or constants from C.

The semantic structures for a system of .\IL consist of a number of domains W,
(for s a sort symbol in 8) with the modal operators describing configurations of
elements of these domains, and formulas of sort 5 being interpreted as subsets
of W5. Formally, there is an interpretation function I assigning a subset of W,
to every formula in Forms as follows. First, there is a valuation V that assigns
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subsets of W, to atomic symbols, that is, to elements of V, U C3. I will tacitly
assume that the function I ‘knows’how to deal with the elements in Os. Truly
modal aspects pop up with formulas of the form #(d>1,. . . ,¢n). for # E T: to
compute the value of such a formula at a tuple 5:’one checks whether the pattern
for # applied to d>1,. . . ,d>,,, with 5:’assigned to its free variables is satisfied.

But this is not quite good enough. We may have to let our interpretation
know that we have special things in mind for some of the symbols in our syntax.

2.2.4. EXAMPLE.Consider the standard modal language with its syntax as
given in Example 2.2.2. The intended interpretation of the symbol R is not
just V(R) Q W,., but rather V(R) Q (W,,)2: R is to be interpreted as a binary
relation on WP. With the standard modal format as in Example 2.2.2, and the
constraint as above, the pattern for is /\:c,,.Ely((12,y) E V(R) A y E V(a:,,)).

Example 2.2.4 motivates the following. A constraint on an interpretation I is a
formula expressing some meta-level condition on I , and on the way I interacts
with the domains W3. Familiar constraints include ‘non—emptydomain,’ and
‘persistence of proposition letters’ in intuitionistic logic.

Summing up we arrive at the following definition of the semantics for an .\/IL.

2.2.5. DEFINITION. Let 1' = (S,l/,C,(’)..7-") be a modal vocabulary, and I an
interpretation based on a valuation V and a set of patterns 6# (# E J’). A
7'-structure is a tuple am = W, }SES,1, P), where W, is a non-empty domain
corresponding to the sort 3, and I‘ is a set of constraints on I and satisfied by
I. The value in 93?of a formula gb(of sort 3) at an element :1:E W, is computed
as follows:

iUl,$ 3: ps iff 1: E V(pS),

5m»$l=°(¢1,---,¢n) 13 5'3€1(°)(1(<f>1)»---J(<25n)),
9flv$l=#(¢1a----;¢n) iff 9fl7'rl=6#(I((.D1)9""I(¢n))'

Just as there was little difference between modal operators and connectives
at the syntactic level, it is hard to identify a difference at the semantic level.
According to one opinion evaluating modal operators typically involves multiple
states; but several modal operators involve just a single state (Gargov et al.
1987), and the evaluation of intuitionistic connectives in Kripke models involves
multiple states. Another claim is that modal formulas typically involve (non
logical) relations between states when they are evaluated — but cf. the D-logic
of Chapter 3, and the modal logics of (representable) relation algebras (Venema
1991); §2.4 below contains a further comment on this issue.

The upshot of Definitions 2.2.1 and 2.2.5 is that modal logic is a formalism
with expressions of multiple sorts whose distinguishing feature is the presence
of functions between sorts, and the use of restricted relational patterns as truth
definitions to describe simple geometric aspects of the underlying structures.

At this point one may introduce general properties a system of ML should
satisfy, as is done for classical logics in Abstract Model Theory. We will not do
so; instead we refer the reader to Chapter 6 for more on this point.
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MODAL LOGIC AS A DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE

Consider Definition 2.2.5 again. Let ML be a modal language. If for some
classical language L, all connectives and patterns of ML live in L, then ML
may be seen as a fragment of L. Formally, this connection is given by a standard
translation that takes ML—formulasto L—formulasby simply following the truth
definition of ML. For each sort 3 we fix sufficiently many individual variables 2:3,
and assume there are predicate symbols PS corresponding to the propositional
variables ps. Then ST(ps) = P3225,ST commutes with connectives o, and
S'T(#(q51,...,qb,,)) = 6#(ST(¢1), . . . , ST(qb,,)), where some provisos have to be
made to perform substitutions in 6#. For ML(<>) this instantiates to: ST(p) =
Pr, S'T(fiq§) = -1ST(d>), S'T(c;3/\1/2)= ST(qb) /\ST(1,0), and ST(<>¢) = Ely(R:z:y/\
[y/:r]ST(¢>)), where [y/a:]x is X with y substituted for z.

Hence, every modal language ‘is’ a restricted fragment of a classical lan
guage that precisely contains all descriptions of (combinations of) the geometric
patterns in relational structures that underlie its modal operators. But then:
which fragments of classical languages are modal fragments in the above sense‘?
Chapter 6 answers this question for a variety of modal languages.

There is a second level at which modal languages are used as description
languages. A frame 3 is a 7'-structure in which we ‘forget’ the valuation V;
modal formulas are interpreted on frames by quantifying over all valuations:
3,1: l: abiff for all models 93?= (3, V) on S, iITI,:z:}= (,6. If ML and L are such
that the standard translation maps ML into L, then, on frames, ML—formulas
are equivalent to II}-conditions over L. E.g. on frames the standard modal
formula p —+<>p corresponds to \7’P(P(:z:) —+3y(R$y /\ P(y))). Often such
second-order conditions can be reduced to first—orderones; the above formula is
equivalent to Rm. Chapter 7 explores the mathematics of such reductions.

To conclude this section, the distinguishing aspects of modal languages are:
multiple sorts, restricted relational truth definitions describing simple geometric
patterns of models, and a concern with the fine—structureof model theory.

2.3 EXAMPLES

This section contains examples of modal logics fitting the framework of §2.2.
Our examples differ from the standard modal format in having more operators,
alternative modes of evaluation, more sorts. more structure, more or alternative
constraints, or The examples all fit the framework of §2.2 rather easily,
although we won’t actually describe how they fit the framework — this is left
to the reader. We first describe the standard modal format.

THE STANDARDMODALFORMAT. The standard modal format has two sort

symbols p (propositions) and r (relations). The variables of sort p are VP =
{p0,p1, . . . }; the constants in Cp are L, T; the connectives (9,, of sort p are n,
A. For the relational sort we have V, = (0,C, : {R}, 0,. = (ll..7-': { }, where
the first argument place is marked for symbols of sort r, the second for symbols
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of sort p, and the result sort is p. The sole constraint is that W, Q (W,,,)2 The
pattern for is /\2:.,..Amp.33/((:r, y) E V(:c,.) /\ y E V(:z:,,)). As there is only one
possible input relation for this pattern we often use the ‘old’ notation 0-.

MORE OPERATORS. A common motivation for extending a modal formalism is
the need to increase its expressive power. The most obvious way to go about
things is to add extra operators; such additions can easily be accounted for in
the framework of §2.2. One can simply add an extra operator to the existing
stock, and give its pattern in terms of the material already present. One of the
main characters of this dissertation is the D-operator. The pattern of this unary
operator reads /\:1:,,.Ely(g ;£ :2:A y E V(:r,,)). Adding it to M£(O) overcomes
important deficiencies in expressive power; Chapters 3, 4 and 5 contain numerous
examples to this effect. Alternatively, new operators and their patterns can be
defined in terms of new relations. Provability logic, for example, where the dual

of simulatesprovabilityin an arithmetical theory,has beenexpandedwith
modal operators simulating (relative) interpretability whose pattern is based on
an additional ternary relation, cf. (Berarducci 1990, De Rijke 1992d).

Mom-: COMPLEX MODES or EVALUATION. In the above example formalisms
one evaluates formulas by ‘starting from a single state in a model, and looking
for a configuration described by the connectives and modal operators.’ There
may be a need to switch to other modes of evaluation, involving more complex
starting points for evaluation than just a single state. Concerns from linguistics,
philosophy and computer science have led to the invention of modal formalisms
in which evaluation takes place at pairs of points (Gabbay & Guenthner 1982),
intervals (Van Benthem 1991d), and computation paths (Manna & Pnueli 1992).

MORE SORTS. In the above formalisms the relations whose properties are de
scribed by modal operators, are not visible at the syntactic level. Propositional
Dynamic Logic (PDL) has explicit reference to relations by means of syntac
tic items occurring inside modal operators (a)-, although these items aren’t
evaluated directly. A system of Dynamic Modal Logic (DML) that has been
introduced by Van Benthem (1989a) is more explicitly many-sorted; it is ana
lyzed in Chapter 4. DML too has no direct evaluation at relations; but a truly
2—sortedextension of DML arising from Peirce algebras is studied in Chapter 5.

MORE STRUCTURE,1. A further mode of extending modal logic concerns the
need to add structure to a sort already present, rather than add a new one. PDL
provides an example. The big difference between .M.C(<>)and PDL is not just
that PDL has a larger stock of relation symbols, but that PDL provides means
to add structure in the relational component. The standard version of PDL
has composition and iteration of relations, but many more relational constructs
have been studied, cf. (Harel 1984, Blackburn 1993a).

MORE STRUCTURE,2. Instead of adding more structure amongst elements of
a sort, it has also been proposed to add internal structure to elements of a sort.
The point is this. In /\/l£(<>) we are interested in transitions between states and
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the way they affect truth values; we are not interested in the nature of these
states. But in many applications it may be necessary or convenient to be more
specific about their nature. Finger & Gabbay (1992) present a canonical way to
amalgamate two modal languages A/{£1 and A/{£2 into one system A/1.C1(/\/(£2)
with a global component to reason about transitions between structured states,
and a local one to handle their internal aspects.

CHANGING THE LOGIC WITHIN A SORT. One important mode of varying one
of the components in a modal logic is changing the logic within a sort. Most
proposals to this effect have been concerned with changing the logic within the
propositional sort: from classical to partial (Thijsse 1992), many-valued (Fitting
1992), relevance (Fuhrmann 1990a), to intuitionistic (BoZic'& Dosen 1984), and
even infinitary logic.

RESTRICTINGTHE LANGUAGE. An adaptation of the standard modal format
that also fits the framework of §2.2 easily is restricting the language. Examples
of modal languages in which the relational repertoire is restricted for ‘meta
purposes’ are abundant. Because of computational concerns \'an der Hoek &
De Rijke (1992) restrict the propositional part of modal languages arising in Al.
And in the Lambek Calculus the Booleans are left out, resulting in a decidable
system with an associative operation of composition (Van Benthem 1991a).

ADD1.\'G AND CHANGING VARIABLES A.\'D CO.\'STA.\'TS. The final mode of al

tering the standard modal format that I mention here is restricting the admis
sible valuations on (some of) the variables. To increase the expressive power
of .M£(<>) Blackburn (1993b) discusses the addition of special variables whose
value in a model should always be a singleton. In interval logic Venema (1990)
restricts valuations to make his languages less expressive, as a result of which
some meta-properties are regained (like admitting a finite axiomatization).

To prevent this section from becoming purely taxonomical, further ways of al
tering the standard modal format will be left out here. In particular, I will leave
out some extensions that were inspired not by external, or application driven
concerns, but by stimuli from within modal logic. But it should be clear that
according to the framework of §2.2 a modal logic is a many-sorted formalism
that is concerned with the fine-structure of models, one that has multiple com
ponents each of which may be varied, and which has functions going from sorts
to sorts that describe simple relational patterns of the underlying structures.

2.4 QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

VViththe examples behind us we address broader issues our framework for modal
logic raises.

Q: Many modal logics do indeed count as modal logics according to the frame
work of §2.2. But isn’t the framework so general that any formalism counts as
a modal logic?
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A: What is important is that the framework captures and clarifies our intu
itions about ML, that it offers a unifying approach to ML, and that it pays off
in terms of new insights and questions — I think it does.

Q: How does the framework of §2.2 relate to other general approaches to logic,
like Abstract Model- Theoretic Logic?
A: Two important aspects of abstract model—theoreticlogic are

1. the isolation and study of specific logics for the analysis of various (math
ematical) properties, and

2. the investigation into the properties of and the relations between such
logics.

Within a general framework for ML similar research issues become clearly visible.
As a tool for reasoning about relational structures modal logic has long been
occupied with the first aspect above — but at a more fine-structural level than
abstract model theory: most modal systems have just a few simple patterns
with low quantifier rank for their operators; there is an interest in finite variable
fragments, and finite model property or low complexity results rather than in
Lowenheim-Skolem numbers or definability in the analytic hierarchy.

The second aspect is only now gaining attention in modal logic; general anal
yses of properties of modal systems are now being developed, resulting, among
others, in modal versions of theorems from abstract model theory: Chapter 6
below has a Lindstrom-style characterization of so-called basic modal languages.

ML is a part of abstract model—theoretic logic with a very special status;
being many-sorted by nature and paying special attention to simple relational
truth-definitions, it is concerned with the fine-structure of model theory.

Q: Which research topics arise naturally in the framework of §2.2'?
A: Many questions arise. They can be divided somewhat roughly into four
groups, most of them overlapping with the above items 1 and 2: exploring the
modal universe, classifying, generalizing and combining?

EXPLORING. Just as a large part of abstract model theory is devoted to study
ing relations between logics, so should modal logic. Here are two examples of the
thing I have in mind. There is a wide gap in expressive power between ordinary
tense logic with F and P as its modal operators, and Until, Since-logic. For
one thing, the operators Until, Since are known to be irreducibly binary — are
there elegant unary extensions of F, P-logic approximating Until, Since-logic in
expressive power’? Put more generally, how can this gap be filled?

Another example: according to general results in abstract model theory, a
classical logic enjoys interpolation only if it has the Beth definability property
— can similar general implications be found in modal logic?

2A side remark: of course one can pose the ‘old questions’ for every system of ML —
whether it is formulated according to the scheme of §2.2. or not — like questions concerning
completeness, expressive power, definability, decidability (or its refinement complexity) and
truth preserving relations. But these old questions are not my prime concern here.
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CLASSIFYING. In a large universe of objects insight is often gained through
classification. In the present setting patterns underlying modal operators need
classifying. Which are the ‘nice’ones? Which yield ‘nice’modal logics? Patterns
may be organized according to their quantificational structure. Let a basic modal
pattern be one of the form AR. /\;b'.33)’(R2337A /\1.p,-(y,-)). Modal logics built on
basic patterns admit a decent sequent-style axiomatization, are decidable, and
enjoy interpolation (Van Benthem 1993); by using bisimulations their model
theory may be developed in parallel with basic first-order model theory (Chapter
6 below). These results may fail for patterns with a more complex structure.

Modal patterns may also be classified according to their behavior with respect
to relations between models. In addition to the proposals mentioned in Definition
2.2.5, this is another way of distinguishing modal operators from connectives:
connectives (and their patterns) are not sensitive to the relational structure of
models, while modal operators and their patterns are.

More generally, broad criteria for classifying modal operators and their pat
terns have yet to be invented, although certain case studies have been carried
out.3 One desideratum here is an analysis of the fine-structure of patterns that
reveals how axiomatic and complexity theoretic aspects of the resulting ML are
determined by the patterns.

GENERALIZING. How do the ‘old’ results from the standard modal logic gen
eralize to novel systems of ML? If generalizations aren’t possible, can natural
counterexamples be given? This dissertation provides two examples of general
izations of results in the standard modal language. Chapter 7 presents a vast
generalization of Sahlqvist’s Correspondence Theorem. In its original form the
result describes a class of .M£(<>)-formulas that reduce to first-order formulas
when interpreted on frames. This is generalized to arbitrary modal languages be
low, while examples beyond the generalized result are also given. In Chapter 6 I
generalize and extend the model theory of the standard modal language M£(O)
with bisimulations as its central tool, to a large class of modal languages.

The benefit of striving towards such generalizations may not just be achieving
greater generality, but also gaining a better understanding of what made the ‘old’
result work in the first place.

COMBINING. This has to do with the general architecture of ML, and arises
naturally in a setting with multiple components and various links between them.
How do those aspects combine? How do the components influence each other?
What kind of communication is there between them? How do properties of the
parts transfer to the larger system? Some instances of this question are studied
by Kracht & Wolter (1991), Fine & Schurz (1991), and Goranko & Passy (1992);
they all consider the case of ‘independently axiomatized’ polymodal logics, and
show how properties like completeness and the finite model property do or do
not transfer. The results of (Finger & Gabbay 1992) mentioned in §2.3 provide
a further example, as does the work of (Spaan 1993) on complexity of modal

3An example: Van Benthem (1991a) classifies functions between certain sorts with respect
to their being a homomorphism or not.
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logics. Blackburn & De Rijke (1993) develop a general perspective on combining
logics in their zooming in, zooming out framework.

Another question here is: when can we do without some of the components
of an ML? For example, when can we do away with some of the sorts? The rela
tional sort may in some sense be eliminated from the basic modal format (Brink
1981), but we know from universal algebra that in general this is impossible .

Q: What about proof theory? Your framework does not mention it at all.
A: Yes, although the position of this Chapter has its roots in the Amsterdam
school of modal logic which has emphasized the semantic aspects of the enter
prise, I feel that a framework for modal logic should also address the issue of
proof theory. The proof theory of ML has not kept pace with its model theory,
mainly due to the fact that innovating ideas in ML often arise from its semantic
use, where proof theory is not the most obvious research topic.

Should one demand that an ML have a complete proof procedure‘? In order to
answer this, one should keep in mind the role ML is supposed to play. As many
systems of ML are designed with applications in mind, a complete proof theory
seems desirable. But completeness is not just another property a system might
have or not have. It may be that completeness is too stringent a requirement;
even when using ML as a deductive machine completeness might be sacrificed
for other advantages, such as greater expressive power. And even when one does
strive for and obtain completeness results in ML a lot still remains to be done.
Sequent calculi seem to be needed for most practical purposes, and in this respect
the approach advocated by Wansing (1993) seems promising, as his sequent style
proof theory seems to allow generalizations to arbitrary modal languages.

2.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

At the risk of overdoing it, let me repeat the picture of modal logic presented here
once more. Several influential presentations of modal logic have had a rather
‘metaphysical’ flavour, obscuring the real use and power of modal languages
by paying (too) much attention to notions like ‘possible world’ and ‘transworld
identity.’ A modal language is a restricted description language for relational
structures; it is a many—sortedformalism in which the modal operators emerge
as functions from sorts to sorts that describe simple, restricted patterns in the
underlying relational structures. Thus, the main concern of modal logic is best
described as ‘the fine-structure of many-sorted model theory.’

Although the examples of ‘truly’ many-sorted systems of modal logic given in
this Chapter are still quite traditional, I think that we will see the development
of lots of many-sorted modal formalisms in the near future, especially with the
growing interest in richer, mixed calculi that allow for more subtle notions of
transition than just sets of ordered pairs, and in which multiple cognitive ac
tivities can be adequately represented alongside programs or actions. Further
examples of multi-sorted modal formalisms are bound to arise in areas where one
works with different kinds of information, some of which may influence others.
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Finally, the global perspective outlined here may not be the best approach to
actually work in or with systems of modal logic. But the ideology presented here
is meant only as a framework and unifying approach to modal logic in which
important research lines can be identified — not as a technical tool.
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Three Case Studies
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3

The Modal Logic of Inequality

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Basic (propositional) modal and temporal logic cannot define all the natural
assumptions one would like to make on the accessibility relation. An obvious
move to try and overcome this lack of expressive power, is to extend the lan
guages of modal and temporal logic with new operators. One particular such
extension consists of adding the operator D mentioned earlier whose semantics
is based on the relation of inequality. Segerberg (1976) appears to be the first to
have studied the D-operator. Some 10 years later the operator was re-invented
independently by Sain (1988), Gargov, Passy & Tinchev (1987) and Koymans
(1992). Extending the standard modal languages with the D-operator is of in
terest for various reasons. First, it shows that the most striking deficiencies in
expressive power of the standard modal and temporal languages may be removed
with relatively simple means. Second, several recent proposals to enhance the
expressive power of the standard language naturally give rise to considering the
D-operator; thus the language with the operators 0 and D appears as a kind
of fixed point amongst the wide range of recently introduced extensions of the
standard language, including logics analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5 below. And
third, many of the interesting logical phenomena that one encounters in the
study of enriched modal languages are illustrated by this particular extension.

Applications of the D-operator can be found in (Gargov & Goranko 1991),
where it has been used in the study of various enriched modal languages, and
in (Koymans 1992), where it is applied in the specification of message passing
and time-critical systems. Sain (1988) uses the D-operator in a comparative
study of program verification methods.

The main topic of this Chapter is the modal language A/l.C(<>,D) whose modal
operators are 0 and D. The remainder of §3.1 introduces the basic notions, and
examines which of the (anti-) preservation results known from standard modal
logic remain valid in the extended formalism. Next, §3.2 compares the expressive
power of modal languages that contain the D-operator to that of other modal
languages. In §3.3 we present the basic logics in some languages with the D
operator, and we give complete axiomatizations for several special structures;
in it we prove that, given the right basic logic in M£(D), all finite extensions
thereof are complete; we also discuss complexity and decidability issues as well
as analogues of the Sahlqvist Theorem for .M£(<>,D) and M£(F,P, D). §3.4

19
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then deals with definability — both of classes of frames and of classes of models.
§3.5 completes the Chapter with general comments and open questions.

BASICS

The modal languages we consider in this Chapter usually have two sorts: propo
sitions and relations. We have an infinite supply CI)2 {p0,p1, . . . } of proposition
letters. Our modal operator takes a relation and a proposition, and returns
a proposition; its pattern reads AR. /\p. Ely(R:1:y/\ Py).

In the standard modal language A/l£(<>) we only consider one symbol R of
the relational sort, and write 0 for (R)-; Cl is short for -<>—».M£(D) has 915as
its relation symbol; we write D for (2)-, and D for 2D2. In temporal languages
we have both R and R”, the converse of R. In such languages we write F for
O, G for E], and P for (R")-, H for 2P-. In languages extending M£(D)
Ecziabbreviates ((23V Dab) (there exists a point at which o holds); Ad) is short
for 2E2cb (qb holds at all points; Ocb is short for (qb/\ -uDd>) ((13holds at only
here). Rather than using the general notation of Chapter 2, and carrying along
redundant information, we write A/1.C(O1,. . . , On) for the modal language with
operators O1, . . . , On.

Following the general set—upof Chapter 2, the models for our languages are
tuples (W, V) or (W, R, V), depending on whether R is among the relational
elements or not. From these, frames are defined in the usual way by leaving
out the valuation. We assume that 9)? denotes the model (3, V). It may be
worthwhile instantiating the general truth definition (Definition 2.2.5) for the
modal operators of this Chapter:

—‘.UI,w|2<>d>iffforsomevE W, Rum and im,v|2q>,
—iDI,wl2Dcz5iffforsome'uE W,*u2wandiD?,'ul2qb,
—9T(,wl2Fd>ifffor someve W, Rum and 93l,vl2d>,
—iDl,wl2Pd>iffforsomevE W, Rvw and9JT,vl2gb.

Notions like ‘EDIl2 ab,’ ‘S,w l2 ab,’ and ‘3 l2 cl)’ are defined by universally
quantifying over the missing component(s); however, ‘a: l2 gb’will simply mean
971,:r )2 <15,where 93? is provided by the context.

The fact that some notions are sensitive to the language we are working with,
is reflected in our notation: e.g. we write 3' 50,9 Q5for S and Q5validate the
same a56 /Vl£(<>,D), and Tho,D(3) for the set of formulas in A/1£(<>,D) that
are valid on 3.

We sometimes refer to the first-order languages £('r0) and £(*r1), where 1'0
has one binary predicate symbol R as well as identity; in addition 1'1 2 1'0 has
unary predicate symbols P0, P1, . .. corresponding to the proposition letters in
(D. First-order formulas will be denoted by 01,B, 7, . . .. First-order truth of a
formula a(:z:) in one free variable is written as 93?)2 a[w], or 3 )2 a[w]. We call
or (locally) definable in M£(01,...,0n) if for some cbE .M.C(01,...,O,,), for
all 3, and all w E W, 3 )2 a[w] iff 3,112 |2 go;it is called globally definable in
.M£(O1,...,0n) iffor some qbE M£(O1,...,0n), for all 3, S )2 a ifffi )2 o.
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(ANTI-) PRESERVATION AND FILTRATIONS

It is well-known that standard modal formulas are preserved under surjective
p-morphisms, disjoint unions and generated subframes:

3.1.1. DEFINITION. 1. A function f from a frame 31 to a frame 32 is called
a p-morphism if for all w, v E W1,if R1wv then R2f(w)f(v); and (ii)
for all 112E W1, v E W2, if R2f(w)v then there is a u E W1 such that
R1wu and f(u) = v.

2. 31 is called a generated subframe of a frame 32 if W1 Q W2; (ii)
R1 = R2 fl (W1 x W1) (the restriction of R2 to W1); and (iii) for all
in E W1, 1) E W2, if R2’U)’Uthen 12E W1.

3. Let {L (i E I ) be a collection of disjoint frames. Then the disjoint union
@1613,is the frame W,: i E I}, U{R.,;: i E

Here are some examples showing that adding the D-operator to M£(O) gives
an increase in expressive power over standard modal logic:

1. Op —>Dp defines Vrc-rR:rz, but the latter is not definable in .M.C(O);
2. OTVDOT defines R # (0,and, again, the latter is not definable in M£(O);
3. p V Dp —->Op defines R = W2, but the latter is not definable in M£(O).

We prove the first of these claims, leaving the others to the reader. The proof
involves two implications: if 3 1: Vz -wRa::rthen 3 1: Op —+Dp, and conversely.
Assume 3 |= V55-=Rz::z:,and (3, V), w I: Op. Then there exists to with Rum and
(3, V), v I: p; as R is irrefiexive 21)¢ v, hence (3, V),w |= Dp. Conversely, if
3 b5 Vzc‘IRIIIIIJ,there exists in in 3 with Rww; putting V(p) = {w} defines a
valuation that refutes Op —>Dp at in.

Using the above preservation results it is easily verified that none of the above
three conditions is definable in M£(O). And conversely, the fact that they are
definable in .M£(O, D) implies that we no longer have these preservation results
in .M£(O, D). Moreover, they can be restored only at the cost of trivializing
the constructions concerned.

A fourth important construction in standard modal logic is the following:

3.1.2. DEFINITION. Let S be a frame, and X Q W. Then LR(X) = {w E
W : Vi) E W(Rw'u —+’UE X) The ultrafilter extension ue(3) is the frame
(W3, R3), where W; is the set of ultrafilters on W, and R3 U1U2 holds if for all
X C_IW, LR(X) E U1 implies X E U2.

Standard modal formulas are anti-preserved under ultrafilter extension, i.e. if
ue({§) I: <1)then 3 1: ob,cf. Van Benthem (1983, Lemma 2.25). Perhaps surpris
ingly, for formulas <1)E M£(O, D) this results still holds good — as one easily
deduces from the following result.

3.1.3. PROPOSITION. Let V be a valuation on 3. Define the valuation V; on
ue(3) by putting V3(p) = { U : V(p) E U}. Then, for all ultrafilters U on W,
and all formulas <1)E M£(O,D) we have (ue(S), V3), U I: q’)iff I/(ab) E U.
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Proof. This is by induction on Q5.The cases gt)5 p, —ww,1/2A X, 01/; are proved
by Van Benthem (1983, Lemma 2.25). The only new case is d)E Dip. Suppose
V(Dw)= {w :31) ¢ w(v E l/(1/J))} E U. We must find an ultrafilter U1 aé U
such that (ue(3), V3), U1 |= 1/2. First assume that U contains a singleton ——
say, U = {X <_iW : X 2 {we } Then we 6 V(Dw), so there exists a v 96 we
with v E V(w). Since 22¢ we, we must have { 11}¢ U. Let U1 be the ultrafilter
generated by {v }; then U ¢ U1. Furthermore, ’UE V(w) implies V(w) 6 U1,
and hence (ue(S), V3), U1 |= 1/2,by the induction hypothesis. It follows that
(ue(3), V3), U l: Di/2. Next, suppose that U does not contain a singleton. Since
V(Dw) E U, we find some we 6 V(Di,/2). Let 1)be a point such that v 75 we and
v E V(w). Then {v} ¢ U — and we can proceed as in the previous case.

Conversely, assume V(Dz/2) ¢ U. We have to show that (ue(3), V3), U bé
Dz/2. Since V(Dw) 5! U, we have that X = {w :‘v’v('u # w —>1)¢ V(i,b))} E U,
and hence X # (2). Let we 6 X. Clearly, if we ¢ V(w), then X = W and
V(1/2) = (0. Consequently, for all ultrafilters U1 75 U we have V(1/2) 5? U1. So, by
the induction hypothesis, (ue(3), V3), U1 bé w, and hence (ue(3), V3), U bé D1/J
— as required. If, on the other hand we 6 V(w), then X = {we} = V(w), and
U is generated by X. It follows that for any ultrafilter U1 ¢ U, X = V(w) ¢ U1.
So by the induction hypothesis (ue(3), V3), U1 bk w, for such U1. This implies
(U'e(3)a ViilvU V/: _l

3.1.4. THEOREM. For any frame 3 and all (25E .M£(<>,D), if ue({3")|r: go then
3 l= $

3.1.5. COROLLARY. 3:1:Razz:is not definable in A/l£(<>, D).

Proof. Evidently, 3 = (N, <) t# 3:5Rm. By an elementary argument any non
principal ultrafilter U on N has R3 UU. Hence, ue(3) }= 3:1:Rm. Now ap
ply 3.1.4. -4

Another important notion from standard modal logic is that of a filtration. It
has a straightforward adaptation to /\/l£(<>,D):

3.1.6. DEFINITION. Let 9311,9312be models, and let 2 be a set of formulas
d>E M£(O,D) closed under subformulas and single negations. A surjective
function g : DITI1——>‘.7312is an extended filtration with respect to E, if

1. for all w, v 6 W1, if R1wv then R2g(w)g(v),
2. for all w 6 W1, and all proposition letters p in Z, w E V1(p) iff g(w) E

V2(p)>
3. for all w 6 W1, and all Aqb E X, if 9)T2,g(w) }: Acb then fDi1.w 1: Ad),

where A E {<>,D }, and conversely for A E D.

In M£(F, P, D) we replace the clause for O by two similar clauses for F and P.

3.1.7. PROPOSITION. If g is an extended filtration w.r.t. X from 9.711to 9712,
then for all w 6 W1, and all <156 Z, 9fl1,w )2 <1)ifi9.Ti2,g(w) l: ct.

Recall that the standard example of a filtration in ordinary modal logic is the
modal collapse: given a model 931and a set 2 that is closed under subformulas,
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it is defined as the model 93?’, where for g(w) = {go E Z} : D3l,w l= <12},W’ =
g[W], R'g(w)g(v) holds iff for all U456 2, D456 g(w) implies cbE g(v), and
V’(p) = {g(w) : p E g(w) To obtain an analogue of the modal collapse for
.M£(<>,D), take the ordinary modal collapse and double points that correspond
to more than one point in the original model. A simple inductive proof then
shows that corresponding (doubled) points verify the same formulas. Likewise,
for M£(F,P,D) we take R’g(w)g(v) iff for all Gd) 6 2, GcbE g(w) implies
<136 g(v) and for all Ho 6 Z, Hd> E g(v) implies go6 g(w).

Using the extended collapse one may show in a standard way that formulas
cl)6 M£(O, D) satisfy the finite model property (and, hence, that the validities
in M£(<>,D) form a recursive set): such a a36 M£(O,D) has a model iff it
has a model with at most 2 - 2" elements, where n is the length of qb. Further
decidability and complexity issues concerning the D-operator are contained in
§3.3 below.

3.2 SOME COMPARISONS

In this section we compare modal languages containing the D-operator to some
languages without it. It is not our aim to give a complete description of all
aspects in which languages of the former kind differ from, or are the same as,
languages of the latter kind, but merely to highlight some of the features of the
former languages.

THE LANGUAGEM£(D)

The general standard translation ST defined in §2.2 specializes to M£(D),
M£(O, D) and .M£(F, P, D) in the following way. Let .7:be a fixed variable.

) = P3:

) = nST(w)
ST(<z>/W) = 5T(<z>)A5T(w)

) = 33./(Rwy/\ly/:rl5T('v))
) = 3y(Ryrc/\[y/$l5T(v))
) = 31/(vsaéy/\[y/rvl5T(¢')),

where [y/:z:]xdenotes the result of substituting y for all free occurrences of asin X,
and y is a variable not occurring free in ST(w’). Observe that ST maps our modal
languages into fragments of first-order logic that need contain only two variables.
For example, we can translate ODp as Ely(Rwy A 3:12(y 75 :r /\ Also, we
have 9Jl,w l: (b iff EDIl= ST(¢)[w], and 3,211 l: qbiff 3 l: \7’P0...P,, ST(gl>)[w],
where P0, . . . ,P,, correspond to the proposition letters in (b.

3.2.1. PROPOSITION.On frames all formulas gt 6 .M£(D) define first-order
conditions.
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Proof. Using the ST-translation such formulas can be translated into equivalent
second-order formulas containing only monadic predicate variables and =. By a
result in (Ackermann 1954, Chapter IV) these formulas are equivalent to first
order ones; a proof of the Ackermann result may be found in §7.7. -1

Proposition 3.2.1 marks a considerable difference with M£(O): as is well-known,
on frames not all M£(O)-formulas express first-order conditions. In the opposite
direction, there are also some natural conditions undefinable in .M£(<>) that are
definable in M£(D). For example, using the preservation of standard modal
formulas under generated subframes and disjoint unions, it is easily verified that
no finite cardinality is definable in .M.C(<>);on the other hand, although 3.2.1
implies that ‘infinity’ is not definable in M£(D), we do have

3.2.2. PROPOSITION.(Koymans) On frames allfinite cardinalities are definable
in M£(D).

Proof. For n E N, |W| g n is defined by /\1S,.<n+1 EOp,- —> \/,S1.<jSn+1E(p,-/\
pj), while |W| > n is defined by A(\/lsisnpfl ——+E\/,S,.Sn(p,- /\ Dp,~). -4

3.2.3. THEOREM.(Expressive Completeness) On frames M£(D) is equivalent
with the language offirst-order logic over =.

Proof. All first-order formulas over = are equivalent to Boolean combinations
of formulas of the form ‘there exist at least n objects’ (Chang & Keisler 1973,
Corollary 1.5.8). By 3.2.2 these formulas are definable in A/l£(D). The converse
follows from 3.2.1. -1

THE LANGUAGESM£(<>, D) AND M£(<>)

One way to compare the expressive powers of two languages is to examine their
ability to discriminate between special (read: well-known) structures. For exam
ple, unlike A/l.C(<>),.M£(<>, D) can distinguish between Z and N: (N, <) $03
(Z, <). This follows from the fact that the existence of a (different) predecessor
is expressible in A/l£(<>, D) by means of the formula p —>D<>p.

So V.i:Ely(:1:75 y /\ Ryzr) is an £('r0)-condition on frames which is definable
in A/l£(<>,D), but not in A/l£(O). Other well-known £('r0)-conditions undefin
able in .M£(<>) are irreflexivity and anti-symmetry. By the next result, these
conditions do have an A/l£(<>,D)-equivalent:

3.2.4. PROPOSITION.All Ill-sentences in R, : of the purely universal form

VP1...\V/PmV.’l,‘1...V.’I.‘n R1II,;$j,.’L‘1'1' 12]")

are definable in .M£(<>,D).

Proof. Let pl, . . . ,pm, q1, . . . , q,, be proposition letters such that each of pl, . . . ,
pm is different from each of q1,. . . , q.,,. Now take

E0q1 A . . . A EOq,, -» BO0L(E(q,~ A p,-),E(q,- A <>q,),E(q,- A q,)). -I
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It is well-known that two finite, rooted frames that validate the same formulas
<236 .M£(<>), are isomorphic. This is improved upon in M£(O, D):

3.2.5. COROLLARY.If31 and 3'2 are finite frames, then 31 20,0 32 ififil E 32.

Proof. Finite frames are isomorphic iff they have the same universal first-order
theory. So from 3.2.4 the result follows. Alternatively, one may give, for each
finite frame 3, a ‘characteristic formula’ X; such that for all Q5,Q5bé -ix; iff
Q5'5 3 (cf. §3.4). -l

Let us call a set T of (multi-) modal formulas (frame) categorical if, up to
isomorphism, there is only one frame validating T; T is A-categorical if, up to
isomorphism, T has only one frame of power A validating it. (A-) categoricity is
an important notion in first-order logic that is meaningless in standard modal
languages: by some elementary manipulations one easily establishes that if 3 l:
T for some 3, where T is a theory in either M£(<>) or M£(F, P), and if I is
a set of indices, then for each i E I there is a frame 3, l: T such that 3, 3%3-’,
if i aéj. In contrast, for any finite frame 3 the complete 0, D-theory Tho,D(3)
is easily seen to be categorical by 3.2.4.

The classical example of an w-categorical theory in first-order logic is the
complete theory of the rationals. By standard techniques one can show that
Tho(Q) is not to-categorical; but Tho,D(Q) is w-categorical:

3.2.6. PROPOSITION. The complete 0, D-theory ofQ is go-categorical.

Proof. It suffices to give formulas (1)E /\/l£(O, D) which are equivalent to the
axioms for the theory of dense linear order without endpoints:

V3:yz(:r<y/\y<z—>:z<z) <>Op—>Op
V:ry($<y/\y<$—>$=y) pAnDp->C!(<>p—+p)
Va:fl(:z: <23) Op—> Dp
\7’:cy(:z:=yVa:<yVy<:I:) p—><>qVD(q—><>p)
‘v’:ryElz(:z:<y—>1:<z/\z<y) Op—><><>p
El:cy(:z:;£y) DT
‘v’:z:3y(:t:<y) <>T
\7’1:3y(y <$) p—+E<>p. -l

The special form of the antecedent of the second 0, D-formula in the above list
is worth noting. When such an antecedent is true it forces p to act as a so-called
nominal, i.e., to hold at precisely one point; this then enables us to describe the
behavior of < locally, at the unique point at which p holds. (See below for more
on nominals.)

Recall that a modal sequent is a pair 0 = (P0, (90) where F0 and (90 are finite
sets of modal formulas; 3 |r= o if for every V, if (3, V) l: To then there is a
0 E 90 with (S, V) l: 6. A class K of frames is sequentially definable if there is
a set L of modal sequents such that K = {S : Va 6 L(3 )= o) Kapron (1987)
shows that in .M£(<>) sequential definability is strictly stronger than ordinary
definability. By our remarks in §3.1 and the fact that validity of sequents in
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.M.C(<>)is preserved under p-morphisms (Kapron 1987), it follows that defin
ability in .M£(<>,D) is still stronger. Furthermore, in A/t£(<>,D) the notions
of ordinary and sequential definability coincide; as is pointed out by Goranko &
Passy (1992) this is due to the fact that we can define the ‘universal modality’
A in .M£(<>, D):

3.2.7. PROPOSITION. Let K be a class of frames. K is sequentially definable in
.M£(<>,D) ifi it is definable in M£(O,D).

Proof. One direction is clear. To prove the other one, assume that K is defined
by a set L of sequents. For each 0 = ({¢>0,...,q5,, },{z/;0,...,zp,,, E L put
0"‘ :: A095” Aqb, —»\/Osigm Aib,-. Then K is defined by {a"‘ : 0 E L}. ~|

It should be clear by now that adding the D-operator to .M£(<>) greatly
increases the expressive power. Limitations are easily found, however. As we
have seen, 3:1:R233:is still not definable in A/l£(<>, D). And, as with the standard
modal language we find that on well-orders a sort of ‘stabilization of discrimi
natory power’ occurs at a relatively early stage; cf. (Van Benthem 1989b) for a
proof of this result for the standard modal language. To prove this, we recall
that the clusters of a transitive frame 3-’= (W, R) are the equivalence classes of
W under the relation 2: ~ y iff (Rwy /\ Ryzv)V :5 : y. Clusters are divided into
three kinds: proper, with at least two elements, all reflexive; simple, with one
reflexive element; and degenerate, with one irreflexive element.

3.2.8. THEOREM. Ifcb E ./\/l£(<>,D), and 3 is a well-ordered frame with 3 bé gb,
then there is a well-ordered frame Q5such that Q5< (412and Q5bé cb.

Proof. Suppose that for some V, w E W, 93?= (3, V),w l= nob. Let E‘ be
the set of subformulas of ficb, and define Z := E‘ U {Oi/2 : Du‘ E Z‘ Let
9311be the (extended) collapse of EU?w.r.t. 2. Then 9311is transitive and linear.
Consequently, 9311may be viewed as a finite linear sequence of clusters.

Next, 9311will be blown up into a well-ordered model 9312by replacing each
cluster with an appropriate well-order. If C = {w} is a degenerate cluster,
then C is itself a well-order, and we do nothing. Non-degenerated clusters
{ wl, . . . , wk } are replaced with a copy of to; the valuation is adapted by verifying
p in a newly added n iff n = i mod k and w,-6 V1 The resulting model is a
well-order, and since 9311is finite it will have order type < w2.

If in 6 W1, we write U for (a) point(s) corresponding to w in 9312.Then, for
all 1b 6 Z, and w 6 W1, 9311,21))2 1b iff EDl2,E l: 2.9. This equivalence is proved
by induction on 1b. The only non-trivial case is when u‘ E Dx, and 9.712,E f: DX.
In that case one uses the fact that Dx E 2 implies OX 6 Z. -1

From 3.2.8 and (Van Benthem 1989b, Theorem 5.2) it follows that well-orders
of type < (.0- k + n (k g to, n < to) all have distinct <>,D-theories, while for
k 2 co, co - k + n 50,0 ax - w + n. As a result, on well-orders M£(O) and
.M£(<>,D) have the same discriminatory power. It seems that to be able to get
stabilization of discriminatory power beyond to -to one needs to move to modal
languages containing the Until and Since operators (cf. §4.4 for their definition).
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On well-orders Until and Since can express every monadic 11%-condition(in <,
=) as a consequence of Kamp (1968)’s Theorem. By the proof of Rosenstein
(1982, Theorem 6.22) one has that the discriminatory power of the monadic H}
fragment on well-orders stabilizes at cu“ (and not before that), hence the same
holds for the discriminatory power of Until, Since-logic.

THE LANGUAGESM£(<>, D) ANDM£(F, P)

On strict linear orders the D-operator becomes definable in M£(F, P): on such
frames we have 3 l= (b¢VFqb) +—>Dgb. In fact, this may be generalized somewhat;
call a frame 3‘ n-connected (n > 0) if for any 112,v E W with w 75 22,there exists
a sequence w1,...,w,, such that wl = w, w,, = v and for eachj (1 gj < n)
either Rwj w]-+1or Rwj-+1wj. Then, using a suitable translation, one may show
that on irreflexive, n-connected frames every 0, D-formula is equivalent to one
in M£(F,P). This shows that new results about standard modal languages
may be obtained by studying extended ones: for it follows from 3.2.4 that on
the class of irreflexive, n-connected frames every purely universal H}-sentence
in R, = is definable in M£(F, P).

By the next result there is no converse to our previous remarks: P is not
definable in .M£(<>, D) — not even on strict linear orders.

3.2.9. THEOREM. (Q, <) ,.=ép,p(HR,<) and (Q, <) 50,0 (llll, <).

Proof. The first part is well-known. To prove the second part, assume first
that for some cb E ./\/l£(<>,D) and valuation V, (R, <, V) bé 45. Using the
ST-translation we find that (llll,<, V) |= 3:1:ST(-aqb). Hence by the L6wenheim
Skolem Theorem, (Q,<, V’) l: 32:ST(fiqb), where V’(p) = V(p) [ Q, for all
proposition letters p. It follows that (Q, <) bkqb.

Conversely, assume that for some cbE .M£(<>, D) and a valuation V, (Q,
<, V) bk ¢. Define Z3and DIR1as in the proof of 3.2.8. Then 9311is transitive,
linear and successive — both to the right and to the left. A model Dflg may
then be constructed by replacing each cluster with an ordering of type A if
it is the left-most cluster, and otherwise, if it is degenerated it and its non
degenerated successor (by Segerberg (1970, Lemma 1.1) 9.721does not contain
adjacent degenerated clusters) are replaced in one go with an ordering of type
1 + x\; after that, the remaining non—degenerated clusters are also replaced by
1+ x\. The valuation may then be extended to newly added points in such a way
that an induction similar to the one in the proof of 3.2.8 yields 9312bé 45. -1

FURTHER COMPARISONS

Blackburn (1993b) presents a simple method of incorporating reference into
modal logic by introducing a new sort of atomic symbols — nominals — to
the modal language. These new symbols combine with other symbols of the
language in the usual way to form formulas. Their only non-standard feature
is that they are true at exactly one point in a model. Let .M£,,(<>) denote
the language .M.C(<>)with nominals added to it. From (Blackburn 1993b) we
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know that .M£,,(<>) is much more expressive than A/l£(<>): important classes
of frames undefinable in .M.C(<>)become definable in A/1£,,(<>). But it turns
out that M£(O,D) is even more expressive than A/i.C,,(<>). To see this, let
n9, n1, n2, . . . range over nominals; let p0,p1, P2, . . . denote the proposition letters
in .M£,,(<>) and .M£(<>,D), and define r : .M.C,,(<>)—>A/1£(<>,D) by putting
r(p,-) = p2, and r(n,-) = pg,-+1,and by letting 7' commute with the connectives
and operators. Given a formula <256 A/I£,,(<>), let n1, . . . , n;,, be the nominals
occurring in qb,and define (d>)*E .M£(<>, D) to be Or(n1)/\. . ./\0r(nk) —>r(¢).

3.2.10. PROPOSITION.Every class of frames that is definable in .M£,,(O) is
definable in A/1£(<>,D), but not conversely.

Proof. The first part follows from the observation that for any formula (b E
/\/I£,,(<>), and any model (W,R, V), (W,R, V), w )2 ()5iff ( W,R, V*), w )2 cb*,
where V*(p) = V(r‘1(p)). The second part followsfrom 3.2.2 and the fact that
1 is the only cardinality definable in /\/i£,,(<>) (cf. (Blackburn 1993b)). -l

Both Blackburn (1993b) and Gargov & Goranko (1991) study the extension
/Vl£,,(<>,A) of /\/l£,,(<>) — here A is the operator defined in §3.1, whose se
mantics is given by 9J"(,w l: Ad iff for all 22E W, am, 1) I: <25;it is sometimes
called the shifter (by Blackburn (1993b)), or the universal modality by Gargov
& Goranko (1991). By the above observations M£n(O, A) is no more expressive
than .M£(<>,D). Moreover, by a nice result in (Gargov & Goranko 1991) the
converse holds as well:

3.2.11. THEOREM. A class offrames is definable in A/l£,,(<>, A) iff it is defin
able in .M£(<>, D).

Writing ML1 _<_/\/{£2 for: every class of frames definable in A/LC]is definable
in A/(£2, the combination of results from this section and earlier ones together
with results from (Gargov & Goranko 1991) and (Goranko & Passy 1992), yields
the picture in Figure 3.1. (In Figure 3.1 A/l£(<>)‘“7 is A/i£(<>) with sequential
definability.)

I/\

M£(<>)5“I\ /:)
M£(<>) g L 2 vtL(<>, D)X_ { §<\

M£..(<>) Mc,,(<>)Se<v

Figure 3.1: M£(O, D) and its neighbours.
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3.3 AXIOMATICS

After recalling some basic facts, we first study logics in the language A/1£(D);
we show that, given the right basic logic in .M£(D), all its extensions are com
plete. After that we consider the basic logics in .M£(<>,D) and M£(F, P, D).
Finally, we discuss decidability issues and Sahlqvist Theorems for M£(O,D)
andM£(F,P,D).

BASIC FACTS

We assume that the reader has a basic understanding of what an axiom, a
derivation rule and a substitution is. Given those assumptions, a derivation
system consists of a set of derivation rules and a set of axioms. A set of formulas
X3is closed under a derivation rule A / <1’)if any instantiation of (Dis in 2 whenever
the corresponding instantiations of A are in Z. A logic L over a derivation system
is the least set of formulas containing the axioms and closed under the derivation
rules. For ¢ a formula, Lo denotes the logic L extended with goas an axiom.

A derivation in a derivation system is a list (1)1, (25,,such that every q),
is either an axiom, or obtained from (1)1,. . . ,qb,,_1 by application of a derivation
rule. A theorem is any formula that can appear as the last item of a derivation.
We write l-L at to denote that C)is a theorem of L; 2 l-L o (read: 2 derives abin
L) if there are 01, . . . ,o,, E 2 such that l-L A1.0, —>o. Finally, a set of formulas
)3 is L-consistent if X l/L _l_;it is maximal consistent if it is consistent and no
consistent set (in the same language) properly extends it.

3.3.1. DEFINITION. K is the basic modal logic in A/I£(<>). It extends proposi
tional logic with the following distribution axiom:

(K1) 5(1) —><1) -> (D29 —>Dq),

As rules of inference it has .\lodus Ponens, Substitution. and a ‘Necessitation
Rule’

(-VIP) <9, d>—>w/U

(SUB) <1)/act),for any substitution instance ad) of ab
(NBC) ¢'>/Clo.

K, is the basic logic in the temporal language A/l£(F, P). It extends proposi
tional logic with two distribution axioms and two axioms relating F and P:

(Ktla) 0(1) —><1)-+(Gp -> 09)
(Kzlb) H(p -> <1)-> (Hp —>Hq)
(K,2a) p —>GPp
(Kt2a) p —>HFp.

Its rules of inference are .\/Iodus Ponens, Substitution, and two Necessitation
Rules, one for G’,and for H.

For K a class of frames, 2 a set of formulas, we write E l.-—Kgo(read abis a
consequence of 2 over K) if for every model 931based on a frame in K, and every
IL‘in 93? we have that 932,1: l: o, for all 0 E 2, implies 93?,:3 l: ob.
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THE LOGICS IN M£'.(D)

3.3.2. DEFINITION.DL" is propositional logic plus the following schemata:

(D1) 5(1) 3 q) -+ (512 -+ 54).
(D2) p —>DDp (symmetry),
(D3) DDp —+(p V Dp) (pseudo-transitivity).

As rules of infere_nceit has Modus Ponens, Substitution, and a ‘Necessitation
Rule’ for D: qb/Deb.

3.3.3. THEOREM. Let 2 U {<15}Q M£(D). Then 2 l—DL_qbijf E3)= gb.

Proof. Soundness is immediate. To prove completeness, assume 2 l7’DL_go,and
let A Q )3 U {mp} be a maximal DL_-consistent set. Consider WA := {T :
3n(RD)"AI‘ }, where F ranges over maximal DL_-consistent sets and RD is
the canonical relation defined by: RDl"1l“2 iff for all 51b 6 F1, w 6 Pg. Then
Vary(RD:ry —>RD;/:3) and Vxyz (RDzy/\RDyz —>RD:r:zVa: = 2). If there are any
RD-reflexive points, let c be such a point; replace it with two points c1, C2,and
adapt RD by putting RD C1C2,and conversely, and by putting RD c,-w (RDwc,)
if RDcw (RDwc) = 1,2). In the resulting structure RD is real inequality, and
(b is refuted somewhere. -1

One may be inclined to think that DL_ is the basic logic in M£(D) — just like
K is the basic logic in M£(O). Recalling that a logic is incomplete whenever
it cannot derive some of its consequences, DL" is, so to speak, not as stable
as K since in M£(O) incompleteness phenomena occur only with more exotic
extensions of K (Van Benthem 1979), while, in contrast, here’s a very simple
incomplete extension of DL':

3.3.4. EXAMPLE. Consider the system DL' + (p —>Dp). Then DL" + (p —->
Dp) )= J_, since no frame validates DL' + (p —>Dp). On the other hand,
DL_ + (p —>Dp) l7’_1_. To see this, recall that a general frame is a triple
3 = (W, R, W), where W Q P( W) contains (0,and is closed under the Boolean
operations as well as the operator LR (cf. 3.1.2); valuations on a general frame
should take their values inside W. Now, let S = (W, R, W), where W = {0,1},
R = (Dand W = {(0,{0, 1} } (so D is interpreted using the relation R = (0). Then
3' )= DL’ + (p —>Dp). Therefore, DL' + (p —+Dp) is incomplete.

To avoid incompleteness phenomena as those sketched above, we follow some
suggestions by Yde Venema and Valentin Goranko, and add the following ir
reflexivityrule to DL':

(IRD) p /\ -Dp —+<15/Q5,provided p does not occur in o.

The idea to use special kinds of derivation rules to obtain completeness results
originates with Dov Gabbay who used an irreflexivity rule to axiomatize the set
of <>-formulas valid on irrefiexive frames, cf. (Gabbay 1981). A rule analogous
to (IRD) has been used to obtain completeness results for axiom systems in
languages with nominals, cf. (Blackburn 1993b, Gargov & Goranko 1991, Gargov
et al. 1987).
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Let DL denote DL_ plus the rule (IRD). Our next aim is to prove that
in terms of general consequence, DL has no effects over DL‘. To this end it
suffices to show that DL precisely axiomatizes the basic logic in M£(D). The
material below will be familiar to many. Nevertheless, for future applications
(in Chapters 4 and 5) the proofs below will be more general and given in greater
detail than needed for our present purposes.

We will use the (IR D) rule to build a model consisting of maximal consistent
sets A, each containing a unique proposition letter pa such that p /\ -1Dp E A;
hence this pA serves as a ‘name’ for A. To achieve this we ‘paste’ names on
appropriate spots inside the formulas that we come across.

The construction below is an adaptation of constructions given by Roorda
(1993) and Venema (1991, Chapter 2), while earlier versions of the argument
can be found in (Gabbay 1981) and (Gabbay & Hodkinson 1991).

3.3.5. DEFINITION. We write 2p 51 ¢ for ‘zboccurs as a subformula in ab.’ We
don’t identify different occurrences ofz/2 in ct.

Define a function Paste(1/,1p, <15)(paste 1/ (the name) next to the occurrence
of 1,0in gb)by induction on (25,treating 1b as an atomic symbol in gb.

Paste(v,w,:0) = P ifw $ P
Paste(1/,1/J,7,D) = V /\ zp

Paste(1/, w, fiqb) = -Id)

Paste(z/,1p, qb/\ X) = Paste(z/, w, 45)A Paste(1/, w, X)

Paste(1/,1D,Dcf>) = DPaste(I/, w, qb)

As an example, we have

Paste(Op, r /\ -wq,r /\ D(r /\ fiq))

= Paste(0p, r /\ fiq, r) APaste(Op, r /\ -wq,D(r /\ -wq))
r /\ DPaste(0p, r /\ -wq,r /\ fiq)

= r/\D(0p/\r/\fiq).

Pasting names into formulas does not hurt in that no new consequences arise.
To prove this we need the following.

3.3.6. EEMMA. (Switching Lemma) Let F- denote l-DL. Then I- D¢> —>w zfi
l" ¢ —+Dw.

Proof.

l"Dq3—>’(/J => I-ED¢—>5z/2

I-Dfi1[)—>—u¢)

l-ED-1w—+5-:45

I-fi1p—>Efi¢
l‘-D¢—>'Ib. -lUUUUU
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3.3.7. LEMMA. (Pasting Lemma) Assume that Op has no proposition letters in
common with <13and 0. For any subformula occurrence 1,!)3 at we have that

l- Paste(0p,w, gb) —>6 implies I- :1)—>(9.

Proof. This is by induction on qb,treating zb as an atomic symbol. There are
two atomic cases. If gt E q $ 1,12,then Paste(0p,w,q)) = q, and we’re done. If
45E it, then Paste(0p,w, qb)= (Op /\ (b), and we find

l-Op/\<p—>9 => F-Op——>(q”>—+9)

=> l‘¢—+6,by

For the induction step we again distinguish several cases. The Boolean
cases are straightforward. For the modal case we have Paste(0p,w,Dq§) =
DPaste( Op, w, ct). Observe

l- DPaste(Op,w,¢) —>0

=> |- Paste(0p,w,d>) ——>56, by the Switching Lemma

=> l- (25—>50, by induction hypothesis

=> F Dd) —>0, by the Switching Lemma. -1

3.3.8. LEMMA. If 2 is a consistent set of formulas, p does not occur in 2,
¢ 6 E, and w Q ct, then 2 U {Paste(Op,w, q5)} is consistent.

Proof. If 2 U {Paste(Op,w, c;3)}is inconsistent, then for some 01, ..., 0,, E Z,
we have l- Paste(Op, w, as) —»(—n61V . . . V -u6,,). Hence, by the Pasting Lemma,
l- ct —>(-161 V . . . V fi9,,). But then 2 would be inconsistent. -1

3.3.9. DEFINITION. A theory is a set of formulas. For Q a set of proposition
letters, a theory A is a Q-theory if all proposition letters occurring in A are in Q.
A is a maximal L-consistent Q-theory if no Q-theory properly extends A while
being consistent.

A is a distinguishing Q-theory if for every <256 A and every 1/;31cf),there is a
proposition letter p such that Paste(Op, L9,¢>)E A.

3.3.10. LEMMA. (Extension Lemma) Let 2 be a consistent Q-theory. Let Q’ Q
Q be an extension of Q by a countably infinite set of propositional variables.
Then there is a maximal consistent, distinguishing Q’-theory 2’ extending 2.

Proof. The proof is a variation on the usual construction of maximal consistent
sets. Let Q’ = Q U Q”, where Q 0 Q” = (Dand Q” = {p0,p1,p2,...}; let
Q,, = Q U {p,- : i 3 Define Mfin to be M£(D) with Q,, as its set of
proposition letters; M£,,, is M£(D) with Q’ as its set of proposition letters.

A theory A Q E is called an approximation if for some n it is a consistent
Q,,-theory; for an approximation A the atomic symbol p.,,+1 E Q,,+1 is called
the new atomic symbol for A if n is the least number m such that A is a Q",
theory. Now, fix an enumeration of all pairs (¢>,w) where w 31ct. A defect for
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a theory A is a pair (¢,1p) such that ab6 A, while for no proposition letter p
Paste(0p,w,¢) E A. Put

A U{Paste(Op,1p,¢)} where p is the new atom for A,
and (d>,zp)is the first defect for
A (if it exists),

A, otherwise.

A+=

Clearly, by the previous Lemma, if A is an approximation, then so is A+.
To define the extension 2’ of E that we are after, let (150,431, be an

enumeration of the formulas in ME“, and define

20 = Z:

2 _ 22,, U {d>,,}, if this is consistent
2"“ _ 22,, U { non }, otherwise

22n+2 : (E2n+1)+

2' = U 2,,
new

Then 2’ is a maximal consistent, distinguishing <I>’-theoryextending E. -I

3.3.11. DEFINITION. (Canonical relation) Define a canonical relation Rf) be
tween distinguishing theories by putting REAZ if for all ¢, ¢ E 2 implies
DqbE A. We use R3 to interpret the D-operator.

3.3.12. LEMMA. (Successor Lemma) Assume that A is a maximal consistent
distinguishing theory. IfA contains a formula of the form Dqb,then the required
Rf)'SUCCCS30Tercists: if Dab E A, then there is a maximal consistent distinguish
ing 2 with (bE Z and REAZ.

Proof. If DabE A, then, for some proposition letter p, we have D(q5/\ Op) 6 A.
Define )3 2: {wt : D(Op A 1,0)6 A}. We check that 2 has all the desired
properties. First, )3 is consistent, for otherwise there are 1,D1,..., w,,_E E with
I-1/2,-) —>J_. By Theorem 3.3.3 we have

l-Dr. (/\,- D(Op /\ I12.-))—>D(Op /\ /\,- $2‘)

Hence D(0p A /\,-w,-) E A, and thus Di 6 A — a contradiction. Second, 2
is maximal: if ib ¢ 2, then D(Op /\ 1,0)9! A. But then D(Op /\ -1112)E A, and
nip E 2. Third, it is obvious that E is an Rf)-successor of A. Fourth, to see
that Z}is distinguishing, assume that X E 2, w g X; we have to show that
Paste(Oq,1p,X) E Z for some Oq. Now, X E 2 implies D(Op /\ X) E A. As A is
distinguishing this yields an atomic symbol q such that

Paste(Oq,1/2, D(Op /\ X)) = D(Op /\ Paste(0q,w, X)) E A,

This implies Paste(0q,1,D, X) E E. -1

Here, finally, is the definition of a canonical model.
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3.3.13. DEFINITION. We define a provisional canonical model 9.7?‘as follows.
Fix a set of proposition symbols (I3.

931°= (W°,Rf,, vs),

where the relation Rf) is defined as in Definition 3.3.11, and WC is the set
of all maximal consistent distinguishing theories over <I>. VC is the canonical
valuation given by A E V°(p) iff p E A. On the provisional canonical model
931°we interpret the operator D using the relation Rf): A )= D43iff for some 2
we have both RBAZ and cf)6 Z.

The provisional canonical model EDI“has almost all the required properties to
count as a model for M£(D). By a simple argument (or by appealing to the
fact that the DL-axioms are Sahlqvist formulas expressing universal first-order
conditions), the axioms (D2), (D3) are canonical. This implies that the rela
tion Rf) is symmetric (by axiom (D2)) and pseudo-transitivel (by axiom (D3)).
Moreover, by construction the relation Rf) is irreflexive. Thus, the only possible
shortcoming 93?“has, is that ( 3 U2) is not the universal relations on W‘. This
will be fixed below. But first we state the following.

3.3.14. LEMMA.(Provisional Truth Lemma) Consider the provisional canon
ical model 93?‘. For all A E W“ and all formulas co in M£(D), we have
9JT°,A)=gl>ifi’<b€A.

3.3.15. DEFINITION. (Final Canonical .\/Iodel) Fix a distinguishing set A in the
provisional canonical model. Define Wf to be the set of all 2 such that for some
n, (Rf))"AZ; Rf) is Rf) D (Wf x Wf) (the restriction of Rf) to Wf), and for
every proposition letter p, Vf(p) = V°(p) fl Wf (the restriction of VCto Wf).

A final canonical model for DL is any tuple imf = (Wf, RE, Vf) with Wf,
Rf), Vf defined as above.

3.3.16. LEMMA. (Structure Lemma) On ml] the relation R12)is real inequality:
12{,A2 ifi A 752.

3.3.17. LEMMA.(Final Truth Lemma) Consider a final canonical model Uflf.
For all A E Wf and allformulas <25in M£(D), we have Dflf, A )2 <15iflo E A.

3.3.18. THEOREM. (Completeness Theorem) Let E U { ¢} be a set of M£(D)—
formulas. Then 2 l-DL goifi Z |r=cb.

Proof. Soundness is immediate. To prove completeness, assume that E l/D1, o.
By the Extension Lemma 2 U { ficb} can be extended to a distinguishing set 2'.
Consider a final canonical model zmf such that Z’ is in Dflf. By the Final Truth
Lemma 9JIf,Z3’ l: o, for all 0 E Z, and ‘).7If,Z’ [75cl). -1

It follows from 3.3.3 and 3.3.18 that the rule (IRD) is superfluous in the basic
logic. Why then, one might ask, did we go through all the trouble to prove
Theorem 3.3.18? First, because the above construction of canonical models in

1That is: RE satisfies V:ryz(R1:y /\ Ryz —->:c = z V R22).
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which every element has a unique name lays the groundwork for things to come
in Chapters 4 and 5.

Second, having added the (IRD) rule to our base logic we do obtain new
consequences in extensions of DL: let X be DL + (10 —+Dp). Then X is
inconsistent, and thus complete. (To see that it’s inconsistent, note that for any
proposition letter q, l-X (q /\ fiDq ——>_I_),hence by the rule (IRD), l-X J_.)

Better still, if L = DL+{ ct, : i E I } is any extension of DL in M£(D), then
L is complete. To prove this we show that every extension L is d-canonical: if
L = DL + { ct, : i E I }, then every L-axiom gz5,-is valid on every (final) canonical
frame for L, that is, on every frame underlying a final canonical model for L.
We need the following.

3.3.19. DEFINITION.A canonical general frame for L 2 DL is a structure
(W,RD,W), where (W,RD) is the frame underlying a final canonical model
as defined in Definition 3.3.15, and W = {X Q W : 3d>\7’A((23E A <—+A E X)

Let SL = (W,RD,W) be a canonical general frame for L 2 DL. A set
X Q W is definable in SL if X E W. A valuation V is definable in SL if for
every 43E M£(D), V(¢) is definable.

3.3.20. PROPOSITION.Let 3'1,= (W,RD,W) be a canonical general frame for
a logic L 2 DL. Let X Q W be finite or co—finite. Then X is definable in EL.

3.3.21. PROPOSITION.Let SL = (W, RD,W) be a canonical general frame for
a logic L 2 DL. Let V be a valuation. Iffor all proposition letters p, V(p) is
either finite or co-finite, then V is definable in SL.

Proof. This follows from 3.3.20 and the fact that for any d), V(Dgb) is either (ll,
W, or the complement of a singleton. -4

We prove canonicity of L 2 DL by showing that every satisfiable formula is
satisfiable using definable valuations.

3.3.22. LEMMA. Let cbE A/l£(D). Let W be any non-empty set. Iffor some
valuation V, (W, V) V: qb, then there is a valuation V’ with (W, V’) l;é Q5and
such that V’(p) is either finite or co—finitefor all proposition letters p.

Proof. This is (De Rijke 1992b, Lemma 3.11). The proof uses the same tech
niques as Theorem 7.7.2 below. -1

3.3.23. THEOREM. Let L be any extension of DL. Then L is d-canonical.

Proof. If L is inconsistent, there is nothing to prove. So assume that L is
consistent. Let 1/)be an L-axiom. It suffices to show that it‘ is d-canonical.
Suppose it is not, and let SL = (W, RD, W) be a final canonical frame for L with
(W, RD, V) bé 1/2,for some valuation V. By Lemma 3.3.22 there is a definable
valuation V’ with (W, RD, V’) bé iv’. Hence 3;, bé 1,12— a contradiction. -1

3.3.24. THEOREM. Let L be any extension of DL. Then L is complete.

3.3.25. REMARK.Theorem 3.3.24 fully justifies the addition of the irreflexivity
rule (IRD) to the basic modal logic of the D-operator. The result also shows
that M£(D) is a language with very weak expressive power.
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What about decidability of the satisfiability problem for the above logics? By
a filtration argument (Proposition 3.1.7) over DL every satisfiable formula (Z)
has a model of size at most 2 - 22", where n is the length of <1).De Smit &
Van Emde Boas (1990) show that one can do considerably better: a formula in
.M.C(D) has a model over the base logic DL iff it has a model with at most 4n
elements, where n is the length of Q5.

3.3.26. THEOREM. The satisfiability problem for M£(D) is NP-complete.

As to the satisfiability problem for finite extensions of DL (that is: extensions
with only finitely many additional axioms), we will only establish that they are
all decidable, leaving the matter of their complexity for further study. From the
proof of (De Rijke 1992b, Lemma 3.11) it follows that a formula (1 of monadic
first-order logic over identity has a model iff it has a model of size at most
|a| -2l°‘l,where |a| is the length of a. Now, let L = DL + qbbe a finite extension
of DL. By Theorem 3.2.3 (13is equivalent to a formula ad, of the form ‘(fi) there
exist at least n objects.’ For w an arbitrary M£(D)-formula, 1/2is L-satisfiable
iff (ac, /\ ST(1b)) is satisfiable in monadic first-order logic over identity. By the
above remarks exhaustive search of small models establishes decidability of the
latter.

3.3.27. THEOREM. Let .C be a finite extension of DL. Then L is decidable.

LOGICS IN M£(<>, D) ANDM£(F, P, D)

As with the base logic in .M£(D) we formulate two versions of the base log
ics in M£(O, D) and .M£(F, P, D), one version without and one with special
derivation rules. The first base logic DLI, in .M£(<>,D) is DL’ + K plus the
inclusion axiom

(INCm) (Op —>p V Dp).

Its rules of inference are those of DL_ plus those of K. The first base logic DLI
in the language M£(F, P, D) is DL’ + K; plus the inclusion axioms

(INC,1) Fp —>p V Dp
(INC¢2) Pp —+p V Dp.

Its rules of inference are those of DL' plus those of Kt.
For a logic L extending DLI, in M£(O, D) the canonical relation RD is de

fined as in Definition 3.3.15, and the canonical relation R0 is defined as { (Z, T) :
for all w E F, Ow E Z Analogous definitions may be given for extensions of
DL,", where the canonical relations are denoted RF, Rp, RD.

3.3.28. LEMMA.(Structure Lemma)

1. Let L extend DL:,. Then, for the canonical relations RD and R0 we have
R0 Q (RD U =).

2. Let L extend DLt'. Then, for the canonical relations Rp, Rp and RD we
have RF Q (RD U =) and Rp Q (RD U =), and RF is the converse of Rp.
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3.3.29. THEOREM.

1. LetZU{q5} Q./\/l£(<>,D). ThenXIl-DLT_n<15iflillzqb.

2. LetZU{¢>}§.M£(F,P,D). Thenill-DL; qbifi"El=gb.

Proof. Similar to the proof of 3.3.3. Use Proposition 3.3.28. -1

As with DL’, simple incomplete extensions of DL,,"nand DL[ are easily found,
suggesting that the base logics should be beefed up with additional rules. Before
defining more powerful base logics in M£(O, D) and .M£(F, P, D) it will help
to recall what it took us to do the proof of Theorem 3.3.18. One of the main
things was the Pasting Lemma allowing us to paste names in any formula that
we came across, without creating new derivable formulas. The Pasting Lemma,
in turn, depended in an essential way on the Switching Lemma:

bD¢awfilb¢aEU
In modal languages where every modal operator # comes with a converse #", one
automatically has a Switching Lemma by the ‘converse axioms’ (Kt2a), (Kt2b):

F#oavfifFoa¥w.
(Observe that D is its own converse because of the axiom (D2).) Since in the
language A/i.C(F,P, D) F and P are each others converse, the construction un
derlying the proof of Theorem 3.3.18 carries through almost without modifica
tions for the temporal language. In M£(<>, D), however, we lack a converse of
0. To overcome this we need to add infinitely many derivation rules.

First, we extend our terminology (Definition 3.3.5). Let # denote one of O,
F or P.

Paste(Op,i¢'2,#qb) = #Paste(0p,w,O).

3.3.30. DEFINITION.The logic DLm in M£(<>, D) extends DL; with the fol
lowing collection of derivation rules:

(IRE) -»Paste(0p,U» Q5)/ “G5,provided 1/)g to and p does not occur in ct.

The logic DLt in A/l£(F, P, D) extends DL' with the rule (IRD).

3.3.31. LI-:.\/IMA.(Pasting Lemma) Let l- denote either I-mm or I-D14. As—
sume Op has no proposition letters in common with goand 0. For any subformula
occurrence 1,051 qb we have that

l- Paste(0p,w,¢)) —>0 implies l- ab——+0.

Proof. For DLt we need only complement the proof of the Pasting Lemma for
DL with the induction cases for F, P. But here we we can use the same
argument as for D, since F and P enjoy a Switching Lemma. For DLm we
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reason as follows:

l—Paste(0p,1,Z1, (25)——>6 l- -u(fi0 /\ Paste(Op, ID, (19))

P -vPaste(0p, w, n0 /\ ¢)

t- -v(fi6 /\ cb), by the rule (IRE)‘l
UUUU

3.3.32. THEOREM.

1. LetZLJ{d>} Q/\/l.C(<>,D). Thenill-DL", qbz'fi'Z l=cz5.
2. LetZ3LJ{¢>}QM£(F,P,D). Thenil-D1,, <157;fjz¢=¢.

Proof. In both cases the proof is entirely analogous to the proof of the com
pleteness result for DL (3.3.18) up to the definition of the provisional canonical
models. For DLm we add the canonical relation R3, and for DLt we add the
canonical relation R; (recall that Rp is the converse of R; by the Structure
Lemma 3.3.28). Then, the Provisional Truth Lemma may be proved without
further ado. The Final Canonical .\/Iodel is defined as before, by generating
along Rf); because of the Structure Lemma 3.3.28 the resulting structure will
also be a generated substructure for R5 (in the case of DLm) and R} (in the
case of DL). Hence, for all formulas truth is preserved when going from the
Provisional to the Final Canonical Model. -1

The above only establishes completeness of the basic logics in A/l£(<>,D) and
M£(F, P, D). But the results extended to the counterparts in A/t£(<>,D) and
M£(F, P, D) of many (individual) well-known logics in those languages. Fur
ther, the paper (De Rijke 1992b) on which this Chapter is based, contains com
plete axiomatizations of the M£(O, D)-formulas valid on certain special struc
tures and familiar classes of frames.

As before, the question arises whether the above logics DL,,, and DL are de
cidable. Using the extended filtrations of 3.1.7 one easily establishes that for
both DL,,, and DL the satisfiability problem is decidable. In fact, from 3.1.7 it
follows that if (p is a satisfiable .M.C(<>,D)- or M£(F, P, D)-formula, then czbis
satisfiable in a model with at most 2 -22" elements, for n the length of (1).Hence
the satisfiability problems for A/!£(<>,D) and A/l£(F, P, D) are both decidable
in non-deterministic exponential time. But we can improve this, following (Pratt
1979) and (Halpern & Moses 1985).

3.3.33. THEOREM. The satisfiability problems for A/l£(<>,D) and A/l£(F, P, D)
are decidable in EXPTIME.

Proof. Let C'l(¢>)be the closure of { go}under subformulas and single negations.
Define S = {F Q C'l(¢) : F is maximally propositional consistent Suppose ct)
is satisfiable in 93?. Define Sgm= {F E S : 931,1:l: F, for some 1: in 931 Clearly
89;; Q 8. Let 2 Q 23 consist of all maximal sets 8' Q S such that

1. if nD—11LE C'l(<z$)then for all F,F' E S’: 1,0,-1D-nu‘ E F iff zb, -1D-11/2E F’,
2. if SD1/2 E C'l(¢), there is at most one set F E S’ with w, -wD1,uE F.
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As Cl(q$) 3 2n, for n the length of 43, there exist at most 22" sets S’ Q S
satisfying 1, and as the number of formulas of the form —=Di,Z2in Cl (ct) is at most
n, at most |S’|" subsets of S’ occur in 2. Hence, |E| is exponential in the size
of qb.

For every S1 we define a finite sequence of sets S1 2 S2 Q S3 Q -- - such that
if abis satisfiable in a model DIRand S931Q S1, then Sim Q Si. Assume Si has
already been defined. A set I‘ 6 Si is called incoherent if one of the following
occurs:

1. D1]; 6 F, but there is no I” 6 Si such that for all Dx E Cl(q5), x E 1"’
implies Dx E 1"

2. Ow E F, but there is no F’ 6 Si such that for all Ox 6 C'l(¢), X E I"
implies Ox 6 F.

If there are incoherent sets in Si, let Si+1 be Si minus the incoherent sets.
Otherwise, ¢ is satisfiable iff ch6 F for some I‘ 6 Si.

Finally, as Si is of exponential size, and |Si+1| < |Si|, the algorithm termi
nates after exponentially many steps. Determining incoherence takes polynomial
time in the length of the representation of S1. Thus, for every S E )3, the algo
rithm takes at most deterministic polynomial time. Given the exponential size
of Z},we can determine if <1)is satisfiable in EXPTIME. -1

3.3.34. THEOREM. The satisfiability problems for /VI£(<>,D) and A/l£(F, P, D)
are both EXPTIME—complete, provided that the languages contain at least one
proposition letter.

Proof. Spaan (1993, Theorems 5.4.5, 5.4.6) proves that the satisfiability problem
for the language .M£(<>,A) (with at least one proposition letter) is EXPTIME
hard. This provides the lower bound. The upper bound follows from Theorem
3.3.33. -1

ON SAHLQVISTTHEOREMS FOR M£(<>, D) AND M£(F, P, D)

As will be shown shortly, we can not hope for analogues of Theorem 3.3.24 for
./'Vl£(<>,D) and M£(F, P, D) — there are many incomplete extensions of DLm
and DLi in their respective languages. Nevertheless, we may try and transfer
known general completeness results from .M£(<>) and M£(F, P) to .M£(<>,D)
and M£(F, P, D), respectively. One important such result is Sahlqvist’s The
orem (Sahlqvist 1975). It says that for a large class 5' of formulas in M£(O),
any extension K + S’, for S’ Q S is complete. In fact, Sahlqvist (1975) proves
two things concerning this class 5:

1. every (b in 5 corresponds to a first-order condition a¢ on frames that is
effectively obtainable from (15,and

2. for any S’ Q S, K + S’ is complete with respect to the class of frames
satisfying a¢,, for gt)6 S’.

We now discuss the extent to which the above generalizes to .M£(<>,D) and
M£(F,P,D).
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.'_3_.3.35.DEFINIIION. We define Sahlqvist formulas. Let # E {<>,F, P, D }, and
# E {D, G, H, D A simple Sahlqvist formula is an implication gb—+7rwhere

1. 7ris positive (in the usual syntactic sense), and
2. d) is built up from

(a) negative formulas,
(b) closed formulas, that is formulas without occurrences of proposition

letters, and
(c) ‘boxed proposition letters,’ that is formulas of the form #1 . . . Fnp,

using only A, V, and O.

A Sahlqvist formula is any formula_that can be obtained from simple Sahlqvist
formulas by applications of A and #.

3.3.36. THEOREM. Let o be a Sahlqvist formula in A/l£(<>, D). Then (23corre
sponds to a first-order condition on frames, efiectively obtainable from d).

Proof. This is a consequence of the general Sahlqvist result in Chapter 7, §§7.5,
7.6. -1

3.3.37. EXAMPLE. 1. The .M£(<>, D)-formula Op —>Dp translates into the
second-order condition Vp (By (Rwy /\ p(y)) —>32 (:1:75 z /\ p(z))), which
reduces to fiRx:r.

2. A slightly more complex example: the M£(O,D)-formula p A -=Dp —>
Afi<>ptranslates into Vp /\ Elyz(Ryz /\ p(z)) —>Elu(u ¢ x /\ p(u))),
which reduces to -33; (Ryz).

3. As a final example, here is a Sahlqvist formula in .~\/1.C(F,P, D): Gp/\Hp —>
Dp. This translates into

VP (Viz (Rivy -> 10(9)) AV»?(R3/2 -> p(z)) -> Vy (y as :r -+ :0(i/))).

which reduces to Vy (1: gé y —>Rzry V Ryx).
(The details of these reductions will be supplied in Chapter 7.)

What about the completeness half of a Sahlqvist Theorem for /\/l£(<>,D)? An
early version of the paper (De Rijke 1992b) on which this Chapter is based, did
contain a ‘proof’ for the completeness half of a Sahlqvist Theorem for /\/!.C(<>,D).
However, Yde Venema found a serious mistake in it; he subsequently did prove
a full Sahlqvist Theorem for A/l£(F,P,D). Unfortunately his proof has no
adaptation to the Sahlqvist fragment of A/l£(<>,D), for it relies heavily on the
fact that if a set X is definable (in the sense of definition 3.3.19, but with some
obvious changes) in a canonical general frame for a logic L in A/l.C(F, P, D), then
so is the cone { y : Rpzy for some :1:E X In general, such cones need not be
definable in canonical general frames for logics in A/i£(<>,D), cf. (Venema 1991).
For a special subclass of Sahlqvist forms we do have the following result. Let a
weak Sahlqvist formula be a Sahlqvist formula built up from simple Sahlqvist
formulas ¢>—>7r whose antecedent cois construed without ‘boxed proposition
letters’ (as under 2c above).
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3.3.38. THEOREM. Let ¢>be a weak Sahlqvist form in M£(O,D). Then qbcor
responds to a first-order condition a¢ effectively obtainable from (15,and DL,,. +¢
is complete w.r.t. the class of frames satisfying a¢,.

Proof. The correspondence half is a subcase of 3.3.36. For a proof of the com
pleteness half we refer the reader to (Venema 1991). -1

Although the class of weak Sahlqvist forms is strictly smaller than the class of
all Sahlqvist forms, it is still a large one, which contains M£(O, D)-equivalents
of many important first-order conditions on binary relations. E.g., by inspecting
the proof of 3.2.4 one can see that it contains equivalents of all Horn-like first
order sentences of the form V51’(a ——>B), where 0:, B are positive quantifier-free
£('r0)-formulas.

ON TRANSFER OF PROPERTIES

One of the general research topics in modal logic that we mentioned in §2.4 had
to do with transferring properties of a logic to its extensions in, for example,
richer languages. In the present setting we briefly consider the following special
instances of the Transfer Problem. Let L extend K in M£(O) with axioms
{q3,-: i E I }; the minimal extension of L in .M.C(O, D) is DL,,, plus the axioms
qb,read as axioms over M£(O, D). The question is: if L has property P, does
its minimal extension have P’? Here we consider only four of the many obvious
properties one may study: (an-) decidability and (in-) completeness.

The two ‘negative’ properties both transfer. As to incompleteness, let L
be a logic in M£(O). To show that if L is incomplete, then so is its minimal
extension L’ in M£(O, D), it suffices to show that L’ is conservative over L. To
this end, assume L i7’(15.Then, by the completeness of K, we find a model 931,
and a w E DIR,such that 93?,w l: L‘ U { -1(1)},where L* is the set of all M£(O)
instances of the axioms of L. Now obviously, 93?l: DL,,,, and also am,w l: L",
where L“ is the set of .M£(O, D)-instances of the axioms of L (this is because
for any set V(¢>), V(Dd>) is either (ll, V(T), or the complement of V(q$)). But
then L’ I7’(25.2By essentially the same conservativity argument, it follows that
undecidability also transfers.

As to the ‘positive’ properties, decidability does not transfer. This follows
from a result due to Edith Spaan: there is a finitely axiomatized logic L in
M£(O) with a decidable satisfiability problem, such that its minimal extension
in M£(O, A) has an undecidable satisfiability problem (Spaan 1993, Theorem
4.2.1). It follows that the minimal extension of L in M£(O,D) also has an
undecidable satisfiability problem. The question whether completeness transfers
from logics in M£(O) to their minimal extension in .M.C(O,D) is still open. For
some base languages other than M£(O) results are known, however. For exam
ple, completeness does not transfer from the language of propositional dynamic

2As an aside, new and fairly simple incomplete logics occur as well: let X be DLm + (Op —+
Dp) + (OOp —>Op) + (ElOp —>OClp). Then X l: .1. since Op —>Dp defines irreflexivity of R,
while given OOp --> Op, ClOp —+OClp defines Va:3y (Rzry —>Vz (Ryz —>z = However, by
a routine argument involving general frames, X I7’_L.
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logic PDL to its extension with the D-operator: by results of Passy & Tinchev
(1991) PDL plus the D-operator has a 2%-completesatisfiability problem, hence
it cannot have a complete axiomatization.

3.4 DEFINABILITY

Given the perspective of this dissertation of modal languages as description lan
guages for relational structures, the issue of expressive power is a central one.
One way to get a grip on the expressive power is to find semantic characteriza
tions of the definable classes of structures.3

This issue can be addressed from two angles, corresponding to the two modes
of interpreting the modal languages of this Chapter, on models and on frames.
Below we consider definability aspects of our languages on both levels.

DEFINABILITY OF CLASSES OF MODELS

When interpreted on models our modal languages M£(D), /\/l.C(<>,D) and
.M£(F,P,D) end up as fragments of the first-order language £(r1) via the
standard translation ST as defined in §3.2. Those fragments can be character
ized by means of appropriate notions of bisimulations.

3.4.1. DEFINITION.A basic R-bisimulation is a non-empty binary relation Z
between two models 9.711= (W1,R1, V1) and Dfig = (W2, R2, V2) such that the
following holds:

1. if Zwv then in, v verify the same proposition letters,
2. if Zwv, w’ 6 W1 and R1ww’ then Zw"u' for some 2)’ 6 W2 with Rgvv’

(forth),
3. if Zwv, v’ 6 W2 and R2221)’then Zw’v’ for some in’ 6 W1 with R1ww’

(back).

3.4.2. DEFINITION. Given a notion of bisimulation, say X—bisimulations, a clas
sical formula a(:z:1,...,:z:,,) is invariant for X-bisimulations if, for all models
9311, M2, all X-bisimulations Z between 9311 and 9312, and all 2111,. . . , 111,,6 W1,
v1,...,v.,, 6 W2 such that Zw1v1,...,Zw,,v,,, we have 9.711)2 a[w1,...,w,,] iff
EITI2)= a[v1, . . . , v,,].

3.4.3. THEOREM. Let a(:z:) be an £('r1)-formula. Then a is (equivalent to) the
translation of an ./Vl£(<>)-formula it is invariant for basic R-bisimulations.

Proof. This is essentially (Van Benthem 1983, Theorem 3.9). -1

According to Chapter 6 the way to understand the relation between bisimula
tion and modal languages is that both are concerned with certain simple pat
terns in relational structures. This is clearly reflected in the definition of basic

3Another way would be to link the modal languages with automata, as is done for certain
temporal languages by Thomas (1989). This won’t be pursued here.
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R-bisimulations, and it also shows us how we should define bisimulations for
M£(D), M£(O,D) and .M£(F,P,D).

3.4.4. DEFINITION.We define bisimulations for the modal languages .M.C(D),
M£(O, D) and M£(F, P, D).

A non-empty binary relation Z between two models (W1, V1) and (W2, V2)
is called a basic ;£—bisimulationif it satisfies item 1 of Definition 3.4.1 plus item
4 below:

4. if Zwv, w’ 6 W1 and w 75 in’ then Zw'v’ for some v’ 6 W2 with v 9:9v’,
and a similar condition going backwards.

(So, basically, Z is a basic 79-bisimulation if it extends the union of two mappings
f and g‘1, where both f : W1 —>W2 and g : W2 —>W1 are injective.)

A non-empty binary relation Z between two models (W1, R1, V1) and (W2,
R2, V2) is a basic R, 79-bisimulation if it satisfies items 1, 2 and 3 of Definition
3.4.1 plus the above item 4.

A non-empty binary relation Z between two models (W1, R1, V1) and (W2,
R2, V2)is a basic R, R”, ¢-bisimulation ifit satisfies items 1, 2 and 3 of Definition
3.4.1, the above item 4, and item 5 below:

5. if Zwv, w’ 6 W1 and R1"ww" then Zw’v’ for some v’ 6 W2 with R2"vv’,
and a similar condition going backwards.

As with the standard modal language /Vl£(<>), the fragments of our classical
languages that correspond to our modal languages can now be characterized in
terms of their behaviour with respect to the above notions of bisimulation.

3.4.5. THEOREM. Let 1'1’ be the vocabulary 1'1 with the binary relation symbol
R left out.

1. Let a(:1:) be an .C('r1")-formula. Then a is {equivalent to) the translation
of a formula in M£(D) ifi it is invariant for basic 75-bisimulations.

2. Let a(:c) be an £(*r1)-formula. Then a is (equivalent to) the translation
of a formula in M£(O, D) it is invariant for basic R, -75-bisimulations.

3. Let a(:c) be an £('r1)-formula. Then a is (equivalent to) the transla
tion of a formula in M£(F,P,D) ijj’it is invariant for basic R,R",;£
bisimulations.

Proof. See Example 6.7.2. -1

Next we apply further general results from Chapter 6 to obtain a definability
result for classes of models. To this end we find it convenient to take pointed
models (DIR,iv) with a distinguished world in and 931as before as the basic no
tion of model. Evaluation of a formula on a pointed model takes place at the
distinguished point.

A class K of pointed models is definable by means of a modal formula if for
some modal formula (15we have (931,w) E K iff (931,w) I: gt.

3.4.6. THEOREM. Let K be a class of pointed models. Then
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1. K is definable by an M£(D)-formula ifi‘it is closed under 75-bisimulations
and ultraproducts, while its complement is closed under ultraproducts.

2. K is definable by an .M£(<>, D)-formula iff it is closed under R, 7é-bisimu
lations and ultraproducts, while its complement is closed under ultraprod
acts.

3. K is definable by an .M.C(F,P,D)-formula ifi it is closed under R, R”,
;£-bisimulations and ultraproducts, while its complement is closed under
ultraproducts.

Proof. See Example 6.7.2. -1

Using the general approach from Chapter 6 further definability results can be
derived from Theorem 3.4.5 for all of the languages considered here, cf. Example
6.7.2.

DEFINABILITY OF CLASSES OF FRAMES

On the level of frames a standard way to capture the definable classes is by
means of closure under certain ‘algebraic’ operations; to obtain smooth formula
tions it is often assumed that the classes considered are closed under elementary
equivalence. According to a classic result by Goldblatt & Thomason (1974)
the definable classes of frames that are closed under elementary equivalence,
are precisely the ones that are closed under generated subframes, p-morphic
images and disjoint unions, while their complement is closed under ultrafilter
extensions. In this subsection we characterize the definable classes of frames in
M£(D), A/I.C(<>,D)and M£(F, P, D).

For M£(D) a more concrete characterization of the definable classes of
frames is available than for .~\/l£(<>). Recall that a frame for .~\/t£(D) is sim
ply a non-empty set W. For M£(D)-frames 3, Q5,let 3 E Q5denote that 3, Q5
are isomorphic (that is: there is a bijection f : S —+Q5). For K a class of frames
for A/l.C(D), K/E‘ denotes the subclass of K containing exactly one representative
of every &‘-classin K; we say that a property holds of K modulo isomorphism if
it holds of K/E.

3.4.7. THEOREM. A class K offrames for A/l£(D) is definable by an /\/l.C(D)
formula if it is closed under isomorphism and if modulo isomorphism either K
or the complement of K is a finite set of finite frames.

Proof. The direction from right to left is clear. For the converse, let K be de
fined by the M£(D)-formula cb.Then K is closed under isomorphisms. For the
remainder of the proof we need the following auxiliary definition and claim. Let
3,, denote the frame 1,. . . , m (so Sm is definable in M£(D)).

Claim. If for all k E N there is an l > k such that 31 E K, then for some n E N,
3mEKforallmZn.
Proof of the Claim. Assume that K satisfies the antecedent of the Claim.
By Proposition 3.2.1 d) is equivalent to a first-order sentence a. Let n be the
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quantifier rank of a; this will turn out to be the n we are looking for. Choose
any 31 E K with l > n. By assumption 3, l: (12.Now, take any Sm with m 2 n.
By general considerations 3m and 3,, verify the same first—ordersentences (in
the pure equality language) of quantifier rank at most n. Therefore, 3‘; )= a5
implies 3: I: a implies 3,, I: (1 implies 3,, I: as. S0 3... e K. —IC,,,,,,,

Returning to the main argument, suppose that K/%’is infinite. Then, by the
Claim Sm E K for all m 3 n, for some n. Then K/E must contain all (repre
sentatives of) infinite frames as well, by arguments similar to those establishing
the Claim. It follows that K‘/E can only contain finite frames 3; for l < n;
but then KC/'5’ must be finite. If, on the other hand, K/’.—‘:is finite, then K/E
cannot contain infinite frames, for otherwise it would contain arbitrarily large
finite ones, and thus be infinite. So, if K/E is finite, it must be a finite set of
finite frames, as required. -i

The study of definable classes of frames in A/l.C(<>,D) in the above spirit of Gold
blatt & Thomason (1974) has been undertaken in (Goranko 1990) and (Gargov
& Goranko 1991).

3.4.8. DEFINITION.We assume that the reader knows what a modal algebra is.
Let (-)+ denote the mapping that takes (general) frames to modal algebras (as
defined, for example, in (Van Benthem 1983, Chapter 4)).

3’ = (W’, R’, W) is a 7E-collapseof the general frame 3 = (W, R,W) if 3’ is
a subframe of S and if there exists a subframe Q5of 3 such that (3’)+ E (Q5)+
and for each 2: E W’, {y : Rwy} Q y : :rR’y}]Q,+, where [XJ@+ is the least
element of (Q5)+ containing X. (Warning: ;£—collapsesshould not be confused
with the modal and extended modal collapse from §3.1.)

When we adapt the classic Goldblatt and Thomason result about definability
of classes of frames in M£(O), closure under p-morphic images, generated sub
frames and disjoint unions will be left out because of the remarks following
Definition 3.1.1. What remains, is closure under ¢-collapses:

3.4.9. THEOREM. (Gargov and Goranko) A class of frames that is closed un
der elementary equivalence is definable in A/l.C(<>,D) ifj‘ it is closed under 9&
collapses. .

Gargov and Goranko prove Theorem 3.4.9 largely by algebraic means. As finite
frames don’t have proper collapses, a class of finite frames is definable iff it is
closed under isomorphisms; for this special case a purely modal proof may be
given:

3.4.10. PROPOSITION.A class K offinite frames is definable in /Vl£(<>,D) iff
it is closed under isomorphisms.

Proof. Let 3 be a finite frame with W = {w1,...,w,, and .3’l: Tho,D(K).
Assume p1,. . . ,p.,, are different proposition letters. Define X; by

/\ Epi/‘\A( V (P-i/\"DPz'))/\
igign igign
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A( (P.--+-pj))AA( /\ (P.-—>#pj)),
1<i;6_7§n l§i,j§n

where # E 0 if Rw,-wj holds, and # E -10 otherwise. Then for any frame Q5,
there is a valuation V with (G5,V) bé fix; iff Q5E‘ 3. In particular 3 hi: ‘WX3.
Hence fix; Q!Tho,D(K). Thus for some Q56 K, Q5bk ‘|X3. So 3 E K. -1

For the sake of completeness we conclude by considering the definable classes
of frames in M£(F, P, D); given the above result for .M£(<>,D) this does not
bring any surprises.

Recall from (Thomason 1972) that a temporal algebra is simply a modal al
gebra with an additional unary function corresponding to the backward looking
modal operator P and satisfying the ‘converse axioms’ (Kt2a) and (K,2b). The
appropriate notion of ¢—collapsehere extends the one from Definition 3.4.8 with
an additional closure condition: {y : Ryx} C_I y : R’;/z }]Q,+. Then, an ele
mentary class of frames is definable in M£(F, P, D) iff it is closed under such
extended 76-collapses.

3.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

To overcome some of the most striking deficiencies in expressive power of the
standard modal and temporal languages, we added a difference operator to our
languages. VVith relatively simple means we obtained a boost in expressive
power, while the theory of the resulting languages was still quite ‘manageable.’

To bring the deductive power of our languages enriched with the D-operator
in line with their increased expressive powers, we needed to add special deriva
tion rules. The mechanism for proving completeness in the presence of such
rules was developed in quite some detail, especially because of later uses in this
dissertation; in Chapters 4 and 5 we will call in the help of the D-operator to
establish completeness results. (This is a general strategy: if in a given modal
logic some condition is not expressible, or completeness is hard to obtain, add
the D-operator to the language and then use the completeness construction of
this Chapter or the expressive power of the language; one may subsequently try
to remove the additions.)

Finally, we listed some results related to definability aspects of the standard
modal and temporal languages equipped with the D-operator; some of those
were direct consequences of the general theory developed in Chapters 7 and 6.

To conclude this Chapter, here are some questions.

1. The irreflexivity rule (IRD) didn’t add any consequences to the base logic
in .M£(D); it did add new consequences to some extensions of the base
logic (Example 3.3.4). Is there a general result saying when the rule does
or does not add new consequences‘? In a recent manuscript Yde Venema
shows that this question is closely related to the question whether or not
a logic enjoys the Craig Interpolation Property.
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. What is the general proof theory of the D-operator? In particular, what
problems (if any) does the irrefiexivity rule (IRD) create for a decent
sequent-style axiomatization of logics containing the D-operator?
At present it is unknown whether the completeness half of a Sahlqvist
Theorem for the full Sahlqvist fragment of M£(O, D) exists (cf. Theorem
3.3.38), although individual cases of logics in the full fragment on which
the present author tried his hands, all turned out complete. Is there a
general result covering the full fragment after all? If not, how far can
Theorem 3.3.38 be extended?

. This is about transfer of completeness (cf. page 41). If transfer of complete
ness of logics in M£(O) to their minimal extensions in A/t£(<>,D) fails,
is there a largest language intermediate between M£(O) and .M£(<>,D)
to which completeness does transfer? And if completeness does transfer
from M£(O) to .M£(<>,D), what is the richest language ML extending
.M£(<>) such that completeness transfers from ME to ML plus D?
We know that all extensions of the basic logic DL in .M£(D) are decidable
(Theorem 3.3.27)? But what is their complexity?
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A System of Dynamic Modal
Logic

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade logicians have paid more and more attention to dynamic
aspects of reasoning. Motivated by examples taken from such diverse disciplines
as natural language semantics, linguistic analysis of discourse, the philosophy of
science, artificial intelligence and program semantics, a multitude of logical sys
tems have been proposed, each of them equipped with the predicate ‘dynamic’.
At present it is not clear at all what it is that makes a logical system a dynamic
system. One of the very few general perspectives on dynamic matters is due to
Van Benthem (1991b). This Chapter studies a dynamic modal language (DML)
designed within this perspective by Van Benthem (l989a, 1991b). Before intro
ducing the formal aspects of DML, let me sketch the main ideas underlying
it.

Nowadays many logical systems focus on the structure and processing of
information. Often these calculi do not aim at dealing with what is true at
information states, but rather with transitions between such states. Cognitive
notions, however, have a dual character. Actual inference, for instance, is a
mixture of more dynamic short-term effects and long-term static ones. Thus,
in a logical analysis of dynamic matters it is desirable to have two levels of
propositions co-existing. In addition, the two levels may mutually influence
each other; the effects of transitions are often couched in static terms, and the
processing of pieces of static information may give rise to instructions as to
getting from one cognitive state to another. The general format for DML, then,
is one of two levels, of states and of transitions, plus systematic interactions
between them.

Given this choice of basic ingredients we are faced with a number of questions,
including:

1. what are states and transitions’?
2. what are the appropriate connectives?
3. which relations model the interaction between states and transitions?
4. do we evaluate formulas only at states, or also at transitions‘?

In DML we opt for the following. We abstract from any particular choice of
states, and take them to be primitive objects without further structure. Al

48
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though recent years have witnessed the emergence of calculi in which transitions
are primitive objects too (in (Van Benthem 1991a, Venema 1991) they are called
arrows), here our transitions will simply be ordered pairs of states. In our choice
of connectives we will be rather conservative: we use propositions with the usual
Boolean operations to talk about states, and we use the usual relation algebraic
operations (including converse) to combine procedures that denote sets of tran
sitions. Among our procedures there will be a relation Q denoting an abstract
notion of information growth or change, which we will assume to be a pre-order.

As to the interaction between states and transitions, states are linked to
transitions via modes, and transitions are linked to states via projections, as in
Figure 4.1 below. The choice of projections and modes will, of course, depend on
the particular application one has in mind; here, we choose a very basic set. The
projections we consider return, given a procedure as input, its domain, range
and fia:points. Given our interests in dynamic matters here, they form a natural
choice, expressing, for instance, whether or not in a given state a certain change
is at all possible. The modes we consider take a formula qbas input, and return
the procedure consisting of all moves along the information ordering to states
where abholds, or all moves backwards along the ordering to states where qbfails;
in addition there is the simple ‘test-for-ab’relation.

modes

propositions procedures

(BA) projections (RA)

Figure 4.1: Propositions and procedures.

The issue whether we evaluate formulas at states, transitions, or both, is a
subtle one. As in Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) our language has syn
tactic items referring to relations, but the notions of validity and consequence
are couched solely in terms of formulas denoting sets of states; thus ’D.M£ can
not express the identity of two relations directly — only the effects of making
transitions can be measured. That is: DML-formulas can only be evaluated at
states, not at pairs. Chapter 5 below deals with a truly two-sorted language in
which states and transitions have, so to say, equal rights.

I believe DML is not just another device for reasoning about dynamics and
change, but, rather, that it provides a more general framework in which other
proposals can be described and compared. A number of such descriptions and
comparisons have been given by Van Benthem (1989a, 1991b) and De Rijke
(1992a); §4.3 below contains a brief survey.

The main purpose of this Chapter is to study the language D./VLCin precise
and formal detail. After some initial definitions in §4.2, §4.3 contains examples
of the uses of the DME; these include Theory Change, Update Semantics, and
Dynamic Inference. In §4.4 the expressive power of the language is studied; a
precise syntactic description is given of the first-order counterpart of D.M£, as
well as a characterization in terms of bisimulations using general techniques from
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Chapters 6 and 7. In §4.5 (un-) decidability results for satisfiability in DML
are given. §4.6 provides a complete axiomatization of validity in the language
of DML; the proofs employ the general techniques of Chapter 3. Finally, §4.7
contains concluding remarks and suggestions for further work.

4.2 PRELIMINARIES

4.2.1. DEFINITION. Let (I3be a set of proposition letters. We define the dynamic
modal language M£(do, ra, fix, exp, con; <I>),or D./Vi£(<I’)or even DML for short.
Its formulas and procedures (typically denoted by (pand a, respectively) are built
up from proposition letters (p E <I>)according to the following rules

gt :2: p | .1. | T | no | qbl /\ (132| do(a) | ra(a) | fix(a),
Or 33: €XP(¢) l C°"(¢) l 01 fl 02 I (11:02 i ‘O1 l av l <15?

D.M£—formulas are assumed to live in a set Form(<I>),the procedures in a set
Proc(<I>), and the elements of Form(<I>)U Proc(d>) are referred to as DM£
expressions.

At several occasions we will refer to a version of DML with multiple base
relations Q, taken from a set 0, together with corresponding modes exp,-;we use
DM£(<I>,Q) to refer to this language.

The intended interpretation of the above connectives and operators is the follow
ing. A formula do(a) (ra(a)) is true at a state 2:iff x is in the domain (range) of
oz,and fix(a) is true at :1:if :1:is a fixed point of a. The interpretation of exp(¢)
(read: expand with <13)is the set of all moves along the information ordering Q
leading to a state where at holds; the interpretation of con(qb) (read: contract
with (15)consists of all moves backwards along the ordering to states where d)
fails. As usual, go?is the ‘test-for-ab’relation, while the intended interpretation
of the operators left unexplained should be clear.1

4.2.2. DEFINITION. The models for DA/ill are structures of the form 931 =
(W,§, V), where I; Q W2 is transitive and reflexive (the information or
dering), : Proc(<I>) —>QWXW, and V : <I>—>2W is a valuation assigning
subsets of W to proposition letters? The interpretation of the projections is the
following:

911,33|= d0(a) if? 3.1/((112.3/)6 llall),
937,10l= ra(a) 11‘? 3?; ((y,x) E lall),
931,12 l: fix(a) iff (:z:,:I:) E [[a]].

A model ED?is standard if it interprets the relational part of the language as
follows:

1This terminology exp(-) and con(-) derives from one of the uses of D./VIC,viz. as a setting
in which the basic operations studied in Theory Change, expansions and contractions, are
modeled. See §4.3 for some details.

2A quick remark about the properties of E. It seems a reasonable minimal requirement to
let this abstract relation of information growth or change be a pre-order. Pre-orders have a
long tradition as information structures, viz. their use as models for intuitionistic logic. Of the
technical results presented below none hinges on Q being a pre-order.
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lexp(¢) — »\=vy-(Iv 1; y /\ 911,11 l= ¢>),

lC0n(d>) = x\:ry- (2: 2 y /\ 931,31 be <25)»

[[0 F73 = lal F7lfil,

II I
I;
Q.

:1

{(1331) =(.1/,1‘) E lal },
= : 931,2:|= <15}.

As usual, we say that a formula it is a consequence of a set of formulas A if for
every (standard) model 93?and every :1:in am, 931,2:l: w, for all w E A, implies
EDT, :1: I: <25.

Observe that ra and fix are definable using the other operators; the contraction
mode con(-) is equivalent to exp(-wqfi)". Whenever this is convenient we will
assume that exp only has T as its argument; this is justified by the equivalence
le><p(¢)l = le><p(T); <z>'?l

The original definition of D./ML as given in (Van Benthem 1989a) included
the minimal projections ll-exp(-) and /A-COn(-)whose definitions read

=
P

-‘Q
u:In:a|:au—_—:u::t.—_=aIz_—_1

Hll

5::

Q
:2: s———I

E
ii: \'

[[u—exp(q5)]]= /\:vy.(a:§y/‘\9LTI,yl=d>/\-=El;t(:z:§z[:y/\93l,zl=¢)), and

lu-C0n(d>)l= /\ry-($2y/\fm,ybé<Z>/\n3r(I;Jz:Jy/\99?,zbed»)

They have been left out because they are definable:

(iv, 3/) E lu-exp(<25)l iff (Ir, 1/) E le><p(a>)F7—(exp(d>); (exp(T) F‘ -T‘-’))l,

and similarly for ,u-con(q5).

There are obvious connections between ‘D/'VI£and Propositional Dynamic Logic
(PDL, (Harel 1984)). The ‘old diamonds’ (a) from PDL can be simulated in
DML by putting (a)d> := do(a;q>'?). And conversely, the expansion and con
traction operators are definable in a particular mutation of PDL where taking
converses of program relations is allowed and a name for the information ordering
is available: flexp(¢>)]]= |[§;qb?]]. The domain operator do(a) can be simulated
in standard PDL by OT. A difference between the two is that (standard) PDL
only has the regular program operations U,; and the Kleene star *, while DA/IL
has the full relational repertoire U, —," and ;, but not "'. Another difference is not
a technical difference, but one in emphasis: whereas in PDL the Boolean part
of the language clearly is the primary component of the language and the main
concern lies with the effects of programs, in DML one focuses on the interaction
between the static and dynamic component.

A related formalism whose relational apparatus is more alike that of D./\/LC
is the Boolean Modal Logic (BML) studied by Gargov & Passy (1990). This
system has atomic relations p1,p2, . . ., a constant for the universal relation V,
and relation-forming operators fl, U and —. Relations are referred to within
BML by means of the PDL-like diamonds (a). Since the language of BML
does not allow either ; or " as operators on relations, it is a strict subset of
’DM£(<I>; Q).
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4.3 USINGDML

THEORY CHANGE

One of the original motivations for the invention of DML was to obtain a for
malism for reasoning about the cognitive moves an agent makes while searching
for new knowledge or information; possible moves one should be able to for
mulate included acquiring new information, and giving up information. It later
turned out that along similar lines DML can be used to model postulates for
Theory Change. I will briefly sketch this.

Consider a set of beliefs or a knowledge set T. As our perception of the world
as described by T changes, the knowledge set may have to be modified. In the
literature on theory change a number of such modifications have been identi
fied (Alchourron, Gardenfors & .\/Iakinson 1985, Katsuno & .\/lendelzon 1991),
including expansions, contractions and revisions. If we acquire information that
does not contradict T, we can simply expand our knowledge set with this piece
of information. When a sentence qbpreviously believed becomes questionable
and has to be abandoned, we contract our knowledge with ¢. Somewhat in
termediate between expansion and contraction is the operation of revision: the
operation of resolving the conflict that arises when the newly acquired infor
mation contradicts our old beliefs. The revision of T by a sentence (15is often
thought of as consisting of first making changes to T, so as to then be able
to expand with d). According to general wisdom on theory change, as little as
possible of the old theory is to be given up in order to accommodate for newly
acquired information.

Géirdenfors and others have proposed an influential set of rationality postu
lates that the revision operation must satisfy. By defining revision and expansion
operators inside DA/IL all of the postulates (except one) can be modeled inside
DME. VVebriefly sketch how this may be done. First, one represents theories T
as nodes in a model, and statements of the form ‘(DE T’ as modal formulas [_C_]d>
(i.e. -wdo(exp(T);-107)). Then, following the above maxim to change as little as
possible of the old theory, one defines an expansion operator [+cp]u belongs
to every theory that results from expanding with cp’)as

[+0] ' == “d0</I-€XP(lEl<P)§-[;1«»?).

So, [+<b]2L'is true at a node :c if in every minimal E-successor y of :1:where [l;]¢>
holds (i.e. where ct has been added to the theory), the formula [Elia is true (i.e.
1/2is in the theory). Next, one defines a revision operator [arqblv(‘U belongs to
every theory resulting from revising by ab’)by first minimally removing possible
conflicts with <1),then minimally adding Q6,and subsequently testing whether 1;
belongs to the result:

l*¢lw == “d°((#-C0"(lEl*<I>);It-€XP(lEl<1>)l:“lEl¢7)

Given this modeling the Géirdenfors postulates can be translated into DA/1£. As
an example we consider the 3rd postulate, also known as the inclusion postulate:
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‘the result of revising T by to is included in the expansion of T with d>,’or
T at<1)C_IT + a3. Its translation reads: [*¢>]1/2—»[+¢]¢. It is easily verified that
this translation is valid on all DML-models. In fact, nearly all of Gardenfors
(1988)’s postulates for revision and contraction come out true in this modeling.
The only one that fails is the 8th postulate, also known as ‘conjunctive vacuity’
(Fuhrmann 1990b); its failure is caused by the information ordering Q in DM£
models not being a function. De Rijke (1992a) provides further details.

UPDATE SEMANTICS

Further formalisms to which ’D.M.Chas been linked include conditionals and
other systems that somehow involve a notion of change. But, whereas the appli
cations to Theory Change and conditionals do not require the states in DM£
models to have any particular structure, others do.

For example, one version of Frank Veltman’s Update Semantics (Veltman
1991) may be seen as a formalism for reasoning about models of the modal system
S5 (where each S5-model represents a possible information state of a single
agent) and certain transitions between such models. By imposing the structure
of S5-models on the individual states in a DME-model, the latter becomes a
class of S5-models in which the DML-apparatus can be used to reason about
global transitions between S5-models, while the language of S5 can be used
to reason about the local structure of the S5-models. The global transitions
can then be interpreted as various kinds of updates; (De Rijke 1992a) shows
how Veltman’s might-operator and sequential conjunction can be accounted for
in this way. Furthermore, notions of consequence considered by Veltman for
Update Semantics can be modeled using the DA/t£—apparatus (cf. page 54 for
related issues).

DYNAMIC CONNECTIVES; DYNAMIC INFERENCE

Many of the dynamic operators that have been proposed in the literature can be
defined in DML. The underlying reason for this is that most dynamic propos
als have some kind of two-dimensional structures in common as their underlying
models, and that the operators considered are usually only concerned with cer
tain pre- and postconditions of transitions in such structures — DML is strong
enough to reason about the pre- and postconditions of all transitions defined
by the standard operations on binary relations, and many more besides. For
instance, the residuals of Vaughan Pratt’s action logic (Pratt 1990a) can be
defined in D./\/LC:

0r=>fi = {($,y)=V2((z,$)€[lal—>(z,y)€ll/311)} = -(OF;-3),
a<=5 = {(I,y)=Vz((y,2)€lal—’($,z)€l[5l)} = -(-+3;a')

As pointed out in (Van Benthem 19911))the test negation proposed in Groe
nendijk & Stokhof (1991) becomes

~a = {(r,2=):=3y((:c.y)€lal} = 6n—<a;T?>.
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A logical system is sometimes dubbed dynamic because it has dynamic con
nectives as in the above examples, and sometimes because it has a dynamic
notion of inference. Quite often the latter can also be simulated in D/VLC.Here
are some examples taken from (Van Benthem 1991b). The standard notion of
inference l=1 (“every state that models all of the premises, should also model
the conclusion”) may be represented as

qbl /\ . . . /\ (13,,l=11/2 iff fix(q§1?)/\.../\fix(q>,,?)—>fix(1p'?).

A more dynamic notion l=g taken from (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991), which
may be paraphrased as “process all premises consecutively, then you should be
able to reach a state where the conclusion holds”, has the following transcription
in D./\/LC:

qbl /\ . . . /\ qbn |:=2 u iff ra (exp(¢1); . . . ;exp(d>,,)) —>do(exp(w)).

A third notion of inference, |=3, found for example in Van Eijck & de Vries (1993)
which reads “whenever it is possible to consecutively expand with all premises,
then it should be possible to expand with the conclusion”, can be given the
following representation:

(bl /\ . . . /\ an y:3 2/,~ iff do(exp(<p,);...;exp(as,,)) —»do(exp(1/2)).

4.4 THE EXPRESSIVEPOWER OF DME

Recall from §§2.2, 3.4 that modal formulas in A/l.C(<>)become equivalent to a
special kind of first-order formulas when interpreted on models. These first
order counterparts form a restricted 2-variable fragment of the full—firstorder
language, one that can easily be described syntactically, and for which a semantic
characterization can be given in terms of bisimulations. Likewise, the first-order
transcriptions of modal formalisms used to reason about relation algebras live
in a 3-variable fragment of the full first-order language; they too can be given
precise syntactic and semantic descriptions.

The above two are special cases of a much more general phenomenon, namely
the relation between patterns or important features of structures and bisimu
lations that precisely preserve these patterns on the one hand, and modal for
malisms describing such patterns on the other hand (cf. Chapter 6 for more). In
the present case of DA/IL‘it is also possible to give a precise syntactic descrip
tion of its first-order transcriptions, and using the general results of Chapter
6 an appropriate notion of bisimulation can be defined that allows a semantic
characterization of these first-order transcriptions.

THE CONNECTION WITH FIRST-ORDER LOGIC

Recall that DML-formulas are evaluated at points, not transitions; as in many
other modal formalisms the relational compound is (still) treated as a sec
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0nd class citizen. This is reflected by the fact that DML-formulas end up
as first-order formulas in one free variable when translated into first-order logic.
Roughly speaking, DML-expressions correspond to a 3-variable fragment of
first-order logic with up to two free variables; DM£—formulas are obtained from
these by quantifying over one of the variables. The following makes this precise.

4.4.1. DEFINITION. Fix a vocabulary ‘T,and fix individual variables 2:1,1:2,. . . .
For m E N, X a set of individual variables, £m(X) denotes the set of first-order
formulas which have at most m variables 11:1,. . . ,:z:,,,, and whose free variables
are in X; L3,, is the set of formulas having at most m variables 1:1, , mm.

4.4.2. DEFINITION. Let X be a set of (first-order) formulas, and let K be a class
of models. Then, a modal language /\/1£ is called ezrpressively complete for X
over K if for all X E X there is an ML-formula absuch that K I: ST(¢>) <—+X. If
K is the class of all models the clause ‘over K’ will be suppressed.

Below we will show that D./\/IL‘,is expressively complete for £3(1:1).

The standard translation ST(-) taking modal formulas to first-order ones can
easily be adapted to the full DML. However, whereas standard modal formulas
translate into formulas having one free variable in a two—variablefragment, for
mulas in D./\/LCtranslate into first-order formulas of a three—variable fragment
that contain one free variable. (The reader should compare these results to
analogous links between algebraic logics of relation and cylindric algebras, and
first-order logic, Tarksi & Givant (1987).)

Instead of Q I will use an abstract binary relation symbol R to translate the
modal operators and the ‘dynamic’ constructs.

4.4.3. DEFINITION. Let 1' be the (first-order) vocabulary {R, P1,P2, . . . }, with
R a binary relation symbol, and the P,~’sunary relation symbols corresponding
to the proposition letters p, E (P. Let .C('r) be the set of all first-order formulas
over 7' (with identity).

Define a translation ST(-) taking D./\/IL-formulas to formulas in £(T) as in
Table 4.1.

2 (171=$1) Z
5T(*¢) = “5T(¢) 5T(¢ /\ U) ’ 5T(¢) /\ 5T(U)

ST(do(a)) 2 31:2ST(a)

ST(—a) = fiS'T(a) S'T(a (W5) = ST(a) /\ ST(3)
ST(a") = [:52/1:1,a:1/:r2]ST(a) ST(q5'.’) = ($1 = 1:2)/\ ST(gz5).

5T(eXP(¢)) = (B13132)/\ l372/$1lST(¢)
ST(a;/3) = 32:3([1123/:I:2]ST(a)/\ [123/:r1]ST(,3))

Table 4.1: The standard translation for DA/l£.

Observe that the translations of D./VIE-formulas live in £3($1), and that the
translations of DML-expressions as a whole live in £3(:z:1,:r:g).
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4.4.4. PROPOSITION. Let (1)be a formula in DM£(<I>). For any 931, and any :1:
in am, ma: l= as ifiim l= ST(<z>>Ia=]

Proof. By induction on DML-expressions 0 one shows that for any 93?,and for
any :12,y in 93?, 93l,:r I: 6 iff Dill l: ST(0)[a:], if 0 E Form(<I>), and (:z:,y) E [[0]]gm
iff 93? l: S'T(l9)[:r, y], in case 0 E Proc(<I>). -1

To show that, conversely, every £($1)-formula is equivalent to a DMC-formula,
we need an intermediate fragment.

4.4.5. DEFINITION. (Cf. (Venema 1991, Definition 3.3.12)) Fix individual vari
ables :z:1,:z:2,$3,and let 1' = {R, P1, P2, be as before. Assume {i,j,k} =
{ 1,2, 3

We define fragments of £3(:r,~,1:,-)and £3(:2:,-). .C3(:r:,~,:1:J-)‘contains the same
atomic formulas as .C3(a:,-,112,-), it is closed under A, n, 333,, and if a is in .C3(:1:,-,23,-)‘
and B is in .C3(:c,-,$k)‘, then Elan,(a A B) is in .C3(a:,-,:1:,-)‘.

The fragment £3($,-)‘ is obtained from .C3($,~,1:,)‘ by prefixing every formula
in £3(:c,,:1:,~)‘ with Elm,-.(There is an obvious, but harmless sloppiness to this
definition; but £3(a:,-)‘ as a fragment of £3(:z:,~,23,)‘ is isomorphic to £3(:z:,~)‘ as
a fragment of £3(:r,~,:z:k)‘,etc.)

4.4.6. PROPOSITION. Every formula in £3 is equivalent to a Boolean combina
tion of formulas in £3" with the same free variables. (Here £3" is simply the
union of the 3 £3(2:,-,:z:j)‘fragments from 4.4.5.)

Proof. This is by induction on L3. The only (mildly) interesting case is if a in L3
is of the form 3:1333. As a is in £3, so is 3. By induction hypothesis 8 is equivalent
to a Boolean combination of £3“-formulas. By using results on disjunction
normal forms, we may assume that B is equivalent to a conjunction (112/\Cl13/\(123,
where a,-,- is in £3(:1:,-,:z:,-)‘. Then cz is equivalent to a’ = am /\ 31:3((113 /\ O23)
— this is a Boolean combination of two £3-—formulas. Observe that a’ has the
same free variables as a. -l

4.4.7. DEFINITION. We now translate the £3(:z:,~,23,-)‘ fragments into expressions
of ’D./VIC.As before, let 6 abbreviate T7; let 1 abbreviate (6 U -6).

(P$¢)',’_ = P (P331)? = :0= exp(T) = exp(T)"
(Rx,$,)’l = exp(T)fl6 (R:z:,-:z:,)'.9'= (1;(exp(T)fl6))

($1: Z (5 ($3‘—" = (5
($1: ‘W’. = 1 ._ ($1: ‘W’. = 1 ._
<~a<a=.>>v = —~a<z.>vso <=a<x.>>r = flaw)”

(“C¥($i»17j))'?_ = -a(~'Ih;;$j)" __

(0r($z‘) /\ 5($z'))',’, = a(~’Fz")',’,/\ +3(~"«‘z)’_’,

(0031) A 5(-'€j))',’_ = <1(1?j)"/\ W151)" H
((1($,') /\ B(.’IIJ'))U = (a(1:,-)”'.’;1)fl(1;l3(:z:j)‘3'?)
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(O($z'»$j) /\ 5($i))l’_ = 0(-’I7z'a$:)'’_‘7 (5($z')"°a 1)
(a(-73,931)/\ /3($j))'_’, = a($¢a$j)'7 V‘(1;5(9«‘j)”°)

(0($z'»$j) /\5($z‘a$j))'_’_ = 0($za-E)" n5($ia-'53)
(3~7j<1(-"3z'))'f’_ = 610%)"

(39310($j))'?_ = E(a($j)") H
(3% <1($z'a-’5j))’_’_ = d0(01($z'» 271)") ,

(Elan, (oz(z,-, ask) A fi(:z:;,, cc]-)))'3 = a a:,,2:;,)"°;B(:z:k, :12,-)'°9.

4.4.8. PROPOSITION. Let a be a formula in .C3(a:,-,:z:,-)'. Then

1. ifa a(a:,-) or a :_—'a(17j), then 917!l: a[a] ifi Dill,a I: all,
2. ifa E a(:z:,-,cc,-), then 931l: a[ab] ifi'(a, b) E |[a‘9]]gm.

4.4.9. THEOREM.DML is expressively complete for £3(a:1): every first-order
formula in .C3(:1:1)is equivalent to a D./\/LC-formula.

Proof. By Proposition 4.4.6 a(:z:1) has an equivalent o/($1) in .C3(a:1)". So by
Proposition 4.4.8 o/($1), and therefore a(:z:1),is equivalent to the D/\/[£-formula
C¥’(IL'1)12. ‘l

What about expressive completeness of DML with respect to the full first
order language’? It is known that no modal language with finitely many modal
operators is expressively complete for full first-order logic over all structures
(cf. the Appendix). Over restricted classes of structures, however, expressive
completeness results do exist. By a result of Immerman and Kozen, over linear
orders every first-order formula a(a:) is equivalent to a formula in .C3(2:).Hence,
by Theorem 4.4.9 we have the following:

4.4.10. COROLLARY.D./\/LC is expressively complete for first-order logic over
linear orders.

An alternative way to derive this result is to show that DM£ is at least as
expressive as systems of modal logic of which it is know that they are expres
sively complete over some class of linear orders. Let me illustrate this with two
examples. The first one of which involves the temporal operator Until whose
pattern reads:

9Z7l,:z:l: Until(p, q) iff 33; (Hwy /‘\Py /\ p32: (Rzz /\ Rzy /\ 2:75 y /\ fiQz)).

In DML this operator can be defined by do(exp(p)fl—(exp(—:q);(exp(T)fl—6))).
(And similarly for Since, the backward-looking version of Until According to
Kamp (1968)’s Theorem, the Until , Since-language is expressively complete for
the full first-order language over all continuous linear orders. Hence, so is DML.

Jonathan Stavi has improved Kamp’s Theorem by defining the Stavi con
nectives Until’ and Since’, and proving those two operators to be expressively
complete for first-order logic over all linear orders, cf. (Gabbay, Hodkinson &
Reynolds 1993). Here, Until’(p, q) is defined by

Ely (Rwy /\ Vz (R122 A Rzy —+Qz)) /\ (4.1)
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Vy (Rzy /\ Vz (Rzz /\ Rzy —>Q2) —>

(Qy A 3:1:(Rya: A \7’z(Ryz /\ Rza: —>Qz)))) /\ (4.2)

3y(R:1:y /\ -Qy /\ Py /\ V2 (Rarz /\ Rzy A Ely(Rxy /\ Ryz A fiQy) —>Pz)), (4.3)

and Sz'nce'(-, is its ‘backward-looking’ version. By Theorem 4.4.9 Until’ and
Since’ are definable in ’D/I/LC.Here’s an explicit definition; writing R for exp(T)
we can define the operator Until’(p, q) in DML as follows:

do(R n —(exp(-wq);12)) /\ (4.4)

-do(12 n —(exp(fiq); 12)n —(exp(q) n do(R n —(exp(fiq); R))‘?)) /\ (4.5)

do(exp<-q A p) n —((exp<-p) n <exp<-4); 12>); 12)). (4.6)

It is easily verified that (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) are defined by the DML-formulas
(4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), respectively.

DEFINABILITY ISSUES

As in §3.4 we want to use an appropriate notion of bisimulation to characterize
definability of classes of models in DML. According to the perspective of Chap
ter 6 when looking for such a notion, one should locate the relevant relational
patterns for the modal language, and have candidate bisimulations respect these
patterns. With .M£(<>) and .M£(D) the relevant patterns were certain config
urations involving R or 75which could be decomposed into simple R-transitions
and ‘aé-transitions,’ respectively (cf. 3.4.1 and 3.4.4). In DML far more com
plex patterns are relevant; by the analysis of Theorem 4.4.9 we have to take all
.C3(:z:1,11:2)-definablepatterns into account, and there does not seem to be an ob
vious way to decompose such patterns into simpler ones in such a way that any
candidate bisimulation that respects the simpler patterns, also respects arbitrary
.C3(:1:1,:c2)-definablepatterns. This suggests the following definition.

4.4.11. DEFINITION. Let 911 Z (W1,E1, |I']]1,V1) and 912 = (W2, E2, |I'fl2, V2)
be two D.M.C-models; we are not assuming here that I; is a pre-order.

A non-empty relation Z between 211and Qlgis a DML-bisimulation if the
following holds:

1. Zwv implies that w, v satisfy the same proposition letters,
2. if Zwv, w’ 6 W1 and 211 )= a[ww’], for a E £3(:1:1,:c2), then for some

12'6 W2, Zw'v’ and Qlg I: a['uv’],
3. if Zwv, U’ 6 W2 and Qlg |= a[vv'], for O E £3(:z:1,:z:2), then for some

w’ 6 W1, Zw’v' and 211 I: a[ww'].

4.4.12. REMARK. Two comments are in order. First, the back—and-forth con
ditions 2 and 3 in Definition 4.4.11 are rather linguistic; for an abstract relation
relation between models that is meant to characterize D./VIE-equivalence, this
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is ugly. However, no natural non-linguistic alternative linking only single states
is known to me. Chapter 5 below contains an algebraic description of the frag
ment .C3(a:1,$2) in terms of so-called 2-partial isomorphisms linking sequences of
objects of length at most 2; a characterization of the first-order counterpart of
‘D/VLCmay be derived from this (Theorem 5.6.7).

Second, I conjecture that the back-and-forth conditions 2 and 3 have no
elegant decomposition into simpler back—and-forthconditions as in the R-bisimu
lations and 96-bisimulations of Chapter 3.

4.4.13. EXAMPLE. Despite the strength of D./VLC,on the class of finite models
DME-bisimilarity and isomorphism do not coincide. Consider 21,Q in Figure 4.2
below where all states have the same valuation. Clearly 21,‘B are not isomorphic,

O O O O
1 2 1' 2'

3 4 3'
I O O

21 E

Figure 4.2: Bisimilar but not isomorphic.

but putting Z = A x B defines a DML-bisimulation between Qland ‘B. (To see
this, it comes in handy to observe that both in fl and ‘B any formula is true in
all or in no points, and any procedure coincides with 9, V, 6, or -6.)

4.4.14. EXAMPLE. Given two finite models Ql, ‘B with :1: E Ql, y E % such
that for all D./\/LC-formulas ¢>,Ql,a: I: (:5iff %, y |= <25,one may define a DM£
bisimulation between Qland % that connects :1:and y, by putting Zuv ill for all
(X)E D./‘\/l£(<I>), Qt, v. |= <1’)iff *3, v )2 Q5. It follows that two finite ‘DA/IL-models
are bisimilar iff they satisfy the same DA/t£-formulas.

Recall that a formula is invariant for bisimulations of it cannot distinguish be
tween bisimilar models (Definition 3.4.2).

4.4.15. PROPOSITION.D/VLC-formulas are invariant for bisimulations.

This invariance characterizes the DA/I£-formulas as a first-order fragment.

4.4.16. THEOREM. Let 1' be the first-order vocabulary with a binary relation
symbol R and unary relation symbols P1, P2, . . . . A first-order formula a(:z:) in
[,(1') is (equivalent to) the translation of a D/\/[L-formula iff it is invariant for
DML-bisimulations.

Proof. See Example 6.7.4. -4

Using D/VLC-bisimulations further definability results can be derived using the
general results of Chapter 6; here we will mention just one. For an elegant
formulation of the result it is convenient to consider so-called pointed models as
our fundamental structures. Here, a pointed model is a structure of the form
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(W, E, V,w), where(W, E, V) is an ordinary DM£-model (in whichE
may or may not be a pre-order), and w E W.

4.4.17. THEOREM. Let K be a class of pointed models. Then K is definable by
a DML-formula iff it is closed under ’D.M.C-bisimulations and ultraproducts,
while its complement is closed under ultraproducts.

Proof. Again, see Example 6.7.4. -1

4.5 DECIDABILITY

The preceding sections contain ample demonstrations of the large expressive
power of DML. The main result of this section gives further evidence of the
computational power of the language: satisfiability in DML is not decidable. We
also show that decidability may be restored either by restricting the language,
or by restricting or liberalizing the class of structures used to interpret it.

THE FULL LANGUAGE INTERPRETED ON PRE-ORDERS

Our language DML is somewhere in between the language of Boolean Modal
Logic (BML) and full relation algebra. It is well-known that the latter is unde
cidable. Since in the intermediate case of DML we only have the operations of
relation algebra on top of a single relation, it may be hoped that we are closer
to BML than to relation algebra, and hence that the satisfiability problem for
DML is decidable. But here is an important difference between the two. By
Gargov et al. (1987) BML enjoys the finite model property, while D/Vl£ does
not. To see this, define

— R 2: exp(T),
— oo := -1Edo((R O -6) fl R").

Then, since oo forces the absence of loops, the formula Ado(R 0 -6) A oc is
satisfiable only on infinite models for BML. In fact we have the following
result:

4.5.1. THEOREM. The satisfiability problem for DA/LCis H?-hard.

Proof. This is a reduction of a known H?-complete problem, a so-called un
bounded tiling problem (UTP), to satisfiability in D/\/IL. The version of the
UTP that I will use here is given by the following data. Given a set of tiles
T = {d0, . . . , dm }, each having 4 sides whose colors are in C’ = { co, . . . , ck }, is
there a tiling of N x N? The rules of the tiling game are

1. every point in the grid is associated with a single tile,
2. adjacent edges have the same color.

The version of the UTP presented here is known to be H?-complete (Robinson
1971, Harel 1983). So to prove the theorem it suffices to define, for a given set
of tiles T, a formula or in DML such that

1. its models look like grids,
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1 w . . 1 1 .

Figure 4.3: An unbounded tiling.

2. it says that every point is covered by a tile from T,
3. and that colors match right and above neighbours,

and show that (b7 is satisfiable iff T can tile N x N.
To make a grid, define

LEAVE(¢) == (6157;R),
ONE 2: (R 0 -6) (W—[(R D —6);(R F1-6)); then, for all 931,and for all
:5, y E 931,

(:r,y)E[[ONE]]gmiff Rzy/\:z:7éy/\fiElz(R:rz/\:r;£z/\Rzy/\z;£y),

—UP := (ONE 0 LEAVE(p /\ q) (7exp(p /\ fiq))
U (ONE fl LEAVE(p /\ -wq)fl exp(p /\ q))
U (ONE fl LEAVE(-«p /\ q) fl exp(fip /\ -=q))
U (ONE fl LEAVE(fip /\ fiq) fl exp(-up /\ q)),

— RIGHT 2: (ONE fl LEAVE(p /\ q) H exp(-up A q))
U (ONE 0 LEAVE(-up /\ q) H exp(p /\ q))
U (ONE fl LEAVE(p /\ -wq)D exp(-up /\ fiq))
U (ONE D LEAVE(np /\ fig) fl exp(p /\ -wq)),

— EQUAL(a,B) := -IEdO(OzD -3) /\ -=Edo(,3 O —a),

CR ;= EQUAL((UP; RIGHT), (RIGHT; UP)).
Here, finally, is the formula that will force our models to contain a copy of N x N:

—GRID := (p /\ q) /\ Ado(UP) /\ Ado(RIGHT) /\ CR /\ oo.

Next we have to define formulas that force items 2 and 3. Let T = { do, . . . , dm }
and C = { co, . . . , ck } be given. For each color c,-E C introduce four proposition
letters, suggestively denoted by (up = c,-), (right = c,), (down = c,-), and
(left = c,-). Identifying each tile d E T with its four sides I assume that each
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tile d is represented as

((up = c,-,) /\ (right = c,-.,)A (down = c,-3)A (left = c,-,,)) /\

A -w(up=c)/\.../\ /\ -w(left=c)).
c€T\{ C1,} c€T\{ 61",}

Abbreviating fido(a; figb?) as [Oz]d>,we put

—COVER:=A(\/ d) /\A( /\ fi(d/\e)),
d€T {d;6e€T}

—MATCH :

A( /\ ((up = c) —>[UP](down = c)) A
CEC

/\ ((rz'ght= c) —>[RIGHT](left=
CEC

Put $7 := GRID /\ COVER /\ MATCH. Then 437is satisfiable in a D.M£
model iff T can tile N x N. The if-direction is trivial, since if a tiling exists Q57"
is satisfiable in N x N, simply by verifying (p /\ q) in (0,0), switching the truth
values of p and q while going right and up through the grid, respectively, while
the tiling will tell you how to satisfy COVER and MATCH.

Conversely, assume 9.7!,:1:l: gbr,-.Let f : N x N —>93?be such that f(0,0) = :5,
(f(n,m),f(n,m +1)) 6 [[UP]]gm,and (f(n,m),f(n +1,m)) E [[RIGHT]]gm;such
f exist as :1:l: GRID. Define a tiling on N x N by putting a tile d E T on (n, m)
iff im,f(n, m) }= d. This tiling is well-defined and total by COVER. Moreover,
if d is associated with with (n, m), and e is associated with (n, m + 1), then
the up side of d and the down side of e must have the same colour by MATCH.
Similarly, MATCH ensures that colours match right and left-hand sides. Hence
T tiles N x N. -4

4.5.2. COROLLARY.The satisfiability problem for D/\/if. is H?-complete.

4.5.3. REMARK. A few remarks are in order. The undecidability result for
D.M£ may seem to depend on the transitivity of the models for the language,
as the formula oo only does its work properly on transitive structures. However,
this dependency can be avoided; it suffices to have structures satisfying a Church
Rosser like property like Vyz (Rwy A Rzz —>Eu (Ryu /\ Rzu)), while always being
able to move UP and RIGHT. In particular it follows that undecidability may
already be found in the ‘forward looking’ '-free part of our language.

Also, having the relation -6 around, one can do without further comple
mentation of relations by using )1-exp(-)in the definition of ONE and redefining
EQUAL as wEdo((a; -25)n 3) /\ aEdo(a n (fl; —6)).

FRAGMENTS AND OTHER MODEL CLASSES

There are three obvious ways to escape from the undecidability result 4.5.1: by
restricting the language, or by liberalizing or restricting the classes of relevant
models.
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To try and find reasonably large fragments of DML that are decidable, let
us reconsider what made the proof of 4.5.1 work. Essentially, we were able to
build a grid there, thanks to the availability of ;, fl and —. Thus, when looking
for reasonably large decidable fragments of DM£, giving up some of these three
might get us results. Indeed, giving up ; (and ", by the way) restricts DML
to the decidable Boolean Modal Logic. Alternatively, giving up —and " yields
decidability by Danecki (1985). (It seems that Danecki’s proof can be extended
to deal with " as well.) Of course, in these fragments operators like D and
p-exp(-), ,u-con(-) need no longer be definable, so it remains to be seen whether
adding any of these to the above fragments preserves decidability.

Another approach towards obtaining decidability is not to restrict the lan
guage, but to restrict the structures used to interpret it. As an example I will
consider the class of all trees. By a tree is meant a structure (W,;) with
E Q W2 a transitive, asymmetric relation such that for each 2: E W the set
of ;-predecessors of :1:is linearly ordered by Q. Let ThpM;(TREES) denote
the set of ‘DA/(L-formulas valid on the class TREES of all trees. Observe that
Tl'l1_)_,\45(TREES)lacks the finite model property. (To see this consider the ear
lier formula Ado(R) /\ oo.) Therefore, to establish decidability of this theory
some other tools have to be employed. One obvious candidate is Rabin’s The
orem (Rabin 1969); to apply this result the semantics of Th'D_,\,1£(TREES) has
to be embedded in S<.uS,the monadic second-order theory of infinitely many
successor functions.

Here, I will take an easier way out by appealing to a result by Gurevich &
Shelah (1985). Let LIG3 be the language of monadic second-order logic with
additional unary predicates, that is, it has individual variables and unary pred
icate variables (ranging over branches) as well as a binary relation symbol <
and unary predicate constants P0, P1, . . . . Let ThG5(TREES) be the set of Lgs
formulas valid on all trees. Then obviously, the question whether a given DML
formula cbis valid on all trees, boils down to the question whether its standard
translation ST(q5) is a theorem of ThG5(TREES). But by (Gurevich & Shelah
1985) the latter question is decidable.

4.5.4. THEOREM. The satisfiability problem for Th1;M;(TREES) is decidable.

Several natural variations on the above still yield decidable theories. They in
clude the set of DML-formulas valid on all trees of finite depth, and the DM£
formulas valid on all well-founded trees.

A third way of avoiding the undecidability result Theorem 4.5.1 is to liberalize
the class of structures our language deals with. This is what happens in systems
of Arrow Logic. In one particular system designed by Van Benthem (1992)
one has two sorts of objects, states and arrows, plus systematic connections
between the two sorts, in much the same way as in DML. Arrows are abstract
versions of ordered pairs that are not necessarily equated with the latter. With
this abstraction one regains decidability; even adding the Kleene star does not
destroy decidability (Van Benthem 1992, Section 4).
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4.6 COMPLETENESS

We will first outline how the completeness proofs of Chapter 3 can be used
in the present setting. Then this construction is applied to obtain a complete
axiomatization of the valid ’D.M.C-formulas.

How TO USE THE D-OPERATOR

We extend the language D./\/[£1with the D-operator from Chapter 3 to obtain
the language DM£+. Completeness is initially proved for a derivation system
in this enriched language, and then transferred to the old language.

Completeness in D./\/111+is established using the general techniques of Chap
ter 3. The construction has to be localizedfor the present setting in the following
way. Recall from the discussion following Theorem 3.3.29, that in order to apply
the completeness construction involving the irrefiexivity rule (IR0), we needed
to have a Pasting Lemma (3.3.7), and in order to prove that, a Switching Lemma
of the form l- #¢ —>ip iff l- cb—>$112 was essential; it was also observed that
the latter came ‘for free’ in modal languages in which every (unary) operator
came with a converse. We will use the modal operators D and do(a; -7), for a a
procedure in DM£, as input for the construction. The converse of the latter is
do(oz";-'3); D is its own converse. Also, what was needed to arrive at the com
pleteness results for DL,,, and DL, was the presence of inclusion axioms stating
that any binary relation is included in V, the universal relation; in effect, the
inclusion allowed us to generate along the relation RD in the provisional canon
ical model to arrive at the final canonical model without destroying the Truth
Lemma. VVeadd inclusion axioms for each of our modal operators do(a;

With these modifications we can define a Canonical Model for a dynamic
modal logic DML, and establish a Pasting, Successor, and Structure Lemma,
and, finally, a Completeness Theorem for DML.

AxIoMs

4.6.1. DEFINITION. We define the dynamic modal language D/\/i.C+(<I>)to be
the language DM£(<I>) plus the difference operator D from Chapter 3.

4.6.2. DEFINITION.We define the derivation system DML+ in the language
D.M£+. (From this definition notions like derivation in DML+, DML+
theorem, and DML+-consistency can be defined in the obvious way, cf. §3.3.)

Let [oz]q5?abbreviate the formula -«do(a; fiq$?); Ed>is short for av Dd); con(d>)
abbreviates (exp(-fid>))',exp(q$)is short for (exp(T); ¢'?); and 6 is short for T7.

Besides enough classical tautologies, and the axioms of DL (taken as axioms
over D/Vi£+(<I>))the system DML+ has the following axioms:

Definitions

(DMLO) do(a) 4-»do(a; 6),
(DML1) ra(a) +—>do(oz'),
(DML2) fix(a) <—+do(a F76).
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Basic axioms

(DML3) [al(P -+ <1)-* ([0129 —>lalq)»
(DML4) do(a; p?) —->p V Dp.

Relation connectives

(DML5) do(a D 5; p?) —>do(a; p?) /\ do(B; p?),
(DML6) E(p /\ fiDp) —>(do(a; p?) A do(B; p?) —+do(a D B, p'7)),
(DML7) d0((a;5);p'-’) H d0(a;d0(B;p7)7),
(DML8) E(p /\ fiDp) —>(do(a;p'?) +—+-ado —a;p")),
(DML9) p —>[a]do(a";p'?),
(DML10) p —+[a"]do(oz;p?).

Test

(DML11) d0(p‘?; q?) H (P /\ <1)

Structure

(DML12) do(exp(do(exp(p)))) —>do(exp(p)),
(DML13) p —>do(exp(p)).

Besides those of DL, the rules of inference of DML+ are:

(NECO) qb/ [a]q5, for a E Proc(<I>).

4.6.3. DEFINITION.We define the derivation system DML in the original lan
guage DM£. First, let D’¢>abbreviate do(—6;q$'.’),and let E’, 0' be defined in
terms of D’ as E, O are defined in terms of D.

The axioms of DML are (DMLO)—(DML13)with E’ and D’ instead of E
and D, as well as (DML14) below.

(DML14) do((-6)";p?) —+do(—6;p?).

Its rules are of inference are (MP), (SUB), (NECO) and an irreflexivity rule for
D’:

(IRDI) p A fiD’p ——>ab/cb, provided p does not occur in (1).

So DML differs from DML+ in that it views the difference operator D as a
defined operator, rather than as a primitive one; DML can do without the
DL-axioms (D1)—(D3)provided we add axiom (DML14).

4.6.4. REMARK.Observe that for every relational connective in our language
DML has one or two axioms describing its behaviour implicitly, that is, in the
context of a formula of the form do(-; As DML-formulas are evaluated at
points, not at pairs or transitions, it is impossible to state explicitly how the
relational connectives should behave.

COMPLETENESS RESULTS

Now that we have a derivation system we can prove our completeness results;
as announced before we will use the construction from §3.3. As input for the
construction we will use the modal operators D and do(a; -?), for a a procedure
in DML in which all occurrences of exp are of the form exp(T) only.
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We need to make a few minor adjustments to the completeness construction
of Chapter 3, mainly having to do with the additional modal operators do(a;

THE Paste FUNCTION. We extend Definition 3.3.5 with one clause for formulas

of the form do(a). We have to be somewhat careful about where we allow pasting
of names in such formulas.

We recursively demand that whenever we select zbQ do(a) with the intention
to paste a name next to it, then a is of the form (0/; (157),and 1p31gb. This is in
full analogy with the pasting conventions for formulas D10,Ow, in Chapter
3.

Paste(1/,w,do(a; q5?))= do(a;Paste(I/,1b,¢)'?).

SWITCHING LEMMA. Let 1- denote l-DML. Then I- do(a;d>?) —»2/; iff I—as -

[oz‘']v,Z2.

Proof.

l- do(a;q5'?) —>zb |- [oz"]do(oz;d>'?) —> [oz"]w

i‘ <75-* lC¥'l¢, by (DML9)

l- [a]do(a"; nib?) —>[a]fi¢é

l- -up —>[a]fi¢, by (DML10)

|- do(a; Q3?) —>w. -1UUUJJU

CANONICALRELATIONS. The canonical relation Rf) is defined as in 3.3.11. For
the modal operators do(a; -'?) the canonical relation R; is defined by putting
RC°,Z3Aif for all cb, <1)6 A implies do(a; <15?)6 )3.

SUCCESSORLEMMA. Let A be a maximal consistent distinguishing theory. If
A a formula of the form Dqfior do(a; ¢'?), then the required Rf)-successor or R3
successor exists: if Dd) E A, then there is a maximal consistent distinguishing E
with cf)6 E and REAZI, and if do(a; <19?)6 A, then there is a maximal consistent
distinguishing 2 with db6 E and R§AZ.

PROVISIONAL CANONICAL MODEL. A provisional canonical model 931° is de

fined by putting 9')?‘ = (W'’, f),R§xp,[[-]]°,V‘), where W“ is the set of all
maximal DML+-consistent distinguishing theories, f) is as defined before,
Rgxp = R3, for a = exp(T), is the informational ordering, [[a]|° = R3, and
V°(I2)={A=1v€A}

Observe that the provisional canonical model may still be a non-standard
model for DML+: Rf) need not connect every two different point in W‘,
even though it satisfies all the remaining properties: it is symmetric, pseudo
transitive, and irreflexive.

As before (3.3.14) one can prove a Provisional Truth Lemma on this non
standard model, interpreting, for example, do(a DB; qb?)using REM rather than
R; H R5.
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FINAL CANONICALMODEL. To obtain a final canonical model which is based on

a standard frame for DML+ we generate along the relation Rf). More precisely,
take any A in W‘, and consider all 2 with RBAZ; let Wf be the resulting
subset of W“. For all procedures a, let Rf, be the restriction Rf, to Wf .

A final canonical model for DML+ is a tuple zmf = (Wf, RfD,Réxp,Hf, Vf),

with Wf, RID as above, Réxp = R5, for or = exp(T), [[a]]f = Rf“ and Vf(p) =
V°(p) fl Wf.

4.6.5. LEMMA.(Structure Lemma) Any final canonical model 9)?’ for DML+
is a standard modelfor DML+.

Proof. To show that imf is standard, we have to show that Rf) is real inequality,
that the relational connectives behave properly, and that Réxpis transitive and
reflexive. A useful feature of the canonical model that is worth recalling before
we start off, is that by construction for any A in Uflf there is a proposition letter
pA such that p /\ -wDp E A.

First of all, as before, R{) is real inequality in Dlllf. As to the relational
connectives, consider fl. By (DML5)

flanfi]]f = Rfm ; R; n R{,= flo/]]n mf.

For the converse inclusion, assume that (A, E) E [[oz]]fF1flfiflf. Let p be a unique
proposition letter in 2. Then E(p /\ -=Dp), do(a;p?), do(B;p'?) E A. Hence, by
axiom (D)/IL6), do(aflB;p'.’) E A. But this is possible only if (A, 2) E [[aH fl]]f,
as required.

By using axiom (DML7) it is easily verified that [[a; ,B]]f= [[a]]f;[[fi]]f.
To see that [[—a]]f= —[[a]]f,argue as follows. Assume (A, E) E [[—a]|f. Let p

be a unique proposition letter with p E 2. Then E(p /\ -wDp),do(—a;p'?) E A.
Therefore, fido(a;p'.’) 6 A, by axiom (D.\/IL8). It follows that (A,Z) Q‘[[a]]f.
For the converse inclusion, assume (A, Z) 93|[a]]f. Choose a unique proposition
letter p in 2. Then, by the Successor Lemma, E(p/\-wDp), -vdo(oz;p?) E A, and,
by axiom (DML8), do(—a;p?) E A. But this is possible only if (A, E) E [[—oz]|f.

To prove that the converse operation ' is standard, use axioms (DML9) and
(DML10). For the test operation ‘.7one uses (DML1l).

Finally, to see that Rgxphas the right structural properties, viz. that it is
transitive and reflexive, use axioms (DML12) and (DML13). -1

4.6.6. LEMMA. (Final Truth Lemma) Let Dfif be a final canonical model. For
all A E Wf and all D./\/1.C+-formulas <19,we have 931,A l: <15ifigb E A.

Proof. The proof is by induction on (b; the only interesting cases are Dd) and
do(a), for a any procedure. We only do the case do(a).

If do(a) E A then, by (DMLO), do(a;T?) E A. By the Successor Lemma
there exists 2 with (A, E) E |[a]]. Hence, A l: do(a). Conversely, if A l: do(a),
choose 2 such that (A,ZI) E |[a]]. As T E 2 it follows that do(a; T?) E A. So,
by (DMLO) again, do(a) E A. -l

4.6.7. THEOREM. (Completeness Theorem) Let 2 U {(25}be a set of DM£+
formulas. Then 2 l- ct in DML+ ifi’ 2 l: qfi.
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To port Theorem 4.6.7 to the old language DML, we need the following.

4.6.8. DEFINITION.Define a translation from DM£+-formulas to DML
formulas by putting pi = p, letting commute with the connectives and
operators of DML, and putting (Dd>)*= do(—6;qbi?) (= D’¢>*).

4.6.9. LEMMA. Let cb be a D.M£+-formula. Then I-DML.» ¢>ijf l-DML 45*.

Proof. This is by induction on the length of derivations. It suffices to show that
the axioms and rules of the one system are derivable in the other.

As the DML-axioms are valid, by the completeness of DML+ they are
derivable in DML+. The rules of DML are derived rules of DML+.

Conversely, except for the DL-axioms (D1)—(D3)it is immediate that the
translations of the DML+-axioms are derivable in DML. As to (D1)*, this is
an instance of (DML3). For (D2) we have (D2)* = p —+[—6]do(—6;p'.’). Let P
denote l‘DML. Then

l- do((—5)";p'?) —>do(—6; p?), (DML14)

2 F [—6](do((-6)';p‘?) —»do<—6.p?>>

=> l- [—6]do((—6)";p'.’) —>[—6]do(—6;p?), by (DNIL3), (MP)

=> F p —>[—6]d0(—6;p'?), by (DML9).

As for (D3)1, observe that (D3): = do(—6; do(—6;p'?)'?) —>p V do(—6;p'?). Now,
by (DML4) we have l- do((-6; —6);p?) —+p V do(—6;p?). Also,

F d0(~5;d0(-6;p'-’)7) -* d0((—6;-5);?’-’),

by (DML7). Hence l- (D3)I. Finally, it is easily verified that the translations of
the rules of DML+ are derived rules in DML. %

4.6.10. THEOREM. (Completeness Theorem) Let 2 U {<25}be a set of DML
formulas. Then 2 l- (25in DML 2'13‘2 I: qb.

Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 4.6.7 and Lemma 4.6.9. -l

I want to stress that nothing in the proof of Theorem 4.6.10 depends in an es
sential way on the relation underlying exp being a pre-order. Also, the proof and
and result easily generalize to a logic DML(<I>;Q) in an extension D.M.C(<I>;Q)
of DML, where one has propositions <I>as before, and multiple base relations
_C_,- E 0), none of which needs to be a pre-order.

4.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this Chapter we analyzed a dynamic modal language DML whose distinc
tive aspect is its attention for the interplay between static objects and dynamic
transitions. The dynamic language turned out to be a powerful one, and to
have a number of applications in other areas of logic. The expressive power of
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DML was exemplified by the fact that it coincides with a large fragment of first
order logic, that its satisfiability problem is undecidable, and that we needed a
difference operator D and an irreflexivity rule to match its expressive power.
Nevertheless, the language of DML could still be analyzed with general modal
logic tools: using general results from Chapter 6 definability and preservation
results could be established.

Several natural extensions of the language studied here present themselves.
Given the close connections between DML and PDL, it may seem natural
to add Kleene star "' that is present in PDL to DML. But DML with Kleene
star has a Z3}-completesatisfiability problem; this may be proved by using a
recurrent tiling problem (RTP): given a finite set of tiles T, and a tile d1 E T,
can T tile N x N such that d1 occurs infinitely often on the first row? The RTP
is a El-complete problem (Harel 1983). To obtain a reduction of the RTP to
satisfiability in DML plus Kleene star, we define a formula $37 as the conjunc
tion of the formula ¢7~used in the proof of Theorem 4.5.1 and a formula REC
to be defined shortly. We use a new propositional symbol rowo which can only
be true at nodes on the bottom row of a grid; we will ensure that there exists
an infinite number of worlds where rowo holds and the tile all is placed. Now,
define REC to be the conjunction of rowo, A[UP]firowg and

[RIGHT*](r0w0 ——>do(RIGHT"; (rowo /\ d1)?)).

As in the proof of Theorem 4.5.1 it may be shown that T recurrently tiles N x N
iff (bar is satisfiable. This proves a 2} lower bound. A 2} upper bound is found
by observing that that a formula in D/\/LC plus Kleene star is satisfiable iff it is
satisfiable on a countable model.

One important issue not dealt with in this Chapter is: what are the modal alge
bras appropriate for DML? In recent years so-called Peirce algebras have been
invented; these are are two-sorted structures not unlike the dynamic algebras
underlying PDL (cf. Kozen (1981), Pratt (1990b)). The following Chapter will
be devoted exclusively to Peirce algebras, and their connection with DML will
be made clear there. Among other things, the next Chapter uses the complete
ness of DML to arrive at an algebraic completeness result; it also studies a fully
two-sorted extension of DML in which states and transitions are treated on a
par.

To conclude, here are some questions (cf. also Remark 4.4.12).

1. In §4.5 we mentioned a number of systems closely related to DML with a
decidable satisfiable problem. An obvious question is to locate the bound
ary (in terms of fragments of DML) where the satisfiability becomes un
decidable more precisely, and to identify as large as possible a decidable
fragment of DML. In particular, what if we start with as few relational
connectives as possible but with the minimal expansion and contraction
operators a-exp and /L-COD— will we still have decidability?
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2. As with the system DL in Chapter 3 one can ask whether the irreflex
ivity rule (IRD) is necessary in DML. Adding the rule to DL made all
incompleteness phenomena disappear, although it did not add any new
consequences to the base logic (DL" and DL shared the same theorems
according to 3.3.3 and 3.3.18). With DML it is not clear whether the
IRD-rule adds anything to DML in terms of new consequences; but, as
with the logics DLm and DL, there will still be incomplete extensions of
the base system in the language of DML.

3. In §4.5 we found several fragments of DML with a decidable satisfiability
problem. What is their complexity?
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The Logic of Peirce Algebras

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 4 left us with the question what the modal algebras appropriate for
the dynamic modal logic DML are. Recently Peirce algebras have emerged
as the common mathematical structures underlying many of the phenomena
being studied in program semantics, AI and natural language analysis; they
are also the modal algebras underlying DML. Peirce algebras are two-sorted
algebras in which sets and relations co-exist together with operations between
them modeling their interaction. The most important such operations considered
here are the Peirce product : that takes a relation and a set, and returns a set

R:A={:I::3y((:I:,y)€R/\yEA)},

and right cylmdrification ‘ which takes a set and returns a relation

A°={(2:,y):a:EA}.

The main purpose of this Chapter is to use modal formalisms and techniques to
axiomatize the representable Peirce algebras.

The next section quickly reviews basic algebraic definitions; it also describes
areas where Peirce algebras emerge. §5.3 explains how modal languages may
be used to obtain algebraic completeness results for Peirce algebras. §5.4 uses
results from Chapter 4 to axiomatize the set equations valid in all representable
Peirce algebras; here a set equation is an equation between terms denoting sets.
§5.5 contains the main result of this Chapter: an axiomatization of both the set
and relation equations valid in all representable Peirce algebras; this work builds
in an essential way on Venema (1991), who used non-standard means to arrive
at an axiomatization of representable relation algebras. Section six discusses the
expressive power of Peirce algebras, and §5.7 concludes with some questions.

5.2 PRELIMINARIES

BASIC DEFINITIONS

5.2.1. DEFINITION.Let U be a set; Re(U) is {R : R Q U x U R, S typically
denote elements of Re( U), while A, B typically denote elements of 2U, the power
set of U.

71
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Recall the following operations on elements of Re( U).

top V {(r,s)EUxU:r,s€U}
complement -12 {(r,s) E U x U: (r,s) g?R}
converse R‘1 {(r,s) E U x U: (s,r) E R}
diagonal Id {(r,s)EUxU:r=s}
composition R | S {(r,s) E Ux U : 3u((r,u) E R/\(u,s) E 5)}

We also consider the following operations from Re( U) and Re( U) x 2” to 2”

domain do(R) {:1:E U: 33/ E U ((112,y) E R)}
range ra(R) {:13E U: ElyE U((y,:z:) E R)}
Peirceproduct R:A {:1:€U:E|yEU((:z:,y)ER/\y€A)},

as well as the following operations going from 2” to Re( U)

tests |A'? |{(:r,y)€UxU::r=y/\:z:EA)}
right A‘ {($,y)EU><U::I:EA}.
cylindrification

5.2.2. DEFINITION.A relation type algebra is a Boolean algebra with a binary
operation ;, a unary operation ", and a constant 1’. The class FRAof full relation
algebras consists of all relation type algebras isomorphic to an algebra of the
form §R(U) = (Re(U), U, —,I, “1, Id). RRA is the class of representable relation
algebras, that is, RRA= SP(FRA) (= HSP(FRA) by a result due to Birkhoff).

RA is the class of relation algebras, that is, of relation type algebras 2l =
(A, +, —,; ,", 1’) satisfying the axioms

(R0) (A, +, —,(ll)is a Boolean algebra
(R1) (a:+y);z=:I:;z+y;z
(R2) (:1:+ 3/)" — r” + 2/‘
(R4) (IE;31);»?= z;(I/,2)
(R5) :1:;1’=:z:=1’;:I:
(R5) (-'5')” = 13
(R7) (rt; 3/)"= y';:c'

The reader is referred to Jonsson (1982, 1991) for the essentials on relation
algebra; at this point it suffices to recall that there are relation algebras that are
not representable; no finite set of axioms suffices to axiomatize all valid principles
concerning binary relations.

5.2.3. DEFINITION.A Peirce type algebra is a two-sorted algebra (E31,: C),
where ‘B is a Boolean algebra, 9%is a relation type algebra, : is a function from
ERx % to Q, and C : ‘B —>91. The class FPA of full Peirce algebras consists of
all Peirce type algebras isomorphic to an algebra of the form

13(0) = ((2U,LJ,—,(2l),(Re(U),LJ,—,'1,|,Id),:,°).

The class RPA of representable Peirce algebras is defined as RPA = HSP(FPA),
the variety generated by FPA.
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PA is the class of Peirce algebras, that is of all Peirce type algebras Ql =
(‘B, 31, :, C) where % is a Boolean algebra, 9%is a relation algebra, : is a mapping
9%x ‘B —>% such that

(P1) r:(a+b)=(r:a)+(r:b)
(P2) (r+s):a=(r:a)+(s:a)
(P3) r:(s:a)=(r;s):a
(P4) 1’:a=a
(P5) O:a=O
(P6) r":—(r:a) g —a,

while C is a mapping % ——>9%such that

(P7) ac : 1 = a
(P8) (r : 1)" = r; 1.

Algebras of the form (88,93,:) were introduced by Brink (1981) as Boolean mod
ules. Sources for Peirce algebras are (Britz 1988) and (Brink, Britz & Schmidt
1993).

The algebraic language of Peirce algebras has two sorts of terms: one inter
preted in ‘B, the other in 91. Terms of the first sort are called set terms, terms
of the second sort relation terms. Identities between set terms are called set
identities; identities between relation terms are relation identities.

What distinguishes Peirce algebras from relation algebras is that the former
have a separate sort of sets plus functions relating the set and relation sorts. By
identifying set elements with the right ideal elements of the relational sort, the
sort of set elements can be faithfully embedded in the relational sort, and the
interactions between the two sorts can be studied at a meta-level (Brink et al.
1993). But, although it is important to know that such reductions exist, Peirce
algebras may be the more natural framework for certain applications, especially
when these require (equational reasoning about) the two separate sorts as well
as equational reasoning about functions modeling their interaction. (This is
similar to the relation between ZF set theory and Peano arithmetic: the latter
is interpretable in ZF, and hence one may stick to ZF to do arithmetic, but this
wouldn’t be as natural as working in PA).

RELATED ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES

A dynamic algebra is a two-sorted algebra of sets and relations. Its relations are
organized in a Kleene algebra, and its sets are organized in a Boolean algebra.
The following definitions are due to Kozen (1981).

5.2.4. DEFINITION.A Kleene type algebra is an algebra ft = (K,+,O,;,",1’)
where (K, +, O) is an upper semilattice, (K, ; , 1’) is a monoid. KA is the class of
all Kleene type algebras such that
(KA1) r;(s+t)=r;s+r;t
( ) (r+s);t=r;t+s;t
(KA3) r;0=0;r=O
( ) r;s*;t =Zn(r;s”;t).
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5.2.5. DEFINITION.A dynamic type algebra is a two-sorted algebra (%,fi,:)
where E is a Boolean algebra, 5%is a Kleene algebra, and : is a function from
% x R to E. DAis the class of all dynamic algebras, that is of all dynamic type
algebras D = (E, R, :) where ‘B is a Boolean algebra, 55.is a Kleene algebra, and
: is a function from R x ‘.3 to % such that

(DA2) (r+s):a—r a+s a
(DA3) r (s a)=(r,s) a
(DA4) 1’ a=a
(DA5) 0 a=a:0=0

So, dynamic algebras differ from Boolean modules in that their relational com
ponent is based on a Kleene algebra rather than a relation algebra. Pratt (1990b)
discusses the relative merits of Boolean modules and dynamic algebras. A close
connection between Peirce algebras and dynamic algebras emerges when we add
to the latter a test operation ‘.7: % —+ii satisfying

(DA?) <19’-’>q= P - q

Finally, any join complete Peirce algebra gives rise to a dynamic algebra.

To equip fragments of natural language with a variable free semantic analysis,
Suppes (1976) defines a class of algebras closely related to Peirce algebras called
extended relation algebras. The image of a relation R from a set A is the set
R ” A = {y : 3:1:((112,y) E R /\ :1:E A}, and the domain restriction of a relation
R to a set A is the relation R l A = {(z,y) : (a:,y) 6 RAID 6 A}. For U
a non-empty set the extended relation algebra Q3(U) over U has 2” U 2'” U as
its universe, and U, (W,—, ;, ", image and domain restriction as operations, with
complementation on 2” taken relative to U, and on 2”" U relative to U x U.
Clearly, an extended relation algebra gives rise to a Peirce algebra when we
explicitly distinguish between the operations on 2” and those on ZUXU, and
define R 2 A = R" ” A, and A‘ = V l A. And conversely, putting R ” A =
R” : A, and R l A = R D A“, and forgetting about the distinction between the
set space and relation space turns a Peirce algebra into an extended relation
algebra. (Cf. page 76 below for a brief sketch of the use of such algebras.)

WHERE PEIRCE ALGEBRAS EMERGE

In a number of areas frameworks are studied that have Peirce algebras in common
as their underlying mathematical structures: modal logic, arrow logic, knowledge
representation, natural language analysis, and weakest prespecifications.

MODAL LOGIC. We can now answer our earlier question asking for the modal
algebras appropriate for D./\/IL. Recall that models for DML are structures
of the form 93? = (W,§,[[-]], V), where Q Q W2 is a pre-order, assigns
binary relations to procedures, and V is a valuation assigning subsets of W
to proposition letters (Definition 4.2.2). The interpretation of the operator do
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taking relations to propositions is: 991,as )= do(a) iff Ely((23,y) E |[a]]), while the
relational part is interpreted using the mapping

l-al = -lal lexp(¢>)l = /\~'vy-(22 E y /\ 931,2/ l= <25),
la”l = {(17.31)=(wt) 6 lal } l¢7l = {(M3) =‘-mar l= 45}

la 0 fil = lal 0 lfll la; fill = lal; lfil

What is the connection between DML and Peirce algebras? To obtain a proper
match between the two we need to allow a set Q of base relations I; (that
need not be pre-orders) rather than just a single one, and allow for multiple
expansion modes exp,-(-). The corresponding structures give rise to full Peirce
algebras, and conversely; thus DML and (full) Peirce algebras share the same
ontology of sets and relations. In addition, the (extended) DML-operators are
definable in full Peirce algebras, and the operators of full Peirce algebras are
definable on DML-models:

D./\/IL l do(a) ‘ exp,;(q5) J cb? FPA ) a : gt) ) ob“

FPA I (V : a)j (E, : go) I <500 Id D/\/LC I do(a;¢'?) ) gb'.’;(6U —(6)).

This implies that any axiom system complete for validity in DML structures
also generates the ‘set equations’ valid in FPA (Theorem 5.4.3).

ARROW LOGIC. As pointed out in §4.5 Arrow Logic arises as an effort to do
transition logic without the computational complexity that comes with transi
tion logics based on the identification of transitions as ordered pairs. Instead,
Arrow Logic as developed by Van Benthem (1991a) takes transitions seriously
as dynamic objects in their own right. The general program of Arrow Logic
proposes a re-design of systems of transition logic to isolate the genuine compu
tational aspects from the mathematical modeling aspects.

(Van Benthem 1992) contains samples of this program. In particular, it
discusses a two-sorted arrow logic whose models have both states and arrows,
and whose formulas are sorted accordingly. The models of this (decidable) arrow
logic may be viewed as an ‘arrow-ized’ version of our Peirce algebras. Without
going into full detail here, we stress that the decidability result is obtained by
abstracting away from any set-theoretical assumptions concerning objects and
operations of Peirce algebra. For instance, a test (b?is successfully performed at
an arrow maif there exists a state ys that is in the test-relation T with (paand
which satisfies <1)::30,)= Q5‘?iff for some state ys, Trcays and ys l: 0. We refer the
reader to (Van Benthem 1992) for further details.

KNOWLEDGEREPRESENTATION. In terminological languages one expresses in
formation about hierarchies of concepts. They allow the definition of concepts
and roles built out of primitive concepts and roles. Concepts are interpreted as
sets (of individuals), and roles as binary relations between individuals. Com
pound expressions are built up using various language constructs. Brink et al.
(1993) propose a terminological language L!‘ whose operations are merely a no
tational variant of the operations of (full) Peirce algebras. For instance, 21‘
has an operation restrict that takes a relation and a set and returns a relation.
Models for U‘ have the form (D1, -1), for D1 a domain of interpretation, and
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-I an interpretation function which assigns to every concept C a subset CI of D,
and to every role a binary relation RI over D1. The interpretation of restrict is

(restrict R C)I = {(x, y) : (:13,y) E R1 /\ y E C1

As Z1‘ and (full) Peirce algebras share the same ontology, and (modulo some
rewriting) the same operations, Peirce algebras supply an alternative semantic
interpretation for the terminological language Z1‘, in which the basic termi
nological concerns, viz. subsumption and satisfiability problems, re—appearas
derivability issues in equational logic.

NATURAL LANGUAGEANALYSIS. This example involves the earlier extended
relation algebras; as (Suppes 1976, Bottner 1992) show, those structures arise in
attempts to equip fragments of natural language with variable free semantics. I
will illustrate the main point with an example from (Schmidt 1993). Consider
a natural language fragment described by a phrase structure grammar G as in
the left-hand side of (5.1), where S, NP, VP, TV, PN have their usual meaning:
‘sentence,’ ‘noun phrase,’ ‘verb phrase,’ ‘transitive verb’ and ‘proper noun.’

5 —> NP + VP [NP] 1; [VP]
VP ——>TV + NP [TV] : [NP] (5.1)

NP ——> PN [PX].

Production rules in the grammar are associated with a semantic function in a
compositional way as indicated in the right-hand side of (5.1). In other words,
semantic trees are construed in parallel with syntactic derivation trees. The
semantic trees are linked to extended relation algebras €(U) via a valuation
that maps terminal symbols of G onto an element of QE(U),where nouns are
mapped onto sets and transitive verbs onto binary relations, thus equipping our
natural language fragment with a variable free semantics.

VVEAKESTPRESPECIFICATIONS. The use of relation algebra in proving prop
erties of programs goes back at least to De Bakker & De Roever (1973). The
calculus of weakest prespecifications of (Hoare & He 1987) is used as a formal
tool in program specification. In this calculus programs are binary relations that
may be combined using relation algebraic connectives. A special class of rela
tions is called conditions; they express conditional statements, and are defined
as the right ideal elements, that is, elements R for which R : R;V. As the
right ideal elements form a Boolean algebra, the natural algebraic setting for
the calculus of weakest prespecifications is a Peirce algebra with programs living
in a relation algebra, conditions living in a separate Boolean algebra, and Cand
: being used to move across from one to the other, cf. (Brink et al. 1993).

5.3 MODAL PRELIMINARIES

It’s time to get to work. The main goal of this Chapter is to present a complete
axiomatization of the set equations and relation equations valid in FPA. This
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has two natural subgoals: to axiomatize the set equations valid in FPA, and
to axiomatize the relation equations valid in FPA. The latter is left for further
study; the former will be settled in §5.4 as a corollary to results in Chapter 4.

This section introduces two modal languages: one for dealing with set equa
tions only, another for the full case with both set equations and relation equa
tions. The two languages will be based on the same set of connectives and modal
operators, but they differ in their notions of legal formulas.

BASIC DEFINITIONS

To start, Table 5.1 lists the notation we adopt.

J Full version ] Abstract version | Modal version
relations R, S :23,y a, [3
top V 1 1
bottom (ll 0 0

diagonal Id 1’ 6
complement — — —
converse ‘1 " ®
union U + U

implication ——> 1 —>

composition | ; o
sets A, B an, 3; A ab, 11)

top T 1 T
bottom .1. O _L

complement fl — fl
union U + V
implication —> —> —>

right cylindrification ‘’ c1
Peirceproduct ' '

Table 5.1: A plethora of notations.

5.3.1. DEFINITION. Let CD= {p0,p1, . . be a countable set of propositional
(set) variables. Let Q be a countable set of atomic relation symbols. The formu
las of the one-sorted language M£1(6, ®, 0, O, I; <I>;Q), or .M£1, are generated
by the rule

<23===-L|T|p|nd>|<z51/\¢2|(a)¢>,

where a is a relation symbol taken from the set Proc(<I>,9) generated by the rule

a::=O|1|6|a|—a|a1flag|®a|a1oa2|Iqb.

So ML1 has only one sort of formulas — they will be interpreted as sets, and
hence be called set formulas.

5.3.2. DEFINITION. A model for .M£1 is a one-sorted Peirce model, that is:
a structure 93?= (3, V) where 3 = (Ws,(Ro,)a€p,oC(¢,Q)), V is a one-sorted
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valuation, that is, a function assigning to every propositional (set) variable a
subset of WS. For a E Proc(<I>,0), R0, satisfies

R, g 2W, (a6Q)
R0 = (0

R1 = W5><Ws

R5 = {(:z:,y)€W><WS::I:=y}
R8301 = {(131/) 5 W5 X Ws3(l/:55) EH01}

R003 = {(:z:,y)EW xWS:3z€WS((:z:,z)€R,,/\(z,y)ERg)}
R1,, = {(:12,y)EWs><Ws:$l=¢}.

ML1-formulas are evaluated at elements of W5; notation: £7.71,:5, |= Q5,or simply
2:, l: ¢>,when EU?is clear from the context. Truth of .M£1-formulas is defined
inductively, with ‘.DT,z3|= p iff :12,E V(p); $5 |= figb iff not $5 I: qb; 1:5 I: (Z)/\w iff
both 1:5 |= a3and 2:5 l: w; and

$3 )= (a)q5 iff for some ys in WS, (225,315)6 R0, and ys I: <1).

ML1-formulas correspond to set equations in Peirce algebras. For the full case
with both set equations and relation equations we define a two-sorted modal
language.

5.3.3. DEFINITION. Let <I>= {p0,p1, . . be a countable set of propositional
variables. Let Q be a countable set of atomic relation symbols. The formulas
of the two-sorted language M£2(5, <8, 0, O, I; <I>;Q),or ./\/{£2 for short, are
generated by the rules

¢===ilT|P|*d>|¢1/\d>2|<a>¢.
and

a::=0|1|6|a|—a|a1fla2|®oz|oz1oa2|I<z5.
As before, the first sort of formulas will be interpreted as sets (and called set
formulas); formulas of the second sort will be interpreted as relations and called
relation formulas.

5.3.4. DEFINITION.A two-sorted frame is a tuple 3 = (W3, W,, I, R, C, F,
P), where Wsfl W, = (Z),I Q W,, R Q 2W,, C Q 3W,, F Q W, x W5, and
P Q W, x W, x W5.

Given a set U, a two-sorted frame is called the two-sorted Peirce frame over
U if, for some base set U, W, = U and W, = U x U, and

I = {(a,v)€UxU:u=v}
R = {((u1,v1),(u2,v2))€2(U><U):u1=v2/\u2='u1}
C = {((u1,v1),(u2,vg),(u3,v3))E3(U><U):u1 =u2/\'u1=v3/\v2=u3}
F = {((u1,v1),u2)E(UxU)xU:u1=u2}
P = {(u1,(u2,v2),u3)EU><(UxU)><U:a1=u2/\vg=u3}.

The class of two-sorted Peirce frames is denoted by TPF.
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5.3.5. DEFINITION. A model for Mfig is a model based on a two-sorted frame,
that is, a structure 931= (3, V) where S is a two-sorted frame, and V is a
two-sorted valuation, that is, a function assigning subsets of W, to set variables,
and subsets of W, to relation variables. Truth of a formula at a state is defined
inductively, with the interesting clauses being

9.TI,:c,}=6 iff $,EI

DIM.» l= 690 if? 33/1*(Rrryr /\ yr l= 0)

931,22,l: aofl iff 3y,z, (C:z:,y,z, /\ y, l: a/\ z, I: B)

931,26. l= (OW iff 33./rZs(P17s:l/rzs /\ yr l= 0 /\ zs l= <75)

971,3» l= Id> iff 331. (Ferry. /\ ys l= ¢)

Here :35,ys, are taken from W3;:r,, y,, are taken from W,.

5.3.6. REMARK. In models based on Peirce frames one has

(u,v)l=6 iff u=v
(u,v) |=®a iff v,u) )=a

(u,'u)l:aoB iff 3w((u,w |=a/\(w,v)|=fi)
a)=(a)¢> iff 3v((u,'u |=a/\vl=q5)

(u,v) l: Id) iff u )=qb.

5.3.7. REMARK. As far as the way they handle the relational symbols is con
cerned, the difference between one—and two-sorted Peirce models is analogous
to the difference, in ordinary first-order logic, between constants and free vari
ables: in one-sorted Peirce models relation symbols are viewed as constants
whose value is provided by the structure; in the two-sorted case they are treated
as free variables with a value provided by an assignment.

There is an obvious transformation taking one-sorted Peirce models to .M.C1
equivalent two-sorted Peirce models. Let 9311= (W5, (Ra)a€p,o,(¢,,Q), V1) be a
one-sorted model. And let 32 be the two-sorted Peirce frame over W5. Define
9312= (32, V2), where V2(p) = V1(p) and V2(a) = Ra. By a simultaneous
induction on 45 and a we have 9ITi1,:z:)2 Q5iff 9ZTIg,1:)2 ab, and (:I:,y) E R0 iff
9.712,(:13,y) l: a. Likewise, every two-sorted Peirce model gives rise to a one
sorted Peirce model with the same M51-theory. This implies that set formulas
are true on all one-sorted Peirce models iff they are valid on all frames in TPF.

5.3.8. DEFINITION. (Consequence) As in earlier Chapters (cf. §3.3 and §4.6)
we adopt a local perspective on satisfiability and consequence. The two-sorted
setting of the present Chapter calls for some comments.

To avoid messy complications we define consequence only for one-sorted sets
of formulas E, and formulas 5 of the same sort (compare Remark 5.5.5). For K
a class of frames we put 2 |=K 5 iff for all models (3, V) with 3 E K, and for
every element asin 3 of the appropriate sort:

(S, V),;:: l: 2 implies (3, V),:z: l: 5.
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Further, for one-sorted sets of formulas, notions like satisfiability are defined in
the usual way.

To completely characterize the Peirce frames in /\/{£2 we will have to add two
versions of the D-operator to our languages below, one for relations and one for
sets. They are denoted with D, and D5, and have the obvious truth conditions:

33,.l: D,.oz iff for some y,. ;é 22,, y,. l: a (1:,., y,. E W,.),

$5 |= Dsqb iff for some ys # :25, y, I: gr)(1135,y, 6 W5).

The defined operators E with E5 E 5 V D5 (there exists a state with 5), and O
with 05 = E(5 /\ fiD5) (there is only one state with 5) will be indexed with an
s or an 7*(cf. §3.1).

Recall from §3.3 that the axioms and rules governing the behaviour of the
D-operator are

(D1) DU: —>I) —+(Dk —+D1), where D E -1D-1,
(D2) DD/C —>k V Dk

(D3) k —>DD}:
(NECD) 5/D5
(IRD) p /\ ~Dp —+5/5, provided p does not occur in 5.

As in Chapters 3 and 4, in the course of proving completeness results for systems
involving difference operators it is sometimes convenient to use a binary relation
RD to interpret D:

2: l: D5 iff for some y, Rprcy and y )= 5.

Structures in which RD does not equal 75are called non-standard for D.

WHY USE MODAL LOGIC?

The remarks below will be familiar to many. Nevertheless, I feel it’s worth
recalling why and how systems of modal logic can be used to prove axiomatic
completeness results for classes of algebraic structures.

The complex algebra 61113of a two-sorted frame 3 is given as Q = ((2W5, —,
fl, (ll, W3), (2W"‘, —, fl, mg, m®, mo, (0, WT), m0, ml), where, for # an n—ary
modal operator, m# is an n-ary operator on the power set(s) of the appropriate
domain(s) of 3. To be precise

m5 = {z:,. 21:, E I}

m®(X) = {:c, : Ely, (Rrvryr /\ y,. E X}

mo(X, Y) = {:1:,.:3y,.z.,(C:1:,.y,,z,. /\ y,. E X /\ 2, E Y)}

m()(X, Y = {$5 : Elyrzs (Pzsyrzs /\ y,. E X /\ zs E Y)}

mI(X) = {:c,:3ys(F1:,.ys/\yS EX)}.

For K a class of frames Cm(K) is the class of complex algebras of frames in K.
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5.3.9. PROPOSITION.Let 3 be a two-sorted frame. Then 3 is a Peirce frame
(or: in TPF) ifi QEm{§is (isomorphic) to a full Peirce algebra. In other words:
Cm(TPF) = FPA.

The modal languages A/{£1and ML; have obvious algebraic counterparts. To
be precise again, let <I>and Q be as in Definition 5.3.3. Let X, = {:1:,0,:cs,,...}
and X, = { :::,.0,pr, , . . . } be sets of set and relation variables, respectively. Define
a map * from /\/(£1 UA/[£2-formulas to terms in the language of Peirce algebras
over X, and X,. by

*(pi) : -775," *(ai) : $7‘,
*(J_) = O *(O) = 0
~k(T) = 1 *(l) = 1

* sq») = —*<«b> »~<6> = 1’

~A—(d>/\ ID) = *(1/2) *(—oz) = —~k(a)
*((0t>¢) = *(0) *(¢) *(0 fl 5) = *(a) '*(5)

*(®0¢) = (*(0))'
*(a o B) : ~k(a);*(fi)

*<1¢>> = <*<as>>‘=.

The map ‘Iris extended to identities by defining *’(f) as *(f) : 1 (for 5 6 {¢, (1
As any identity in Peirce algebras can equivalently be written as an identity of
the form t = 1, this means that we can identify modal formulas and algebraic
terms.

For L a modal derivation system, its algebraic counterpart L* is defined as
follows. Its axioms are all identities of the form *’(q5) for (25and L-axiom. In
addition it has the usual principles from equational logic:
(Equality) t: t, s=t/t=s, s=t,t= u/s=u
(Replacement) s = t/[s/2:]r = [t/2:]r
(Substitution) s = t/[r/:c]s = [r/:c]t,

as well as algebraic counterparts of any irreflexivity rules L might have. (The
latter will have the form ‘:5- —d,(a:) 3 t(y0, . . . , yn) / t(y0, . . . , y,,) = 1, provided
:1:does not occur among yo, . . . , y,,,’ where d is some appropriate term.) The
important fact, then, is the following (cf. Venema (1991, Section A7)).

5.3.10. PROPOSITION.If L is a modal derivation system (possibly including
(IRD)-like rules) that is complete with respect to a class of frames K, then L*,
the algebraic counterpart of L, is an algebraic derivation system of Cm(K).

5.3.11. REMARK.Assume that the modal axiom systems 1-MLP and 2-MLP
are complete for one-sorted Peirce models and two—sortedPeirce frames, respec
tively. Then 1-MLP*, the algebraic counterpart of 1-MLP, axiomatizes the
set identities valid in all Peirce algebras. For t a set term we have

1-MLP* 1- t = 1 iff 1-MLP 1-t

iff TPF l: t, by completeness and Remark 5.3.7,

iff Cm(TPF) l: t :1
iff FPA l: t = 1, by Proposition 5.3.9.
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Likewise, 2-MLP*, the algebraic counterpart of 2-MLP, is an algebraic axiom
atization of all identities valid in FPA.

5.4 AXIOMATIZING THE SET EQUATIONS

Using the remarks of the previous section we exploit the completeness result for
DML to arrive at a complete derivation system for the set equations valid in
FPA.

5.4.1. DEFINITION.Define an algebraic counterpart of the D’-operator used in
DML by putting: d5(:z:s)= (—1’) : 2:5,for :1:a set term.

As pointed out before, it is an easy exercise to generalize the completeness of
DML to an extension DML(<I>;Q) of DML with a collection of propositional
(set) variables (D,and a collection of atomic relation symbols 0 (cf. the remarks
following Theorem 4.6.7).

5.4.2. DEFINITION. For XS, X.,. (countable) sets of set variables and relation
variables, respectively in the algebraic language, let (Pand Q be the correspond
ing sets of propositional set variables and relation variables in the modal language
ML1 (or /\/(£2).

Define L1 to be the algebraic counterpart of DML(<I>;0). That is: let Llbe
the smallest set of set equations containing the *—translationsof the DML(<I>;Q)
axioms which is closed under the following closure operation:

:35- —d_.,-(I135)g t(y0,...,y,,) / t(y0,...,y,,) = 1, (5.2)
provided :35does not occur among yo, . . . , y,,,

as well as the usual principles from equational logic.

5.4.3. THEOREM. (Algebraic Completeness) L1 is a complete derivation sys
tem for the set equations valid in FPA.

Proof. As L1 is the algebraic counterpart of DML(<I>;0), this is immediate from
the completeness of DML(<I>;0), Theorem 4.6.7 and Remark 5.3.11. d

5.5 SET EQUATIONS AND RELATION EQUATIONS

In this section we axiomatize the set formulas and relation formulas valid in all
frames in TPF. As the proof of the completeness of the derivation system that we
come up with is somewhat long, involving several detours and technical lemmas,
we have included a short ‘guide’ in Figure 5.1 below to help the reader find his
way through the proof.
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Step 1. A first approximation (page 83ff).
We define a logic 2-MLPL, and prove it complete with re
spect to a class of Peirce like frames (Theorem 5.5.8).

Step 2. Towards the real thing (page 86ff).
To get to the real Peirce frames we characterize the class TPF
of two-sorted Peirce frames by adding to the axioms of 2
MLPL two axioms involving D-operators (Theorem 5.5.16).

Step 3. Completeness in an enriched language (page 89ff
To prove completeness for a logic 2-MLPE including the ad
ditional axioms found in Step 2 by means of the construction
of Chapter 3, we enrich our language with further operators
(Definition 5.5.18). Once this is done, a completeness result
in the enriched language is found (Theorem 5.5.36).

Step 4. Back to the old language (page 95ff).
We translate the enriched language into our old language.
The translation ofthe logic2-MLPE defined in Step 3 defines
the required axiom system complete for validity in the original
language (Theorem 5.5.47).

Figure 5.1: A guide to the completeness proof.

STEP 1: A FIRST APPROXIMATION

For the time being we will be working in the two-sorted language A/(£2. To
characterize the two-sorted Peirce frames among the two-sorted frames, we need
a number of axioms. We first list the modal axioms handling the relational
component of two-sorted frames plus the conditions they impose on such frames;
they are simply the modal counterparts of the earlier relation algebraic axioms
(R1)—(R8), and the corresponding conditions have been calculated by Lyndon
(1950) and .\/Iaddux (1982). We then list the modal counterparts of the Peirce
axioms (P1)—(P8), and calculate the corresponding conditions on frames. The
resulting logic is complete with respect to a class of Peirce like frames.

The first axiom states that R, the interpretation of <8,is a function; this is
proved by standard arguments.

(MRO) ®a <—>—®—a

(CRO) R is a function

So, in frames validating (MRO) we are justified in interpreting 8) using a unary
function f, and evaluating formulas ®a as follows

911,113,.l: ®a iff 9IR,f(:I:,.) l: a.

5.5.1. DEFINITION.A two-sorted arrow frame is simply a two-sorted frame 3 =
(W5, W,, I, f, C’, F, P) in which the binary relation R used to interpret the
operator C8is a function from W, to W,., denoted by f. A two-sorted arrow
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model is a two-sorted model based on a two-sorted arrow frame, where ® is
interpreted using the function f as indicated above.

Here are the remaining axioms governing the behaviour of 6, ® and o, as well
as the conditions expressed by these axioms.

(MR1) a —>®®a
(CR1) f(f(Irr)) = 23.»
(MR2) ao(boc)—>(aob)oc
(CR2) Vy,.z,.u,.v, (C'1:,.y,.z,. /\ C'z,.'u,v,. —>3211,.(C':r.,.w.,v, A C'w,.y,.u,.))

(MR3) (aob)oc—+ao(boc)
(CR3) Vyrwrurvr (C’a:,.w,.'v,./\ C'w,.y,u,. ——>32,. (C1:.,.y,.z,. /\ Cz,u,.v,.))
(MR4) a—>6oa,a——>ao6

33/T‘(I3/r A C-Tryr$r)2 3y1‘(C$'r$1'yT‘A 13/1‘)
(MR5) 6oa—>a,ao6—+a
(CR5) Vyrzr (C:r,.y.,.z,. /\ Iy, —+2,. = 2,), Vyrzr (C:r,.y,.z,. /\ 12,. —+13,.= yr)

(MR6) ®(ao b) —>(®bo®a)
Vyrzr (Cf($r)y1*z1~~> C.’I7rf(z1')f(l./r))

(MR7) (®bo®a) —+®(aob)
(CR7) V3/rzr (C$rf(zT)f(3/1‘) _’ Cf($1‘)yTz7‘)
(MR8) ®ao—(aob)flb—>0
(CR8) Vy,.z,. (C':z:,.f(y,.)z,. —>Cz,.y,.$.,.).

Next come the axioms governing the behaviour of the Peirce product and cylin
drification.

(MP1) (a)(b)P —*(0 ° (9)29
(CP1) Vy-ryizszé (Pzrsz/.2. A Pzsyfizé -* 3913(Pres:/32$ /\ Cy1.’z/rs/5-))
(MP2) (0 0 b)p -> (a)((b>p)
(CP?) V3/rm/1’2s(P1r.y.z. A Cm/1.3/1.’-> 32; (Pxsyizé /\ P2; 1/.’.’zs))
(MP3) (5)1?-’ P

Vyrzs (P-Tsyr-Z5A [yr —’$5 = Z3)
(MP4) :0 -+ (5)10
(CP4) 33/T(pxsyrxs /\ 13/.)
(MP5) (®a)"(a)P /\ P —*i
(CP5) Vyrz. (Pzsy.-z. —+PZsf(l/-r)$s)
(MP5) (IP)T -* :0
(CP6) V3/.252; (Pzcsyrzs /\ F3/,2; —>335= 2;)

(MP7) :0 —>(Ip)T
(CP7) 32/rz.(Pm/.2. /\ Fyrx.)
(MP3) I(a)T-* (001)
(CPS) V3/sy-l-ZS(Fxrys A P3/53/(~25" 33»:(cxrylzn)
(MP9) (ao1)——>I(a)T

Vy1*Z1‘(C$ryrz-r” 33/£3; A
5.5.2. REMARK.Theproofthat theaboveaxioms and correspond
to the conditions (CI\/I2")and (CPz') follows from the general results of Chapter
7: all axioms listed here are so-called Sahlqvist formulas, and for such formulas
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there is an explicit algorithm computing the corresponding relational condition
(cf. §7.5). Let us give one example here of a correspondence result: axiom (MP5).
For any two-sorted arrow frame 3 and $3 in 3 we have

3,35 |= (MP5)

is 3, 2:. I=vavp (aw. <Pz.y.z. A a(f(y.~)) A

as/:2; (132.2/:2; A a<y;> A 12(4)) A p<z.>> ~ l<a:.>)

iff 3’,$3 |= ‘v’aVpVy,zs (Pzsyrzs /\ a(f(y,.)) /\ p(xs) —>

at/L2; <Pz.y:.z; A a<y:.> A p<z;>>)

Now, substituting /\u. u = f(y,.) for a, and Au. u = $5 for p, this yields

Vyrzs (P1233,/T25—+3y,',z; (Pzsylzé A y.', = f(y,.) /\ 2; = 135)),

which is equivalent to Vyrzs (Prosyrzs —>Pzs f (y,.):cs).

5.5.3. DEFINITION. A two-sorted arrow frame is Peirce like if it satisfies condi
tions (CR1)—(CR8), as well as (CP1)—(CP9). The class of Peirce like frames is
denoted by TPLF.

5.5.4. DEFINITION.Let 2-MLPL be the minimal modal axiom system for the
language M£2(6, 0, 8, extended with (MRO)—(.\/IR8)and (.\AIP1)—(MP9)
as axioms. So, besides (;\/lRO)—(;\/IR8)and (MP1)—(MP9), 2-MLPL has the
Boolean axioms for -1, A, J_, T; the Boolean axioms for —, fl, 0, 1; and distri
bution axioms for the modal operators:

® : §(a —>b) —>(E5a —>§b), where §a E —®—Oz
o (a—+b)5c—+((a5c)—+(b5c)),wherea5,BE—(—ao—B)
° a5(b*C)*(W5b)*(a50)
0 la -* blip -> (llallp —*llbllp). Where llallab E n<-0z)n¢

(> [all(p —* <1) -_* (llalJ_z> -+ llall q)_
I I(p —>q) —>(Ip —>Iq). Where Icb E -15¢»

In addition 2-MLPL has the derivation rules modus ponens (.\«lP),substitution
(SUB), and necessitation (NEC), for all modal operators. The latter covers the
following:

(NEC®) a / ea (NECI) ¢/to
(NECo) a/ llallab (NEC<;) <z>/l[alJ<i>
(NECJ a/aofi (NECQ B/aafi.

5.5.5. DEFINITION. (Derivations) For L a (two-sorted) modal logic we define
an L-derivation to be a list of formulas from the language of L such that every
formula is either a substitution instance of an axiom of L, or obtained from
earlier formulas in the list by means of a derivation rule of L. An L-theorem
is any formula that can occur as the last item in a derivation. We write l-L 5
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for £ is an L—theorem, and E I-L E for: there are o1,...,o,, E 2 such that
I-L (01/\.../\o,,) —>{(iféis aset formula), or l—L(0'1fl___fl0'n) —»g(if§ is a
relation formula). (Compare Remark 5.3.8.)

For A a set of formulas, A“; denotes the set of set formulas in A, and Are;
denotes the set of relation formulas in A.

5.5.6. PROPOSITION. Let A U {5} be an ./\/(£2-formula.

1. If{ is a set formula, then A l-£ ifi’Am I- 5.
2. Iffi is a relation formula, then A l- 5 Are, l- .5.

5.5.7. LEMMA.Let 3 be a two-sortedarrowframe. Then 3 l: ififi |=
(CPi), for 1 3 i g 9.

5.5.8. THEOREM.2-MLPL is strongly sound and complete for TPLF.

Proof. This may be established in at least two ways. One may use the standard
canonical model construction — not the one used in Chapters 3, 4 for logics
containing (IRD)—likerules. Or one may recall that all 2-MLPL are Sahlqvist
formulas, and derive immediately that 2-MLPL is complete with respect to the
two-sorted Peirce like frames satisfying the conditions (CRi) and (CPi). -1

STEP 2: CHARACTERIZING TWO-SORTED PEIRCE FRAMES

We now narrow down the two-sorted Peirce like frames to two-sorted Peirce
frames. To this end we first find modal formulas (in a language extending the
language of 2-MLPL) that completely characterize the class TPF of two-sorted
Peirce frames. Roughly speaking, what we need to know about a two-sorted
Peirce like frame in order to be able to show that it is in fact a two-sorted Peirce
frame, is that

—with every relational element we can associate a unique set element as its
first coordinate and a unique set element as its second coordinate;

—with every two set elements we can associate a unique relational element
having those set elements as first and second coordinate.

In terms of the ingredients of our two-sorted Peirce like frames this boils down
to having the following conditions satisfied by our Peirce like frames:

(CP10) Vzrysyé (Fzrys /\ F:1:,.y; —>ys = y;)
(CP11) Vzrysyé (Ff($r)i/5 /\ Ff(rr)yé -> 1/5= 34;)
(CPI?) Vrrflys (Fm/5)
(CP13) V:r7~3ys(Ff($r)3:/5)
(CP14) ‘C/:z:sy5Elz,.(Pzcszrys)
(CP15) Vzrsyszrzfi (Pzzrszrys /\ P:z:5z,'_ys—>2, =

5.5.9. LEMMA. Let 3 e TPLF. Then 3 p: (CP10)—(CP13).

Proof. VVeonly prove that for S E TPLF, 3 )2 (CP1), leaving the other cases
to the reader. Assume Fzrys and F:z:,.y;. By (CR4), (CP9) there exist yr, y;',

H
23 with C:r,.:z:,y,., Fa:,.y;’ and Py;’:z:.,.z;’. By (CP6) Py;’1:,.z” and Fzrys implyS
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yf,’= y,. Similarly, y;’ = ys. Hence y, = y_f,. -1

Observe that conditions (CP10)—(CP13) are expressed by the following four
modal formulas, respectively:

(MP10) I10014 -+ 1(1) A <1)
(MP11) ®(Ip) A ®(Iq) -> ®I(p A q)
(MP12) IT
(MP13) ®(IT).

The proof of this claim is left to the reader.

5.5.10. LEMMA. Let S be a two-sorted Peirce like frame. Then

1. 3 l: Vxsyszr (Pzszrys —+Fz,.:z:,,/\ Ff(z,)y5), and
2. 3 l: Vzsyszr (Fzrxs /\ Ff(z,.)ys —>Pa:sz,y3).

Proof. To prove (1) assume P:z:3z,.ys.By (CP12) Fz,.:z:;,for some By (CP6)
3:, = 2;, hence Fz,.:r,,. Likewise, by (CP13), (CP5) and (CP6) we have Ff(z,.)ys.
For (2), assume that Fz,.:2:5,Ff(z,.)y,. By (CR4) there exists yr with Cz,.z,.y,..
By (CP9) this implies there exist y;, 2; with Py;z.,.z;. By F2, 3/;and Ff(z,.)z;.
(CP10) and (CP11) then yield 1:5= y; and y, = z;. Hence Pzszrys. -l

5.5.11. REMARK. Recall that the two-sorted Peirce frame over a set U is the
structure (U, U2,I,R,C,F,P) with I = 6, R = {((u1,v1),(u2,v2)) E 2(U x
U) I 11.1= U2 /\ U2 = U1}, C ={((’l.l.1,’U1),(’U.2,'1)2),(’l.L3,’U3))E 3(U X 2 11.1=
U2/\’U1= v3/\'v2 = a3}, F = {((a1,v1),u2) E (U x U) x U: a1 = a2}, and
P = {(u1,(u2,v2),u3) E U x (U x U) x U: a1 = U2/\’U2= a3 }, as defined in
Definition 5.3.4.

The representation we are about to present below is more elegant than the
usual representations in relation algebra and arrow logic because we can map
every relation point 2,. in a Peirce frame onto a pair of set points 2:5,ys already
present in the Peirce frame, rather than on points extracted from (a Cartesian
product of) the diagonal.

5.5.12. THEOREM.Let 3 = (W5, W,.,I,f, C,F,P) be a two-sorted Peirce like
frame. [f3 |= (CP14), (CP15), then 3 is isomorphic to the two-sorted Peirce
frame over W5.

Proof. If 3 is a Peirce like frame satisfying (CP14) and (CP15), then, with every
z, E W, we can associate a unique 2: and y such that Fz,.:z:and Ff(z,.)y. Define
a mapping g: W,. —>W, x W, by g(z) = (zo,z1), where zo, 21 are the unique :1:
and y with Fzra: and Ff(z,.)y. We prove that g is an isomorphism.

g is surjective. Let $5, 3/, 6 W5. By (CP14) Pzszrys, for some z,.. By Lemma
5.5.10 Fzrzrs and Ff(z,.)ys. Hence g(z) = ($5, ys).

g is injective. Let z.,, z,’.E W,., and assume g(z,.) = Then, for some 1:5,
y, we have Fzrzrs, Ff(z,.)ys, and Fz,,’.a:s,Ff(z,’_)yS. By Lemma 5.5.10 this implies
Pzszrys and Pa:sz,’,ys. Hence, by (CP15) z, = z,’..

y is a homomorphism. To establish this claim we need to consider 5 cases: I , f,
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C, P, F. Here we go.
I: let z, 6 I; we need to show that g(z,) = ($5,133)for some 12,. Choose 22,,
y, such that g(z,.) = (22,,y,). By definition Fz,.a:,, Ff(z,.)y_., and so Pa:_.,z,y,by
Lemma 5.5.10. By (CP3) this gives 2:, = y,.
f: we need to show that f(g(z,)) = g(f(z,.)). If g(z,) = (:z:3,y,),then Pxszrys),
and. by (CP5). Pf(zr)ys$s- Hence, 9(f(zr)) = (I,/3.1:.)=f(9(Z))
C: we need to show that Cm,y,.z,. implies that g(a:.,.)is the composition of g(y,.)
and g(zr)' That is: g($7') : ($0:-771)!g(l/1') : (3./Oil./1):g(Zr) = (20:21): then
2:0= yo, y1 = 20, 21 = 2:1. Observe that by (CP2) we have P3303/,.z',Pz'z,.a:1, for
some 2’. By Lemma 5.5.10, (CP5), (CP10) and (CP11) this implies the three
identities.
F: here we need to show that Fzrzs implies that if g(z) = (zo, 21) then 20 = 2:3.
But this is immediate from the definition of g and (CP10).
P: we need to show that P:c,z,ys implies g(z) = (:55,ys); this is immediate by
Lemma 5.5.10.

g‘1 is a homomorphism. Again, this requires us to consider 5 cases.
I: we need to show that whenever g(z,.) = ($3,225,),then z, E I. If g(z,.) =
($3,225), then P.’I.‘5Z,.$_.,..By (CP4) there is a yr such that P:c,y,.:I:s and Iyr. By
(CP15) this implies y,. = z.,.;hence Iz,..
f : this has already been proved above.
0: assume g(:I:,.)is the composition of g(y,.) and g(z,.), that is, assume g(:c,.) =
($0,331), g(y,) = (3/0,3,/1),g(z,) = (20,251); We need to show that C':r,.y,z.,.. By
definition $0 = yo, y1 = 20, z1 = 121;so Pillgy-,-Z0and Pz0z,a:1. B} (CM1) the
latter implies that for some u,., P20u,.a:1and Cu, y,.z,.. By (CP15) u, = :c,.,hence
Ca:,y,z,..
F: assume g(z,) = (1135,y,); we need to show that Fzrccs; but this is immediate
from the definitions.
P: assume that g(z,.) = (:z:s,ys); we have to show that Pzszrys. But g(z,.) =
(:53,ys) implies Fz.,:z:5and Ff(z,.)ys; now apply Lemma 5.5.10. -l

5.5.13. COROLLARY.Let 3 be a two-sorted arrow frame. Then

3 E TPF if?‘ 3 l: (CR1)—(CR8), (CP1)—(CP9), (CP14), (CP15).

Recall from §5.3 that the operator E5 is short for E, p E p VD, p (there exists a
state where p holds), and that the operator 0, is short for 05p E Es(p /\ wDsp)
(there exists only one state with p).

5.5.14. DEFINITION. We define the following two formulas:

(MP14) Esp —»(1)p
(MP15) E3Osp/\(a)p/\(b)p—> (aflb)p.

5.5.15. LEMMA. Let 3 be a two-sorted Peirce like frame. Then 3 satisfies
(CP14) ifi it validates (MP14); it satisfies (CP15) ifi it validates (MP15).

Proof. We only prove that (CP15) is defined by (MP15). Assume 3 bé (CP15).
Then there are z,., z,’., 1:5, 3/, such that Pzszrys and P:L‘sZ,'.y3,but 2,. :,é z,’_.
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Defining a valuation V such that V(p) = {ys }, V(a) = {z,.}, V(b) =
refutes (MP15) at 2:3.

For the converse, if 3 bé (MP15), then for some valuation V and :3, in 3 we
have 2:5|= E30319 A (a)p A (b)p and 3:3bé (a H b)p. Hence, there exists a unique
ya in 3 with ys l: p, and there exist 2,, 2,’.with Pzsznys, P:cnz,’.y,,and 2,. |= a,
2,’,l: b. As 3:5 bé (0. F1b)p, we must have 2, ;£ 2;. So 3 bé (CP15). -4

5.5.16. THEOREM.TPF = {3 : 3 }=A0938 (MR1)/\/\0S,.S9 (MPz')/\(MP14)/\
(MP15) }.

Proof. This follows from 5.5.7, 5.5.13 and 5.5.15. -l

STEP 3: COMPLETENESS IN AN ENRICHED LANGUAGE

Now that we have characterized the two-sorted Peirce frames, we can start work
ing our way towards complete axiomatizations of TPF and FPA. We will use the
completeness construction of Chapter 3 to arrive at the result. To this end we
need to (re-) establish a Switching, Pasting, Extension, Successor, and Struc
ture Lemma, define provisional and final canonical models, and derive a Truth
Lemma and, finally, Completeness Theorem (compare §4.6). We will achieve
this by adding further modal operators as well as appropriate inclusion axioms
for all modal operators. The additional modal operators will be removed in Step
4 of the completeness proof (page 953

The first things we add to the language M£2(6, 3:, o, 0, I; <I>;Q) are two dif
ference operators D5 and Dr, which can be applied to set formulas and relation
formulas, respectively. Let .M.Cg(6, ®, o, 0, I, D5, Dn; <I>-,9),or ./'\/(Lg, be the
resulting language.

For our next addition we need the following.

5.5.17. DEFINITION.Let R be an (n +1)-ary relation. A frame 3 = . ., R,
is called versatile for R if there are relations R1, ..., Rn such that for

all 230, zn one has (230,..., asn) E R iff (z1,...,1:n,:l:o) E R1 iff iff
(xn, :50,. . . ,:z:n_1) E Rn. Once we know that a frame is versatile for R, it suffices
to mention just a single R, and suppressing the relations that constitute the
versatility.

Let # be an n—arymodal operator whose semantics is based on an (n+1)-ary
relation R; the conjugates of# are n operators #1, ..., #n whose semantics are
based on (n +1)-ary relations R1, ..., Rn, respectively, such that R, R1, ..., Rn
form a versatile system, and

:5l=#,-(§1,...,{n) iff 3y1...yn(R:1:y1...yn/\/'\z.y,- |=§,-).

Unary modal operators whose underlying relation is symmetric form their own
conjugates; also, a frame is versatile for a binary relation B if it contains the
converse B -1 of B.
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5.5.18. DEFINITION.We define the language Mfifsat by saturating M£§, that
is by adding to it conjugates for all of its modal operators. For the time being,
fix a two-sorted Peirce like frame 3.

As D3, Dr, ® are self-conjugated we don’t need to add conjugates for them.
For I we add a conjugate II to be interpreted on a binary relation G Q W, x W,;
3 takes a relation formula and returns a set formula.

For we add two operators (-)1and (-)2-,interpreted using ternary relations
Plg W,.x Wsx Ws,andP2_§ Wsx Wsx W,..

For 0 we also add two operators, written 01 and 02, to be interpreted using
ternary relations C1, C2 Q 3 W,..

We force the appropriate modal operators to be each others conjugates by impos
ing t_heaxioms below; the corresponding relational requirements are also listed.
Let Id) abbreviate —In¢, and 11a abbreviate fiII—a.

(MP16) a —»Ina
(CP16) V335(Fzrccs —+Gccszr)

(MP17) 19-+ 11110

(CP17) V2, (G352, —>Fz,.:z:5)

(MP18) P /\ <-<q)1p>q —>L
(CP18) Vyrzs (Pxsyrzs —>P1 yrzsccs)

0.Q(fi(p)2a)1p—>0
(CP19) ‘v’:z:Szs(P1y,.zs:c5 —>Pgzsrcsyr)

(MP?0) P /\ <n<a>p>2a-+ i
(CP20) Vxsyr (P225125yr —>Pxs yrzs)
(MP21) afl—(bo1a)ob—+0
(CP21) \7’y,.z,. (C':1:,y,.z,. —>C'1y,.z,.a:,.)

(MP22) afl—(bog a) o1 b—+0
(CP22) Vz,:1:,.(C'1y.,.z,.a:,. —+C'2z,.:1:,y,.)

(MP23) afl—(boa)o2b—>0
(CP23) \7’a:,.y,.(Cgzrccryr —>C'r,.y,z,.).

5.5.19. DEFINITION.In the saturated language Mfifsat we define the two
sorted modal logic 2-MLPE. Its axioms and rules are those of 2-MLPL plus
axioms (MP14)—(MP23), plus the D-axioms for both D5 and Dr; in addition it
has distribution axioms and necessitation rules for all modal operators, as well
as the irreflexivity rules for both D5 and D,.. Finally, it also has the following
inclusion axioms:

(INCI) (0)10-> Esp
(INC?) ®a —+Era
(INC3) aob—>E,.a/\E,.b
(INC4) (Dr(I<1)lT —*Esq
(INC5) I(Ds(a)T) —>Era.

5.5.20. PROPOSITION. The inclusion axioms (INC1)»(Il\*C5) correspond to the
following relational conditions. (We have used non-standard interpretations for
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the difference operators here; the standard relational correspondents may be ob
tained from the ones below by reading 75for RD, and R0,.)

(CINC1) \7’y,.z, (Pzsyrzs ——>1:, = 2, V RD,:c,z5)
(CINC2) Vy, (R®a:,y,. ——>2:, = y,. V RD,.a:,.y,)
(CINC3) Vy,.z,. (Ca:,y,.z,. —+(17,.= y,. V RD,.:z:,.y,.) A (:z:,.= 2, V RD,:r,z,.))
(CINC4) Vyrzsylazg (P:c_.,y,.z, A RD, y,.y,’,A Fylzg —>2:, = 1:; V Rps:z:,:z;;)
(CINC5) Vysz,2:,’.y,’, (Fa:.,.y, A RDS yszs A Pzsa:,’.y; —>:c.,.= 2:; V RD,_a:,.:z:,'.).

5.5.21. LEMMA.Any Peirce-like frame that validates (INC4) and (INC5) has
the properties

1. ‘v’:c_.,y.,.z,.a:;(Fy.,.a:, A(y,. = z,VRD,. y,z.,.)AFz,.:z:; —+2:5= :11;VRDs:cs2:;), and

2. Vz,.y,zsa:,’. (F:z:,.y, A (ys = 2, V R08 yszs) A F:c,’.z, —>:3, = :t:,'.V RD,_a:,.a:,’.).

Proof. For the first property, assume that Fy,.a:,, y,. = z,., Fz,.x;. Then Fz,.:z:,
and Fz,.:z:,’,,so by (CP10) $3 = mg. Next, assume Fy,.2:s, RD, yrzr, Fzrxg. Then,
by (CP13) and Lemma 5.5.10 there exists .2, with Pzsyrzs. By (INC4) this
implies $3 = 2:; or RDSzsxg, as required.

For the second property, assume F:z:,.y,, y, = 2,, F:c,’_z,. By (CP13) and
Lemma 5.5.10 Pysscrzg for some 2;. By (MP5) Pz_,ff(:r,.)y,. Furthermore, for
some u,, Py3:z:,’_u,,so by (CP1) there exists y;_’with C'y.:.’2:,.z:,’,.By (INC3) and
the pseudo-transitivity of RD, this gives 22,.= 2:,’.or RD, ;::,.:1:,’_.Finally, if F22,ys,
RD, yszs, F:z:,’.zs,choose some y; with Pzs$,’.y; ((CP12) and 5.5.10). Then (INC5)
yields 23,. = 23,’,or RD, :z:,.a:,’_. -1

We need to make a few adjustments to the completeness construction of Chapter
3, mainly having to do with the presence of binary modal operators.

THE Paste FUNCTION. We extend Definition 3.3.5 to the present setting by
adding clauses for the modal operators in Mfifsat — either analogous to the
case for 0 below, or analogous to the case for I below.

Paste(1/,{, a DB) = Paste(1/,5, oz)fl Paste(1/, 5, B)

PaSte(V,€,I¢) = IP‘<1Ste(V,€,¢)

We assume that Paste respects the two-sorted nature of the language in that a
‘name’ 1/ is only pasted next to a formula of the same sort; for example, when
writing Paste(1/, Oz,0:) = 1/D a, we assume that 1/ is a relation formula.

5.5.22. LEMMA. (Switching Lemma.) Let l- denote l-2_MLpE. The following
are derived rules in 2-MLPE.

1. t-D,¢_.¢ ifi'l*¢—>’D,1b,l-D,¢—>wifi‘l‘g3—>’D—,1,b
2. l‘fia—>'¢bi_fi'l‘a——+I¢,l-fi¢—>fl’lfl'l‘¢—->jf[fl
3- F ‘‘(P/\ <a>q)239'"-(cm (4)110)ifib n(q/\ (pm)
4. l- —(afl(be c)) ifi'l- —(bfl(co1a))ifil- —(cfl(aog

Proof. Items 1 and 2 are easy (see for example Lemma 3.3.6). Item 3 is similar
to item 4, which is proved by Venema (1991, Corollary 2.7.5) -1
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5.5.23. LEMMA. (Pasting Lemma) Let 01k be one of 05p, Ora, and assume
that 01k has no atomic symbols in common with 5 and 0. For any subformula
occurrence 5’ 3 5 we have that l- Paste(O1k,£’,.f) ——>0 implies l- 5 —>0. So if
E is consistent, k does not occur in 5, and 5’ £1{, then 2 U {Paste(01k,§’,£)}
is consistent.

Proof. The latter half of the Lemma is immediate from the former half. The
former half, in turn, is proved by induction on § as in Lemma 3.3.7. We only
prove one of the ‘new’ cases: 5 E ((a)¢). Note that Paste(O1k,§’,((oz)¢) =
(Paste(01k,§',a))Paste(O1k,§',¢). We distinguish two cases: {’ g a and E’g
qb.In the first case we have that Paste(01k,§’, (15)E qb,and hence

I- (Paste(O1k,§',a)>Paste(O1ls:,{',¢) —->0

=> (Paste(O1k,§',a)>qb —>9,

=> Paste(Otk,{', 0:) —+—(¢>)1fit9, by the Switching Lemma

=> (1 ——>-(q5)1fi0, by the induction hypothesis

:2 (oz)q5—+6’, by the Switching Lemma.

If 5’ 51aba similar argument can be used. Of the remaining cases, those involving
(-)1 and o,- are proved in a similar way, while the unary cases with I, It, D1 are
similar to the ‘old’ case for D in 3.3.7. -l

5.5.24. DEFINITION.A theory is either a set theory or a relation theory, where
a set theory is a set of set formulas, and a relation theory is a set of relation
formulas. Let <I>and Q be countable collections of propositional and relational
variables, respectively. A theory A is a (<I>,Q)-theory if all atomic symbols
occurring in A are in CDU Q. For a logic L, A is L—consistent if A l7’J_; A
is a maximal L—consistent (CF,Q)-theory if no (<I>,Q)-theory properly extends A
while being consistent.

A is a distinguishing (<1>,Q)-theory if for every 6 E A and every position 0,
there is an atomic symbol k such that F(N(O1k,o,€).,;) E A.

5.5.25. LEMMA. (Extension Lemma) Let E be a consistent (<I>,Q)—theory.Let
<I>’Q <I>,Q’ Q Q be extensions of <1)and Q by countably many propositional and
relational variables, respectively. There is a maximal consistent, distinguishing
(<I>',Q’)-theory 2' extending 2.

5.5.26. DEFINITION. (Canonical relations) We define the following canonical
relations between distinguishing theories:

Rf)s(A0,A1) :> for all 01 E A1: D5qb16 A0

Rf3r(A0,A1) <=> for all a1 6 A1: D,.a1 6 A0

R§(A0,A1) <=> for all a1 6 A1: ®a1E A0
C°C(A0,A1,A2) <=> for all a1 6 A1, 02 6 A2: mo (126 A0

Co°1,C'o°2 similarly

P(c)(A0aA1aA2) <=> f0? 311016 A1199’;E A2: <01>¢2 6 A0
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P51 , P52 similarly

Ff(A0,A1) <=> for all til 6 A1: I¢I e A0

F§(A0,A1) <=> for all a1 e A1: IIa1 6 A0
1,°(A0) <=> 6 6 A0.

5.5.27. LEMMA. (Successor Lemma) Let A be a distinguishing theory. If A
contains a formula whose main operator is a modal operator #, then the required
R#-successor(s) exist.

— if Dsd> E A, then there is a distinguishing E with d) E Z and RESAZ;
mutatis mutandis the same holds for Dr, (8, I and II;

- if (a)d> E A, then there are distinguishing theories E, T‘such that a E E,

<196 T, and P(°)AZT; mutatis mutandis the same holds for ()1, ()2, and 0,
O1, 02.

Proof. The unary cases are the same as before (cf. Lemma 3.3.12); we only
do one of the binary cases: (a o 5’) E A. Reasoning as in the proof of 3.3.12
we find atomic symbols a and b such that (a fl Ora) o (B fl Orb) E A. Put

2: {7 : ((7fl Ora)o Orb) E A}, and T := {7 : (Orao(7fl Orb)) E A}.
Reasoning as in the unary case, 2, T are maximal, consistent and distinguishing.
To see that COCAZITholds, observe that ((71 F) Ora) o Orb) E A implies that
either ((710 Ora) o (Orb 0 72)) E A or ((71fl Ora) o (Orb H —72)) E A. So,
if 71 E Z, and 72 E F, then we must (71 D Ora) o (Orb F772) E A (otherwise
-72 E T). This implies 71 o 72 E A. -1

5.5.28. DEFINITION. (Provisional canonical model) We define a provisional ca
nonical model illlc as follows. Fix a set of proposition symbols (P, and a set of
atomic relation symbols 0.

912°=(w;,w:,R;,s,12;,r,R§,o;,oC 0°01’ °2’P(C)’P<31’P(32’FIC’F1§’I5C’ VG)’

where the relations are defined as in Definition 5.5.26, and W; and W," are the
sets of all maximal consistent distinguishing set theories and relation theories
over <I>,Q, respectively; V“ is the canonical valuation given by A E V°(p) iff
p E A (for A 6 W5‘), and A E V‘(a) iff a E A (for A 6 WT‘).

On the provisional canonical model DR“we interpret the operators D5 and
Dr using the relations R55 and R31; A )2 D15 iff for some 2 we have both
Rf)tAZ and Z )= 5 (t E {s,r}).

5.5.29. REMARK. The provisional canonical model 93?‘ has almost all the re
quired properties to count as a model based on a Peirce frame. Being Sahlqvist
formulas, the axioms expressing those properties are canonical. That is: 931°
satisfies (CRO)—(CR8), (CPO)—(CP13), as well as (CP16)—(CP23). Among other

things, this implies Co“, Cocland COC2form a versatile ‘triple,’ as well as P‘), P61
and P52; likewise, Ff and F“ form a versatile pair. Hence, as noted in Definition
5.5.17, we can suppress the relations Cocl, COC2,P51, P52 and Fjf. Further, as
WI‘ l: (CRO) we can replace Rg by a function f".
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Moreover, the relations R335and RCDTare irreflexive (by construction), sym
metric (by axiom (MD3)), and pseudo—transitive1(by axiom (MD2)). Thus, the
only possible shortcoming {me has is that (RES U =) and (R3,, U =) are not the
universal relations on W3‘and WT‘,respectively. This will be fixed below. But
first we state the following.

5.5.30. LEMMA.(Provisional Truth Lemma) Consider the provisional canoni
cal model 9JT°. For all A E (W; U W,,‘) and all formulas 5 in Mfifsat we have
9JI°,A|=§ ifi'£EA.

5.5.31. DEFINITION. (Final canonical model) Fix an element Ag 6 W5‘and an
element 2?. E W,‘ such that F I"2,As. Define the final canonical model smf as

zmf= (wg, W,f,Rf)s,R{)r,If,ff,Cf,Ff,Pf, vf),

where smf is the submodel of 931°generated along R35 and Rf)? by A2 and 22.
That is: W! and W,.fare the smallest sets X and Y containing A2 and 20,
respectively, such that 2:, E W! and RES353/, implies ys 6 W1, and 2:, E W!
and R;-‘,,_as,3/, implies y,. E Wrf .

For Q‘ one of the canonical relations, Qf is defined as the restriction of Q‘
to the new domains Wsf and W,.f. Likewise, the valuation Vf is simply the
restriction of V“ to the new domains?

5.5.32. PROPOSITION. For all canonical relations QC, 9171fis closed under Q‘:

if A, 6 WI then f(A,—) E Wrf;

if A, e W, and P(°)A,Z3,.1“,,then 2, e Wj, r, 6 W5’,
if A, 6 WI, and C'o‘A,.2,.T,, then 2,. E W,_f,F, E W];

A, 6 WI, and F°A,25, then 23 E Wsf;
if 25 E Wg, and F°A,.2s, then A, E Wrf..°‘:~°‘.°'°!°!“

Proof. We show that every A related via one of the canonical relations Q‘ to
an element in Wsf U WI, is connected to one of A2 and 2?. via (RCDSU =) or
(Rf)? U =), respectively. Here is why we introduced the (INC)-principles.

1. Assume (2?.,A,) 6 (R35 u =). By (INC2) A, = f(A,) or HD,A,f(A,.).
In both cases the pseudo-transitivity of Rgr gives (2?_,f(A,.)) E (R5, U=) and
f (Ar) 6 W1.

2. Assume (£33,135) 6 (R55 U =). By (INC1) P°A52,.I‘5 implies As = I‘,
or RBSASPS. In both cases (A2,I‘s) E (RCDSU =) and I‘, 6 WI. Further, by
construction F °2?.A9; together with the above and Lemma 5.5.21 this gives
2?, = 2,. or R}_’)T2?,2,.In both cases (29, 2,) E (Rf)? U =) and 2,. 6 WI.

1That is: they satisfy Vzyz (Rwy A Ryz ——>:5 = 2 V Rzz).

2That is: Hgs = R38 nzwj, R2? = Rgr n2w,f,ff = Rg [ W,f, of = o;=n3w,f,

Ff = Ffn(w,fx wf), Pf = P(°)n(w,fx W! x W3’),If = Ifn w,f, vf(p) = VC(p)fl Wgf,
vf(a) = V°(a)fl w,f.
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3. Assume (E?.,A,.) E (R5,, U =). By (INC3) C"A,Z3,.l“,. implies (A, = 2,.
or Rf)rA,.Z3,) and (A, = I‘, or Rf)rA,.l‘,). In all cases this gives (E?.,A,.),
()32,P,.) e (Rgr U =) and 23,, F, e W,_f.

4. Assume (29,, Ar) 6 (Rf)1_U=). By construction FCEEAS. Hence by Lemma
5.5.21 F°A,.Z3s yields A2 = 25 or RESASES. In both cases (A2, 2,) E (Rf3rU=)
and 2. e W,f.

5. Assume (A2,Es) 6 (R138U =). Together with FCEQAS and F°A,.ZI5 this
gives 22 = A, or R322, by Lemma 5.5.21. Hence (2?_,A,.) E (Rf)? U =) and
A. 5 W3. -1

5.5.33. LEMMA. In Dllf the relation Rgs is real inequality on WJ, and Rf)? is
real inequality on Wrf.

Proof. By earlier observations Rgs and R12)?are both irreflexive, so it suffices

to show that Rgs and REP hold between any two different elements of their
respective domains. We only prove the latter for Rgs.

Let As, 25 6 WJ with As 7525. By the proof of Proposition 5.5.32 (A2, A5),

(A2, 2,) E (Rgs U=), for AS the generating set point of Dflf. By the symmetry
and pseudo-transitivity properties of Rgs it follows that R{,sAsZIs. -1

5.5.34. LEMMA. (Structure Lemma) The final canonical model Dflf satisfies of
(CRO)—(CR8), (CPO)—(CP23). Moreover, the difierence operators D5 and D,
receive their standard interpretations in Dllf. Hence, by Theorem 5.5.16 the
frame underlying ‘Dlf is (isomorphic to) a two—sortedPeirce frame.

5.5.35. LEMMA.(Truth Lemma) Consider the final canonical model Dflf. For
all A E (W; U W,.f)and allformulas 5 in Mflfsat we have 93Tf,A )= 5 ifl5 E A.

5.5.36. THEOREM. (Completeness Theorem) Let A U {5} be a set of M£§sat
formulas. Then A l- 5 in 2-MLPE if} A [=Tp;: 5.

Proof. By Definitions 5.3.8 and 5.5.5 we may assume that A U{ 5 } consists only
of set formulas, or only of relation formulas.

Proving soundness is left to the reader. To prove completeness, assume A and
the negation of 5 are consistent in 2-MLPE. Construct a final canonical model
DIVas in Definition 5.5.31 using a maximal consistent distinguishing extension
2 of A and the negation of 5 as a starting point. The frame underlying 93?’is
in TPF, by Lemma 5.5.34. By the Truth Lemma we have 9171f,E l: ‘A plus the
negation of 5.’ Hence A béTpF 5. -1

STEP 4: BACK TO THE OLD LANGUAGE

We now port Theorem 5.5.36 to our original language ML; via a suitable trans
lation. It will turn out that we can get rid of all the extras accumulated in Step
3 at the cost of two special derivation rules.
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5.5.37. DEFINITION.We define one more axiom system: 2-MLP. Its language
is ML2. Its axioms are those of 2-MLPL (Definition 5.5.4), and its rules of
inference are those of 2-MLPL plus the following two irreflexivity rules:

(IRS) p /\ -1(—6)p —><13/<15,where p does not occur in 45
(IRr) a (7 —((—6o a o 1) U (1 o a o -6)) ——+a / a, where a does not

occur in a.

The rules (IRS) and (IRr) will be used as substitutes for (IRDS) and (IRDT).

5.5.38. DEFINITION.Define a mapping from .M£§s‘“-formulas to M£g
formulas as follows

pl : p al : a,
M = L 0* = 0
Tl _ T 1* _ 1

(~¢)* = n(<b*) 6* = 5
(«M W = «NA W (—a>* - —(a*)

(1Ia)* = (a*)T (a 0 5)) = a’' 0 fii
((a)¢>)* = (a*>a>* (®a)* = ®(a*)

((<f>)1w)* = ®(I(<1>*))0 IW) (I¢>)* = I(¢*)
((¢)2a)* = (®0/‘)¢* (a 0W = 0* ofil

(D.¢)* = <—6)<t>* (a 013)) = 3* o sal
(a 02 6)) 2 86" o ozl

(DrOz)l 2 (-6 0 al 0 1) U (1 0 al 0 -6).

A short comment to motivate the above translation First, yr )2 (p)1q means
that there exist 2:5,25with Pzsyrazs and 2:5)2 p, 25 )2 q; hence, yr )2 (®Ip)fl(Iq)
(2 ((p)1q)l). Second, 25 )2 (p)2a iff there exist 125,yr with Passyrzs and 11:3)2 p,
yr )2 a. Hence 25 )2 (®a)p (2 ((p)2a)l). Similar remarks motivate the clauses
for 0. As for the difference operators, in full Peirce models we have :5 )2 D3p
iff for some y 75 :3 y )2 p iff :5 )2 (—6)p. Also, (a:,y) )2 Dra iff for some
(luv) $5 ($.11), (MU) )= 0-; if u 75 I. then (113.11))= (-5 0 <10 1). and if v 75 2/.
then (:11,y) )2 (1 o a o -6); in both cases (z, y) )2 (Dra)l.

5.5.39. LEMMA.Let 5 be an axiom of 2-MLPE. Then )- {l in 2-MLP.

Proof. We first use the completeness of 2-MLPL established in Theorem 5.5.8
to argue semantically that 2-MLPL proves the )—translationsof all 2-MLPE
axioms. The claim is obvious for axioms (.\/IRO)—(.\lR8)and (MP1)—(MP9). It
remains to show that )- {l in 2-MLPL, for § one of (MP14)-(l\/lP23), as well as
the axioms for the D-operators and the inclusion axioms (INC1)—(INC5). We
begin with the axioms for the D-operators.

(MDs1) (5309 -* <1)-* (5.1? —>5sq))l = —'(-5)n(p —><1)-> (-(-6)np -+
2(—6)2q). Assume 2:5 )2 -=(—6)-»(p —>q), —=(—6)-up.Let yr, 25 be such that
Pzsyrzs and yr )2 -6. Then 23 )2 q, hence 51:5)2 -w(—6)-wq,as required.

(MDS2) (DsDsp —>p V D5p)l 2 (—6)(—6)p —>p V (-6)p. Assume that
3:, )2 (—6)(-6)p. Then, for some yr, y;, 23, 2; we have Pxsyrzs, P2Sy;.2;, and
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yr, 3/; )= -6 and 2; l: p. By (CP1) there is a y,’.'such that P:z:5y;.’2;.If y;’ l: -6
then 1:5(-6)p. Otherwise, y’’ l: 6 implies 1:5= 2; by (CP3), hence 2:5I: p.

(MD53) (p -+ fiD5fiD5p)l = p —>-(-6)-w(—6)p. Assume that $5 )= p,
(-6)fi(-6)p. We will derive a contradiction. As 2:5)= (-6)fi(—6)p there are
yr, 25 with Pa:5yr25, yr 93I and 25 )= fi(—6)p. By (CP5) this implies P25f(yr):z:5.
Now, if f (yr) 9.5I then 25 )2 (-6) p, and we have arrived at the desired contra
diction. So it suffice to show f(yr) 591. Assume f(yr) E I, then

P2:5yr25 A P25f(yr)z5 => Cy;.'yrf(yr), for some y,’,’,by (CP1)

Cyryrf(yr), by (CR5) and f(z/r) E 1

Cf(yr)yrf(yr), by (CR1) and (CR7)
f(y1‘)=yrsby

2:» yr 6 I, a contradiction.

UUU

(MDr1)—(MDr3) Their translations may be proved from the relational axioms
only, as shown by Venema (1991, Proposition 3.3.38).

(INC1) ((a)p —>E5p)l = (a)p —>p V (-6)p. Assume 3:5)2 (a)p. So there are
yr, 25 with P:c5yr25, yr l: a, 25 l: p. If yr 6 I, we have 11:5= 25 by (CP3), and
hence 11:5)2 p V (-6)p. If yr 59I, we must have :35l: (—6)p, and $5 )2 pv (-6)p.

(INC2)—(INC3) Their translations may be proved from the relational axioms
only, as shown by Venema (1991, Proposition 3.3.38).

(INC4) ((Dr(Iq))T —>Esq)l = ((-5 0 It] 0 1) U (1 014 0 —5))T —><1V (-5)q
Assume 2:5satisfies the antecedent of this translation, say 235|:= (-6 o Iq o 1)T.
Then there are yr, 25 with P335yr25 and yr )= -6 o Iq o 1. This means that there
are y,'_,y;’, 2,’., 2;’ such that Cyryfiyl’, Cy;’2,’.2,’_’and y.(. )2 -6, and 2,’.)= Iq. The
latter implies that there is an :3; with F2;:z:_,.fand 2:5|:= q.

It suffices to show that P:z:5yfizré, for then $5 |= (—6)q. Now, to see that P225y.f.:z:;,
observe that

Parsyrzs A Cyrz/I-yr’ => P2253/.12;/\ Pzéyifzs, (53)
MIN

for some 2; by (CP2). Furthermore, P2; y;.’25 and Cy 2 2 imply that for some7‘ 7'7‘

2_,',’,P2’2’2” by (CP2). Next, P2'2’2” implies F2,’_2;by Lemma 5.5.10. On theSTS7 STS
other hand, we already have that F2,’.:z:;,so by (CP10) it follows that 2; =
But, then, by (5.3) we must have P225y;.:1:;,as required.

The case that 2:5)2 (1 o Iq o —6)T is proved entirely analogously.

(INC5) (I(D5(a)T) —>Era)l = I(—6)(a)T —+a U (-6 o a o 1) U (1 o a o -6).
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Assume yr I: I(—6)(a). Let 1:5be such that Fyr:c5 and :55l: (—6)(a)T. Then
there are 31;, 2;, y;', 2;’ with Pa:5y;.z;, P2;y,’.'2;’ and y; l: -6, y,’.’I: a. Now
observe

P35 y;.2; A P2; y,'.'2;' => P3352,'.2;' A 02; y; y;', for some 2;, by (CP1)

=> C'yr2;2,'.', for some 2;’, by Fyra:5 and (CP8)

=> yr |=(—6oa)o1.

(MP14) (E5p —>(1)p)l = (p V (—6)p) —>(1)p. Assume 1:5)= p V (—6)p. Then
9:5 }= (6)p V (—6)p by (MP4), so 1:5 f: (6 U —6)p. This implies 11:5|= (1)p.

(MP15) (E30511 A (0)11 A (5):? -* <0 (7 b>P)l =

((10/\ "<-5)?) V (—5>(P A “<-5)P)) /\ (0)19 /\ (5)10 —’<0 (7 5)?

Assume first that :55I: p A -(—6)p A (a)p A (b)p. Then, for some yr: yr, 25, 2
we have P:c5yr25, P:z:5y;.2; and yr I: a, y,'. r: b, and 25, 2; l: p.

I
S

a 10

yr 25

2:3

yr 2;

b 10

Observe that 1:5}= -=(—6)p implies yr, y; E I. Hence, by (CP3), 335= 25 = 2;.
Furthermore, P:c5yr25 implies P25f (yr)2:5; together with P1135y,’.2;and (CP1) this
yields a y;.’ such that Cy;’f(yr)y;, and so by (CR8) such that Cy.’,yry;.’. By
(CR5) we find yr = yr’ and yr’ = f(yr)- 50 Wehave Cf(yr)f(yr)f(yr), and by
(CR8) Cf(yr)yrf(yr). As yr 6 I implies f(yr) E 1, (CR5) now gives yr = f(yr).
All in all we find yr = f(yr) = y;’ = y;. Hence $5 )2 (a. fl b)p.

Assume next that 11:5}= (—6)(p A fi(—6)p)) A (a)p A (b)p. Then there are
yr, yr, yr’ and zs, 2;, 2;’ with Prsyrzs, Pzryrzrr Prcsyr'2" and yr 6! 1, yr l= a,
y;’ I: b, and 25, 2;, 2;’ }= p, and 25 bé (—6)p.

-6 p A H -6 p
A’. < >

a 1,, yr 25

$5 yr 2r

19 yr’

2;’ 19

By (CP1) there is a y;.” with P25y,’.”2; and Cy,’_”f(yr)y;. If y,’.”¢ I, then 2; bé p
— a contradiction. Hence y,’.”E I . Likewise we find a y;."' E I with Cy;.”'f (yr)y;’.
By (CR8) and (CR5) we have y; = yr and y,’.’= yr. Hence yr f: a F1b, and
2:5 I: (a H b)p.

(MP16) (a —>Tfia)l = a —>—In(a)T. Assume yr l: a, Ifi(a)T. We derive a
contradiction. For some 2:5we have F yr:::5and $5 |==-w(a)T. The latter implies
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that for no y,’.,.2; we have Parsyfizg and y,’,|= a. However, by (CP13) and Lemma
5.5.10, there is a 2, with P2,‘,yrzs, yielding the desired contradiction.

(MP17) (p —>fiIp)l = p ——+—»(—Ip)T. To arrive at a contradiction, assume
that 2:, l: p, (—Ip)T. Then Pzrsyrzs, yr |:= -112, for some yr, 25. However,
Pm,y,.z, implies that Fy,.:r, by Lemma 5.5.10. So y, l: Ip — a contradiction.

(MP18) (P /\ <-<q)1p>q -+ L)‘ = P /\ <-®Iq U -Ip>q —+L Assume $3 l= 10,
(—®Iq U —Ip)q. Then, there exist yr, 2, with Pxsyrzs, yr l= -®Iq U —Ip,
2, l: q. By Lemma 5.5.10 we have Fyrzs, Ff(y,.)zS. Hence yr l= ®Iq fl Ip — a
contradiction.

(MP19) (a D (fi(p)2a)1p —>0)l = a H ®Ifi(®a)p fl Ip —>0. Assume :13,l: a,
®I<(®a)p, Ip. Then there exist ys, 25 with Ff($,.)ys, Fa:,.z5and ys |= —-(®a)p,
23 l: p. By Lemma 5.5.10 it follows that Pzssrrys. By (CP5) this implies
Pysf(a:.,.)zs, and hence ys |= (®a)p, as at, l: a — a contradiction.

(MP20) (p /\ (-v(a)p)ga —>J.)l = p /\ (®a)-v(a)p —>_L. Assume 51:,l: p,
(®a)-w(a)p. Then, for some yr, 23, we have PIES;/7.25,f(y,.) l: a, 25 I: p(a)p.
Now, Pccsyrzs implies Pzsf(y,):z:s. So, 2, l: ((1);)— another contradiction.

(MP21)—(MP23) Venema (1991, Proposition 3.3.38) deals with these cases. —l

5.5.40. LEMMA.Let 51,. . . ,§,, /5' be a derivation rule of 2-MLPE. Then the
rule fil, ..., (I, /5” is a derived rule of 2-MLP.

Proof. The Lemma is clear for (MP), (SUB), and (NEC) for <3, o and
The (NEC) rules for (-)1-, (-)2-, 01, 02, II, D, and D, are dealt with as follows.

(NEC(),) Consider w/ [[a5]]1w,or w/ —(fiqbfifizp. This translates into wl/ —
(®I—1¢lflI-nzbl), or wl/ —®I-aqblU —Ifi't/Jl, which is a consequence of (NECI)
and a / ozUB. Next consider ¢>/ [ceilcfl]up. It suffices to show that ol / —®I-id) is
a derived rule in 2-MLP. This is immediate from (NECI), (NEC3) and (MR0).

(NEC02) Consider a/ [[qb]jgoz,or a/-w(-¢)2—a. This translates into the rule
(1l[“<®—Ol>“¢l, which is a derived rule of 2-MLP by (NEC®) and (NEC0).
Next consider q5/ [[¢>]]2a;it suffices to show that qbl/ -w(®—ozl)-wcblis a derived
rule of 2-MLP. But this is is immediate from (NEC0).

(NECo,) Consider a/oz 51 B, that is: a/ —(—a 01 —fi). Its translation is
al/ —(—fil o ®—al). Now, by (NEC59) we have (in 2-MLP) al/ —®—Ozl,
hence al/ —(—fil o ——®—al) by (NECO). So al/ —(—[3l0 ®—al). Next
consider 3 / a 61 B. This translates into Bl / —(—Blo ®—al), which is a special
case of (NECO).

(NECo,) This case is similar to (NEC°,).

(NEC3) Consider oz/Ea, or a/-111-01. Its translation reads al / -=(—ozl)T,or
ozl/ [[al]]L — which is an instance of (NEC()).
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(NECDS) Consider <1)/55¢, or <25/fiD,fi¢>. Its translation is (bl/-w(—6)~¢l,
which is an instance of (NEC()).

(NECDT) Consider oz/ Era, which translates into ozl/ —((-60 —al 0 1) O (1 0
—al o -6)). By 2 applications of (NECO) this is a derived rule of 2-MLP.

Finally, the irreflexivity rules (IRDS) and (IRDT) are easy. The first translates
into p A -=(—6)p —>qbl/gbl, provided p does not occur in W; but this is an
instance of (IRS). And similarly, (IRDT) translates into (IR,.). -I

5.5.41. LEMMA.Let5 be a Mfifsat-formula. Then l-2_MLpE5 zfifl-2_MpL5l.

Proof. We show by induction on the length of proofs in 2-MLPE, that if5 is
derivable in 2-MLPE, then 5* is derivable in 2-MLP. If we have a proof of
length 1, then 5 must be an axiom, and in that case I-2_MLp 5* by Lemma
5.5.39 If 5 has been derived by means of derivation rules from earlier theorems
51, ... , 5,,, then by the induction hypothesis, 5:, ... , 5;‘,are derivable in 2-MLP,
and by the translation of the derivation rule used and Lemma 5.5.40 5l can be
derived from 5}, ..., 5}:in 2-MLP.

Finally, we have to show that if l- 5l in 2-MLP, then l- 5 in 2-MLPE. This
is easy: all 2-MLP axioms are derivable in 2-MLPE, and the irreflexivity rules
of 2-MLP are derived rules in 2-MLPE. (Note that 2-MLPE l- 5 4-»5*.) -l

5.5.42. Coaotmav. IfA l- 5 in 2-MLPE, then {6* ; 6 e A} l- 5* in 2-MLP.

5.5.43. THEOREM. (Completeness Theorem) Let A U {5} be a set of M£2
formulas. Then A l- 5 in 2-MLP A )2-rpp5.

Proof. Proving soundness is left to the reader. For completeness, assume that
A l:-rpp 5. By Theorem 5.5.36 this implies A l- 5 in 2-MLPE. Hence, by
Corollary 5.5.42 we have Al I- 5l in 2-MLP. But, as A U {5} is a set of M£g
formulas, we find that A l- 5 in 2-MLP. -1

Recall that DML(<I>,Q) is the modal logic defined in §4.6 and §5.4.

5.5.44. COROLLARY. Let (1)be a set formula. Then l- ab in 2-MLP ifil- q) in
DML(<I>,Q).

Proof. This is immediate from the completeness results for DML(<I>,Q) (cf. The
orem 4.6.7) and 2-MLP. -1

5.5.45. DEFINITION. Recall that the (set) term ds(:z:)was defined in Definition
5.4.1 as d,(:z:) = (—1’) : z. For :1:a relation variable, define the term d,.(:z:) by
putting d,.(:z:)= (—1’;:z:;1) + (1;:c; -1’).

5.5.46. DEFINITION.Let L2 to be the smallest set of equations containing the
*-translations of the 2-MLP-axioms which is closed under the ordinary alge
braic deduction rules (cf. Definition 5.4.2), the closure operation (5.2) and the
following closure operation:

-Tr’-dr(-Tr)St(y0a---syn) / t(y07"'1y71):1a
provided :5, does not occur among yo, . . . , yn.
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5.5.47. THEOREM. (Algebraic Completeness) L2 is a complete aziomatization
of all equations valid in FPA.

Proof. As L2 is the algebraic counterpart of 2-MLP this is immediate from the
completeness of 2-MLP and Remark 5.3.11. -1

5.5.48. REMARK. An obvious question here is: are the rules (IRS) and (IR,.)
really necessary to arrive at a completeness result for FPA? Given the non—finite
axiomatizability results in relation algebra, the natural conjecture would be that
at least one of them is necessary. And if at least one is necessary, can the other
one be derived from it? Settling these issues is left for further study.

5.6 EXPRESSIVE POWER

We take up the issue of expressive power again, by describing the first-order
counterpart of .M./J2,and defining appropriate bisimulations for ML2.

THE CONNECTION WITH FIRST-ORDER LOGIC

When interpreted on Peirce models the language ./\/(£2 corresponds to a three
variable fragment in which up to two variables can occur free. This may be
established using the techniques and results of §4.4 on the expressive power of
’D.M£. Recall that given 7' a (first-order) vocabulary, £3(:2:1,:rg)denotes the set
of all first—orderformulas over 1' involving at most 3 individual variables and
having at most 2 free variables.

= ($1=$1)
5T(P) = P($1)

5T("¢) = “5T(¢)
ST(¢ /\ 2.9) = ST(¢) A ST(v)

= 3122(I131-7/1(I32/\
ST((a)d>) = 31:2(ST(a) /\ [1132/1:1]ST(¢))

ST(1) : (:r1=:1:1)/\(:z:g =.’L'2)
ST(6) = 131= 1:2

ST(a) = A($1,Il32)
ST(—a) = —»ST(a)

S'T(afl3) = ST(a)/\ST(,3)
5T(®a) = [$2/$1,951/1?2l5T(C¥)

ST(ozo3) = §l:z:3([:z:3/:c2]ST(a)/\[:1:3/:1:1]ST(,3))
5T(I<15) = 5T(¢) /\ ($2 = 132)

Table 5.2: The standard translation for 2-MLP.

5.6.1. DEFINITION.Let 1' be the (first-order) vocabulary {P1, P2, ..., A1, A2,
. . . }, where the P,-’s are unary relation symbols corresponding to the atomic set
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variables p,- in our language, and the A,-’s are binary relation symbols corre
sponding to the atomic relation variables. Let £(1') be the set of all first-order
formulas over 1' (with identity). Define a translation ST(-) taking ML;-formulas
to formulas in .C(1') as in Table 5.2.

5.6.2. PROPOSITION. Let gb be a set formula in .M£2(<I>,Q). For any Peirce
model fl, and any as in Q1,Ql, :1:l: 43 ififll |= ST(q>)[:c].

Let a be a relation formula in M£2(<I>,Q). For any 2t, and any x, y in El,
91, (23,y) l= a ififil l= 5T(a)[—'vyl

5.6.3. THEOREM. (Expressive completeness) Let 1' be as in Definition 5.6.1.
Every first-order formula in the three-variable fragment .C3(:z:1,:c2)of the first
order language over 7' has an equivalent to the ST-translation of a /V1.62-formula.
Conversely, every A/[£2-formula translates into a .C3(:z:1,$2)-formula under ST.

Proof. The second half is immediate from 5.6.2. The first one follows from the
fact that ML2-formulas and DML-expressions coincide, combined with Defini
tion 4.4.7 and the proof of Theorem 5.3.7. -i

DEFINABILITY ISSUES

As in §§3.4, 4.4 we use an appropriate notion to characterize the first-order
translations of A/[£2-formulas. The arguments below should be familiar by now
— the choice of our bisimulation may be somewhat surprising though.

A 2-partial isomorphism f from 9}?to ‘II is simply an isomorphism f : 9310§
‘No, where 9310,‘.710are substructures of 93?and ‘II, respectively, whose domains
have cardinality at most 2. A set ll of 2-partial isomorphisms from 93?into ‘)1
has the back-and-forth property if

for every f 6 II with |f| g 1, and every x E 9.71(or y E 91) there is a
g 6 ll with f Q g and :1:E domain(g) (or y E range(g)).

I write ll : 99?E3 ‘Tlif l is a non-empty set of 2-partial isomorphisms and ll has
the back-and—forthproperty. A family of 2-partial isomorphisms has the triangle
property if for every f = {(:z:1,y1),(:1:g,y2)} 6 l and 2:3in 9.7?there is a y3 in ‘Ii
and 9, 9' E It St1Chth3~t9 = {(171, Z/1)»($3, 1/3)} and 9' = {(332, .7./2)a(133,3/3)}(and
a similar requirement in the opposite direction).

By 5.6.3 ML; contains the equivalent of the full 2-variable fragment of £(7').
Hence, as the latter is characterized by its invariance under 2-partial isomor
phisms, any relation between models that is to preserve truth of Mfig-formulas
should at least act like a family of 2-partial isomorphisms. Indeed, modulo one
additional requirement the latter completely characterizes ML2.

5.6.4. DEFINITION. A bisimulation for A/{£2 between ‘.3311and 9312is a non
empty relation Z Q (W1 x W2) U (W12 x W22)such that

1. Z:Ey' implies lh(i:') = lh(y’), where lh(:'r') is the length of 5,
2- ifZ($1$2)(3/1.712) then Z5511/1,Z$2y2,aI1d Z(1721?1)(3/21/1),
3. if Z231y1 then 2:1and y1 agree on all set variables p,
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4. if Z(:c1a:2)(y1y2)then ($1,132)and (y1,y2) agree on all relation variables a
and on 6,

5. if Z:z:1y1and :02E 9321,then there exists yg in 9312such that Z(:t11:2)(y1y2),
and similarly in the opposite direction,

6. if Z(2:1z2)(y1y2) and 233 E EUI1, then there exists y3 in mg such that
Z(:v1:1:3)(y1y3)and Z (a:31:2)(y3y2), and similarly in the opposite direction.

5.6.5. PROPOSITION. Let Z be a bisimulation for A/[£2 between two models 9311
and 9312- The" f07‘ 11= {Ql}U{ (17:11) 5 Z153!}U{ (171,3/1): (332, .7/2) 3 Z($1$2)(3/13/2) }

we have ll : 9321 E5 9312.

And conversely, ifll : SDI125 9.712has the triangle property, then Z = {(3, y) :
3f E lIf($) = 1./}U{($1-"B2,!/1y2)53f E ]I(f($1) = 3/1,f(~'B2)= 3/2)} is an -M52‘
bisimulation.

5.6.6. REMARK.The remarks in Examples 4.4.13 and 4.4.14 concerning DM£
bisimulations transfer to the present setting. That is: on the class of all finite
models isomorphism and bisimilarity for ML; do not coincide. To see this
one may use the models (and argument) of Example 4.4.13. Further, M£2
bisimilarity implies A/{£2-equivalence on on all models, while the converse also
holds on finite models.

What is the relation between the earlier D./\/i£—bisimulationsof Definition
4.4.11 and bisimulations for .M.C2'? The former only links single points, while
the latter links single points as well as pairs of points. As a result bisimulations
for DML can preserve ‘DA/i.C—expressionswhose standard translation involves
two free variables only because we explicitly impose this. As bisimulations for
M£2 may link pairs of points, the required preservation is achieved in a composi
tional way by demanding that those bisimulations act as a collection of 2-partial
isomorphisms. In addition ML;-bisimulations lack the ‘linguistic’ character;
hence as an algebraic description of modal equivalence they are preferable.

5.6.7. THEOREM. A first-order formula{ in .C(‘r) having one or two free vari
ables is (equivalent to) the translation of an ./VLC2-formulaifi it is invariant for
ML2-bisimulations.

Proof. See Example 6.7.6. -I

As a corollary to Theorem 5.6.7 we have that a first-order formula in one free
variable is equivalent to the translation of a D./Vl.C—formulaiff it is invariant for
ML2-bisimulations (compare Remark 4.4.12).

As in earlier Chapters, having the right notion of bisimulation available allows
one to obtain a variety of definability results. For an elegant formulation of these
results it is convenient to consider pointed models as our fundamental structures.
Here, a pointed model is a structure of the form (3, V, w) or (3, V, (w, v)), where
(3, V) is an ordinary Peirce model, and w, v in W.

5.6.8. THEOREM. Let K be a class of pointed models of the form (3, V, w), or a
class of pointed models of the form (3, V, (w, Then K is definable by means
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of a ML;-formula ifl it is closed under ML2-bisimulations and ultraproducts,
while its complement is closed under ultraproducts.

Proof. See Example 6.7.6. -1

5.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this Chapter we studied axiomatic aspects of representable Peirce algebras.
After a brief sketch of areas where such algebras arise, we used the modal com
pleteness of a system of dynamic modal logic to arrive at a quick completeness
result for the set equations valid in FPA. Most of the work done in this Chapter
went into obtaining a complete axiomatization of all identities (both set iden
tities and relation identities) valid in FPA; modal techniques from Chapters 3
and 7 were put to work here. Finally, the general results from Chapter 6 were
applied to find results on definability and expressive power.

A lot remains to be done. Some questions were already mentioned in the main
body of the Chapter: to give an axiomatization of the relation equations valid in
FPA, and to determine whether the irreflexivity rules (IRS) and (IRd) are indeed
necessary for obtaining a complete axiomatization of FPA. To conclude, here are
further questions.

1. Is there a decent Gentzen-style deduction system for FPA? Building on
work of Wadge (1975) .\laddux (1983) develops a sequent system for rela
tion algebras. Can his work be extended to Peirce algebras‘?

2. In §5.2 we briefly mentioned a connection between a system of Arrow
Logic and Peirce algebras. There is a whole hierarchy of calculi in between
this Arrow Logic and the 2-MLP, the logic of Peirce algebras, just like
there is a hierarchy of subsystems of relation algebra. About the former
hierarchy one can ask the same kind of questions as for the latter. For
example, where does undecidability strike? Is there an arrow version of
Peirce algebras which is sufficiently expressive for applications (say, in
terminological logic), but still decidable?

3. Another point in connection with the use of Peirce algebras in terminolog
ical logic is this. In terminological reasoning one often needs to be able to
count the number of objects related to a given object; this is done using
so-called number restrictions (Brink et al. 1993). The modal logic of such
counting expressions is analyzed by Van der Hoek & De Rijke (1992, 1993).
An obvious topic for further work is to combine the results of the latter
with the results of the present Chapter.

4. Finally, a more general point. Both here and in earlier Chapters we have
used unorthodox derivation rules like (IR D5) to arrive at our completeness
results. To which extent do such rules capture our operators‘? We know
from Chapter 3 that the irreflexivity rule for D goes a long way towards
determining the D-operator. But what about the other operators, like 0,
I, :? Which aspects of their behaviour are determined by our unorthodox
derivation rules?
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6

Modal Logic and Bisimulations

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Modal formulas can be interpreted in two ways: on models where the inter
pretation of proposition letters is handled via valuations, and on frames where
one quantifies over all possible valuations for proposition letters. At present the
frame theory for modal logic is in a more advanced state than its model the
ory, especially due to its connections with the theory of Boolean algebras with
operators. This Chapter develops the model theory of a class of basic modal
languages and others, using so-called basic bisimulations as the fundamental
tool. The class of basic modal languages includes the standard modal language
M£(O), and the notion of bisimulation appropriate for the latter, ‘:31, relates
points in models that agree on all propositional symbols, while it has back-and
forth clauses to ensure that transitions in the one model are matched in the
other.

The guiding theme of this Chapter is the ‘equation’

gp <->

first-order logic _ basic modal loggi

That is: basic bisimulations are to basic modal logic, what partial isomorphism
is for first-order logic. We substantiate this claim by establishing key results
from first-order logic (and beyond) for modal logic, using bisimulations instead
of (partial) isomorphism.

More specifically, after some background material has been presented in §6.2,
§6.3 introduces basic bisimulations. In §6.4 these are linked to basic modal lan
guages, resulting in an analogue of the Keisler-Shelah Theorem from first-order
logic, as well as modal analogues of Karp’s Theorem and the Scott Isomor
phism Theorem from £00,, and £,,,,,,,, respectively. Building on those results
§6.5 supplies a series of definability results; it also presents a Lindstrom type
characterization of basic modal logic. §6.6 pushes the idea that bisimulations
are a fundamental tool in modal model theory even further by using them to es
tablish modal analogues of three well-known preservation results from first-order
logic: Los"s Theorem, the Chang-Los—SuszkoTheorem, and Lyndon’s Theorem.
After that, in §6.7, we discuss extensions to of the results of §§6.4—6.6to further
modal languages, including those featured in Chapters 3-5. The final section,
§6.8, is devoted to questions and suggestions for further work.

107
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A short historical note: in modal logic bisimulations have been around since
Van Benthem (1976); there they are called p-relations. In the computational
tradition bisimulations date back to Park (1981). In essence bisimulations are
trimmed down versions of the Ehrenfeucht games found in first-order logic (Doets
& Van Benthem 1983). Further references, on modal and computational aspects
of bisimulations, can be found in (Van Benthem & Bergstra 1993).

6.2 PRELIMINARIES

CLASSICAL LOGIC

We need a few notions and facts from first-order logic. For 7- a classical vocab
ulary, Str[1'] denotes the class of 1'-structures.

For 21,% in Str[1'], a partial isomorphism is a set I of pairs (6, of tuples,
with E1’from 21and lifrom %, such that

1. if (6, li) is in II, then a‘ and lihave the same length and (21,ii) and (‘B, 5)
satisfy the same atomic formulas,

2. II is not empty,
3. if (6, is in l and c is an element of 91,then there exists d in ‘B such that

(ac, lid) is in II, and
4. if (if, is in l and d is an element of E, then there exists c in 21such that

(ac, Ed) is in II.

We write ll : Ql E” ‘B for l is a partial isomorphism from 521to ‘B. Various key
results about first-order logic may be proved using partial isomorphisms, includ
ing a weak version of the Keisler-Shelah Theorem that characterizes first-order
definable classes of models in terms of partial isomorphisms and ultraproducts.

MODAL LOGIC

In this chapter we adopt the general approach towards modal logic outlined
in Chapter 2. Thus, a modal language has modal operators # equipped with
patterns 6# describing the semantics of # by means of a formula in classical
logic. A large part of this Chapter deals with basic modal languages.

6.2.1. DEFINITION.For 1' a classical vocabulary with unary predicate symbols,
the basic modal language over 1' is the finitary modal language B/‘\/l£('r) having
proposition letters pg, p1, corresponding to the unary predicate symbols in
1', and also having n—arymodal operators # with patterns

6 =A2:.3:z:1...3:z:,, Ra:$1...:r,,/\p1(:c1)/\.../\p,,(:1:,, ,#

for every (n +1)-ary relation symbol R in 1'. In addition BM£(T) has the usual
Boolean connectives, and constants _Land T.

We also need infinitary basic modal languages. Let It be a regular cardi
nal. The basic infinitary modal language BMLEU,has proposition letters, modal
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operators, connectives and constants as in B./\/l£('r), but it also has conjunc
tions /\ and disjunctions V over sets of formulas of cardinality less than re.
We write B.M£oo,_,('r) = UREA/l£,,,,,(1'), and for A singular, B.M£,\.,,('r) =
U50 B/Vl£,w(~r).

Basic modal languages are interpreted on 1'-structures of the form (W, R1, R2,
. . . , P1,P2, . . .), where P1, P2, . . . interpret the proposition letters of the modal
language. As usual we will let valuations V take care of proposition letters; thus
we will write (W, R1,R2, . . ., V), where V(p,-) = P,-.

Using the patterns of a modal logic a translation ST can be defined that takes
modal formulas to formulas in the classical language in which those patterns
live. For basic modal languages the translation ST maps proposition letters
onto unary predicates, it commutes with the Booleans, while

°'7¢)'n.))=
33/1...Ely,, (R:z::z:1...2:,, A ST(gb1)(:c1) A . . . A sT(¢,,)(:c.,)),

where the semantics of # is based on R. Then, for all basic modal formu
las ¢: (W,R1,R2,...,V),a |= a3iff (W,R1,R2,..., V) |= ST(qb)[a]. This
equivalence allows us to freely move back and forth between modal formulas
and certain classical formulas. Also, as basic modal formulas are equivalent to
their (classical) ST-translations, they inherit important properties of classical
logic; for BML-formulas this means that they enjoy the usual compactness and
Lowenheim-Skolem properties (when interpreted on models).

We will adopt the following important

Convention

Throughout this Chapter models are always pointed models of the form (Ql,a),
where 91is a relational structure and a is an element of 21,called its distinguished
point, at which evaluation takes place.

Our main reasons for adopting this convention are the following. First, the basic
semantic unit in modal logic simply is a model together with a distinguished
node at which evaluation takes place. Second, there are various technical reasons
for working with pointed models, the main one being that on the class of pointed
models bisimilarity becomes an equivalence relation. Third, some results admit
smoother formulations when we adopt the local perspective. Of course, this local
perspective dates back (at least) to Kripke’s original publication Kripke (1963).
The usual global perspective (‘Q1|= abiff for all a in Ql: Ql,a I: qb’)is obviously
definable using the local point of view.

6.3 BASIC BISIMULATIONS

6.3.1. DEFINITION. For ‘T a classical vocabulary and Qt, % E Str[1-], we say
that (Qt,a), (Q, b) are basically 1'-bisimilar ((521,a) ‘:3 (53, b)) if there exists a
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non-empty relation Z between the elements of Q1and % (called a 1'-bisimulation,
and written Z : (Q, a) ‘:2 (%, b)) such that

1. Z links the distinguished points of (Q1,a) and (E, b): Zab,
2. for all unary predicate symbols P in 1', Zoobo implies a0 6 P9‘ iff b0 6 P”,
3. if Zaobo, a1,...,a,, 6 Q1and (a0,a1,...,an) E R9‘, then there are b1, ...,

b,, E % such that (bo, b1,...,b,,) E R9 and Za,-b,-,where 1 3 i 3 n and R
is an (n + 1)-ary relation symbol in 1' (forth condition),

4. if Zaobo, b1,...,b,, E E and (b0,b1,...,bn) E R1’, then there are a1, ...,
an 6 Q1such that (a0,a1,...,a,,) E R9‘ and Za,-b,-,where 1 3 i 3 n and R
is an (n + 1)-ary relation symbol in 7' (back condition).

Basic bisimilarity satisfies the following general constraints:

isomorphism: (Q1,a) E’ (‘B, b) implies (Q1,a) ‘:3 (*3, b),
equivalence: (Q1,a) ‘:3 (Q1,a), (ii) Z : (Q1,a) ‘:3 (‘B,b) implies Z" :

(93,b) «:5: (Ql,a), (iii) Z : (Q1,a) «:3 (%,b) and Z’ ; (‘B,b) «:3 (cc),
implies (Z; Z’) : (Q1,a) ‘:2 (C, c),

union: Z, : (Q1,a) ‘:3 (%, b) implies U1.Z, : (Q1,a) ‘:3 (‘B, b).

Many familiar constructions on relational structures arise as special examples of
basic bisimulations.

Disjoint unions. For disjoint 1'-structures (Q1,-,a,-) E 1) their disjoint union is
the structure Q1which has the union of the domains of Q1,as its domain,
while R9‘ = U, R911’. For each of the components Q1, there is a basic
bisimulation Z : (Q1,-,a,~) *2" (Q1,a,-) defined by Zxy iff :2:= y.

Generated submodels. (Q1,a) is a generated submodel of (%, b) whenever (i) a =
b, (ii) the domain of Q1is a subset of the domain of ‘B, (iii) R9‘ is simply
the restriction of R93 to Q1,and (iv) if ao E Q1and RQ‘a0b1...b,,, then
b1, . . . , b,, are in Q1. If (Q1,a) is a generated submodel of (‘B, b), there is a
basic 1'-bisimulation Z 2(Q1,a) ‘:2 (‘B, b) defined by Zrcy iff :r = y.

P-morphisms. A mapping f : (Q1,a) —>(‘B, b) is a p-morphism if f(a) = b,
(ii) it is a homomorphism for every R E 7', that is: Rmaa1...a,, im
plies R‘Bf(a)f(a1)...f(a,,), and (iii) if R‘Bf(a)b1...b,, then there are
a1,...,a,, such that RQ‘aa1...a,, and f(a,-) = b,-. Iff : (Q1,a) —+(B,b)
is a p-morphism, putting Zzy iff f(a)) = y defines a basic bisimulation
Z : (Q1,a) ‘:3 (Q3, b).

Just like partial isomorphisms in Abstract Model Theory, bisimulations too are
naturally built up by means of approximations. Let Q1,‘B E Str[7']. We define a
notion of basic 1'-bisimilarity up to n by requiring that there exists a sequence
of binary relations Z0, . . . , Zn between (Q1,a) and (58, b) such that

1. Zn Q Q Z0 and Zoab,
2. for each i, if Z,-mythen :1:and 3/agree on all unary predicates,
3. for i + 1 3 n the back-and-forth properties are satisfied relative to the

indices:

(a) if Z,-Hwy and Rmzzrxl...$m, then for some y1,...,ym in ‘B:
R'Byy1...y,,,, and for allj =1,...,m: Z,-2:,-yj,
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(b) if Z,-Hwy and Rgyyl bm, then for some :z:1,...,:1:min Q1:
Rmccxl...:z:,,,, and for allj =1,...,m: Z,-:12,-yj.

If there exist Z0, . . . , Zn, . . . satisfying the above back-and-forth conditions, Z =
fl 1.Z, defines a basic 1'-bisimulation; and conversely, every basic 1'-bisimulation
may be obtained as such an intersection. If, for some a, there is a basic bisimu
lation up to 71between (Ql,a) and (E, b), we write (91,a) 22'" (%, b), and say
that (QI,a) and (%, b) are basically T-bisimilar up to n.

We need two concepts for measuring certain aspects of models. First, for Qla
model, c in Q1,define the in-degree of c to be

{a'e21<“*;forsomeRE1'andz'>1,c=a,andRQ‘a1...a,...a,,

Thus, the in-degree of c is the number of times it occurs as an argument in a
relation: R1: . . . c. . ..

The second notion we need measures the distance from a given element in a
model to its distinguished point. Let (Ql,a) be a 1'—structure; the 7'-hulls H,‘
around a are defined as follows_ :la}:

- H,"+1(Ql, a) = H,f‘(Ql,a) U {b in 21: for some R E 1', u E HT"(Q1,a) and
v1,...,o,, in 21: bis one ofthe 12,-and R91uv1...v,,},

- H391» 0»)= Un<A H$‘(91. 0)

So, the T-hull H,” around a contains all elements in 91that can be reached from
a in at most rs relational steps

B10011 a1n,,R2a1z'0«21 - - - 02712,- - - , RKa(n—1)ian1 axn,,,

(assuming rt is a successor ordinal).
For c in (Ql,a), the depth of c in (Ql,a) is the smallest is: such that c E

H,"(Q1, a).

6.3.2. PROPOSITION. Let (Ql,a), (‘B, b) be two models such that every element
has in-degree at most 1, and depth at most n. The following are equivalent:

1. (Ql, a) *:*E'" (‘B, b),
2. (21,a) «:3 (‘B,b).

Proof. The implication 2 => 1 is immediate. For the converse, assume (Ql,a) 7:»:
(‘B, b). Then there is some path through 91 that cannot be matched with a
bisimilar path in % (or conversely). As (Ql,a), (‘B, b) have depth 3 n, this path
must have length 3 n. But then (m, a) )6?" (E, b). -1

Observe that the restriction to models with in-degree at most 1 in Proposition
6.4.5 is necessary. Consider (21,a) and (‘B, b) below.

. . Cm’.-?—>C
a b

(‘Be 5)(91, 0)
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Then (Qt,a) *-2"’?(B, b), and all elements have depth g 2, but (Qt,a) ti’ (%, b).

Below we will want to get models that have nice properties, such as a low in
degree for each of its elements, or finite depth for each of its elements. To obtain
such models the following comes in handy.

Fix a vocabulary 1'. A property P of models is ‘:3-enforceable, or simply
enforceable, iff for every (Qt,a) E Str[1'], there is a (‘B, b) E Str[7'] with (Qt,a) ‘:2
(E, b) and (%, b) has P.

6.3.3. PROPOSITION. The property “every element has finite depth” is enforce
able.

Proof. Let QtE Str[1'], and let (‘B, a) be the submodel of Qtthat is generated by
H;"(Qt, a). In (’B, a) every element has finite depth. Moreover, (Q1,a) ‘:3 (‘B, a),
as (%, a) is a generated submodel of (Qt,a). -1

6.3.4. PROPOSITION. Let (Qt,a) a model, (‘B, b) a generated submodel ofQt. The
property “(Qt,a) contains n copies of‘.B” is enforceable (n 2 1).

Proof. Let Q1E StI‘[‘T].Let ‘B be the generated submodel we want to copy. (We
can assume that ‘B is a proper submodel of Qt, otherwise Qt with a copy of ‘B
added to it is simply the disjoint union of two copies of It suffices to show
that we can enforce the property of containing one extra copy of %.

Let ‘B’ denote a disjoint copy of ‘B. Add ‘B’ to Qt by linking elements in
B’ to all and only the elements in Qt\ ‘B to which the corresponding original
elements in % are linked. Let (C, a) be (Qt,a) denote the result, and let Z denote
the identity relation on Qt;so Z : (Q1,a) ‘:3 (Qt,a). Extend Z to a bisimulation
Z’ : (Qt,a) ‘:3 (Q3,a) by linking elements in Q’ to the corresponding elements in
the original %. -l

The copying construction of 6.3.4 can also be reversed: the property “contains
exactly one copy of every generated submodel ‘B” is also enforceable.

Proposition 6.3.5 below generalizes the unraveling construction from stan
dard modal logic over the vocabulary 1'1 (Sahlqvist 1975) to arbitrary vocabu
laries; this generalization will be used frequently below.

6.3.5. PROPOSITION. The property “every element has in-degree at most 1” is
enforceable.

Proof. We may assume that (Qt,a) is generated by a. Expand T to a vocabulary
7+ that has constants for all elements in Q1. Define a path conjunction to be
a first-order formula that is a conjunction of closed atomic formulas (over 7+)
taken from the smallest set X such that (i) a = a is in X; (ii) Rac1...c.,,
is in X for any R and c1,...,c,, such that (Qt,a) l: Rac1...c,,; and (iii) if
a /\ Rcc1...c,, is in X and for some 5' and i, (Qt,c,-) |= Sc,-d1...dm, then a A
Rcc1...c,, /\ Sc,-d1...d,,, is in X. A path conjunction a E a’ /\ Sdd1...d,,, is
admissible for a constant c in 7+ \1' if c is one of the d,-occurring in the last
conjunct of a.

Define a model ‘B whose domain contains, for every constant c in 7+ \7', a
copy ca, for every a that is admissible for c. Define R” ccl . . . c,, to hold if each
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of the c1, . . . , c,, is labeled with the same path conjunction a E a’ ARccl . . . cn.
And define a valuation V’ on % by putting ca 6 V(p) iff c E V(p).

Finally, define a relation Z between 21 and % by putting Zzry iff y = 2:0,for
some path conjunction a. Then Z : (21,a) ‘:3 (%, a,,=a). -1

For future purposes it is useful to observe that in a 1--model (21,a) every element
has in-degree at most 1 iff the model satisfies the following collection of first-order
sentences:

{-auazyaasgy (v,.(u = x,-)A v,(u = y,) /\ R2352’/\syy) ; 12,5 6 ‘T

6.3.6. REMARK. The proofs of Propositions 6.3.3 and 6.3.5 show that the fol
lowing property is also enforceable: “every element has finite depth and in-degree
at most 1, and for all R and all R-tuples (:13,2:1,. . . ,:::,,) we have that all x, have
the same finite depth (namely 1 plus the depth of 23).”

6.4 MODAL EQUIVALENCE AND BISIMULATIONS

For M£(r) a basic modal language over 1",let (21,a) EM£(,) (%, b) denote that
(521,a) and (%, b) satisfy the same .M£(‘r)-formulas. This section determines the
exact relation between E M5(1) and <23.

Intuitively, there is a close connection between basic 1'-bisimulations and ba
sic modal languages over 1'. Both when checking the back-and-forth conditions,
and when evaluating modal formulas, one scans models for the occurrence of
certain relational patterns, namely R-tuples, for R E 1', satisfying some propo
sitional information. More precisely, we have the following.

6.4.1. PROPOSITION. Let ‘T’be a classical vocabulary, and let ./\/l.C('r) be a basic
modal language over 1'. Then ‘:2 Q EM£(,).

A similar relation holds between finite approximations of bisimulations and re
stricted fragments of modal languages. To identify those fragments we need the
following.

6.4.2. DEFINITION. Define the rank of a modal formula, rank(qb) as follows:
rank(p) = O, rank(-act) = rank(q5), rank(\/ CD)= sup({rank(<z5) : (25E <I>}), and
rank(#(qb1,...,qb,,)) = 1+ max{rank(¢3,-): 1 g i 3

We write (Qt,a) 5" £(.,.) (E, b) for (Ql,a) and (‘B, b) verify the same M£)(r)
formulas of rank at most n.

6.4.3. PROPOSITION.Let 7' be a classical vocabulary, and let M£(r) be any

basic modal language over 7'. Then *:’.‘,’.'"Q E}/ah).

6.4.4. PROPOSITION. Let (91,a), (%, b) be two finite models such that every ele
ment has in-degree at most 1, and depth at most n. The following are equivalent:

1- (91, 0) Ez'3;M; (‘K b),
2. (Ql,a) ‘:’,'" (‘B, b),
3' (Q170’) EB/V15 ($7 bl)
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4. (El, 0.) ‘:3 (E, b).

Proof. The implication 4 => 2 is Proposition 6.3.2. The implication 2 => 1 is
immediate, and the implication 3 => 4 may be proved by an argument similar
to the one in Theorem 6.4.10. To complete the proof we show that 1 implies 3.
Assume (£21,a) EgM£ (‘B, b). As both in 21and in ‘B every element has in-degree
at most 1, all path conjunctions describing (21,a) and (E, b) (starting from a.
and b, respectively) contain at most 72.+ 1 conjuncts. It follows that (21,a) and
(83, b) agree on all formulas q‘)with rank(®) Z n + 1. By assumption, (Qt,a) and
(‘B, b) agree on all formulas <15with rank(¢) 3 n; so (21,a) E3/Mg (%, b). -1

As an important aside, the bisimulation machinery may used to establish the
final model property of BA/l.C('r):

6.4.5. PROPOSITION. (Finite model property) Let qbbe a B/\/l.C(7')-formula. If
(Dis satisfiable, it is satisfiable on a finite model.

Proof. Assume (91,a) l: ob. By Proposition 6.3.5 we may assume that all ele
ments of (21,a) in-degree at most 1; we can also assume that (Ql,a) is generated
by a, and that every element has depth at most the rank of cp'.

To complete the proof. it suffices to reduce the number elements of depth 2',
for 2'g rank(qb) to a finite number. This is achieved as follows. First, we restrict
ourselves to a finite vocabulary ‘rd, Q 7' containing all and only the symbols
that occur in (the standard translation of) <1).Second, let m be the maximum
number such that each R 6 TC),has arity at most m; so m 3 |<p|,the length of
qb. Finally, observe that for each 2'= 0,... ,rank(ab), and each :1:of depth 1},we
need at most |o,’>|2elements such that for some R E 'r¢, R:1:.. . y . . .: (1)can only
contain many modal operators #3 asking for such elements. Hence gbmust
have a model with at most |o'|3 elements. -1

Returning to the relation between basic bisimulations and basic modal lan
guages, observe that the converse of the inclusion in Proposition 6.4.1 does not
hold: as is well-known from the general literature on bisimulations, there are
B/\/LC-equivalent models that are not bisimilar, witness the following example,
cf. (Henessy & Milner 1985).

6.4.6. EXAMPLE.Let 1' be a vocabulary with just a single binary relation sym
bol R. Define models Ql and % as in Figure 6.1 below, where arrows denote
R-transitions: Then (Q1,a) s,,,.,,£(,, (‘B,b), but (2l,a) 75.’; (‘B,b). The first

a b

21 %

Figure 6.1: Equivalent but not bisimilar.
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claim is obvious; to see that the second is true, observe that any candidate
bisimulation Z has to link points on the infinite branch of B to points of Qlhav
ing only finitely many successors. This violates the back-and—forthconditions.

To determine the exact relation between ‘:3 and E5-M_,;(,)we need the following.

6.4.7. DEFINITION. A model Ql E Str[1'] is said to be w-saturated if for every
finite subset Y ofQl, every type F(:z:)of £W[*r+], where 7+ = 1'U{ ca : a E Y},
that is consistent with Th£W((Ql, a)aE y) is realized in (Ql,a)aey. By a routine
argument the restriction to types in a single free variable may be lifted to finitely
many.

Recall that an ultrafilter is countably incomplete if it is not closed under arbitrary
intersection.

6.4.8. LEMMA. (Keisler (1961)) Let 1' be countable, Q16 Str[1'], and let U be
a countably incomplete ultrafilter over an index set I. The ultrapower HU 91 is
w-saturated.

6.4.9. THEOREM. (Bisimulation Theorem) Let 21, ‘B E Str[1']. Q1E3_M£(1-) ‘B
ifffll and B have basically 1'-bisimilar ultrapowers.

Proof. The direction from right to left is obvious. For the converse, assume
(Ql,a) E3M£(T) (%, b). We construct elementary extensions Q1’> 91and ‘B’ > ‘B,
and a bisimulation between 21’and %’ that relates a and b.

First, let *r+ = 1' U { c }, and expand fl and ‘B to 'r+-structures 91+ and 58+
by interpreting c as a in fl+, and as b in 13+. Let I be an infinite index set;
by (Chang & Keisler 1973, Proposition 4.3.5) there is a countably incomplete
ultrafilter U over I. By Lemma 6.4.8 the ultrapowers HU(Ql, a) =: (Ql’,a’) and
HU(%, b) =: (‘B’, b’) are cu-saturated. Observe that both a’ in Ql’and b’ in ‘B’
realize the set of BM£(T)-formulas realized by a in Q1.

Define a relation Z on the universes of Q1’and %’ by putting

Zzy iff for all B.M£('r)-formulas gb: (2l’, 11:)l: cf)iff (%’, y) l: (b.

We verify that Z is a basic 1'-bisimulation. First, as a and b verify the same
BM£(T)-formulas, Z must be non-empty. The condition on unary predicates is
trivially met. To check the forth condition, assume Zaob0, a1, ..., an E Ql’,and
R0001an in Q1’.Define

‘I’,-(:11,-):={S'T(¢>)(:z:,~):q5E B./\/l.C(‘r), ?2l’,a,- )2 cb} (1 g i g

Then U1.‘II,-(z,-)U { Rboccl . . .:1:,,} is finitely satisfiable in (E’, b’, b0). To see this,
assume <I>,;(:z:,-)C_i\II,-(:12,-)is finite. Then

(Ql’, a’, 00) l: {R:z:0:z:1. . . 33,,} U U111’,-(:22,-)[a1an].

As Zaobo and El:z:1...3:z:,,(R:1:0:z:1...a:,,A /\<I>1(:c1)/\ /\ /\<I>,,(a:,,)) is really a
modal formula, it follows that for some b1, . . . , bn in (‘B’, b’)

(935350) l= lR$o$1 ---$71} U U.-‘I’z'($z')lb1bnla
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Hence, by saturation, (‘B’, b’, bo) l: U,- \I!,~(:z:,-)U{Rbozl . . . :z:,,}[bl ... b,,] for some
bl, ..., bn lIl Q’. But then we h3.V€Za,-bl and Rbobl bn (1 S s Tl), as
required. The back condition is checked similarly.

As 21’and E’ are reducts to the original vocabulary 1' of the ultrapowers
HU(f2l, a) and HU(%, b), respectively, this shows that Qland ‘B have basically
1'-bisimilar ultrapowers. -l

The Bisimulation Theorem should be compared to a weak version of the Keisler
Shelah Theorem in first—orderlogic: two first—ordermodels are elementary equiv
alent ifl' they have partially isomorphic ultrapowers (Doets & Van Benthem
1983); the strong version of the result replaces ‘partially isomorphic’ with ‘iso
morphic’ (Chang & Keisler 1973, Theorem 6.1.15).

Now that we know that finitary modal equivalence between two models means
bisimilarity ‘somewhere else,’ viz., between certain ultrapowers of those models,
the obvious next question is: for which modal language L does 5,; coincide with
4-—>b‘?_ T .

6.4.10. THEOREM. The relations H" and E3_M£xw(.,) coincide.‘T

Proof. The inclusion ‘:2 Q E5-_M£xw(.,)is immediate by an inductive argument.
For the converse, we adopt an argument due to Henessy & Milner (1985). We
show that the relation Z defined by Zab whenever a and b satisfy the same
B.M£ool,,(r)-formulas is a basic 1'-bisimulation. Assume it is not. If all and b0
disagree on some proposition letter, then they can’t have the same BM£ool,(r)
theory. Hence, for some R and al, ..., an we have Ragal . . . on, while for all
bl, ..., b,, in ‘B Rbobl b,, implies that for some i a,- and b,-disagree on some
formula in BM£Ool,(r). Let X = {(bl,...,b,,) : Rbobl...b,, Clearly X # (D,
and for every (bl, . . . , b,,) E X there is an i such that for some (bl a,- l: ¢>,-and
b,- bé gbl (1 3 i g Put <I>,-:= /\<f>,-(letting the empty conjunction denote
T). Then, for #3 the modal operator whose semantics is based on R, we have
all l: #R(<I>l,...,d>.,,), but b0 bk #;l(<I>l, . . . ,<I>,,),contradicting Zaobo. -1

For countable structures, and vocabularies 1' containing no relation symbols of
arity > 2, a sharper form of Theorem 6.4.10 is possible: Van Benthem & Bergstra
(1993) show that, for 1' as above, countable structures are characterized up to
basic bisimilarity by a single BJ\/l.Cl,,,_,(r)-formula. The reader should compare
this result with Scott’s Isomorphism Theorem saying that countable structures
are characterized up to isomorphism by a single Cw“,-sentence (Scott 1965).

6.4.11. THEOREM. (Van Benthem & Bergstra 1993) Let 1' be a countable vo
cabulary containing no relation symbols of arity > 2. For every countable struc
ture Ql E Str[1'] there is a formula cf)in I3’/\/l.Cl,1l,,(1')such that for all countable
% weha'ueQl:’$% iff%|=q5.

Proof. For a in Ql and A < wl, define the B.M£ll,,l,('r)-formula Q52inductively
as follows.

—ct‘; := X : 21,a l: X and X is a (negation of a) proposition letter },
— ct: : AKA (pg, if A is a limit ordinal,
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—¢>i.+1==¢>:A/\ /\ #R¢b’A/\_‘I¥R( V ass). (=~=)
R67‘ {a’:Raa’} RET {a’:Raa’}

Observe that for all a in Q1,and A < cal, 521,a i: (1):. Furthermore, whenever
is < A < wl, then 21 i: gt: —>(pg. As Qt is countable, for every a in 21 there
exists A < wl such that for all Is:2 A, 21 l: <15:4-»qbfi. It follows that there exists
/\ < wl such that for a in Ql and all we_>_A, Ql I: (1924-» 432;. For this A let qba be
the infinitary modal formula

am /\ /\ ‘#3,...;,,n(¢;, —.¢:,+1).
a’EQ1 nEw

For countable ‘.8, putting Zab iff %,b |= qbadefines a basic 1'-bisimulation be
tween Ql and ‘B. To see this, let us check the conditions. First, it is obvious
that related points agree on proposition letters. Second, assume Zab, Raa’ in Ql.
Then

(fl3,b)i=¢a => (93,b)l=¢2
=» <93,b)#¢2“
=> <*B,b)##R(¢:,,...,¢2,,)

(;> *3, b’) ;= ¢§,, for some b’ in 93 with Rbb’.

In addition, every such b’ has

<9s,b'>#/\ [\;R1---#Rn(¢2"’ :7”),
a’€Ql 71601

as every path starting from b’may be extended to a path starting from b because
of Rbb’. In conclusion: Rbb’ and Za’b’, as required.

For the back condition, assume Zab and Rbb' in ‘B. Then

(%,b)t=a>a => (13,b)t=a>2
2 (‘B,b)t=¢2“

2 <9s,b>e¥R( V $2’)
{a’:Raa’}

=> (*3, b’) I: (152,, for some a’ with Raa’.

Now, as we also have that

<9s,b'>#/\ /\ #R,...#R,,(¢:,~¢:r”),
a’6‘2l TIEW

it follows that (‘B, b’) l: gba»,so Za’b’, as required. %

6.4.12. REMARK. Why did we restrict ourselves to vocabularies having only
relation symbols of arity at most 2 in Theorem 6.4.11? The problem lies with
the formula (ah): basically, this formula says which successors should ‘at least’
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be seen, and which ones should not. When we try to adopt it to vocabularies
containing relation symbols of arity > 2, one can easily force the ‘at least’ part;
however, in basic modal languages containing modal operators of arity at least
2 it appears to be impossible to force the second part because of the disjunctive
nature of the dual operators

6.5 DEFINABILITY AND CHARACTERIZATION

As stated before, the standard translation ST embeds our basic modal languages
into fragments of classical languages. Combined with known definability results
and techniques for the classical background languages, this fact allows for easy
proofs of definability results for basic modal languages. The general strategy here
is to ‘bisimulate’ results and proofs from classical logic, for instance by replacing
E, E’? and < with ‘:*. As a corollary we find that basic 7'-bisimulations cut out
precisely the basic modal fragment of first-order logic.

MODAL DEFINABILITY

We need some further definitions. A class of (pointed models) K is called an
L-elementary class (or: K is EC in £) if K = {(Ql,a) : Ql,a l= go,for some
.C-formula 0 VVewrite K is ECA in L if it is the intersection of classes that
are EC in L.

For K a class of models K denotes the complement of K, Pr(K) denotes the
class of ultraproducts of models in K, Po(K) denotes the class of ultrapowers of
models in K, and Bb(K) is the class of all models that are basically bisimilar to
a model in K.

6.5.1. PROPOSITION. Let I be an indecr:set, U an ultrafilter over I.

1. Iffor all 2', (Q1,~,a,~)«:3 (‘B,~,b,), then H,/.(Ql,,a,~) «:3 1‘[,.(*13,,b,),
2. If(Q1,a) H’’ (‘B, b), then I_[L.(Ql,a) ‘:5 HU(‘B, b).‘T

Proof. 1. Assume that Z, : (21,, a,-) ‘:3 (‘B,~,b,-). For :1:in Ht-(€21,-,a,-) and y in
HU(‘B.,-,b,-)defineZzryiff {i E I: E U. Then Z definesa basic
bisimulation Ht-(Q1,-,a,-) *:*b1'1,/.(‘B,~,b,-)linking the distinguished points a and
b of HU(91,-, a,~) and 1—[L.(‘B,-,b,-), respectively, where for all i in I, a(i) = a,-,

2. This is immediate from item 1. (Alternatively, the diagonal map d : a —>
fa, where fa is the constant map with value a, induces a bisimulation (Ql,a) ‘:3
HU(Ql,a). Likewise, one has (‘B,b) ‘-32 HU(‘B,b), hence (Ql,a) ‘:3 (‘B,b)
yields ]—IU(Q1,a) ‘:3 ]—[U(‘B, b).) -1

6.5.2. COROLLARY. Let K be a class of 7'-models.

1. PrBb(K) Q BbPr(K), hence K is closed under basic bisimulations and
ultraproducts ijff K = BbPr(K),

2. PoBb(K) Q BbPo(K), hence K is closed under basic bisimulations and
ultrapowers K= BbPo(K).
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Proof. 1. Assume (Ql,a) E PrB1,(K). Then there are an index set 1, models
(Q11',0.1‘)and (%1',b1') E S11Cl1that (%1',b1') E K, (211501) ‘:5? ($1,191), and

(Ql,a) = I_[U(Ql,-,a,-), for some ultrafilter U over I. Trivially, HU(%,-,b,-) E
Pr(K). By Proposition 6.5.1 (Ql,a) = HU(Ql,-,a,-) 1-3.’;]_[U(‘B,-,b,-). Hence,
(Ql,a) E B1,Pr(K). As a consequence, if B1,Pr(K) = K, then, as both B1, and
Pr are idempotent, applying B1, or Pr does not take us outside K; this is clear
for B1,, and for Pr we have PrB1,Pr(K) Q B1,PrPr(K) Q B1,Pr(K) Q K.

2. This may be proved analogously to 1. -4

6.5.3. THEOREM. (Definability Theorem) Let L denote B.M£(7'), and let K be
a class of 1'-models. Then

1. K is ECA in .C ifi K = B1,Pr(K) and K = B1,Po(K),
2. K is EC in [I K = B1,Pr(K) and K = B1,Pr(K).

Proof. 1. The only if direction is easy. For thefonverse, assume K is closed under
ultraproducts and basic bisimulations, while K is closed under ultrapowers. Let

T = Th1;(K) = {gb: (Ql,a) |= ¢, for all (Q1,a) E K

Then K l: T. Let (’B,b) l: T. Let E = Th;(%,b), and define I = {a Q E:
|o| < w}. For each i = {o1,...,o,,} E I there is a model (Q1,-,a,-)of 2'. By
standard model—theoretic arguments there exists an ultraproduct 1-1,/.(2l,~,a,-)
which is a model of 2. As Pr(K) Q K, 1—[U(Ql,~,a,-) E K. But, if (Ql, a) |L=X},then
(91,a) E; (%, b), so 1'1,/.(Ql,~,a,-)E5 (Q, b). By the Bisimulation Theorem there
is an ultrafilter U’ such that HU,(HU(Ql,-, a,-)) ‘ii’; HU,(‘B, b). Hence, the latter
is in K, and, by the closure condition on K, this implies (%, b) E K. Therefore,
K is the class of all models of T, and so K is EC’; in L.

2. Again, the only if direction is easy. Assume K, K satisfy the stated condi
tions. Then both are closed under ultrapowers, hence, by item 1, there are sets
of £—formulas T1, T2 witnessing that K is ECA in A and that K is ECA in L‘, re
spectively. Obviously, T1 U T2 )2 _L,so by compactness for some (151,. . . , (15,,6 T1,

1b1,. . . ,w,,, 6 T2, we have /'\,-<15."l= Vi nwj. Then K is the class of all models of
Ai 951* "

The definability results for first-order logic that correspond to Theorem 6.5.3
say that a class of models K is ECA in first-order logic iff K = IPr(K) and
K = IPo(K), and similarly for EC classes in first-order logic.

6.5.4. COROLLARY.(Separation Theorems) Let [1 denote BA/l£(*r). Let K, L
be classes of 1'—models such that K H L = (D.

1. If B1,Pr(K) = K, B1,Po(L) = L, then there exists a class M that is ECA
infiwith KQM and LflM=(ll,

2. If B1,Pr(K) = K, B1,Pr(L) = L, then there exists a class M that is EC’ in
.Cwith KQM and LflM=(b.

Proof. 1. Let K’ be the class of all ‘r-models (91,a) such that for some (‘13,b) E K,
(QI,a) E; (‘B, b). Define L’ similarly. Then K Q K’, L Q L’ and K’ and L’ are
both closed under E5.
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Our first claim is that K’ O L’ = (Z).For suppose (El, a) E K’ O L’; then there
exist (§B,b) E K, (€,c) E L such that (‘B,b) E5 (91,a) 55 (Q:,c)_ By the
Bisimulation Theorem (‘B, b) and (Q2,c) have basically 1'-bisimilar ultrapowers
HU(‘B, b) and HU(C, c). As K, L are closed under B5 and Po, this implies
HU(‘B, b) E K O L, contradicting K O L = (ll.

Let T = Th_,;(K’). Then K’ is the class of models of T. As K Q K’ and
K’ O L = (l, we are done.

2. This may be proved analogously to 1. Use the assumption that BbPr(L) =
L to conclude that L’ is ECA in LI, and then apply a compactness argument as
in the proof of Theorem 6.5.3, part 2. -I

As with the Definability Theorem the Separation Theorem is ‘bisimilar’ to cor
responding results in first-order logic: there two disjoint classes K and L are
separable by an ECA class whenever K = IPr(K) and L = IPo(L); a result
similar to part 2 of Corollary 6.5.4 holds for separation by means of a class that
is EC in first-order logic: replace Bb with I.

Observe that the Craig Interpolation Theorem is a special case of 6.5.4:

6.5.5. THEOREM. If K, L are EC in I3./Vt.C(‘r’)for some 1" Q 7', and KflL = (ll,
then there is a class M that is EC in B/\/i£('r) with K Q M and M D L = (ll.

The Definability Theorem 6.5.3 is difficult to apply in practice, as ultrapowers
are rather abstract objects. The following Fraissé type result supplies a more
manageable criterion for EC classes.

6.5.6. THEOREM. Let 7' be a finite vocabulary, and let K be a class of'r—models.
Then K is EC in B./\/i£('r) ifi, for some n E N, K is closed under basic 1'
bisimulations up to n.

Proof. The only if direction is clear. If K is closed under basic r—bisimulations up
to n, let (Q, a) E K, and define d>(91,a)to be the conjunction of all B.-ML-formulas
of rank at most n that are true at a. (Observe that over a finite vocabulary there
are only finitely many basic modal formulas of any given rank). .\/lodulo equiv
alence there are only finitely many such formulas cb(.21,,,)for (21,a) E K; let (D
be their disjunction. Then <1)defines K. For let (B, b) )2 CD;then (‘B, b) ‘=‘g.M£
(91,a) for some (Ql,a) E K. By a routine induction, (‘B, b) ‘:*$'" (Ql,a); hence
(E, b) e K. 4

To conclude our list of results on definability we give a theorem that character
izes the modal fragment of first-order logic. For the standard modal language
A/l.C(<>)a semantic description of the corresponding first-order fragment in terms
of bisimulations was first given by Van Benthem (1976, Theorem 1.9).

We need a definition. Let a(:z:) be a first-order formula over 1'; a is called
invariant for basic 1'-bisimulations if for all (Ql,a), (%, b) E Str[1'], all basic
‘r-bisimulations Z : (QI,a) ‘:2? (‘B, b), and all :c 6 Qt, y E ‘B we have that Zzry
implies Ql l= a[:z:] iff % j= a[y].

6.5.7. THEOREM.(Fragment Theorem) Let a(:c) be a first-order formula over
T. The following are equivalent.
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1. a(:1:) is equivalent to (the ST-translation of) a modal formula in B.M£(1').
2. a(x) is invariant under basic 1'-bisimulations.
3. or some n E N, a is invariant under basic 1'-bisimulations up to n.

Proof. The implications 1 => 3 and 3 => 2 are trivial. To complete the proof we
show the implication 2 => 1. Let K be the class of models of a(:z:). Then K and
K (being defined by fiOz(:L‘))are closed under ultraproducts. As a is invariant
under ‘:2, it follows that K = BbPr(K) and K = B;,Pr(K). By Theorem 6.5.3
K must be EC in BM£(T). This means that a is equivalent to (the translation
of) some modal formula gb. -I

CHARACTERIZING BASIC MODAL LOGIC

The distinguishing feature of any modal logic is that it has means to talk about
membership of subsets of the domain of a model (through proposition letters),
and that it can talk about (combinations of) simple relational patterns. The
(finitary) basic modal language B./Vl£('r) adds to this a local way of evaluating
formulas — this is brought out most clearly by two facts: (i) the basic modal
language has a notion of rank which, for a given formula 45uniformly bounds the
depth of the model checking procedure for ct (cf. 6.4.2); and (ii) the language
enjoys the finite model property (6.4.5). In this section we prove a result which
shows that basic modal logic is the only (modal) logic with the above properties.
To state the result we need a general notion of an abstract modal logic.

6.5.8. DEFINITION. An abstract modal logic is a pair (L, l=£) with the following
properties; L‘,is its set of formulas, and [:5 is its satisfaction relation. Of the
following, (i), (ii) and (iii) are simple ‘book keeping properties,’ (iv) determines
the ‘basic modal character’ of (L, i=5).

(i) Occurrence property. For each 95in .Cthere is an associated finite language
£(*r,,,). The relation (Ql,a) l=£ abis a relation between L-formulas goand struc
tures (Ql,a) for languages E containing £('r¢). That is, if qbis in L1,and Ql is
an L-model, then the statement (21,a) l2; a5is either true or false if £ contains
£(*r¢,), and undefined otherwise.

(ii) Expansion property. The relation (Ql,a) |=; cf)depends only on the reduct
of 91 to .C(‘rd,). That is, if (91,a) [:5 cband (58, a) is an expansion of (21,a) to a
larger language, then (B, b) l=_,;43.

(iii) Renaming property. The relation (Ql,a) |=£ (15is preserved under renaming.
That is: if p is a bijection from L‘,to p£ which preserves the arity of operators,
and if for each (Ql,a), p(Ql,a) is the model for of, induced in the obvious way by
p, then for each ab6 [I there is a formula pgbin pf, with £('r,,¢,) = p£(*r¢,) such
that for each L-structure (Ql,a), (Qt,a) l=£ gbiff p(2l, a) [=5 pd).

(iv) Bisimilarity property. The relation (91,a) |=£ <13is preserved under basic
bisimulations: if (Ql,a) ‘:3 (E, b), then (‘B, b) |=; gb.
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(v) Localization property. For every pair of .C-formulas ¢>,1,0there is a new
formula (qb1 it), read a3localized to it, which lives in the vocabulary of ()5and it
taken together, and is such that whenever (%, a) is the submodel with universe
B = {:12in Ql : (Ql,a:) |=w}, we have

(ma0')l=£ l (Ev0')l:£

The most familiar example of an abstract modal logic is basic modal logic.
The Localization property (v) for the basic modal language holds where <13local
ized to it is the formula inductively defined by:

Luz» = L (~¢)1w 10/\-(¢l2/2)
pm = pm» (<z>1A¢2)w = (<m«z»)A<«z>2iw)

#<w1,...,w.)lw=wA#(wA(¢1w),....wA(¢.w>).
6.5.9. REMARK.The reader should compare the five defining properties of an
abstract modal logic in Definition 6.5.8 to the list of defining properties for an ab
stract classical logic. For example, Definition 2.5.1 in the third edition of (Chang
& Keisler 1973) has Occurrence, Expansion and Renaming properties as we have
them, plus an Isomorphism property instead of our Bisimilarity property, and a
Relativization property corresponding to our Localization property.

We need to say what we mean by ‘([1,i=5) contains basic modal logic.’

6.5.10. DEFINITION. We say that ([1, i=5) contains basic modal logic if L‘,satis
fies the following two properties:

(a) Closure property. L is closed under A, V, and -a, and i=5 satisfies the usual
rules for satisfaction of A, V, fl.

(b) Second expansion property. We are able to expand the language of L in the
usual way with both proposition letters and basic modal operators.

To be precise, for (91,a) a model and X a subset of the domain of 91, we
can expand the language and our model with a proposition letter px to be
interpreted as X: (Ql,a) [=5 px iff a E X. And if (2l,a) a model, and R is
an (n + 1)-ary relation on the domain of 91, then we can expand the language
and our model with an n-ary modal operator #3 whose semantics is based on
R: (Ql,a) i=5 #R(q51,...,cz5,,) iff there are al, ..., an in 21with Raa1...a,, and
(Qha.-) l=c <23."(1 S 71S N)

The class of formulas of an abstract modal logic extending basic modal logic
is a proper class. By the properties listed, for each basic modal formula go,
(91, 0) l=£ ¢> ifi” (91. 0) l= <15

It should be emphasized that logics in the sense of Definition 6.5.8 deal with
the same class of pointed models as basic modal logic, and only the formulas and
satisfaction relation may be different. This implies, for example, that the earlier
nominal tense logic of Blackburn (l993a) (cf. §3..‘2),whose repertoire contains
special proposition symbols, is not an abstract modal logic: its models need
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to satisfy special constraints. The original Lindstrom characterization of first
order logic suffers from similar limitations (by not allowing w-logic as a logic,
for example).

We need a further definition.

6.5.11. DEFINITION.An abstract modal logic has a notion offinite rank if there
is a function rank; : L —+N such that for all (21,a), all Q5in L,

(Ql, a) l2; Q5 iff ((91, a) [ {:12E Ql : depth(:c) g rank(q5) }), a [:5 gt).

If £ extends basic modal logic, we assume that l=_/;behaves regularly with respect
to standard modal operators and proposition letters. That is, for # a modal
operator as defined in §6.3, rank£(#(q51,. . . ,d5n)) = 1+ max{ rank[;(gb,-) : 1 3
2'3 n}, and rank£(p) = 0.

An abstract modal logic has the finite model property (FMP) if every gbin L
that is satisfiable, has a finite model.

Two models (91,a) and (%, b) for the same language are L-equivalent if for
every cb in £, (91, a) l: (1)iff (‘B, b) l: (b.

Having a notion of finite rank and the FMP will single out basic modal logic
among the class of all modal logics, just as the Lowenheim-Skolem property and
Compactness single out first—orderlogic among the class of all classical logics (cf.
Theorem 6.5.14 below).

6.5.12. REMARK. For £ = BA/l.C(*r),a notion of finite rank is given by Defini
tion 6.4.2.

Observe that having a finite rank is a very restrictive property, which is
neither implied by, nor does it imply the F.\/IP. To see this recall that PDL has
the FMP: it has the property that every satisfiable formula (1')is satisfiable on
a model of size at most |gD’l3,where <1)is the length of <1),cf. (Goldblatt 1987).
However, it does not have a notion of finite rank. To see this, let (W, Ra) be
the binary tree of all strings over {O.1}, with Raxy iff y = :3* 1 or y = 1:>1:0,
and with 6 the empty string. Let

a5= P /\ (am? A [alnp /\ la*l (lalnp —><a*>[alp) /\ la"l(lalp -> <a*>[alnp)

Define a valuation V by putting :1:in l/(p) ill‘the length of 2: is even. Then for
no finite 72.does the restriction of (( W, R, V), e) to depth 72,satisfy gt).

To see that, conversely, the existence of a notion of rank does not imply the
FMP, consider the fragment of Z5’/\/l£,,,x._,,(1'),for 1' containing a binary R and
infinitely many unary predicate letters, consisting of all formulas of finite rank.
Clearly this fragment contains the formula

/\ <>(p.-A /\ 519;)»
iéw i;£j

But clearly, this formula does not have a finite model.
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6.5.13. LEMMA. Let (.C,l=;) be an abstract modal logic which extends basic
modal logic. Assume .C has a notion of finite rank rank; and the FMP. Let (:5
be an L-formula with rank£(¢) = n. For any two models (Ql,a), (%, b) with
(91, 0) EEML (Ea 5), (91. 0) l= 45 ‘implies (3, 5) l= <15

Proof. Assume that the conclusion of the Lemma does not hold. Let (21,a),
(E, b) be such that (91,a) E2/M5 (93, b) but for some £-formula <15,(91,a) l: (15,
(‘Ba 5) PE 05

PA PB WC‘,
Figure 6.2: Combining models.

By taking reducts we may assume that .C= £('r,,,). Form the model C as in
Figure 6.2, that is: take the disjoint union of Qland E, add a new element c to
be used as the distinguished element of C, and relate this new point to a via the
new relation RA, and to b via the new relation RB. As £ extends basic modal
logic, there are

—formulas 19,4and p3 denoting the domain of Ql and the domain of %,
respectively, and

—two unary modal operators #A and #3 interpreted using two binary re
lations RA and RB, respectively.

Let n = rank_,;(¢). Over a finite vocabulary there are only finitely many
basic modal formulas with a fixed finite rank (modulo equivalence, of course).
Let l",,(a) be the finite set of basic modal formulas of rank n that are satisfied
at a; define F,,(b) similarly. We may assume F,,(a) = F,,(b).

Let X be the conjunction of the following formulas:

— "IDA/\“PB,

- #.((¢>1<p,. A"PB)) A (A ma) 1 <2».A—‘PB)))a

- #B((“¢ l (“PA/\PB)) A (/\1"n(b) l (“PA/\PB)))
Clearly (C, c) l: X. By the assumptions on .C, X has a finite model (C’, c’) of
depth at most rank(x) = 1 + rank(qb) = 1 + n. (C’, c’) contains two disjoint
substructures (W, a’) and (‘B’, b’) with (Ql’,a’) l: cf),(‘B’, b’) l: -«ab,and

(av, a’) sgM£(,¢, on’, b’). (6.1)

By the Bisimilarity property (iv) and Proposition 6.3.5 we may assume that
all elements in 21 and % have in-degree at most 1. As the depth of (C’, c’) is
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at most n + 1, it follows that both (Ql’,a’) and (E’, b’) have depth at most n.
Then, because of (6.1) and Proposition 6.4.4, (Ql’,a’) *'_"’3¢(‘B’, 1)’). Hence, by
the Bisimulation property, (EU,a’) l: abimplies (B’, b’) l: (15——a contradiction.
-1

6.5.14. THEOREM. (Characterization of Basic Modal Logic) Let .C extend ba
sic modal logic. If£ has a notion offinite rank and the FMP, then .Cis equivalent
to basic modal logic.

Proof. We must show that every L-formula is £—equivalentto a basic modal for
mula 1,0,that is, for all (Ql,a), (91, a) l=£ abiff (21, a) l=[; w. As before, we restrict
ourselves to a finite language. Moreover, ct has a basic modal equivalent iff it
has such an equivalent with the same rank; so we have to locate the equivalent
we are after among the basic modal formulas whose rank equals n, the £-rank
of 45.Again as before, there are only finitely many (non-equivalent) basic modal
formulas whose rank equals n; assume that they are all contained in Tn. It
suffices to show the following

if (Ql,a), (%, b) agree on all formulas in Tn, then they agree on ¢. (6.2)

For then, (15will be equivalent to a Boolean combination of formulas in Tn. But
(6.2) is precisely the content of Lemma 6.5.13. -1

6.5.15. EXAMPLESAND NON-EXAMPLES.The language of basic temporal logic
has operators F, with :2 l: Fgbiff for some y, both Rxy and y l: ab,and P, with
:1:l: Pct) iff for some y, both Ryx and y l: <1).The pattern for F is just a basic
modal pattern in the sense of Definition 6.2.1, but the one for P isn’t. As this
language ‘looks back and forth’ along the relation R it violates the Bisimilarity
property, hence it is not a basic modal language.

Van der Hoek & De Rijke (1992, 1993) study a graded modal language with
modal operators On, for n E N, over a vocabulary containing just a single binary
R beside the usual unary predicates:

$l=<>np if? |{y=(:r:.y)€R/\y€:0}|>n
This language is not a basic modal language as it does not enjoy the Bisimilarity
property: it is not just only sensitive to the existence of R—successors(as basic
7'-bisimulations are), but it is also sensitive to the number of R-successors.

The earlier nominal tense logic is not a basic modal logic as its models are
not the same as the models of basic modal logic.

In its usual formulation, with *, U, ; and ?, PDL is not a basic modal logic.
It enjoys the Bisimilarity property, and it has the finite model property, but, by
Remark 6.5.12 it lacks a notion of finite rank. Leaving out the Kleene star from
the relational repertoire results in a basic modal system, as this fragment does
have a notion a finite rank; define a mapping (-)' from *-free PDL into basic
modal logic by recursively replacing (a;fi) by (a)(fi), (a Umet by (a)¢ V (B)¢,
and (¢'?)i,bby ¢ A it; define the rank of a *-free PDL-formula to be the (basic
modal) rank of its '—translation. Hence, the *-free fragment of PDL is a basic
modal logic. Subsequently adding (1 as an operator on relations destroys the
latter property by violating the Bisimilarity condition.
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6.6 PRESERVATION

Preservation results formed the backbone of model theory for first-order logic
until the early sixties. More recently there has been a renewed interest in preser
vation results with the growing importance of restricted fragments and restricted
model classes. The best known examples of preservation results in first-order
logic include

—Los"s Theorem: A first-order formula is preserved under submodels iff it
is equivalent to a universal first-order formula (Chang & Keisler 1973,
Theorem 3.2.2).

—The Chang-Los'-Suszko Theorem: A first-order formula is preserved under
unions of chains iff it is equivalent to a ‘universal-existential’ first-order
formula (Chang & Keisler 1973, Theorem 3.2.3).

—Lyndon’s Theorem: A first-order formula is preserved under homomor
phisms iff it is equivalent to a positive first-order formula (Chang & Keisler
1973, Theorem 3.2.4).

To further substantiate our main claim that bisimulations form the basic tools
for the model theory of modal logic, we will prove modal versions of each of the
above preservation results.

SUBMODELS

6.6.1. DEFINITION.A formula in BM£(r) is existential if it has been built
using (negated) proposition letters, V, A, J_, T and modal operators # only. A
formula in B/\/l£(’r) is universal if it has been built using (negated) proposition
letters, V, A, L, T and duals E of modal operators # in BM£(r) only.

6.6.2. DEFINITION. Let (Ql,a), (%, b) be two models for the same vocabulary.
(21,a) is a submodel of (13, b) if a = b, and for every R, R9‘ is the restriction
of 12%to the (appropriate) domain(s) of 21. A basic modal formula is preserved
under submodels if (‘B, b) )= (25implies (21,a) l: a‘)whenever (21, a) is a submodel
of (%, b).

To prove a basic modal version of Los"s Theorem we need a technical lemma.
The following notation will be useful in stating it. For X a set of BA/l£—formulas,
(21,a) 3): (‘B, b) abbreviates: for all abE 2, (Ql,a) l: gbimplies (%, b) l: gb;in
particular we will use 35, where ‘E’ denotes the set of all existential formulas.

6.6.3. DEFINITION. A 1'-structure (21,a) is called smooth if every element in
(Ql,a) has finite depth and in-degree at most 1, and for all R and all R—tuples
(a:, 11:1,. . . ,:c,,) we have that all :3, have the same finite depth. By Remark 6.3.6
smoothness is enforceable.

6.6.4. LEMMA. Let ($21,a), (E, b) be 1'—structures such that (El, a) is smooth,
(%, b) is w-saturated, and (91,a) 3;; (‘B, b). Then there ezcists(‘B', b’) ‘:3 (*3, b)
such that (Ql,a) is embeddable in (‘B’, b’).
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(9110)

(93119)

(93’1b')

Figure 6.3: Combining (21,a) and (%, b).

In a diagram the Lemma claims:

(9110) 35 ($15)
_ b— <-9

—-1'

(21, a) H (‘B’, b’).

In a somewhat different form, and restricted to the standard modal language,
Lemma 6.6.4 is due to Van Benthem (1991c).

Proof of Lemma 6.6.4. We define a ‘forth simulation’ F between (Ql,a) and
(B, b), that is: a relation F that links two points only if they agree on all
proposition letters, and that satisfies the forth condition:

if Fvw, RQ‘vu1. . . 21,1,then there are w1, w,, in % with
R'Bww1...w,, and Fv,-w,(1 3 i 3

We define a function F from (21,a) to (‘B, b) by induction on the depth of
elements in (21,a). This function will be a forth simulation, and as such it will
satisfy (Ql,a:) 31; (‘B,F:z:). Put Fa = b. Assume that F has been defined for
all elements of depth < n. let :1:in (Qt,a) have depth n. By the smoothness of
(21, a) there are unique elements y of depth 77.-1, and :51, . . . , 12,,of depth 77,such
that :1:is one of $1, , z,,, and such that for some R we have R9’;/11:1. . . :r,,. We
define F for each of 1:1,..., :z:,,.Let E, be the set of existential modal formulas
satisfied by 2:,-.By (91,y) 35; (%, Fy) and saturation there are 331’,..., 33,’,in %
with )=E, andR°3F(y):r{ (13 i 3 Put Fm,= (13 i 3

The next step is to extend F to a full bisimulation between a supermodel
(%’, b’) of (91,a) and (%, b). Define (%’, b’) (as in Figure 6.3) to be the disjoint
union of (91,a) and (53, b) in which we identify the two distinguished points of
(21,a) and (E, b), and with the following extension of the relations:

if z E (21,a), Fat = y and Ryu1...u,,, then R:z:u1...v,,.

Observe that a.and b agree on all proposition letters, thus their identification is
well-defined. Define a relation Z between the domain of (‘B’, b’) and the domain
of (*3, b) as follows: for 2: in Ql we put Zzy whenever F13= y, and for :1:in % we
put Zccaz.Then Z : (‘.B’,b’) ‘:3 (%, b):

—Z-related points agree on all proposition letters,
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—Assume v in ‘B’, in in % and Zvw. If R‘B'vv1...v;,, then either v1, , vk
all live in 91, or they all live in %. In the first case our forth simulation
F will find u21,w;, with Zv,-iv,(1 g i g k) and R‘3ww1...wk. In the
second case we have two possibilities: if v in ‘B, then v = w, R93vvl . . . v;,
and Zv,-v,-.The other possibility is that v is not in ‘B; but then Fv = w
and R3 wvl . . . vk, and by construction Zv,-iv,-,as required.

— Assume v in ‘B’, in in % and Zvw. Assume also that Rgwwl . . . wk. If v in
Ql, then by construction Fv = w, and R°3’vw1 wk and Zw,-vi,-.If v is in
%, then we must have v = w, R‘B’vv21...wk and Zw,-w,-,and we are done.

Thus Z: (‘B’,b’) ‘:3 (Q, b). As (21,a) lies embedded as a submodel in (%’, b’),
this completes the proof. -I

6.6.5. THEOREM. (Los"s Theorem) A basic modal formula is preserved under
submodels ifi‘ it is equivalent to a universal basic modal formula.

Proof. Aside from an application of Lemma 6.6.4 this is a routine argument.
First, it is easy to check that if <25is equivalent to a universal formula, then it is
preserved under submodels.

Second, if a5 is so preserved, let CONS U(q'))be the set of universal conse
quences of ab. By compactness it suffices to show CONS (;(qb) l: ab. So assume
(Ql,a) l: CONSU(q5); we may assume that (QI,a) is smooth. Let E be the set
of all existential formulas 2/2with (Qt,a) l: iv. Then, by compactness, E + <15
has a model (%, b), which may be assumed to be a2—saturated.By Lemma 6.6.4
(53, b) l: E+ qbimplies that some supermodel (‘B’, b’) of (Ql,a) has (‘B’, b’) l: (15.
By preservation under submodels (91,a) l: (b. -I

UNIONS OF CHAINS

6.6.6. DEFINITION. A formula in B./\/I£(‘r) is universal existential if it has been
built using existential formulas, A, V, and dual modal operators ¥ only. A
formula is existential universal if it has been built using universal formulas, A,
V, and modal operators # only.

We write (91,a) 335 (Q, b) for: (‘B, b) satisfies all universal existential formulas
satisfied by (ill,a); and similarly for an-.

6.6.7. DEFINITION. A chain of 1'-structures is a collection ((Ql,-,a,-) : i E I) such
that for all i, j, if i < j, then (Qli,a,-) is a submodel of (Qlj, aj). A bisimilar
chain is a chain ((21,-,a,-) : i E I) in which for all i 3]" E I, (91,, a,-) ‘:3 (521,-,aj).

The union of the chain ((Ql,-,a,~): i E I) is the model Ql = U,.€,(Ql,-, a,-) whose
universe is the set U1-6I, and whose relations are the unions of the corresponding
relations of (Ql,, a,-): R9‘ = U Rmi.

6.6.8. LEMMA. Let ((Ql,—,a,-) : i E I) be a bisimilar chain of 1'-structures. Then,
for each j, (Qlj, aj) ‘:3 U,-E,(fl,~,a,-).

6.6.9. LEMMA. Assume (C, c) is a smooth model that lies embedded as a sub
model in (33, d). Then there exists (6, e) *2: (CD,d) such that (C, c) lies embedded
as a submodel in (6, e) and (Q3,e) is smooth.
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Proof. First, take the submodel of (D, d) that is generated by d, and then apply
the ‘unraveling’ construction of Proposition 6.3.5 to the result. As (C, c) is
smooth neither operation will affect (Q, C). -4

6.6.10. LEMMA. Let (Ql,a), (E, a), (Q, c) be structures such that (Ql,a) < (%, a)
«:3 (c, c). Then (ill, a) «:2 (c, c).

Proof. It suffices to show (21,a) ‘:2 (‘B, a). To this end use the elementary
embedding which is assumed to exist, together with the Tarski-Vaught criterion
for elementary substructures. -1

6.6.11. LEMMA. Let (91,a), (Q, b) be r-structures such that (Ql,a) is smooth,
(%, b) is to-saturated, and ($21,a) 3121: (‘B, b). Then there exists a smooth model
(‘B’,b’) ‘:3 (%,b) such that (Ql,a) is embeddable in (%',b’) and (91,a) BU
(W, b’)

In a diagram the Lemma claims:

(ma 0') 3131,’ (‘B9

— bII

(Q1,a) ;L_ (‘B’, b’).

Proof of Lemma 6.6.11. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.6.4. Define
a function F that is a forth simulation from (21,a) to (Q, b) such that Fa = b
and (Ql,:2:)3133 (‘B,F:r). Extend F to a full bisimulation between (Q1,a) and
a supermodel (‘B’,b’) ‘:2 (%,b) of (21,a) that has (Q1,a) —+ (%’,b’), as in
the proof of 6.6.4. By Lemma. 6.6.9 we may take (‘B’, b’) to be smooth. To
complete the proof we need to show that (Ql,a) 31; (‘B’,b’). This is almost
trivial: for a universal formula abwe have that (91,a) f: d) implies (E, b) l: <13,as
(91,a) 355 (%, b). Since (‘B’, b’) ‘:2 (‘B, b), this implies (‘B’, b’) l: d). -1

6.6.12. THEOREM. (Chang-Los'-Suszko Theorem) A basic modalformula is pre
served under unions of chains ifi it is equivalent to a universal existential for
mula.

Proof. Again, the argument is (bisimilar to) the standard argument proving
the result for first-order logic. VVeonly prove the hard direction. Assume (15is
preserved under unions of chains. Let CONS UE(¢) denote the set of univer
sal existential consequences of ob. It suffices to prove that CONS UE(¢>) |:= d).
So assume (Qlg,a0) |= CONS UE(qb); we may of course assume that (910,a0) is
smooth. We prove that (f2l0,ao) l: d>.To this end we construct a bisimilar chain
((Ql,-,a,-) : i < to) of smooth models, smooth extensions (E,-, b,-) 2 (521,-,a,-), and
embeddings g,- : (%,-, b,-) —+(Ql,-+1,a,~+1) as in the following diagram:

(30:50) (‘31ab1)

g/' Q‘ g/' Q‘ (63)
(Qlmao) ‘Z’: (911.01) *1’: (912.02)
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We will require that for each i < w:

(%i', i: (band(Qi, 3}; (Qli,ai).

The diagram is constructed as follows. Suppose (91i,ai) has been defined. As
(Ql0,ao) +23 (91i,ai) we have (91i,ai) |= CONS UE(q'>). Take any to-saturated
extension of (Q1i,ai); by Lemma 6.6.11 (Qli,ai) can be extended to a smooth
structure (E,-, bi) satisfying (6.4). Take an w-saturated elementary extension
(6, ai) of (Q1i,ai). By the proof of Lemma 6.6.4 and (‘Bi, bi) 31; (C, ai) there is
a model (?2li+1, ai+1) ‘:2’; (Q2,ai) and an embedding gi : (’Bi, bi) <—+(91,111,ai+1)
such that gi is the identity on C. By Lemma 6.6.9 (Qli+1,ai+1) may be taken
to be smooth. So all we have to do to complete the construction is show that
(Qli, ai) ‘:3 (Qli-+1,ai+1) — but this is Lemma 6.6.10.

In the diagram (6.3) we can replace each (%i, bi) by its image under gi, and
so assume that the maps are inclusions. Then U,.<,_,(Qli,ai) and U,-<w(%i, bi) are
the same structure (Q3,c). As (25is preserved under unions of chains, (‘Bi, bi) )=
¢ (for all implies (Cc) )= (D. By Lemma 6.6.8 (Q10,a0) ‘:2 (€,c), hence
(910, 00) l: 05- ‘l

HOMOMORPHISMS

6.6.13. DEFINITION. A formula abin B/\/l£('r) is positive iff it has been built
up using only 1., T, proposition letters, A, V, as well as modal operators # and
their duals A formula gbis negative iff it has been built up from _L,T, negated
proposition letters, A, V, as well as modal operators # and their duals

6.6.14. DEFINITION. Let (Ql,a), (‘B, b) be two 7'-structures. A homomorphism
f : (21,a) —>(‘B, b) is a mapping with f(a) = b, that preserves all relations and
proposition letters. A basic modal formula 0' is preserved under surjective homo
morphisms if (Q1,a) l: qbimplies (‘B, b) )= 0 whenever (‘B, b) is a homomorphic
image of (91,a).

Some more notation: (21,a) 3p (‘B, b) is short for: for all positive formulas 1/2,
(21, a) )2 tb implies (‘B, b) )2 Ib.

6.6.15. LEMMA. Let (91,a), (13, b) be to-saturated 1'-structures with (Ql,a) 3})
(‘B, b), and such that both in (El, a) and (‘B, b) all elements have in-degree at
most 1. Then there exist 1'-structures (Ql’,a’) ‘:3 (21.a) and (‘B', b’) ‘:2 (‘B, b)
with a surjective homomorphism f : (Ql', a’) —>(‘B', b’).

In a diagram the Lemma asserts the existence of the following configuration:

(mad)3}’
Hb ,_,b

(91',a') —’» (93',b').

Proof of Lemma 6.6.15. The strategy of the proof is to move to smooth mod
els where we can inductively define a surjective homomorphism from a model
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bisimilar to (91,a) onto a model bisimilar to (‘B, b). To ensure surjectivity we
have to blow up the model bisimilar to (21,a).

Let (f2l",a) be the submodel of (21,a) generated by a, and let (‘B’, b) be the
submodel of (‘B, b) generated by b. Then both (i2l”,a) and (%’, b) are smooth.
By induction on the depth of elements we will add |‘B’|+ many copies of all
(tuples of) elements in (91”,a). We show how to do this by adding copies of
elements of depth 1 in (91”, 0,) to obtain a model (911,a) ‘:3 (Ql", a.).

Define ~ on the elements of depth 1 in (2l", a) by putting $ ~ y iff for
some R and $1, ..., $.,,we have that both $ and y are among $1, ..., $,, and
R91"a$1 ...$,,. By smoothness this is well defined. For each ~-equivalence class
X = {$1 .. . $,, } let Cx be the submodel of (Ql”,a) that is generated by X. Now,
for each Cx take |%'|+ many disjoint copies of 6x, and add them to (Ql”,a); for
each copy €’X, of Cx relate the generating points $1’,..., $,’, to a the way the
originals $1, ..., $,, are related to a. Let (211,a) be the resulting model. Then
(Ql”,a) ‘:3 (211,a). Repeat this construction for all depths n to obtain models

Q _C_

‘_’b (Q1laa’)‘__’b (‘T ‘*7’
(Ql,a) ‘T3’;(Ql",a) ?2lg,a)--

Define (Ql’,a) = U(f2l,, a). Then (Ql', a) ‘:2 (91,a), and (Ql’,a) has at least |B'|+
many copies of each of its submodels generated by tuples $1, ..., $,, such that
R9"$$1...$,, for some R and $.

Next we define a function F from (Ql',a) to (‘B’,b) by induction on the depth of
elements in such a way that (Q1’,$) 31> (Ql,F$). For each n we first make sure
that all elements of depth 72in (E’, b) are in the range of F. After that we give
F values to points of depth n in (‘21’,a) that are not yet in the domain of F.

Here we go. Put Fa = b. Assume that n > O, and that F has been defined
for all depths less than n in such a way that all elements of (‘B', b) of depth less
than n are already in the range of F. Let y in (‘B’, b) have depth 77.,and choose z
of depth 71.—1, 3/1,, yr, of depth n and R such that R‘B’zy1y,, and y is one
of the y,-(1 3 2'3 Let N,-be the set of all negative modal formulas satisfied
by y,- in (‘B’, b). Then (‘B, y,-) 1: N,-. By assumption there exists $’ in Q1’with
F$’ = z, and (Ql’,$') 31: ($52). Let $ in Q1”be such that $’ is a copy of $
if $’ is in Q1’\Ql”, and $ = $’ otherwise. Then (Ql',$') ‘:3 (91",$) ‘:3 (Ql,$).
Hence, (Ql,$) Sp (_%,z). By a saturation argument there are $1,. . ., $,, in 91
with Rm$$1...$,, and $1 1: N, (13 2'3 Then $1, ..., $7,are in Ql". Now
let ${, ..., $;, be copies of $1, ..., $.,, such that R91$’$1’. . . $,’, and such that ${,

.. , $,’,are not yet in the domain of F (this is possible as we have added |%'|+
many copies to 521”),and put F${ = $1 (1313 n).

Once we have included all elements of depth n in (‘B’,b) in the range of
F, we define what F should do with elements of depth n in (‘2l’,a) by using
a saturation argument as before, but this time using sets P, of positive modal
formulas, rather than sets N,-of negative modal formulas.

Obviously, the function F thus defined is a homomorphism and a surjection.
Hence we are done. -1
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6.6.16. THEOREM. (Lyndon’s Theorem) A basic modal formula is preserved
under surjective homomorphisms ifi it is equivalent to a positive modal formula.

Proof. We only prove the hard direction: assume (bis preserved under surjective
homomorphisms. Let CONS p(q$) be the set of positive formulas 1/2with ct )= 1b.
It suffices to show that CONSp(¢) )2 (15.Assume (Q, b) )= CONSp(¢>). Let N
be the set of all negative formulas true at b in %. Let (Q1,a) |= N + gb. Then
(fl,a) 3p (%, b). We may of course assume that both (Q1,a) and (%, b) are
w-saturated, and that all elements in (Q1,a), (%, b) have in-degree at most 1.

By Lemma 6.6.15 there are (Q1’,a’) ‘:2 (Q1,a) and (‘B', b’) ‘:3 (‘B, b), as well
as a homomorphism f : (Q1’,a’) ——»(‘B’, b’). Now, (Q1,a) l: <15implies (Q1’,a’) )=
(Z);by preservation under surjective homomorphisms this implies (E’, b) I: (15,
which gives (‘B, b) |= d), as required. -1

6.7 BEYOND THE BASIC PATTERN

There is no hope of lifting all of the results of §§6.4—6.6to arbitrary modal
languages beyond the basic modal format of §6.2 — it is known, for instance,
that several extended modal languages lack interpolation. We will try and port
some of the results of §§6.4, 6.5 to richer languages by way of examples. While
doing so it is a good idea to keep the following in mind: when given a modal
language and asked to provide it with an appropriate notion of bisimulation, a
safe strategy is to isolate the relational patterns the modal language is concerned
with, and stipulate that those are to be used in the back-and-forth conditions of
the candidate bisimulation.

First, here is a general question. Let A = {a,~ : i E I} be a set of first-order
formulas over a vocabulary 1' such that each oi, has at least two free variables.
The set A describes all the patterns of the basic modal language over A, which
has modal operators #0, for a in A, where #0, is n-ary whenever a has n + 1
free variables, and (Q1,a) }= #a(d>1, . . . ,¢>,,) iff

there exist a1, ..., an with Q1)= a[aa1...a,,] and (Q, a,-) )= (15,.

Then, a basic A-bisimulation. is a binary relation Z between two models (Q, a)
and (‘B, b) that links the distinguished points of (Q1,a) and (*3, b), that links
two points only if they agree on all unary predicates, and such that

1. if Zwu and Q1I: a[u2w1...w,,], then there exist v1, ..., on in % such that
‘B l: [vu1...u,,] and Zw,~u,-,for 1 g i g n and a(a:,a:1...,:z:,,) in A,

2. a similar back condition.

6.7.1. QUESTION. Let T‘be a classical vocabulary, and let A = {(1, : i E I} be
a set of first-order formulas over 1'. Which conditions does A have to satisfy to
allow for analogues of the main results of §§6.4, 6.5, for basic A-bisimulations
and the basic modal language over A?

We will now list a number of examples of sets of patterns A for which Question
6.7.1 has a (partial) positive answer.
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6.7.2. EXAMPLE. (D, A and the like) Recall from Chapter 2 that the seman
tics of the D-operator is given by 2: l: Dd>iff for some 3/ 73 x, y l: ¢. The
notion of bisimulation appropriate for this operator has the following back-and
forth conditions (in addition to the usual conditions on distinguished points, and
unary predicates / proposition letters, of course):

1. if Zzy and z ¢ :13’then for some y’ both y ;£ y’ and Zz’y’,
2. if Zxy and y ;é y’ then for some z’ both :5 ¢ 1:’ and Z:v’y’.

By repeating the proofs of 6.4.9, 6.5.3 and 6.5.7 we can establish a Bisimulation,
Definability and Fragment Theorem for the language with the D-operator. (Cf.
§3.4 for further examples.)

Using the same approach a notion of bisimilarity for the universal modality A
(whose semantics reads: :2 l: Aqbiff all 3/have y l: <25)has all occurrences of ;£ in
the above clauses 1 and 2 replaced with V, the universal relation. (Equivalently,
one can require that a binary relation is to be surjective and total in order to
count as a bisimulation for the universal modality.) Repeating the relevant proofs
from §§6.4, 6.5 one finds a Bisimulation, Definability and Fragment Theorem for
the modal language with the universal modality.

Recall that nominals are special proposition letters whose interpretations
are restricted to being at most a singleton (in some papers exactly a singleton).
Given this restriction on our models the Bisimulation, Definability and Fragment
Theorems go through immediately when we add to our notion of bisimulation
the requirement that bisimilar states should agree on all nominals.

6.7.3. EXAMPLE.(Temporal and versatile languages) Certain patterns involv
ing operations on relations can also be handled. Consider the language of tem
poral logic whose operators are F and P. A notion of bisimulation appropriate
for the language with F and P, adds to the clauses of Definition 6.3.1 (for ‘T
a vocabulary with just a single binary R, plus the usual unary predicates) the
followingbackward looking back-and-forth conditions:

1. if Zmy and R9‘:z:’z, then for some y’, Z:I:’y' and R%y'y,
2. if Zrcy and R13y’y, then for some :5’, Z:r’y’ and R911:’:I:.

Given this extended notion of bisimulation a Bisimulation, Definability and Frag
ment Theorem for temporal logic are easily obtained by copying the relevant
proofs from §§6.4, 6.5. A similar analysis equips all so-called versatile modal
languages as defined in Chapter 5 (Definition 5.5.18) with appropriate notions
of bisimulation and appropriate analogues of the main results of §§6.4, 6.5.

6.7.4. EXAMPLE.(Dynamic modal logic) Operations on binary relations that
are more complex than taking converse are also allowed, as is witnessed by the
dynamic modal logic from Chapter 4. Recall that the formulas of the dynamic
modal language D./\/IL translate into a fragment £3(z1) of first-order logic (cf.
Theorem 4.4.9). This fragments contains all formulas in one free variable :51over
a binary relation symbol R and = in which at most three variables :31,2:2,2:3
occur. The set of relevant binary relations in DML coincides with the fragment
.C3(:z;1,2:2),in which all first-order formulas live that have two free variables 1:1,
:32,and in which at most three variables occur.
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Now, to obtain an analogue for D./VICof the results from §§6.4, 6.5, let A
simply be the fragment £3(2:1,a:2),and repeat the proofs for the Bisimulation,
Definability and Fragment Theorem from §§6.4, 6.5.

As was noted in Chapter 4, the above analysis is note quite satisfactory as
it is too linguistic: it refers to £3(:::1,2:g)-definable transitions. Example 6.7.5
below deals with the logic ML2 of Peirce algebras, whose formulas translate into
£3(1:1,a:2) (Theorem 5.6.3); there a more algebraic analysis is given.

6.7.5. EXAMPLE. (Many-dimensional modal logic, 1) The analysis of the pre
vious examples is not restricted to (bi-) simulations linking single points; it ap
plies equally well to relations linking (finite) tuples of points. Below we illustrate
this with an example from many-dimensional modal logic. As many-dimensional
modal logics may correspond to relatively large fragments of first-order logic, the
notion of bisimulations needed for such languages may be quite close to truth re
lations known from fragments of classical logic, such as k—partialisomorphisms,
cf. (Van Benthem 1991a) for more on this point.

We consider the language CC6 studied by Venema (1991), whose modal
operators are a binary o (composition), a unary 8 (converse), and a nullary 6
(diagonal). Its intended models are structures (U x U, C, R, I) where

C = {((u,v),(w,:z:),(y,z))€3(U><U):u=w/\:z:=y/\v=z},
R = {((u,v),($,y))E2(UxU):u=y/\v=:I:},
I = {(u,v)€(UxU):u=v},

where C interprets o, R interprets 8, and I interprets 6. Proposition letters in
this language are interpreted as binary relations.

Now, let (Ql,(a.1,a2)), (‘B,(b1,b2)) be pointed CC6-models. A relation Z
between (pairs in) Eland Q is a CC6-bisimulation if (i) it links the distinguished
pairs, (ii) it only links pairs that agree on all proposition letters and on 1, (iii) it
has back-and-forth conditions for C and R:

— Z(.’L'11,.’E12)(y11,y12)and C(I11,$12)($21,III22)(.’II31,.T32), then there exist
Pairs (921,922) and ($131,932) in ‘B with C(y11ey12)(3J21«.’.i/22)(3/31,932)and
Z($21,11322)(Z/21» 3/22)» Z($31.$32)(3/31, 3/32)» and C0T1V€1”S€1.V

—if Z(a:11,z12)(y11,y12) and R(I11,I12)($21,$22), then there exists a pair
(3121,3122) in ‘I3 With R(?/11. y12)(y21, 1/22), and Z($21.~’I322)(y21, .7122)

Repeating the relevant arguments from §§6.4, 6.5 one finds a Bisimulation, De
finability and Fragment Theorem for CC6 and CC'6—bisimulations.

6.7.6. EXAMPLE. (.VIany—dimensionalmodal logic, 2) The present approach is
by no means restricted to modal languages in which all formulas have the same
dimension. It applies equally well to a heterogeneous system like the logic of
Peirce algebras. To see this, recall that A/[£2 has two sorts of propositions, one
ranging over sets of points, one ranging over sets of pairs of points. In addi
tion, ML; was shown to be expressively complete for the first—orderfragment
£3(z:1,:c2), which contains formulas in at most 3 variables 3:1,2:2,and $3 with up
to two free variables, 1:1or $1 and 2:2(Theorem 5.6.3).
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As is to be expected, the appropriate notion of M £2-bisimulation links points
(pairs) only if they satisfy the same proposition letters (and constants), while it
should also have a back-and-forth-conditions corresponding for the composition
and converse of relations as in the above case of C06 (Example 6.7.5). But it
should have slightly more to shrink and extend Z-related items:

‘ ifZ($1,$2)(3/1,1l2)ath€Il Z1313/1and Z932?/2,
— if Z551yl and $2 is any element, then for some yg, Z($1,:1:2)(y1, 3/2), and

similarly in the opposite directions.

A routine check of the relevant arguments in §§6.4, 6.5 establishes Bisimulation,
Definability and Fragments Theorems for M2 and ML;-bisimulations.

To conclude this section I will briefly discuss an example that does not seem
amenable for analysis using the methods of this Chapter. All of the above
examples 6.7.2—6.7.6could be dealt with because essentially the modal languages
involved only dealt with operators whose patterns have the form ‘there exists
a related element with P,’ and the back-and-forth clauses of our bisimulations
simply tried to match such patterns in bisimilar models.

Two temporal operators that have long resisted analysis in terms of bisimu
lations are Until and Since, whose truth definitions are given by

:1:l: Until(p, q) iff Ely(Rxy A p(y) —>Vz (R222 /\ Rzy —>q(z))),

and similarly for Since in the backwards direction. The difficulties are due to
the occurrence of an irreducible EVquantifier pattern in the truth definition.
As similar quantifier patterns occur in modal operators in interpretability logic,
conditional logic, and modal approaches to dynamic aspects of natural language,
it seems worthwhile to extend or adopt the analysis of the present chapter to
Until, Since-logic.

Van Benthem, Van Eijck & Stebletsova (1993) propose a decomposition of
Until and Since in a multi-dimensional modal language, not unlike the dynamic
modal language of Chapter 4. In their set-up Until and Since are rewritten as
certain combinations of one- and two-dimensional operators whose definitions
have the earlier existential form, as a result of which the EV pattern may be
reduced after all, and the machinery of this Chapter can be applied in pretty
much the same way as it was used for DML and Mfig. Although this approach
certainly solves the problem, it is not quite satisfactory, as it uses bisimulations
that relate sequences of length 1 or 2 to analyze a modal language whose formulas
are evaluated at single points only.

6.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This Chapter has developed the model theory of the class of basic modal lan
guages in parallel with the basic model theory of first-order logic, using bisimu
lations as its key tool. By means of a Bisimulation Theorem, according to which
two models are equivalent in basic modal logic iff they have bisimilar ultrapow
ers, a series of definability and separability results were obtained; in addition,
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we were able to give a Lindstrom style characterization of basic modal logic in
terms of bisimulations. After that the idea that bisimulations are a fundamental
tool in the model theory of modal logic received further support when we proved
preservation results for universal, universal existential and positive basic modal
formulas that used bisimulations in an essential way. Finally, extensions of the
above results to languages beyond the basic modal format were discussed.

Despite its length and the number of results it contains, this Chapter has
only covered some rudimentary model theory, and it only did so for basic modal
languages and some extensions — an awful lot remains to be done. First, here
are two specific questions

1. First, our Fragment Theorem in §6.5 only characterizes (finitary) basic
modal languages as a fragments of first-order languages. What about
characterizations of infinitary basic modal languages as fragments of the
corresponding infinitary classical languages?

2. Likewise: give Lindstrom style characterizations as well as preservation
results for modal languages differing from the finitary basic modal format.

Next, here are more general issues:

3. In a recent manuscript Johan van Benthem characterizes the (first-order)
formulas defining operations on relations that preserve bisimilarity. What
is the connection between this ‘safety result’ and the definability and char
acterization results obtained here?

4. At least superficially there seems to be a connection between bisimulations
and Ehrenfeucht style games. What is the precise connection?

5. Throughout this Chapter we have concentrated on pointed models with
a distinguished element for evaluation. This suggests that the classical
languages in which our modal languages live be equipped with a constant
to denote the distinguished point. And this, in turn, suggests that one
adds an operator like Hans Kamp’s NOW to our modal languages, where
:1:I: NOW¢ iff for a the distinguished point of the model one has a l: gb.
In a recent manuscript Johan van Benthem show the basic results and
techniques of this Chapter go through in this extended format.

6. Finally, both bisimilarity and modal equivalence cut up the universe of all
model into equivalence classes. This raises the following question: when
does an equivalence relation on the class of all models come from a modal
language?
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Correspondence Theory for
Extended Modal Logic

7.1 INTRODUCTION

As has been stressed repeatedly in this dissertation, modal operators record sim
ple, very restricted patterns of relational models through their truth definitions.
Such patterns live in classical languages (first-order, second-order, infinitary,

Modal correspondencetheory studies the relations between modal lan
guages and classical ones. It does so at various levels, depending on the way
modal formulas are interpreted. When interpreted on models the modal lan
guage M£(O), for instance, ends up as a very restricted fragment of a first-order
language. When M£(O) is interpreted on frames its propositional variables are
unfversally quantified over, and it ends up as a set of I'll-conditions. In this
approach a key issue is: when does a modal Hi-condition reduce to a first-order
formula? An important tool here is the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm, which
when input a modal formula in .M£(<>) of a certain form, reduces it to an equiva
lent first-order property of binary relations via suitable instantiations. Recently
this algorithm has been extended by Gabbay & Ohlbach (1992) and Simmons
(1992) through the use of Skolem functions.

This Chapter is concerned with reducibility issues of the kind described
above. The Chapter analyzes and extends the Sahlqvist-van Benthem and
Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithms in a very general setting; this is done for
various reasons. First, a better understanding of the ins and outs of the algo
rithms is gained if the analysis is independent of any particular modal calculus.
Second, recent years have witnessed a boom in extensions and alterations of the
standard modal format; as was noted in Chapter 2, only little is known in the
way of general results on transfer or applicability of facts and constructions from
standard modal logic to extended ones. A fully general analysis of the above
correspondence algorithms reveals their applicability to arbitrary modal logics,
and beyond, as will be illustrated in §7.6 below with examples from a variety
of modal and temporal logics, dynamic logic, circumscription and other areas.
Third, it’s an important tradition in logic to compare different theories and Ian
guages; the work reported on below is part of that line of research.

The next section supplies the main preliminaries; it may be skipped on a first
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reading. §7.3 defines the central notion of the paper: correspondence or re
ducibility; roughly speaking, a formula is reducible for certain variables if it is
equivalent to a formula in which those variables don’t occur. For most practical
purposes actual reductions are obtained by making appropriate substitutions
for the forbidden variables. This approach underlies §§7.4, 7.5, where we an
alyze what makes the Sahlqvist-van Benthem and Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons
algorithms work; the analysis involves both a semantic description of the sub
stitution mechanisms, and a syntactic characterization of the formulas allowing
such substitutions. A less algorithmic perspective is adopted in §7.7; there we
obtain reducibility results by imposing restrictions on languages and their inter
pretations. §7.8 concludes the Chapter with comments and questions.

Before taking off: a frequent complaint about the actual use of the Sahlqvist
van Benthem algorithm has been its alleged obscurity (Kracht 1993, page 194),
(Gabbay & Ohlbach 1992, Section 4.3). To address these complaints we pay
special attention to using the algorithms in §§7.4—7.6below.

7.2 PRELIMINARIES

First we need to be specific about classical logic. For 1' a classical vocabulary,
a (classical) logic is given by two classes Form£['r] and Sent _/;[*r]of .C-formulas
and L-sentences respectively, together with a relation |=£ between structures
and L-sentences. Str[1'] denotes the class of ‘r-structures. We assume that for
any classical logic L, Form_,;[1']contains n-placed predicates 13 and T, (n E N,
s a sort in 1') such that in any model 21,_Lsis interpreted as the empty set and
T, as the domain of sort s. Basic model-theoretic notions are introduced as
usual (cf. the Appendix for further details).

We assume that we have membership or acceptance predicates 6 available,
which take as their arguments an n-placed symbol of a ‘relational’ sort and n
terms of the appropriate sorts to form formulas. E.g. if r is a symbol of a binary
relational sort, then army is a wff; its intended interpretation is that the pair
denoted by (cc,y) is to belong to the relation denoted by r. Instead of er:r1 . . . 12,,
we will write r(a:1, . . . ,:v,,). Furthermore, equality (=) is used only between terms
of the individual sort. For a classical logic L, H}(£) denotes the set of formulas
with universal quantifier prefix V. . . binding relational symbols of C.

As to modal logic, recall from Chapter 2 that a modal language has a set of
(modal) sort symbols and for each sort a set of (propositional) variables, a set of
constants, and a set of connectives; in addition it has a set of modal operators.
The modal formulas of sort s are built up from atomic symbols ps, connectives
0 and modal operators # according to the rule cl)::= ps | o(¢>1,s,...,q5.,,,s) |
#(q5s,,...,q5,n), where it is assumed that 0, # return values of sort s. The
semantics of a modal operator # is given by an £-pattern 6#, that is, by an
L-formula Ants, . . . $3,, . q5(:z:5,, . . . ,:rs,,, ; $5,,“ , . . . ,a:sm ), where 1:51.is a variable of a
classical sort s,-, q>(a:s,,...,:z:s,,;:rs,,+, , . . . ,:::s.,,,)E Form£['r] for some 1', and L is
a classical logic. Models for modal languages have the form DIR= (W5, . . . , V)
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where 9.72is ‘rich enough’ to interpret the classical vocabulary in which the
patterns for our modal operators live, and V is a valuation assigning subsets
of W, to symbols of sort s. Truth of modal formulas is given by 93,1: |= ps
iff :1:E V(ps) for atomic symbols ps, the obvious clauses for connectives o, andmaxl: a¢n) mixl:

The standard translation transcribes the truth definition of a modal language
into a classical language containing predicate symbols p corresponding to the
modal atomic symbol ps: ST(p5) = p(:z:), ST commutes with connectives, and
S'T(#(¢1, ..., ¢,,)) = 6#(S'T(q§1),..., ST(q5,,)). The important connection
here is that for all modal formulas <15,

(W5,...,V),w |=¢ iff (Ws,...,V(p),...)|=ST(qb)[w],

where V(p) is assigned to the predicate symbol p corresponding to ps. In the
context of the basic modal language M£(<>) the notion of a frame arises when
one quantifies over all possible valuations, thus arriving at second-order equiva
lents of modal formulas:

(WaR)a=I= l= d> iff (WJ?) |= V135T(¢)l-Tl

This is generalized to arbitrary modal languages by selecting a modal sort s
(with non-empty set of variables), and universally quantifying over all variables
of that sort, while letting valuations take care of variables of the remaining sorts
as before. Thus, we look at (higher-order) formulas of the form Vp’ST(q>), where
the Via‘binds all variables of sort s, rather than at formulas of the form ST(<,b).
Our prime question at this point is: when, and if so how, can we get rid of this
higher-order quantification’?

7.3 REDUCIBILITY

This section introduces the key notion of the Chapter.

Two EXAMPLES

7.3.1. EXAMPLE. In the basic modal language A/l£(<>) the formula p —>Op
is equivalent to the second-order condition Vp (p(:z:) ——>Ely(Rzy /\ p(y))) when
interpreted on frames. By substituting Au. u = :1:for p in the second order
formula, it reduces to Ely(R:1:y/\ y = :2), or Razz. This reduction yields an
equivalence, one direction of which is just an instantiation; the validity of the
other follows from the upward monotonicity of the consequent of Vp (p(a:) —>
3?; (Rwy A p(y)))~

7.3.2. EXAMPLE.Recall that propositional dynamic logic (PDL) has U (union),
; (composition), and * (iteration) as operations on its relational component.
Through the standard translation PDL ends up as a fragment of £,,,,,,,;because
of the Kleene star "' we need to go infinitary here: S'T((a)p) = Ely(Vn(R;‘$y) /\
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p(y)). As an example, on frames the PDL-formula p A [a]p —>(b;a*)p is
equivalent to the II}(£.,,,.,,)-condition

Vp (p($) /\ Vs (Raw —>p(y)) —>31/'2' (Rbf.z' /\ R3211/\ ;0(y)))- (71)

Substituting Au. (u = :3V Raasu) for p in (7.1) reduces it to the Emu,-formula
Elyz(Rbzz /\ Vn(R;‘zy) /\ (y = 1: V Ra:cy)), or 32 (R5232/\ R3223). To see this,
observe that one direction is again an instantiation; the other follows from the
upward monotonicity of the consequent of (7.1).

Examples 7.3.1, 7.3.2 show that in modal higher-order conditions the higher
order quantification can sometimes be removed through suitable substitutions
— the question when and if so with which instances such reductions may be
done, is analyzed in §§7.4 and 7.5.

BASICS

Given a (classical) formula fl involving variables p1, . . . , pn of some sort s, we
want to know whether the I'll-like formula \7’p1. . .\7’p,,3 is equivalent to a formula
7 not involving any variables of the sort 3.

7.3.3. DEFINITION. Let B E Form£[‘r], 7 E FOI'II1£r[T'],for some -r,-r’,£,£’.
We say that fl corresponds to 7, or 6 is reducible tos 7 if for every all Ql E
Str[r U 1"], and all 11'E A, we have 91 |=£» fi[21']iff Ql l=£ 7[u'].

Note that I concentrate on pointwise reducibility, that is, on formulas that (may)
depend on parameters. In most of the literature on correspondence theory for
standard modal logic the emphasize has largely been put on a ‘uniform’ approach
to reducibility, by considering only universally closed formulas; given the local
perspective of this dissertation I have opted for the pointwise version.

In most practical cases Definition 7.3.3 will apply with 7' Q 1" and Form,;['r]
usually contains all II}-like conditions over .41’.

7.3.4. CONVENTION.In the sequel 7' is a fixed classical vocabulary, and s is a
sort of 1' such that the only symbols of sort s are the variables VAR, = {p1, . . . };
the elements of VAR. are called s-variables. A formula is s-universal if it is of
the form Vp1...Vp,, 3, where all s-variables occurring in it are bound by the
prefix \7’p1.. .Vp,,. If Vpfi is an s—universalformula, we will tacitly assume that
the prefix ‘Vp’contains all and only quantifiers binding s-variables. A formula
B is s-free if it contains no (free or bound) occurrences of s-variables.

Here are some simple reducibility properties of s-universal formulas.

7.3.5. PROPOSITION. Let V336be an s-untuersalformula in FOrm[7']. Then V56
reduces to an s-free formula in FOrm[‘r] ifi V13’[fipi/p,~],3 does so.

7.3.6. PROPOSITION. Assume Vp‘fi,vp" B’ are s-universal formulas in Form[1'].
If‘v’p'[3and Vi)"3’ reduce to 7 and 7’, respectively, in Form[T], then Vp‘p"(B/\ B’)
reduces to (7 /\ 7'). If Vfffi and Vp"fi’ have distinct s-variables p’ and p", then
Vfip" (fl V 5’) reduces to (7 V 7’).
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7.3.7. PROPOSITION. Let ‘v’j’fi(§;2') be an s—universal formula in Form[1'] that
is reducible to the s-free 7(3)’;2:’)E Form[1']. Assume that 'y’(a':’;3}’)is s—free. Then
V;EV3'/‘('7' —>fl) is reducible to \7’g'j(7’ —>7).

Proof. Assume Ql |= V;3‘v’g7(7'(;E'; —>,3(g*;2))[zIa5. If 91 l: 7'(:i:';_1'j)[u'i)'1I'1]then

obviously 21 l: ‘v’1'9'fi(g'/';Zz')[u'1'2'tT2].So, by assumption, Ql )2 *y(g7;2‘)[2m3]. -1

7.3.8. REMARK. The class of formulas X such that Vffx is reducible to an s
free formula, is not closed under -w. To see this, let 1' contain a binary relation
symbol R and a single predicate variable p. Consider the first-order formulas
fl E 3y (Rya:/\ p(y)) and fl’ E Vy(Ryz /\ p(y) —>32 (Ryz /\ Then Vpfl is
reducible to a p-free formula, by 7.4.2, and VpB’ is reducible to a p-free formula
by 7.5.3. Hence their conjunction \7’p(B /\ fl’) is reducible as well. However,
VP -‘(H A B’), i-e-,

(WP) V10(331(Em A p(y)) -+ 3:; (Run: A p(y) A V2 (Ryz —’np(z))))

is not reducible to a p-free formula. It may be shown that (WF) expresses that
R is well-founded, and hence is not elementary, or, reducible to a p-free formula
over 1'.

The converse of the first half of Proposition 7.3.6 does not hold. Since
Vp‘v’:z: —>Ely(Rrcy/\p(y))) reduces to V3:Rm, the conjunction of the former
formula with (WF) is inconsistent, hence reducible to a p-free formula, although
(WF) is not.

7.4 FINDING THE RIGHT INSTANCES

As was observed before, in many practical cases reducibility results are obtained
via suitable substitutions, if at all. In effect, this is the idea underlying the
reduction algorithms mentioned in §7.l. For B E Vi)’B’ an s—universal formula
(over a classical vocabulary 7'), they find an s—freeequivalent of oz (again, over
1') by taking suitable s—freeinstances 71, 7,, of the s-variables pl, ..., p,,
in 3 such that

l: lfi/1/pl:---all/n/pnlfi,
(the converse implication follows by instantiation). We are interested in combi
nations of H}-like s—universalformulas ,3 of the form

\7’i)'(a —>7r), (7.3)

where 7r is monotone, and the antecedent a is a formula ‘supplying’ the sub
stitution instances 7 for ;b'that yield the desired reduction of (7.3) to an s—free
formula as in (7.2). The key-topic below is to make precise in what way the
antecedent a supplies the substitution instances. We set down semantic (and
syntactic) conditions on formulas that guarantee the existence of such instances,
and we describe the instances needed. The results lead to a fully general formu
lation of the Sahlqvist-van Benthem and Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithms
in §7.5.
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MONOTONICITY

We first examine the simplest instance of the general schema (7.3), where a is
either T or _L.

7.4.1. DEFINITION. Let 7r(:E)E Form£['r], let p be an s—variable, for s a sort in
7'. We call 7r(:i:')upward (downward) monotone in p if for all 21= (A,p, . . E
Str[1'], and for all u’E A, and all p’ 2 p (p’ Q p), we have that 91 I: «[27]implies
(A,p’,...) l= 7r[u'].

The temporal logic formula Pp has ST(Pp) = By(Ryz/\p(y)), which is monotone
in p.

7.4.2. PROPOSITION. Let 7r(:i:')E Form;[*r] be upward monotone in p.-. Assume
Vp1...‘v’p,,7r(§:') is s-universal. Then \:/p1...\7’p,, 7r(:E:’)is reducible to an s-free
formula iffvpl ...\7’p,~_1\/p.-+1...\7’pn[_L/p.]7r(f) is.

Proof. If 91 l: \7’p1...Vp,, «[51] then 21 l: \7’p1...Vpi_1‘v’p.+1...Vpn[L/p.]7r[u'],
for any 21 E Str[r]. Using the fact that 7r is upward monotone in p,-, one sees
that the converse implication holds as well. -1

7.4.3. PROPOSITION. Let 7r(:i:')E Form£[*r] be downward monotone in pi. As
sume Vpl ...‘v’p.,, 7r(i:') is s-universal. Then \7’p1...\7’p.n 7r(§:') is reducible to an
s-free formula ifi"v’p1...Vp._1\7’pi+1...Vpn[T/pi]7r(:i:') is.

7.4.4. COROLLARY.Assume that for every s—variablep, 7r6 Form£['r] is either
upward or downward monotone in p. Then, if ‘C/p'7ris s-universal, it reduces to
a p-free formula in Form£['r] via a suitable instantiation.

Observe that the only instantiations needed in Corollary 7.4.4 are J. and T.
As an example, the temporal formula Until(T,p) translates into Ely(Rzy A

Vz (Rxz /\ Rzy —>p(z))), which is upward monotone in p. Substituting _Lfor p,
we find that on frames Until(T, p) is equivalent to Ely(Rzry /\ fiElz (R232/\ Rzy)).

To actually use semantic properties of formulas, a syntactic characteriza
tion of all and only the formulas having the properties comes in handy. For
monotonicity this involves positive and negative occurrences. An occurrence of
a symbol is said to be positive iff it is within the scope of an even number of
negation signs; otherwise an occurrence is called negative.

7.4.5. THEOREM. Let 3 G Form£W[*r], p E VARS. Then B is upward (down
ward) monotone in p ifffi is equivalent to a formula in Formgw [T] in which all
occurrences ofp are positive (negative).

Proof. We prove the characterization of upward monotonicity only. A quick
proof using Lyndon Interpolation runs as follows. For a new relation symbol p’
let 1" be 1' extended with p’; 1"-structures then take the form (Ql,X), where
91is a 1'-structure, and X is a relation over an appropriate domain in Qlwhich
interprets p’. The assumption that B is upward monotone in p amounts to
fi(p’), \/:'z:'(p’(i') —+p(:'t')) l: ,B(p), for a new relation symbol p’. Let '7 be an
appropriate Lyndon-interpolant. As p’ occurs only on the left-hand side of the
I:-sign, 7 does not contain p’; and as p occurs only positively on the left-hand
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side, p is positive in '7. Hence, 7 is the required equivalent. -1

The result extends to many other logics, including all logics that have Lyndon
Interpolation such as £,,,,,,,.

CONTINUITY: THE BASIC CASE

We now allow the scheme (7.2) to contain continuous antecedent formulas.

7.4.6. DEFINITION. Let a(:i:') E Form,;['r]. Then a(§:') is called continuous in
p E VAR, if for all Ql = (A,U,. T,~,. . .) E Str[7-], where U1. T, interprets p, and
for all 11'E A, we have Ql |= a[iI] iff (A, T,-, . . l: a[u'], for some i.

As an example, both 3y (p(y) /\ q(y)) and fly (p(y) A -wq(y)) are continuous in
p; their conjunction is not, however. Hence the class of continuous formulas is
not closed under A.

As a further example, let ‘B be a complete Boolean algebra with operators
(BAO), and let f be a completely additive n-ary operator on ‘B. According to
the well-known duality between BAO’s and modal frames, f can be represented
as a relation R; on such frames (cf. (Jonsson & Tarski 1952, De Rijke & Venema
1991)). Then, the modal operator <>f,defined by

<>f(p1,...,p,,)={$:3y1€p1...3ynEpnR:1:y1...y,,},

is a continuous operator. This connection can be made into full-fledged repre
sentation: a formula fi(p1, . . . ,p,,; :31,. . . mm) is continuous in p‘ iff in each model
91 = (A, . . .) the set {if : Ql l: ,6[a’]} can be represented as the R-image of p1,

.., p,,, for some R C_IA"+"‘.

7.4.7. PROPOSITION.Let E Form£['r], and let p be an s-variable. Then fl
is continuous in p iflfor all 1'-structures Ql= (A, T, . . .), where T interprets p,

g[e_.§zaue:91 l: [}[u']ifi'either(A,(ll, . . |= B[u'] orfor some t E T, (A, { t }, . . l:u .

Proof. For the if direction consider the set U2.T,~.We have (A, U1.T,-,. . l: fi[u']
iff either (A,Ql,...) }=B[u’]or for some 36 U, T,, (A,l, . . .) l= fi[u'], iff for some
i such that TE T,~,(A, { T}, . . .) |= fi[u']. For the only-if direction observe that
(A, :r,...) I: am] iff (A,U;ET{ 2‘}u0),...) I: am] iff either (A,(Z),...) I: ,3[a],or
for some t, (A, { T}, . . .) l: [fit], as required. -I

In general, continuity of a formula in p1, ..., pk can be equivalently stated as
2" possibilities; because of this ‘explosion’ we don’t state results on continuity
in full generality.

7.4.8. LEMMA. Let 7r(:i:';37;3) E Form[;[*r] be upward monotone in p, and assume
oz(:I:';Q’;2'') E Form£[*r] is continuous in p. Then \7’p\7’g7(oz—>7r) is reducible to a
p-free formula via suitable instantiations.
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Proof. The instances we need here are of the form )\Z.I:' = 37,A2'..'z'= Z, or
A212’;£ 2' depending on whether p occurs in a and 7r, only in 0:, or only in 7r.
Assume first that p occurs both in a and 7r. Then

l= (V37 [(A1/". :7’ = 27>/p1v2‘<a —»vr>) —» (vpv2'<a ~ vr>).

To see this, assume (21, T) l: V3"/'[()\gj’.3']’= 3}’)/p](oz —>7r),a[i'Z;I:' +—+213],where
T interprets p, and Z I~—+2?)means that 271is assigned to 2'. Now, (Ql, T) l:
a[z'I; 2' r—>27)]implies that for some TE T, (Ql, { 3}) l: a['&'; 2' r—>{[2],by 7.4.7 and

monotonicity. I_-lence Ql l: [(Ag7’.;7’ = 37)/p]a['1'; 37r—+T; Z r——+113],so Ql |= [(Ay .y =
37)/p]7r[2'I; 3'] +——>t; 2' r—>125]. But then, by monotonicity, (21, T) l: 7r[2'I;2' +—>1.73],as
required.

Next, if p occurs only in a, then a —>7r is downward monotone in p. Hence
Vp\7’3'/‘(a—>7r) reduces to a p-free formula by instantiating with A2’.2' = 2:’as in
7.4.3. The case that p occurs only in 7ris entirely analogous. -1

How can we apply Lemma 7.4.8 to obtain reducibility results in ‘real life’ modal
formalisms? §7.5 contains a double answer in the form of the Sahlqvist-van
Benthem and Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithms. For readers unable to wait
until then, the following is a bare-bones sketch of how to proceed:

—Translate your modal formula into classical logic, preferably into a formula
of the form ‘v’p‘v’3'j(a—>7r).

—Perform some cleaning up in the antecedent of the translation to reveal
the substitutions needed. As may be seen from the proof of Lemma 7.4.8,
for continuous a the required substitution instances are singletons.

—Perform the substitution, and do some cleaning up.

Here are two examples; formulas supplying the substitutions are underlined.

EXAMPLE. Consider the formula Op —>Up in /Vl£(<>).

— Higher-order translation: Vp (Ely(Rzry /\ p(y)) —+Vz (Rzrz —>p(z))),
— after rewriting: ‘v’pVy(R$y /\ p(y) —>\7’z(R232 —>p(z))), which has an

antecedent continuous in p, and a consequent upward monotone in p,
— substituting Au. u = y for p reduces this to Vy (Rrcy ——+Vz (R122—+z =

EXAMPLE. In Venema (1991)’s modal logic of converse and composition, one
has a binary modal operator o based on a ternary relation C. Consider the
formula (0. ob) —>(b o 0.).

— Higher-order translation: Vab (33/z (Cszryz/\ a(y) /\ b(z)) —>Ely’z’ (C:1:y’z’ /\
b(3/') /\ a(Z'))

— after rewriting: ‘v’ab\/yz(C:z:yz/\a( )/\ b(z) —>3y’z’(C1:y’z’/\b(y’)/\ a(z’)),
which has an antecedent contimis fa, b, and a consequent upward
monotone in a, b,

— substituting /\u. u = y for a, Au. u = z for b reduces this to Vyz (Cscyz —>
C':z:zy ) .

To facilitate locating the right substitution instance it is useful to syntactically
characterize the continuous formulas.
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7.4.9. DEFINITION. Let B E Form£[*r], and let p be an s-variable. Then B is
called distributive in p if it is of the form 3§:'(p(:i:')A B’) V 7, where B’, 7 are
p-free.

An example from PDL: (a)(b*)p translates into Elyz(p(z) A RarcyA Vn(R,’,‘yz))
— a formula that is distributive in p.

7.4.10. THEOREM. Let B E Form£['r], and let p be an s-variable. Then B is
continuous in p ifi'B is equivalent to a formula that is distributive in p.

Proof. I only prove the only-if direction. Let B be continuous in p. Let Ql =
(A, T, . . l: B[u'],where T interprets p. Then, by continuity and 7.4.7,

(A, T. . . .> l= (a:s<p<:2'>A W. .27= 5)/pm v wt :7ye 27)/plfi) In

Let 7 denote the latter formula. Then 7 has the required syntactic form. More
over, as 7 does not depend on 21 or ii, we have that l: B —>7; but by the
continuity of B and 7.4.7 this can be strengthened to |= B +—>7, as required. -1

If in \7’p'(a —>7r) the antecedent a is distributive in p, then it is continuous
in p by Theorem 7.4.10 — hence the required substitution instance is simply
Au’.ii = 37,where 3']is the unique occurrence p(g'/') of p in a.

GENERALIZING CONTINUITY: SMALL SUBSETS

The important features of continuous formulas are that their semantic value
may be computed locally (on singletons), and that they are upward monotone.
We now generalize from the basic case by maintaining upward monotonicity but
liberalizing local computability to ‘depends only on small sets;’ after that we
replace the latter with ‘depends only on a definable set.’

7.4.11. DEFINITION. Let B(:i:’)E Form£['r], and let p be an s-variable. For /\ a
cardinal, B is called A-continuous in p, if for all Ql= (A,U,€, T,-,. . E Str[1'],
where Ute, T, interprets p, and for all ii 6 A, we have Ql l= 3[2'I]iff there is an
I0 (_II with |I0| < Aand (A,U,.€,0T,-,...) l:

Further, is called globally /\-continuous in p if there is a K.< /\ such
that for all 21 : (A,U,.E, T,-,. . E Str[r], and for all 11'E A, we have Ql l: B[u']
iff for some 10 Q I, |I0| 3 it and (A,Uz.E,0 T,-,...) l: ,B['1'].

In Roorda (1993)’s modal approach to Lambek calculus the formula A(p Aq, p A
-q) translates into 33,/z(Cxyz Ap(y) A q(y) Ap(z) A fiq(z)). This formula is not
continuous in p; it is 3-continuous in p.

7.4.12. PROPOSITION. Let B(§:')E Form£['r], and let p be an s-variable. Then
B is /\-continuous in p ifi for every 91 we have 21 = (A, T, . . #2 B[i'i] for
some To C_IT with |T0| < A, (A, T0,...) l= B[ii].

Recall that L has the Ldwenheim-Skolem property down to K.if each satisfiable
L-formula has a model of power 3 re. (The power of a 1'—structure 91is defined
as |A| in the one-sorted case, and as 239,. |A,| in the many-sorted case.)
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We say that 5(1)) commutes with unions of non-decreasing chains of sets
of length A if for every a non-decreasing chain of sets { T, },-<,\ we have Qt =
(A,Ui<A T,-, I: ,B[u']iff for some is:< A, (A, Tm...) )2 B[u'].

7.4.13. PROPOSITION. Assume .C has the Lowenheim-Skolem property down to
A. Let B be an [.-formula, and let p be an s-variable. Then 8 is A-continuous
in p ififi commutes with unions of non-decreasing chains of sets of length A.

Proof. The only if direction: assume { T, },-<Ais a non-decreasing chain of sets
such that (A, UKA T,-,...) |= am], where UK, T, interprets p. By A-continuity
this is equivalent to: for some PL< A, (A,U1.<n T,-, . . |= B[u']; and as the T,~’s
form a non-decreasing chain, this is equivalent to (A, TE,. . I: B[iI], as required.

For the converse, assume that ,3 commutes with unions of non-decreasing
chains of length A. Let (A, T, . . I: ,B[iI].We may assume that |A| g A. Then
T = UK, T,, where To Q T1 Q all have |T,-| < A. Hence, (A, T,, |= B[u'],
for some rs < A, which is sufficient by 7.4.12. Conversely, if (A, To, . . )= ,8[iZ],
for some T0 Q T with |T0| < A, define T, = T (0 < i < A). Then, by the
assumption on ,3, (A, T, . . )= ,B[u']. -I

7.4.14. PROPOSITION. Assume £ is A—compact.Let B E Form£[‘r], and let p be
an s-variable. Then 3 is A-continuous in p iff it is globally A-continuous in p.

Proof. I only prove the direction from left to right. If B is A-continuous, then

I=3«~ \/ at/'o...3i‘....(/\p<i.>AI<»\2.V 2:3.)/pm).
n<A K igrc ign

By compactness there is a no < A such that

e .6—» 3170...537.. .. pm) AW. = 9'.)/pm). (7.4)

As B is upward monotone in p, the implication in (7.4) must be an equivalence.
-l

7.4.15. EXAMPLE. In CM, LU-COIltlIl11lt:\’and global w-continuity coincide, ac
cording to 7.4.14. Thus, we need to go beyond ./SW to find an example of a
formula that is w-continuous, but not globally. In £_,,,,,,let 3 be the statement
‘at most n elements satisfy p’, and put ,3 := \/n ,3. Then 5 is LU-COI1tl1'11101.lS,but
not globally so.

Likewise, in weak second order logic L”, where the relation variables range
overfinite sets only,the statement 3qVa: —> is locally,but obviously
not globally U.)-COI1tlI111011S.

In the setting of Boolean algebras with operators, the operators f defined by
globally w-continuous formulas are also known as (completely) w-additive ones:
f(Z U) = Z{f(Z(T)) : T Q U, |T| g m}, for some m E w (cf. (Henkin 1970)).

7.4.16. LEMMA. Assume that 7r(:E)E Form£['r] is upward monotone in p, and
let a(§:') E Form£['r] be globally to-continuous in p. Then Vp'(a(i:') ——>
reduces to a p—freeformula via suitable instantiations.
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Proof. The instances we need here are of the form A2’.Vi<n 2' = 37¢(n < w),
AZ.2’= Z, and AZ.2' .762', depending on whether p occurs both in a and 7r, only
in a or only in 7r. The latter two cases are analogous to the corresponding cases
in 7.4.8. So assume p occurs both in a and 7r. Let n < to be the upper bound
given by global w-continuity. Then the following is universally valid:

( /\ V170---W72‘[<A.v7'.\/37.»= 9")/p1v2'<a<a':'> —»vr<a'v'>>)4 (vpv2<a—» vr>).
ogign 1'

This may be seen by using 7.4.12 and arguing as in 7.4.8. This suffices. -1

To be able to restate 7.4.16 for arbitrary A > to we need to assume that L’ is
closed under quantifier strings and disjunctions of arbitrary length < A.

By 7.4.14 the requirement in 7.4.16 that a be a globally w-continuous formula
may be weakened to w-continuity whenever [I is N0-compact.

EXAMPLE. Consider the formula Op /\ <><>p—>Elp in .M£(<>).

—Higher-order equivalent:

Vp(331(Rm//\p(y))/\3y' (Rm/’/\3y” (R1/'2/"/\p(y")) -* Vz(Rrz -> p(z))),

—after rewriting:

VpVyy'y" (Rwy /\ p(y) /\ Rwy’ /\ Ry’:/" A p(z/") —>V2 (Rm —>p(z))),

—substituting Au. (u = y V u = y’) for p reduces this to

\'/yy'y" (Rwy /\ R:cy' /\ R3/y" —>V2 (Rzzrz—>(2 = 3/V 2 = y"))).

EXAMPLE. Van der Hoek & De Rijke (1992, 1993) study systems of graded
modal logic containing modal operators (R)kp whose translation reads

3$Q....’IIk(/\R£L'.’II,'/\ A ($135115)/\[\p(:l:,'));
1' Ogi;-éjgk i

the latter is clearly not continuous, but it is k + 1—continuous. Consider the
graded modal formula p A (R)kq —>(R)0(q /\ (R)0p).

- Higher-order equivalent:

‘v’pq‘v’z0...a:k /\ /.\R:z:a:i /\ /\ (:1:,-75233-)/\ /.\q(1:,-)—+0Si¢JSk

3:; (Rwy /\ q(y) /\ 32 (Ryz A 10(2)»), (7-5)

which is of the form prescribed by Lemma 7.4.16,
— substituting Au. u = asfor p, and Au. \/2.<k(u = 13,-)for q reduces (7.5) to

Vz:0...:c;c(/.\R1:z¢ /\ 75$3-)——>V Rx,-:5).
2'.-,éj igk
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7.4.17. DEFINITION. Let fl E Form_/;W[1'],and let p be an s-variable. Then 3 is
called w-distributive in p if is built up from p-free formulas and atomic formulas
p(§:') using only A, V and 3.

7.4.18. THEOREM. Let B E FOI'II1£_M[T], and let p be an s-variable. Then 3 is
cu-continuous in p it is equivalent to a formula that is w-distributive in p.

Proof. This is immediate from 7.4.14. -4

What about A—continuityfor A > no? As with 7.4.16 more general versions of
7.4.18 may be obtained by requiring suitable syntactic closure conditions and
using appropriate versions of compactness.

A potentially more interesting issue is this: what are the to-continuous for
mulas in extensions of EMU’?In the case of £,_,,., the answer is almost immediate
from 7.4.14: an £w,,,,—formulais w-continuous in p iff it is equivalent to a formula
constructed from p-free formulas and atomic formulas p(:I:')using only A, V, 3.

As with continuous formulas the characterization result for go-continuousfor
mulas is useful in locating the required substitution instances; they are finite
disjunctions of the form Au’.(\/,.Sn(iZ=

GENERALIZING CONTINUITYZ DEFINABLE SUBSETS

The next obvious way to generalize the notion of continuity is to demand that B
holds of p not iff it holds of a singleton in p, but iff it holds of a definable subset
of p. In this approach we fix some set X from which the possible definitions of
subsets of p may be taken. As in earlier cases, both local and global versions are
possible.

7.4.19. DEFI.\'ITIO.\'. A subset X Q A is £- definable in Qlif there is an £—formula
'7(:i:';37)and elements TE Qlsuch that X = {l:Ql [2 A/[il;ll If s is a sort in 1',
a subset which is definable is s-free definable if it has an s-free definition.

The following may be somewhat hard to digest at first. The reward will be
considerable, however, as the following will allow us to obtain reducibility results
encompassing and vastly extending our earlier results.

7.4.20. DEFI.\'I'I‘IO.\'. Let ;.3(:i:')E Form£r[*r], and let p be an s-variable. Then
fi(f) is .C-definably continuous in p if for all Ql= (A, T, . . E Str[1'], where T
interprets p, and for all ii E A we have ?2lI: B(:T:')[u']iff for some s-free LI-definable
subset X, = {22 91I: was; g;)[a:n} of T we have (A,X,, . . .) 3: 3(;?)[a].

Also, is £-definably continuous in p with additional parameters if for
all Ql = (A, T, . . E Str[1'], where T interprets p, and for all ii 6 A we have
Ql l: B[ii] iff for some subset X, = {T221 l= 7(:E';37;Z)[u'liD]} of T that is s-free
and L-definable, we have (A, X.,, . . l: 6[u'].

Further, 3(5) is globally£-definably continuous if there is a fixed finite stock
of L-formulas 70(:i:';37),,7,,(:i:‘; 37)such that for all Ql= (A, T, . . and ii in A,
we have Qll: B(:E')[u']iff for some i (0 g i 3 n) (A, { if : Qll: 7,-(55; }, . . |=

A globalversionof L-definablecontinuitywith parametersis defined
analogously.
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7.4.21. EXAMPLE. Let B E \7’y(3z(R1:z/\Rzy —>p(y))); then B is LW-definably
continuous: f2l= (A, T, . . l= fi[u], where T interprets p, implies (A, { v : QlI:
32 (Rzz /\ Rzy)[uu] }, . . |= B[u]; the converse implication follows from the fact
that B is monotone in p.

For a first-order formula that is not LW-definably continuous, consider

5 2 vi (Rwy ~ (32 (Ryz Ap(z)) A 32 (Biz A ~p(z))1).

and let 91 = (N,§,{2n : n E N}), where 3 interprets R and {2n : n E N}
interprets p. Then 2! )2 fi[O]. The only £,,,,,,—definablesubsets of N (in terms
of R, =) are the finite and co—finitesets. But clearly, for no finite or co-finite
subset X of{2n : n E N}, (N,§,X) l: fl[0].

7.4.22. PROPOSITION. Let 5(5) 6 Form_/;W[*r],and letp be an s-variable. Then

1. fl is Lm,-definably continuous in p ifi it is globally Lu,“-definably continu
ous in p, and

2. B is Lu“,-definably continuous in p with parameters ifl it is globally .C._,,,,
definably continuous in p with parameters.

Proof. 1. We only prove the only-if direction. Let 21 E Str[7']. By continuity
there is an s-free Lam,-formula 7 such that Ql= (A, T, . . )2 B[i'i]implies that

(A, H’: 2t e )(7‘:’;z7)(«7i]}, . . .) e 3(5) A V.77()(5:'; 27)~» p(z7))[27'), (7.6)

and hence

(A, { 31 91 l= ~)(a‘:‘;.27)(7?flla--') l= l/\?7-)(I3137)/Pl.)3(i’) /\ V37()(77; 9') ~* P(37))l73l

Let 8&5 denote the latter formula. Then Ql l: B <—>,3g,,,,[a]. So

e 6 H \/ Alma).
{(‘21,i):‘21t=B[fZ]}

By compactness the latter disjunction reduces to a finite one, that is, for some
n we have

we \/ ((Ai'.~).(m7)/p)6(2?)Av7(~).(m')~p(;e7))).
Ofign

where all 7,-s are s-free £,_,_,-formulas.
2. This is proved like 1. We replace (7.6) with

(A, { 7’: at # 7(17;?7;5)l''7?‘DlL...) e 3(7) A V.77()(7':';7; 2) —»p(i‘))(a'w), (7.7)

where 7 is the formula given by the continuity of 3, and the 17)are additional
parameters. Clearly, (7.7) implies that (A, { l: 21 )= 'y(:7:';37;E)[i7liT2]}, . . satis
fies

32' ([»\i7.v(:7; (7:2')/pm) A vz7(~)(r; .77;2') ~ p(:7)))
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at 2'1.Reasoning as before one derives that

l=fi+~ \/ as. ([7.-(i';z7;22)/plB(f)/\Vz7(7(5:';i/';22) —»p<tz>>).
Ogign

This implies that 5 is globally [SW-definably continuous with parameters. -1

7.4.23. LEMMA. Let 7r(f) E Form£[1'] be upward monotone in p.

1. Assume oz(i:') E Form£z[*r] is globally .C-definably continuous in p. Then
\7’p'(a(:E')—> reduces to a p-free formula via suitable instantiations.

2. Assume a(§:°) E Form£z['r] is globally L-definably continuous in p with
additional parameters. Then \7’p'2'(a(:i:';Z) —+7r(:E;2’)) reduces to a p-free
formula via suitable instantiations.

Proof. The instantiations needed are of the form A2’.7(:f:';37),where 7 is a p-free
£—formula, A2‘.2' = Z, and AZ.2' aé 2', depending on whether p occurs both in a
and 7r, only in (1 or only in 7r. To see this, assume p occurs both in a and 7r
(the other cases are as before). Let 70(:i:';37),. . . , 7n(5; 37)be the p-free formulas
given by the definable continuity of a. It suffices to show that

#( /\ [A211«<5; 37)/p](a(:'r‘) ~ vr<:e'>>)~ (vp<a<a‘:'>~ vr<:2=>>),
Ogign

the converse direction being an instantiation. So assume that ‘21= (A, T, . . )=
a[ii]; then, for some i we have that (A, X“, . . I: a[iI], where X.“ is the sub
set of T defined by 7, (notation as in 7.4.20). This implies (A,X,1.,...) )=
[A3'j.*y,-(:i:';§/')/p]a[u'],and by assumption, (A,X.,z.,...) |= [Ag/‘.7,-(E;37)/p]7r[u']; by
monotonicitythis gives(A,T, . . .) l:

Next assume a is globally definably continuous with parameters. The in
stantiations we need are of the form /\Z. 7(§:';37;2'), where 1/ is a p-free £3-formula,
ABC?= 2', and AZ.2' ;é 2'. Assume that p occurs both in a and in 7r, and let
'y0(:i:';3'];Z0), ..., 7,,(:E; 3];in) be p-free formulas witnessing the continuity of a.
Reasoning as before we find

# (M/1\<nvz. wt M51’; .27;2'.)/p](a(5:’) ~ vr<rr'>>)—»(Vz'5(a(f) —+«<a?>>).

This suffices. -1

EXAMPLE. As an example, consider the formula ElE1p—>Up in M£(O).

—Higher-order equivalent:

vp (vy (Rwy —»vz (R1/Z —»p<z>>> ~ vv (Rm —»p<v>>).

— after rewriting: Vp (Vyz (Rzy /\ Ryz —>p(z)) ——+Vu (Rzcu —>p(u))); the un

derlined part is definably continuous with Au. R2332as the p-free definition,
— substituting )\u.R2:1:u for p the formula reduces to V2)(Rzcu —+Rzzu), i.e.

R is dense.
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EXAMPLE. In Blackburn & Spaan (l993)’s attribute value logic LKRl"‘lwith
master modality [at]one has models with a stock of binary relations R1 and
2: }= [*]p iff for all y with (:z:,y) E (U,R1)*: y i: gt. Consider the formula
<*>[*lp -+ P

—Higher-order equivalent:

Vp (ay ((9.-,y) e (U, Rm Avz <<y.z> e (U, 120* —»p<z>>>—»pm),

— after rewriting:

vpvy (us. an e (U; Rm Avz <<y.z> e (U; Rm —»p<z>>—»pm).

where the underlined formula is definably continuous in p with Au. ((y, u) E
(U, R;)*) as the p-free definition,

- substituting Au. ((y, u) E (U, R;)*) for p gives

vy (<2.y) e (U;Rm e (m) e (U;Rm).

EXAMPLE. Shehtman (1993) uses a progressive operator H in addition to the
usual temporal operators F, P to approximate the meaning of the English pro
gressive: :1:l: Hp iff

3:z:':z:"(Ra:':c A R:1:$"A Vz (R:c'z A Rzz" —>2 l:

Consider the formula Hp —>Fp.

—Higher-order translation:

Vp (El$'1:"(R:z':c A R1215"A Vz (R:c'z A R233" —>p(z))) —>Ely(Rasy A p(y))),

— after rewriting:

‘v’p\7’:r':L"'(Rzz/:1: A Rzzrzr"A V2 (R:v'z A Rz1:"—> p(z)) —+33; (Rwy A p(y))),

which is a definably continuous formula with Au. (R:z:’uARu2:”)as its p-free
definition,

—substituting Au. (R:c’u A Rum") for p reduces the formula to

\7’:1:':1:"(R:t:':z: A Raxzr" —>Ely(R1:y A R:z:'y A Ry:c")).

Despite the somewhat baroque definition of definably continuous formulas, for
the definably continuous first-order formulas an explicit syntactic characteriza
tion can be given. As in earlier cases a form of distributivity is needed.

7.4.24. DEFINITION. Let B E Form£W['r], and let p be an s-variable. Then
B is called type 3 distributive in p if it is a disjunction of formulas of the form
V3"/'(B’(_1‘j)—> A 7, where B’ and 7 are p-free formulas. Also, 5 is called
type 4 distributive in p if it is a disjunction of formulas of the form 32’('y(:i:';2')A
\7’g'j(fl’(3'/';2') ——>p(g7))), with the same restrictions on 5’ and 7 as before.
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7.4.25. THEOREM. Let B E Form_gW[r], and let p be an s-variable. Then

1. B is definably L“,-continuous in p iff it is equivalent to a formula that is
type 3 distributive in p, and

2. H is definably Lm,-continuous in p with parameters iff it is equivalent to a
formula that is type 4 distributive in p.

Proof. Use the proof of 7.4.22. -4

Observe that if a is type 3 or type 4 distributive, reductions of the kind described
in Lemma 7.4.23 take their substitutions from antecedents fl of the Horn—like
conditions V3,"/‘(fl—>p) occurring in a; the only (possible) difference between
the two is that if or is type 4 distributive, B is allowed to contain additional
parameters.

To conclude this section, Table 7.1 summarizes the main points.

semantic substitutions syntactic
property needed form

upward monotonicity A5. 5 955 positive occurrences
only (7.4.5)

downward A5. 5 = 5 negative occurrences
monotonicity only (7.45)
continuity A5. 5 = 3], A". 5 ;é 5 distributive (7.4.9)

and A5.5 = 5

cu-continuity A5. = 37,), to-distributive (7.4.17)
A5. 5 76 5 and
A5. 5 = 5

definable continuity A5.7(5; 3])(‘s-free’) type 3 distributive
(7.424)

definable continuity A5.7(5; 3'];Z) (‘s-free’) type 4 distributive
with parameters (7.4.24)

Table 7.1: Forms of continuity.

7.5 REDUCTION ALGORITHMS

We put our findings of §7.4 to work. Our input consists of s-universal formulas
B, and the aim is to reduce such formulas B to (combinations of) formulas of the
form

6’ E V13 (01 —> 71'),

where a satisfies one of the distributivity conditions of §4for all of its s-variables,
and 7r is positive in all of its s-variables. Given the syntactic form of a the
instantiations yielding the required reduction to an s—freeformula can then be
read of from B’.
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There are several ways of rewriting fl to 3’ . The earliest approaches are due
to Sahlqvist (1975) and Van Benthem (1976, 1983). A recent version can be
found in (Sambin & Vaccaro 1989). These approaches all deal with the uni
modal language with a single diamond O and box I] only. They describe a
fragment of this language, and show that all formulas in this fragment reduce
to first-order formulas. In addition, Sahlqvist (1975) and Sambin & Vaccaro
(1989) show that whenever the basic modal logic K is extended with axioms
taken from this fragment, the resulting system is axiomatically complete. Kracht
(1993) obtains those reducibility and completeness results in one go as part of a
unifying approach towards definability in standard modal logic. Venema (1993)
obtains a similar double result for certain modal languages containing a D
operator and irreflexivity rule. Finally, Gabbay & Ohlbach (1992) and Simmons
(1992) extend the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm by using Skolem functions;
in addition, the latter considers modal languages with arbitrary many unary
modal operators instead of a single one.

In this section we first describe the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm ex
tended to arbitrary languages; then its limitations are pointed out, and general
strategies for disproving reducibility are sketched. Finally we show how the
Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons approach overcomes some but not all of these limi
tations.

THE SAHLQVIST-VAN BENTHEM ALGORITHM

This is our strategy: we define a class of formulas Z3and show that every 5 E E
can be rewritten to a combination of formulas of the form Vi)'V37(a(:'c';_17)—>
7r(i:';_17)),where a is type 4 distributive in p’, and 7r is positive in 13‘.We then
apply our results from §7.4 to show that 5 must be reducible.

For the remainder of this subsection we fix a classical vocabulary 7' and a
sort 3 in 1'.

7.5.1. DEFINITION. (Sahlqvist formulas) We say that B E Form£[*r] is a simple
Sahlqvist formula for 3 if it is an s-universal formula of the form Vf2'V3'/'(a(5:'; 37)—->
1r(:E;37)),where a is type 4 distributive in all its s-variables, and 7r is positive in
all its s-variables.

The Sahlqvist formulas for s are built up as follows. First, a formula B (not
containing any quantifiers binding s-variables) is called an s-block if

—it is negative in all its s-variables, or
—it is type 4 distributive in all its s-variables, or
— it is s-free.

Next, s-antecedents are defined by the rule

a::=fl|a1/\a2 |oz1Va2| 3370,

where B is an s-block. Finally, a Sahlqvist formula is an s-universal formula of
the form Vf)'\7’g77(:E)where

7 ===V17(a(I7) -* 7r(17)) I V’7(<5(17)-> 7(17))|v1/\ 72 I 71 V 72, (7-8)
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where the formation of disjunctions is subject to the condition that 71, 72 share
no s-variables and no individual variables except for :2’,and where a is an s
antecedent, 7r is positive in all its s-variables, and 6 is s—free.

What Definition 7.5.1 boils down to is that (modulo some ‘extras’) a Sahlqvist
formula is a formula of the form \7’f2'\7’g7(a ——>1r) where 7r is positive, and in a no
3 or V occurs in the scope of a V.

7.5.2. LEMMA. (Rewriting Lemma) Let 7 be a Sahlqvist formula of the form
V1'9'\7’g'/‘(a—>7r) with a, 7r as in (7.8). Then 7 is equivalent to a conjunction of
simple Sahlqvist formulas.

Proof. We first give an inductive recipe for rewriting conjunctions 7 of Sahlqvist
formulas of the form ‘v’f)"v’g7((1 —->7r) to conjunctions of the form

/\vp',-vg, (A 13,-,—»7“), (7.9)
i j,

where the B, are s-blocks and the 7r,-are positive.

1. if V1'9'Vg7(3:?a —>7r) is a conjunct in 7, replace it with Vf)"v’37V2'(a—>7r);
2. if ‘v’f)'\7’3'j(a1V (12 —+ 7r) is a conjunct in 7, replace it with \7’;b'Vg'j(oz1—>

77)/\VI7V1_/‘(<12 —* 77);

3. if ‘v’1'9"v’_77(oz1A Eliozg —>7r) is a conjunct in 7, replace it with V;‘o"v’37\7’fz'(a1A

0:2 —> 7r);

4. if V_'b‘V3'/'(a1/\ ((12 V a3) —>7r) is a conjunct in 7, replace it with Vp'Vg"]((a1 /\
(12) V (01 /\ (13) —*77).

Clearly, every conjunct in 7 is equivalent to a formula of the form occurring in
the antecedent of 1-4. It is also clear that the output of this rewriting recipe
has the form described in (7.9).

Next we show how conjunctions 7 of the form (7.9) can be rewritten to simple
Sahlqvist formulas. Take any conjunct in 7; it may be assumed to have the form

V;‘2‘Vg7(D/\N/\F—»7r), (7.10)

where D is a conjunction of type 4 distributive formulas, N is a conjunction
of negative formulas, and F is a conjunction of s—freeformulas. Now (7.10) is
equivalent to

Vp‘Vg7(D—>7rVfiNvfiF). (7.11)

This is a simple Sahlqvist formula, as 7rVfiNV-wF is positive in all its s—variables.
Repeating the procedure for all conjuncts in 7 completes the proof. -l

7.5.3. THEOREM. (The Sahlqvist-van Benthem Algorithm) Let 8(5) be (equiv
alent to) a Sahlqvist formula for s. Then 3(5) reduces to an s—freeformula via
suitable instantiations. Moreover, these instantiations can be efiectiuely obtainedfrom
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Proof. We first prove the result for conjunctions of simple Sahlqvist formulas.
Let ‘v’f9'V37(O —>7r) be such a formula. It is equivalent to a conjunction of formulas
of the form

Vf)'Vg'](D —>7r’), (7.12)

where 7r’is positive, and D is type 4 distributive in all s-variables. By Lemma
7.4.23 (7.12) reduces to an s-free formula via substitutions that can be read of
from D. By Lemma 7.3.6 the conjunction of reducible formulas is also reducible.

Next, if Vf)'Vg'/"yis a Sahlqvist formula for s, reducibility is obtained by an
inductive argument.

— First, Sahlqvist formulas of the form \7’f)'V3'](a —>7r) are equivalent to con
junctions of simple Sahlqvist formulas, by the Rewriting Lemma; hence it
is reducible to an s-free formula by the first half of the proof.

— If V1'9"v’3'/‘*7is of the form Vf)'\7’3'/'(*y1A 72), it rewrites to Vg5'Vg'/'71/\ ‘v’p"v’g']'y2;

the latter reduces to an s-free formula whenever both conjuncts V;b'Vg771
and ‘v’f)“v’2;/‘72do so (by Lemma 7.3.6).

— If ‘v’p"v’3"/'7is of the form ‘v’f9'V373(71V 72), it rewrites to Vffvj/'71 V ‘v’i)'Z*y2
as only formulas not sharing any bound variables are disjoined; the latter
reduces to an s-free formula iff both disjuncts do (Lemma 7.3.6).

— If Vf2"v’g771 is of the form ‘v’f9‘v’g'/'(6(§:';37) —>7r); the latter reduces to an s-free

formula iff V13":/3'/"y1(3'/')does (Lemma 7.3.7). -1

7.5.4. REMARK. To recap, the strategy in Theorem 7.5.3 is to obtain reduc
tions through instantiations. These instances are found by carefully rewrit
ing Sahlqvist formulas into certain combinations of simple Sahlqvist formulas
‘v’f)'Vg'j(a—>7r), and then simply reading them of from the antecedents a. De
tailed examples are provided in §7.6 below.

Theorem 7.5.3 takes type 4 distributive formulas as its basic building blocks
supplying the required instantiations. Scaled-down analogues of the Sahlqvist
Theorem may be obtained by taking one of the other syntactic forms occurring
in Table 7.1, as the basic building blocks.

LIMITATIONS OF THE SAHLQVIST-VAN BENTHEM ALGORITHM

Formulas that are typically excluded from the set of Sahlqvist formulas have
implications (1 —>7r as their matrix with (1 containing a V3 or \7’(... V ...)
combination. Van Benthem (1983) shows that these limitations occur even in
the weakest language we consider here, M£(O). Below I will repeat one case
(in .M£(<>)) of non—reducibilitydue to a forbidden V3-combination. By way of
examples I will show how this case may be used to obtain further non-reducibility
results for arbitrary modal formulas with first-order definable truth definitions,
that contain a forbidden quantification of the form V3.

7.5.5. PROPOSITION.(Van Benthem (1983)) The (translation of the) McKin
sey formula El<>p—><>Elpdoes not reduce to a p-free formula over R, =.
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Proof. The higher-order translation of the McKinsey formula reads

Vp (V3,/32(Rwy —>(Ryz A p(z))) —>Ely'Vz'(R1:y'/\(Ry'z' —-+p(z')))). (7.13)

Non—reducibilityis proved by showing that it lacks a first-order equivalent over R,
=. To this end we show that it does not enjoy the Lowenheim-Skolem property.
Consider the frame 3 = (W, R), where

—W={a,b,,,b.,,z.:n€N,z' E{0,1}}U{cf:f:N—>{0,1}},
—R:{(a,b,,),(b,,,b,,i),(b,,i,bni):nEN,i E{0,1}}LJ

{(avCf)a(Cf’b71f(n))5.f3N"lOv1}}'
It may be shown that 3, a l: (7.13). Take a countable elementary subframe 3'
of 3' containing a and all b,,, bni. For some f : N —>{O,1}, f is not in 3’ (as S’
is countable). This f may be used to refute (7.13) at a in 3’. Hence (7.13) lacks
a first-order equivalent. -1 '

Now, the strategy for porting the above non-reducibility to arbitrary modal
languages in which all operators have first-order definable patterns, is to code
formulas with forbidden quantifier patterns up into the above example 7.5.5
using first-order means. Here is an example taken from unary interpretability
logic (De Rijke 1992d). The latter extends provability logic with an operator I
used to simulate the notion of relative interpretability over a given base theory.
The semantics of I is based on a binary relation R and a ternary relation S as
follows:

(W,R,S, V),:r l: Ip iff ‘v’y(R:1:y-—>Hz(Szryz/\ z l:

Consider the formula Ip —+filfip whose classical equivalent on frames reads

Vp (V;/Elz (Rwy ——>Sxyz /\ p(z)) —>§ly'\7’z' (R:1:y' /\ (Sxg/'2' —-+p(z')))), (7.14)

which is of the form Vp (a —>7r) with 7r positive (in p), and (1 containing a
V3-combination.

7.5.6. PROPOSITION. The formula (7.14) does not reduce to 0. p-free formula
over R, 5.

Proof. Let Q5= (W,R, S) where S = (W, R) is as in the proof of Proposition
7.5.5, and S is defined by

- Vxyz (Szyz <—>(Rccy A Ryz)).

Then Q5,0. l: (7.14) <—>(7.13). Hence 05 l: (7.14). But for G5’= (3’,S’) with 3’
as in the proof of Proposition 7.5.5, and S’ defined like 5 above, we must have
Q5’bé (7.14), for otherwise 3’ l: (7.13). -l

The same strategy shows non-reducibility results for (classical equivalents of)
formulas involving V3-combinations in many other modal languages, with Until,
Since-logic as an obvious example.
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As to the second kind of forbidden combinations mentioned earlier, viz. con
figurations \7’(... V Van Benthem (1983) gives a non-reducible formula in
.M.C(<>)whose higher-order equivalent Vp (a —>7r) contains such a combination
in its antecedent oz. Analogous to the above case of V3 this example may be
used as a tool for establishing non-reducibility results for ‘forbidden formulas’
in arbitrary modal languages in which all patterns are first-order definable.

THE GABBAY—OHLBACH-SIMMONS ALGORITHM

Unlike the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm the Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons al
gorithm is able to deal with some cases like (7.14). By Proposition 7.5.6 the
Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithm cannot reduce (7.14) to a first-order for
mula involving only R and S (assuming the algorithm is sound). To arrive
at a p-free equivalent it uses quantification over Skolem functions. Here is an
example. Consider (7.13) again:

Vp (‘C/y3z (Rwy ——>Ryz A p(z)) ——>EIy'\/z’ (R133,/'A (Ry'z’ —>p(z')))).

The antecedent of the matrix of (7.13), Vyilz (Rasy ——>Ryz A p(z)) is equivalent
to

3fVy (Rivy -> Rs/f(x, y) A p(f(w, 21))

Thus (7.13) is equivalent to

VpVf (Vy (Rivy —>R3/f(=I=,3/) /\ :o(f(1=,y))) ->

Ely'Vz' (R:cy' A (R3/'2' —+p(z')))).

Substituting Au. 32 (R122A u = f(:z:, z)) for p in the above gives

Vf (vy (Rwy 4 Rmzr, y>>—»

3y'Vz' (R:1:y'A (R3,/'2'—>3v(R1:v Az’ = f(:c, (7.15)

A remark is in order: (7.15) replaces a quantification over unary predicates
in (7.14) with quantification over functions — what has been gained’? Besides
revealing a link between different fragments of classical logic that may in itself be
of logical interest, such replacements are computationally relevant, as is shown
by Gabbay & Ohlbach (1992).

We now present the Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithm in analogy with
the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm. First, we need a set of formulas for the
algorithm to operate on.

7.5.7. DEFINITION.(Extended Sahlqvist formulas) We work over a vocabulary
with function symbols. The type 4 distributive formulas over this vocabulary
are defined as in Definition 7.4.24 — where the arguments of p may now involve
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function symbols. From these, simple Sahlqvist formulas and s-blocks are defined
as in Definition 7.5.1.

To define extended s-antecedents czwe consider an intermediate set of for
mulas a’ generated by

a'::=fi' |a'1/\a§ |33'/'a'|\7’37a',

with fl’ an s-block such that if ,6’is a type 4 distributive formula, then it should
be of the form Elfz'(y/\\7’3'j(B—> Then, the extended s-antecedents are gener
ated by the rule

CY2Z=,a3|O,|Cl1/\(12|(I1VO2 I 3370,

where ,6 is an s-block. The important restriction here is that no V governs a V.
Finally, extended Sahlqvist formulas are generated using extended s-antecedents
analogous to (7.8).

For the poly-modal language .M£((a) : a E A) the above definition specifies the
same fragment as the one given by (Simmons 1992). The proof of this claim
would require a lengthy and boring induction, and is therefore omitted.

The Gabbay—Ohlbach-Simmons algorithm extends the Sahlqvist-van Ben
them algorithm. First there is an Extended Rewriting Lemma.

7.5.8. LEMMA.(Extended Rewriting Lemma) Any extended Sahlqvist formula
of the form Vf)'Vf'Vg:/'(a—>7r) with a an extended s—antecedent and 7r positive, is
equivalent to a conjunction of (almost simple) Sahlqvist formulas of the form

vp'vfv;7(/)\ D, _. 7r), (7.16)

with /\1.D, a conjunction of type 4 distributive formulas.

Proof. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.5.2. First we rewrite to a formula
as in (7.16), but with a conjunction of s—blocksin antecedent position rather
than distributive formulas. The following rewrite instructions need to be added
to the stock in 7.5.2; their purpose is to move quantifications over functions to the
prefix, and to push occurrences of V inside as far as possible until they ‘reach’ a
distributive formula that doesn’t start with a 3-prefix — without breaking down
negative formulas or s—freeformulas.

5. if V;b'Vf\/g"j(.. .\7’2'(oz1/\ a2) . .. —>7r) is a conjunct in 7, replace it with

Vf)'Vf'\7’g7(...VZa1/\V2'a2... —>7r);

6. if Vp'VfVg}'(...V2'Elu1 ...u,, a . .. —>7r) is a conjunct in 7, replace it with

Vz'9'VfV@’(.~-3f1-.-fnV2'Lf1(i/22')/U1]---lfn(37.2')/unla~--—» vr),

for fresh function symbols f1, . . . , f.,,;
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7. if ‘v’;'9'VfVy'((11A39 02 —+7r) is a conjunct in 7, replace it with \7’}'9'VfgVy((11A

02 —» gr);
8. if Vp'VfVy'(. . .\7’2’(6 ——>(9/\ p)... —>7r) is a conjunct in 7, replace it with

v5vfvg7(...v2(5 —»9)/(v2'(5 —>p)... —»n).

The second half of the proof is similar to the second half of 7.5.2. -1

7.5.9. THEOREM. (The Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithm) Let 7' be a vo
cabulary with sufiiciently many function symbols, and s a sort in 1'. Let fi(:i:')
be {equivalent to) an extended Sahlqvist formula for 3. Then 3(5) reduces to
an s-free formula, possibly involving additional function symbols, via suitable
instantiations. These instantiations can be efiectively obtained from B.

Proof. This is almost the same as the proof of 7.5.3; the substitutions arising
from distributive formulas involving function symbols of the form Vy’(7(:E; y’)—>
p(f(f; 17») are /\17-3i7(7(5I';37)/\ 17= f(I"v';37))- ‘*

LIMITATIONS OF THE GABBAY-OHLBACH-SIMMONS ALGORITHM

The main gain of extended Sahlqvist formulas over Sahlqvist formulas is that
the former allow V3-combinations. However the extended Sahlqvist formulas still
suffer from the restriction on \7’(.. . V ...)-combinations. The importance of the
restriction is best explained by an example. Consider L('ib’sformula in .M£(<>)
lZl(C1p—>p) —>Elp, which translates into

vp (vi (Rwy ~ 32 (Ha A ap(z>> v p(y>> ~ vu (Rm —»p(u>>)

on frames. After Skolemization and rewriting this gives

vpvxay ((Rxy —»(Ram, y)/\~p(f(r. y>>>vp(y>>—»vu (Rm ~ p(u>>). (7.17)

At this point we need to define a substitution to achieve a reduction to a p-free
formula. However, there is no obvious candidate — because of the disjunction
occurring in the antecedent of (7.17). It seems that to be able to handle cases
such as the Lob formula, higher-order functions are needed, ones that take in
finite sequences, or even whole ‘R-trees’ as arguments. On the other hand, it
may be that the Lob formula is not expressible in the Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons
fragment. I will leave this for further study.

7.6 APPLYING THE ALGORITHMS

Section 7.5 presented the general Sahlqvist-van Benthem and Gabbay-Ohlbach
Simmons algorithms for obtaining reducibility results. To actually apply them to
individual modal languages requires a further detailed analysis of those languages
to locate the Sahlqvist fragments. Below we illustrate this by examining the
languages of standard modal logic, D-logic, Since, Until-logic, as well as the
language of Peirce algebras, and infinitary modal languages. Finally, applications
are given to areas other than modal logic, including circumscription.
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STANDARD MODAL LOGIC

Formulas of the standard modal language .M£(<>) translate into a strict subset
of the language of monadic second-order logic. Its Sahlqvist fragment is a strict
subset of the general Sahlqvist fragment of the latter (7.5.1). To be precise, let
the set of Sahlqvist formulas 8.7-'(<>)Q .M£(<>) be defined by putting X E Sf(<>)
iff it is produced by the following rules

— ab::= Elip | u | 6, where 1/ is negative in all proposition letters occurring in
it, and 6 is p-free,

— 1fl33=<I5|1/J1/\?P2I1fl1V1P2|<>?11,
— X ::= 2/2 —> 7r | X1 A X2 | X1 V X2 | BX, where 7r is positive in all its

proposition letters, and V is applied only to formulas X1, X2 that don’t
share proposition letters.

When interpreted on frames every X E 8.7-'(<>)translates into a Sahlqvist formula
over a vocabulary with a single binary relation symbol, and unary predicate
variables corresponding to the proposition letters in A/l.C(<>).By Theorem 7.5.3
every element of the Sahlqvist fragment 8.7-'(<>)reduces to an s-free formula.

The set of instances needed to reduce every formula in 8.7-'(<>)is an atomic
join semi-lattice with partial operators, the atoms being the terms denoting
singletons, and the operators correspond to necessitation and are defined on V
free terms only.

Now that we are considering individual modal languages, much more fine-grained
issues become visible than in our general analysis of §§7.4, 7.5. As an example,
given the Sahlqvist fragment 8.7-'(<'>)one may strive for an explicit syntactic
description.

7.6.1. DEFINITION. (Kracht 1993) An individual variable v is called inherently
universal in a if either it is free in a, or a is of the form V1:(Rwy —>B) and
v is inherently universal in B. Inherently existential is defined similarly. A
first-order formula a is restricted if it is built using only restricted quantifiers
Vv (Raw —+ and 322(Ram A . .

A Sahlqvist reduct is a first-order formula over a binary relation symbol R and
= that is equivalent to a positive, restricted formula in which every subformula
Rlyz contains at least one inherently universal variable.

7.6.2. THEOREM. A first-order formula is definable by means of a Sahlqvist
formula in the standard modal language .M£(<>) iff it is a Sahlqvist reduct.

Proof. One direction follows from Theorem 7.5.3. The other one involves a
simple but long case analysis which is too lengthy to be included here. Instead
we give an example. Consider the formula

32 (R132/\ Vy (R2zy —>Rwy) /\ Rzx). (7.18)

The idea is to view (7.18) as being the result of certain substitutions into the
translation of a positive modal formula 7r, to extract those substitutions from
(7.18), and to prefix their modal counterparts as a Sahlqvist antecedent to 1r.
Here we go:
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1. the restricted quantification 32 (R232/\ . . . stems from a diamond <>: <_>(.. .;
2. the conjunct Rza: refers back to :3, thus calling for a proposition letter p

to be true at 2:, and 2 ‘seeing’ p: p —><>(§)p /\ . . .;
3. finally, in \7’y(R2zy ——>Rwy) the antecedent calls for 2 boxes I], and the

consequent refers to ‘being a successor of 1:’which calls for a boxed propo
sition letter being true at :3: p A Elq—+<>(<>p/\ -1

Two short remarks: a similar syntactic analysis can be given for the extended
Sahlqvist formulas as well (Definition 7.5.7); and recently Hans-Joachim Ohlbach
has announced general results on associating modal equivalents to first-order for
mulas.

Next, as an application of the Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithm in the stan
dard modal language, we show that any modal reduction principle reduces to a
p-free formula. First, a modal reduction principle in .M£(<>) (mrp) is a modal
formula of the form ¥p —>$p, where 515,$ are (possibly empty) sequences of
modal operators 0 and D.

7.6.3. THEOREM. The Gabbay-0hlbach—Simmons algorithm reduces every modal
reduction principle ¥p —>$p to a p-free formula.

Proof. Van Benthem (1983, Theorem 10.8) fully classifies the mrp’s that reduce
to a p-free formula by means of the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm. From this
result it follows that the use of additional function symbols (as in the Gabbay
Ohlbach-Simmons algorithm) is essential.

To prove the theorem it suffices to observe that every mrp translates into an
extended Sahlqvist formula over R, =. To get some feel as to how an arbitrary
mrp is reduced to a p-free formula, it may be instructive to go over the .\/lcKinsey
axiom EJ<>p—><>Elpand its higher-order translation (7.13) again. -l

D-LOGIC

We describe the Sahlqvist fragment 8.7-'(<>,D) of the modal language M£(O, D)
studied in Chapter 3. Put X E 8.7-"(<>,D) if it is produced by the following rules:

—qs ::= #1...#np | 1/ | 6, where #,- E {Cl,D}, V is negative in all its
proposition letters, and 6 is p-free,

— 1P31=¢l7fl1 /\1P2l1/11 \/$2 l #(b7_where # 6 {<>aD}a
— X ::= w —>7r | )(1/\)(;; | XIVX2 | #x, where 7ris positive in all its proposition

letters, V is applied only to formulas X1, X2 having no proposition letters
in common, and -94;E {D,D}.

Here are examples (taken from Chapter 3) of Sahlqvist formulas in .M£(<>,D)
and M£(F, P, D) plus their reductions to first-order conditions.

EXAMPLE. Consider the M£(O, D)-formula <>p-—>Dp.

— Second-order translation: Vp (Ely(Rscy /\ p(y)) —>32 (:1:;£ 2 /\ p(z))),
— after rewriting: \7’p\7’y(Rwy A p(y) —>Elz(9: ;£ z /\ p(z))),
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— substituting Au. u = y for p reduces this to Vy (Rwy —+32 (w 9&2/\z = y)),
or Vy (Rwy ——>w ¢ y), or -Rww.

EXAMPLE. A slightly more complex example: p A fiDp —>Afi<>p, or equiva
lently, p /\ E<>p —>Dp.

—Second-order translation:

vp (mm) A ayz (R3/3 A p<z>> 2 av (v as asA p<v>>),

— after rewriting: ‘V/p\7’yz /\ Ryz /\ p(z) —>312(1);£ w/\ p(v))),
—substituting /\u. (ii = wV n = 2) for p reduces this to

‘v’yz(Ryz —>312(1) gé w /\ (v = w V ‘U= z))),

or fiEIy(Ryw).

EXAMPLE. As a final example in .M£(F, P, D), consider Gp V Hp —>Up.

- Higher—orderequivalent:

V19(V2; (Rwy —>p(y)) /\Vy (Ryrv -+ p(y)) —>V9 (21 76 :1:—+p(y))),

— substituting /\u. (RwuVRuw) for p reduces this to Vy (w 76 y —+RwyVRyw).

Until, Since-LOGIC

The above definition of the Sahlqvist fragment 8.7-"(<>)of A/l£(<>) can easily be
extended to the language .M£(F, P) of temporal logic with the operators F and
P. But the more powerful binary modal operators Until (whose pattern reads:
Apq.Ely(Rwy/\ p(y) /\‘v’z(Rwz/‘\Rzy —> and Since (/\pq. Ely(Ryw /\ p(y) /\
V2 (Ryz A Rzw —>q(z)))) can also be accommodated. To define a Sahlqvist
fragment 5.7-'(Until, Since) of the modal language with Until, Since, recall that
both F and P are definable using Until, Since. Let # range over F, P, and if
over G, H. Put X E S]-'( Until, Since) if it is produced by the following rules

—ab::= #1 ...¥,,p | 1/ | 6, where 1/ is negative in all its proposition letters,
and 6 is p-free,

- w ::= ¢Iw1/\1bg_|w1_Vw2 I #1/2| Until(#1-.-#nw,#1-~-#mP) I
Since(#1...#.,,w,#1...#mp), _

— X ::= w ——>7r | X1 /\ X2 | X1 V X2 l #X, where 7r is positive in all its
proposition letters, and V is applied only to formulas X1, X2 having no
proposition letters in common.

All formulas in 8.7-'(Until, Since) translate into Sahlqvist formulas over R and =;
in particular, the ‘between-ness’ property 3y (Rwy/\p(y)/\\:/z (Rwz/\Rzy —>q(z))
itself is distributive in p and type 4 distributive in q. Thus, by Theorem 7.5.3,
every formula in ST( Until, Since) reduces to a first-order formula.

EXAMPLE. Consider the formula Fp —>Until(p, q).
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—Higher-order equivalent:

vpq (ay (Izzy A p<y>>—»Hy’(Rm/' A pm Av2’ am’ A Rwy’ ~ q<z'>>>).

— after rewriting:

VpqVy (Rwy A p( ) -> 32/’ (Rm/' A p(y') A W’ (R-'02’A R2’:/' —>q(z')))),

—substituting /\u.u = y for p, and Au.u ;é u for q gives \7’y(Ra:y —>
fi3z (Rzz /\ Rzy)).

THE LOGIC OF PEIRCE ALGEBRAS

In the modal language MC2 for reasoning about Peirce-like frames (Definition
5.5.3) we have two sorts of modal formulas: set formulas and relation formulas.
Nothing prevents us from applying our Sahlqvist machinery here. As an example,
consider axiom (MP2) from Definition 5.5.1: (a o b)p —>(a)(b)p.

—Higher-order translation:

VabVp(3yrz/1.3/L'zs (Pxsyrzs A 03/rz/I-3/L’A a(?./L) A b(y.'~')A p(zs)) ->

Elv,.v,'_v,'.'z5(P1250,-Z_,:./\Pv,.v,',v,'.' /\ a(v,',) A b(v,',') A p(z;))),

— after rewriting:

VabVpVyrz/I-2/!.’zs <P$sy'rzs A Cyrz/.11/i'A 0-(1/.’~)Ab(y.'»') A p(zs) -*

3v,.v,',v,'.'zs (Parsvrzé A Pv,.v,'_v,,'.’A a(v,',) A b(v,'.') A p(z;))),

— substituting )vu,.. u, = yj. for a, Aur. u,. = y.’,’for b, and Aus. us = 25 for p
reduces this to (CP2):

Vyry..’—yI~’2s(P5353/rzs A Cyryiz/I-' -+ 32$ (Pzsyézé A Pz§y.'—'zs))~

INFINITARY MODAL LOGIC

So far we have applied our methods mainly to modal logics whose operators have
first-order patterns. But they can be applied equally well beyond the first-order
realm. For instance, they are easily extended to infinitary modal languages such
as PDL, where one has multiple diamonds (a) as well as composition (a; b),
union (a U b) and iteration (a*). Because of the Kleene star * PDL translates
into a fragment of L,,,,,,,,and on frames into H}-conditions over L,,,,,,,. A Sahlqvist
fragment for PDL is easily defined, resulting in a set of PDL-formulas whose
H}(£,,,,,,,)-equivalent reduces to a £,,,,,,,-formulaover Ra, and =. Here is an
example: [a"‘]((b)p —>(a*)p).
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—Higher-order translation:

vpvy (v<R2zy> ~ (32 (Rb:/2Ap<z>a 3v v<R:yv> Ap<v>>)).
Tl

— after rewriting:

vpvyz (V<R:zy> A R5312A gg_z_>—»av \/(R2yv) A pm).
11

—substituting Au. u = 2 for p reduces this to

vyz (V<R:xy> A12.;/2~ V<R:yz>).
TI.

Our methods apply equally well to modal languages with more explicitly in
finitary constructs, such as arbitrary disjunctions and conjunctions, as in the
infinitary basic modal languages l3.M£(1') of Chapter 6. I invite the reader to
think up examples for himself.

BEYOND MODAL LOGIC

Applications of 7.5.3 outside the field of modal logic are easily found. Here are
some examples.

First, 7.5.3 provides us with a scheme for reducing a large class of l'I{‘+1
formulas to n-th order formulas. To see this, assume that we are working in a
fragment without (n + 1)-st order constant symbols, let s be a sort containing
all (n + 1)-st order variables, and let X be any set of s-free formulas. Then,
if X is an (n + 1)-st order formulas that is in fact a Sahlqvist formula for s, X
reduces to an s-free formula, i.e. to an n-th order formula.

Second, the Sahlqvist machinery may be used to remove sorts from a many
sorted (first-order) theory A. Let s be a sort in the language of A. If all of As
axioms are Sahlqvist formulas for s, then A has an axiomatization using s-free
formulas only — by Theorem 7.5.3.

Third, recall that circumscription is the minimization of predicates subject to
restrictions expressed by first-order formulas that is proposed for the purpose of
formalizing non-monotonic aspects of common sense reasoning (Lifschitz 1985).
The general definition of circumscription involves second-order quantification:
circumscription of P with respect to a(P) is

cz'rc<P.a<P>> = a<P> Avp (am Avy <p<y>~ Pu/>> —»vy (my) a p<y>>).

OI‘

am Awe(am a vy (Po) a pm) v 3y(pm A«Pu/>>). (7.19)
The consequent of the matrix of Vp . in (7.19) is positive in p, so by Theorem
7.5.3 (7.19) reduces to a first-order formula whenever a(p) is a p-antecedent
(Definition 7.5.1). As an example, consider a E 32 P22. C'z'rc(P, 3:: Pas) asserts
that the extension of P is a minimal non-empty set, that is, a singleton.
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- C'z'rc(P,3:r Pr): 3:: P11:/\‘v’p(31:p(2:) —+Vy (Py —>p(y))VEly (p(y)/\fiPy)),
— after rewriting: 3:1:Pa: /‘\Vp‘v’a:(p(:z:) —>Vy (Py -—>p(y)) V Ely (p(y) /\ fiPy)),
—substituting Au. u = 1:for p reduces this to 3$Pz/\V:z: (Pr —>Vy —>y =

Lifschitz (1985) presents a ‘small’ Sahlqvist Theorem. He describes a large class
of first-order formulas whose circumscription is first-order; all formulas he gives
are Sahlqvist formulas. In effect, the way Lifschitz show his circumscribed for
mulas to be equivalent to first-order conditions is by means of appropriate sub
stitutions.

7.7 ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE: GLOBAL RESTRICTIONS

In previous sections we obtained reducibility results by isolating ‘reducible’ frag
ments of a given modal language. We end this Chapter by considering certain
extreme cases of reducibility where full languages become reducible, and where
our algorithmic approach of earlier sections no longer work. Below we consider
certain global restrictions that yield reducibility results. Natural candidates in
clude

—restrictions on the possible values of the variables that are up for reduction,
—restrictions on the vocabulary in which those variables live.
—constraints on the structure of models.

We discuss the first two options. The third option is known as relative cor
respondence theory; Van Benthem (1983) gives a worked-out example in the
standard modal language ./Vl£(<>),with the constraint being that the relation R
in structures for .M£(<>) should be transitive.

RESTRICTING VALUES

Recall from §3.2 that Nominal Tense Logic extends tense logic with the addition
of a new sort of atomic symbols called nominals, whose distinguishing feature
is that they are true at exactly one point in a model. Here we briefly consider
the language .M.C,",(<>)with the standard diamond, a collection N of nominals,
and no ordinary proposition letters. The standard translation for Will; (0) is as
usual for n, A, 0, while a nominal 2'has ST(z') = (:12,= 2:), where :13,is an individ
ual variable, and :5represents the point of evaluation as usual. For 3 = (W, R)
a frame of A/l.C,—,(O),we have that 3, w I: goiff 3,111 l: V22,-,...\7’1:,-,,ST(¢), for
all <156 /\/1.C,_,(<>);that is: both on frames and on models M£;(O)-formulas end
up as first-order formulas over R.

This observation can be generalized to include sorts of propositional symbols
whose truth depends on sets of at most a fixed finite number of objects ——on
frames formulas of such sorted modal languages will all reduce to first-order
conditions.

Obviously, at this point many options are available for further analysis. For
a modal language whose patterns and connectives all live in a classical logic £,
these options are covered by the following restriction:
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for all atomic symbols p: V(p) is definable in .C.

The result is that in any modal language .M.C satisfying this restriction all
formulas reduce to ‘p-free’ L-conditions when interpreted on frames.

The link between the above observations and our results in §§7.4~7.5is best
explained by means of a rather bulky definition.

7.7.1. DEFINITION. Let 1' be a classical vocabulary, s a sort in T. M[‘:1("1{)(s)
is the set of all s-universal formulas Vi)’a, Oz6 Form;['r], satisfying the follow
ing implication 93? l: (V definable p) a => 93? l: Vp a. More precisely, for Qt a
1'-structure, let W consist of all subsets of the (appropriate) domain paramet
rically definable by means of an s-free B E Form£['r], i.e. W = : Ql l=

fi[uv1...vn]} :5 E Form£['r], s-free}. Then (Vfia) E M£d(ef)(s)iff for all Ql

91 l: V136 Wa[fi] implies 21 l: Vi)’a['I£].

Informally, M)(s) contains all s-universal formulas whose truth depends on
£—definable parts of models only. Definition 7.7.1 generalizes (Van Benthem
1983, Definition 9.14), where a class Mldef is defined as the set of formulas in
A/l.C(<>)preserved in passing from a general frame (3, W) with W containing all
subsets of the domain parametrically definable by means of a first-order formula
over R, to the underlying frame 3.

By an easy argument, if a(p) is type 4 distributive in all s-variables, then \:/fia

is in M£‘l('“i)(s).Conversely, assuming [I is compact, if Vffa is in Mgg)(s), it must
be equivalent to an (s-free) finite conjunction of formulas of the form [B/p]oz,
for B s-free. It is an open question whether this implies that a is equivalent to
a type 4 distributive formula for s.

RESTRICTING THE LANGUAGE

We now show by way of example how restricting one’s vocabulary may help in
boosting reducibility. Here too there are many options. We restrict ourselves to
examining what effect the exclusion of relation symbols (other than =) of arity
2 2 has.

For the time being, let £ denote first-order logic, and let 7' contain only
unary predicate symbols. Our aim is to show that for any a E Form[1-], Vida
reduces to a p-free (i.e. first-order) formula over = (assuming it is p-universal).
The result is not new — it was probably first proved by Ackermann (1954), but
I believe the proof is.

Fix a E Form£['r]; let pg, . . . ,p;,_1 be the predicate symbols occurring in a,
and let Tk be the restriction of ‘Tto these symbols. Let n be the quantifier rank
of 01.

Let 931= (W,P0,...,P;,_1) be a 1",,-structure. For X Q W, X0 = X,
X1: W\X. For 5 E 2" the s-slot is

W9” = P3“) n . . . n P,f‘_’°,‘”.S
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Let 9.Tl= (W,P0,...,Pk_1), 9.71’= (W’,P(’,,...P,(___1) be Tk-structures. We
write 93?2,, 9)?’ if DRand DIR’satisfy the same first-order sentences over 1-,, of
quantifier rank at most n. For two sets X, Y we write X 2,, Y iff |X| = | Y| < n
or |X|, | }’| 2 n; by extension we put 9)? »'=:,,_93?’iff for all s E 2", W3” zn WSW.
The important fact is that for any two *rk—structures Dill,Dfl’ we have ‘IR5,, ‘Jill’
iff 93?z,, DIR’(cf. for example (Westerstahl 1989, Section 1.7)).

7.7.2. THEOREM. Let 1' be a vocabulary containing only unary predicate letters.
Let or E Sent£[*r], where L? denotes first-order logic. Then \/pl ...Vpk (1 reduces
to a first-order formula over = {providedit is p-universal).

Proof. By a routine argument mm, has finitely many equivalence classes, say
M = {M1, . . . ,9Jlm } contains a representative of every class. For every 93?E M,
define a pure identity formula B9);by

fl _{ 3!|93l| objects, if < k -n,971— El2 n objects, otherwise.

Define 7 = Ambéa fiflgm, where 9)? E M. Then l: Vfia <—>7. To see this, assume
21 hr‘:Vfia, i.e. Ql’ = (Ql,P0,...,Pk_1) |= -wa. Choose EDT6 M with 9.7!an 21'.
Then Ql’ l= figm, so Ql |= Bgmand Ql ti’:7. And conversely, if Ql bé 7, say Ql l= Bgm,
then Qlis ‘large enough’ so that we can define extensions of the predicates p,- in
91 in a way that yields Qt’ = (Ql,P0, . . .,Pk_1) zk..,, EDI. By definition 93? bk (1,
hence Ql’ bé a, and Ql bé Vfia. -4

As a consequence of Theorem 7.7.2, in any modal language whose patterns and
connectives are first-order definable over =, all formulas reduce to pure identity
formulas when interpreted on frames. Examples of modal languages where this
applies include

—M£(D), the language of D-logic studied in Chapter 3,
—./l/l£(A), the language of the universal modality studied by Goranko &

Passy (1992),
—the language of (certain versions of) graded modal logic (Van der Hoek &

De Rijke 1992), and other modal languages with modal operators corre
sponding to first-order definable generalized quantifiers.

7.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this Chapter I have analyzed both the Sahlqvist-van Benthem and Gabbay
Ohlbach-Simmons algorithms for eliminating certain variables. Semantic and
syntactic descriptions were given of formulas suitable as input for the algorithms.
The algorithms themselves were described in quite general terms, and it was
shown how their applications give rise to more fine-grained issues. Finally, we
approached the issue of reducibility from a somewhat different angle by consid
ering general restrictions that yield reducibility of all formulas of our example
languages.
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Despite the length of this Chapter many things had to be left out. What
we have achieved, though, is an exposition of the mathematical core of the
Sahlqvist-van Benthem and Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithms, as well as
ample demonstration of their methodology and use.

To conclude here are open questions and suggestions for further work.
1. The Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithm was unable to deal with the Lob

formula El(Clp —+p) ——+Up, despite the fact that it does have a p-free
equivalent (namely well-foundedness). What further functions need to be
assumed present to make an extension of the algorithm find this equivalent?
In the case of the standard modal language .M.C(<>)can one characterize
the Sahlqvist reducts (Definition 7.6.1) semantically? It is easy to see
that they must be invariant under generated subframes, disjoint unions,
p-morphisms and ultrafilter extensions — but what else, if anything, is
needed to fully characterize the Sahlqvist reducts?
It can be shown that for restricted first-order formulas 0:, V1?a is reducible
to an s-free formula iff its is preserved under ultrapowers. What about a
result of a more general nature, at the level of abstraction pursued in this
Chapter?

. What is the complexity of reducibility? Van Benthem (1983, Theorem
17.10) shows that the class of first-order formulas in full H}-logic is not
arithmetically definable. And Chagrova (1991) shows that the question
whether a standard modal formula is first-order definable, is undecidable.
By a simple argument the set of standard modal formulas which are first
order definable as a result of the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm, or the
Gabbay-Ohlbach-Simmons algorithm is RE — but is it decidable?

. Finally, a point that has to do with the fine-structure of correspondence
theory. What can we say constructively about the complexity and shape
of the reduced equivalents of a reducible formula? To be more specific,
consider M£(O). Whereas on models two individual variables suffice to
define the standard translation of any formula as was first observed by Dov
Gabbay, on frames more variables are needed. As an example, transitivity
— modally defined by <><>p—>Op — needs essentially 3 variables. What,
then, is the connection between the shape of an 8.7-'(<>)—formulaand the
number of individual variables its first-order equivalent on frames needs?
Likewise, one may wonder whether it is the case that if qbhas modal depth
n and a first-order equivalent a, then a must be definable with quantifier
rank at most n; but this is false; <>Elp —+D<>p has depth 2, while its
first-order equivalent is the Church-Rosser property, which has quantifier
rank 3. Is there a reasonable function linking the two notions?



Appendix

Background material

This Appendix lists some material from classical, modal and algebraic logic
used but not explained elsewhere in the dissertation. For full details the reader
is referred to one of the following references:

—Barwise & Feferman (1985), Chang & Keisler (1973), Hodges (1993) for
classical logic,

—Van Benthem (1983, 1991d) for standard modal and temporal logic,
—Burris & Sankappanavar (1981) for universal algebra, and Andréka, Németi

& Sain (1993) for algebraic logic.

SOME FACTS FROM CLASSICAL LOGIC

A many-sorted (relational) vocabulary 1' is a non-empty set (usually taken to
be countable) that consists of (classical) sort symbols 3, . . . and finitary relation
symbols p, q, r, . . . . The argument places of relation symbols of 1' are equipped
with a sort symbol of 7'. For each sort symbol 3 we assume to have a class of
variables 1:‘ for objects of sort s; terms and formulas are built up as usual.

We assume that we have membership or acceptance predicates 5 available,
which take as their arguments an n-placed symbol of a ‘relational’ sort and n
terms of the appropriate sorts to form formulas. E.g. if r is a symbol of a binary
relational sort, then erzzryis a wff; its intended interpretation is that the pair
denoted by (:13,y) is to belong to the relation denoted by r. Instead of erxl . . . 22,,
we write r(:c1, . . . ,:z:,,). Equality (=) is used only between terms of the individual
sort.

A many-sorted 7'-structure 21has non-empty domains As, corresponding to
the sort symbols s—of 1', and interprets the other symbols of 1' as usual. The
class of 1'-structures is denoted by Str[1']. When there is no need to distinguish
the domains A, we write (A,p,...) instead of (AS,...,p...). If 0 Q 1' and
Q16 Str[r], then we define Qlfa, the 0-reduct of 21, to be the 0'-structure that
arises from 21by ‘forgetting’ As for s 54a’, and rm, . .. for r, . .. ¢ 0.

A (classical) logic is given by two classes Form£[*r] and Sent;-,[*r] of £
formulas and L-sentences respectively, together with a relation )=1; between
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structures and C-sentences. We assume that for any classical logic L, Form;[-r]
contains n-placed predicates _L, and T, (n E N, s E 1') such that in any model
91, L5 is interpreted as the empty set and T, as A5. Basic model-theoretic
notions are introduced as usual.

An ultrafilter over a non-empty set I is a non-empty set U of subsets of I
such that X, Y E U implies Xfl Yz'nU; X E U, X Q Y Q I implies Y E U;
0 ¢ U; and for every X Q I, exactly one of X, I\X is in U. Let I an
non-empty set, (Qt,-),-E;a collection of models for the same vocabulary, and U
an ultrafilter over I. Form the product H, 21,-;using U define an equivalence
relation~U on the domainof HIQI, byf ~U g iff E I :f(z') = E U.
The ultraproduct of (Qt,-),-E1over U, HU 21,-,is the structure Ql whose domain
consists of all equivalence classes fu with f E H, Qt,-.For constant symbols c,
c9‘= fu, where = cat"for all 2'E I. For R an n-ary relation symbol and fl,
..,f" elements of1_[,91,-,we put R9‘f[1,...f,}‘iff{z' E I: Rf1(z')...f"(z')} E U.

SOME FACTS FROM MODAL LOGIC

Let ML be a modal language with the property that for each of its modal opera
tors #, the patterns 6# is a first—orderformula. Via the standard translation ST
(Chapters 2, 3), ML ends up as a fragment of first—orderlogic when interpreted
on models.

Van Benthem (1989a) proves that for no finite collection of finitary modal
operators #1, . . . , #,, one has that the modal language having precisely #1, . . . ,
#,, as its modal operators, is as expressive as first—orderlogic. An algebraic (and
more general) version of this result says that the clone of logical operations on
binary relations is note finitely generated; this result was announced by Tarski
in 1941, and his proof appeared in (Tarksi & Givant 1987, Section 3.5).

SOME FACTS FROM ALGEBRAIC LOGIC

We assume familiarity with basic algebraic notions such as subalgebras, homo
morphisms, and direct products. For a class of algebras K, we write SK, HK
and PK for the classes of all subalgebras, homomorphic images and products of
algebras in K, respectively. VK is the least class containing K which is closed
under S, H, and P. Recall that VK = HSPK.

For certain two-sorted frames 3 we defined the complex algebra of 3 in §5.3.
We now define them for arbitrary basic modal languages. Let ML be a basic
modal language with modal operators {#,- : 2'E I}, and let a frame for this
language be defined in the usual way: as a tuple ( W, { R#1.},-E1). For # an n-ary
modal operator in ML, we define an n-ary operation m# on 2W by putting

m#(X1,...,X,,) = {w:31:1...3:c,,( /\ (:13,E X,-)/\R#(w,:z:1,...,:cn))
rgtgn

The complex algebra Q3113of a frame 3 is given as 61113 = (2W, U, —,m#z.),-E1.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over uitbreidingen van de standaard modale taal. Nadat
in hoofstuk 1 een korte inleiding is gegeven, ontwikkelt hoofdstuk 2 een alge
meen perspectief op modale logica; volgens dit perspectief zijn modale talen op
de eerste plaats veelsoortige beschrijvingstalen voor relationele structuren, en
hebben zij vooral betrekking op de fijn-structuur van modeltheorie. Ook iden
tificeert dit hoofdstuk enkele centrale onderzoe1<sthema’s voor de uitgebreide
modale logica, waaronder ‘uitdrukkingskracht,’ ‘combinaties van modale log
ica’s,’ ‘preservatie van eigenschappen van modale 1ogica’s onder uitbreidingen
naar rijkere talen,’ en ‘relaties tussen modale logica’s onderling.’

De hoofdstukken 3, 4 en 5 onderzoeken speczfieke uitgebreide modale sys
temen, te weten modale logica’s met een ‘verschil operator,’ een systeem van
dynamische modale logica, en modale systemen die corresponderen met zoge
naamde Peirce algebras Hier worden kort enkele toepassingen van de behan—
delde modale systemen geschetst, en komen de eerder genoemde centrale thema’s
aan bod, toegespitst op de specifieke systemen die we onderzoeken. Verder
wordt in hoofdstuk 3 een methode gegeven voor het bewijzen van axiomatische
volledigheid in systemen met verschil operatoren; deze methode wordt in hoofd
stukken 4 en 5 uitvoerig toegepast.

De hoofdstukken 6 en 7 behandelen algemene thema’s in de uitgebreide
modale logica. Hoofdstuk 6 ontwikkelt met behulp van bisimulaties de model
theorie van de klasse van basis modale talen; dit levert onder meer algemene
stellingen op over definieerbaarheid en preservatie, en ook wordt een karakteris—
ering van de basis modale logica’s gegeven naar analogie met de bekende Lind
strom stelling uit de eerste-orde logica. Hoofdstuk 7, tenslotte, beschouwt (uitge—
breide) modale formules als klassieke hogere-orde condities op de onderliggende
semantische structuren. Dit hoofdstuk formuleert abstracte en zeer algemene
algoritmes die voor bepaalde uitgebreide modale formules de corresponderende
hogere-orde condities reduceren tot eenvoudiger formules.

Naar ik hoop laat dit proefschrift zien wat er in de uitgebreide modale logica
te koop is, en dat er in dit gebied nog veel te doen valt.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Eaztending Modal Logic

V8.11

Maarten de Rijke

. Dick de Jongh and Albert Visser propose a calculus ILM/P which they conjecture
to be the logic of relative interpretability and ll?—conservativitytaken together. This
conjecture receivessome additional support from the fact that ILM/P is conservative
over its unary reducts —-bothof which are arithmetically complete.
See: M. de Rijke. Bi-unary interpretability logic. Report X—90-12,ITLI, University
of Amsterdam, 1990.

. Using suitable tail models one can give an alternative proof for Albert Visser’s result.
concerning a complete axiomatization of the schemata on provability and relative
interpretability that are derivable in 2(1)-soundfinitely axiomatized sequential theories
extending IA0 + SupExp; this alternative proof also yields a completeness result for
all true such schemata almost for free.
See: M. de Rijke. A note on the interpretability logic of finitely axiomatized theories.
Studio Logica 50, 241--250, 1991.

. In terms of Boolean algebras with operators Sahlqvist’s Theorem states that Sahlqvist
identities are preserved in passing from a Boolean algebra with operators to its canon
ical extension; the result extends to arbitrary similarity types.
See: M. de Rijke & Y. Venema. Sahlqvist’s theorem for Boolean algebras with oper
ators. Report ML-91-10, ITLI, University of Amsterdam, 1991.

. On top of the usual axioms of provability logic the unary interpretability logic of all
reasonable arithmetical theories is axiomatized by 5 simple axioms.
See: M. de Rijke. Unary interpretability logic. Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic
33, 249272, 1992.

. The logic of the generalized quantifier ‘more than n X’s are Y’s’ can be obtained
from a graded modal logic proposed by Kit Fine by simply leaving out some axioms.
See: W. van der Hoek & M. de Rijke. Generalized quantifiers and modal logic.
Journal of Logic, Language and Information 2, 19 ~58,1993.

. This is a great time to be doing modal logic. Many new directions are being explored,



10.

11.

12.

13.

while new waves of technical results increase our understanding of familiar issues.
See: M. de Rijke, ed., Diamonds and Defaults, Synthese Library vol. 229, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, 1993. And: M. de Rijke, ed., Advances in Inten
sional Logic. To appear.
One can reason about Theory Change using fairly traditional Inodal and dynamic
logics; the use of the latter also suggests natural extensions and generalizations.
See: M. de Rijke. Meeting some neighbours. In: J. van Eijck 8; A. Visser, eds., Logic
and lnformation Flow. To appear.
As a personal research strategy it may be profitable to invest in understanding con
nections between disciplines: cross platform porting of results and techniques is more
rewarding than discovering that you have re-invented the wheel.
See: W. van der Hoek & M. de Rijke. Counting objects in generalized quantifier
theory, modal logic and knowledge representation. In: J. van Eijck & J. van der
Does, eds., Generalized Quantifiers: Theory and Applications. To appear.

. According to a popular informal account the English present perfect is a device
enabling ‘a past time of present relevance’ to be selected. This idea can be formalized
by combining an event ontology and an interval ontology in a systematic way.
See: P. Blackburn, C. Gardent & M. de Rijke. Back and forth through time and
events. To appear.
One can give respectable Gentzen style sequent calculi for various formalisms arising
in Knowledge Representation.
See: A. Arsov, W. van der Hoek & M. de Rijke. Sequent calculi for logics that count.
To appear.
Logics with applications should satisfy two important axioms concerning the ontology
they analyze or assume: take things seriously, (ii) let them talk to each other.
See: P. Blackburn & M. de Rijke. Zooming in; zooming out. To appear.
Tough guys drive black BMW’s.
See: Charles Bukowski. Hollywood, Black Sparrow Press, Santa Rosa, 1989.

. . . it has rivaling factions, it has key figures changing their positions at random
intervals and would-be dictators pushing their own little niches. On top of that it is
supported by a piece of machinery that neither works nor fails properly . . .
~—What are you talking about? An adventure game? Ancient Greece? A soap
opera? Politics? Star Trek? Dutch universities?


